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ABST 11RA CT 

This thesis is an examination of the present state of Nurculuk, an 

Islamic movement founded by Said Nursi (1873-1960) and currently the subject 

of heated controversy in Turkey. After tracing the origins of the movement 

in the context of the peculiar circumstances of Turkey, the study notes the 

way in which Nurcu teachings are promulgated and promoted by publications, 

meetings and other means. Next, the effect these teachings have on the lives 

and views of members (Nurcus) is examined through individual case studies. 

The thesis ends with an evaluation of the movement's present significance. 

The founder's life - including his changing relationships with state authori- 

ties - is reviewed in an appendix. 

Said Nursi preached a distinctive approach to Islam. His followers 

regarded him as the mOceddid (divinely appointed reformer of Islam) for the 

twentieth century and organised a secret network to distribute his writings 

in the face of official hostility in AtatUrk's secular Republic. From this 

organisation grew the clandestine movement that later became known as Nurculuk. 

The main collections of Said Nursi's writings, the Risale-i Nur, give his 

exposition of the Koran and provide the main source of inspiration to Nurcus 

today. The nature of Nurcu beliefs and the way they are propagated have led 

to accusations that Nurculuk is a danger to the stability of the state. 

A detailed study of Nurcu attitudes reveals a remarkable identity of 

views among members, who see themselves not as a threat to Turkish stability 

but as a bulwark against anarchy from within the country and communism from 

without, though they are still eager to see Turkey turn away from AtatUrk's 

secularist vision and adopt Islamic ideals. 

By providing a composite picture of Nurcu personality and activity, the 

study shows what being a Nurcu means in Turkey today and provides the 

factual basis for the objective assessment of the movement with which the 

thesis ends. 



The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. No 

quotation from it should be published without his prior written 

consent and information derived from it should be acknowledged. 
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PREFACE 

Religion remains one of the most sensitive issues in today's 

secular Republic of Turkey. Religious expression is subject to state 

regulation intended to curb divisive influences in the nation. A wary 

eye is therefore kept on all religious activities, especially the 

activities of groups and movements that deviate from the established 

normsof Sunni orthodoxy in Turkey. The appearance of new Islamic 

movements is seen as a potential threat that arouses the suspicions of 

the Department of Religious Affairs as well as the hostility of ardent 

secularists. Faced with such opposition, these movements often become 

secretive, thereby further heightening the original suspicion and 

hostility -a process that may continue indefinitely - and, fuelled by 

polemical statements, may result in misunderstandings that could have 

serious consequences. 

This study was originally intended to cover three religious groups 

in contemporary Turkey: the Nurcus, the SUleymancis, and the I!, ýlkgis. 

However, it soon became apparent that it would not be possible to study 

all three groups adequately within the scope of a single thesis. The 

I, gikgi movement was found not to be sufficiently distinct to merit 

detailed study at present; as for the S-aleymancis, it was impossible to 

find any member willing to be interviewed, and since any attempt to do 

this research without the acquiescence of a leading member would have 

been futile, I decided to abandon this idea and instead to concentrate 

solely on the Nurcus. Fortunately, this was to prove much more rewarding 

as I was able to establish good contacts with reliable, well-disposed 

and well-placed members of the Nurcu movement. 

V 



Nurculuk, as the Nurcu movement is known in Turkish, is the most 

influential and controversial religious movement to appear in Turkey 

in recent years, yet surprisingly little reliable information about it 

is generally available. Press treatment of the subject is usually 

determined by the political stance of the paper concerned. Politicians' 

attitudes towards it are influenced by what they gauge to be their own 

electoral interest. The public take sides in passionate but uninformed 

debate on the issue. In short, opinions are rife but facts are scarce. 

The present study seeks mainly to provide a background of knowledge 

essential to any scholarly consideration of the subject. 

The questions I wished to answer in this thesis were many. I sought, 

among other things, to find out the real reasonswhy people attach them- 

selves to a movement which is strictly illegal thereby risking imprisonment. 

The conditions under which such movements appear and the nature of their 

formation also interested me. What sort of people are attracted to 

Nurculuk, and how does the movement survive? How is it financed? What 

do members do, and how do they do it? How are they organised, and are 

their numbers growing, static or declining? What changes does membership 

produce upon individual members' attitudes to politics and social norms 

as a result of propagating their ideology and establishing a group 

identity? The last question, concerning identity, was of particular 

interest. 

Relevance to Nurcu identity became the main consideration underlying 

the approach adopted throughout this thesis. Thus, detailed analyses in 

terms of historical, theological, ideological or sociological significance 

were eschewed. Instead, attention was concentrated upon relating to 

Nurcu members themselves the meaning of the particular topic of discussion, 

since this is crucial to an understanding of their identity. 
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After an introductory chapter which discusses the Nurcu movement 

against the social, political and economic background of modern Turkey, 

and notes some of the difficulties of the research, the study is 

organised into two main sections. In Chapters 2,3 and 4, the develop- 

ment of Nurculuk is traced, and Nurcu institutions and publications 

together with the writings of the movement's founder, Said Nursi, are 

discussed. Chapters 5,6 and 7 examine Nurcu meetings, focus on the 

personal experiences of Nurcus, particularly the processes of their 

religious conversion, and look at the views they hold on a wide range 

of political, social and religious questions. This information in these 

two sections is used as the factual basis of the assessment of the 

significance of Nurculuk with which the study concludes in Chapter 8. 

I should like to express my deep and sincere gratitude to my 

supervisor, John D Norton of the School of Oriental Studies in the 

University of Durham without whom this work would certainly never have 

come to fruition. His intimate knowledge of Turkey and its language, 

his warm, friendly and unceasing encouragement and, above all, his 

painstaking assistance and the tremendous patience he has shown in what 

has at times been a difficult study, have all rendered my task that much 

easier. My thanks are also due to Dr Bill Williamson of the Department 

of Sociology and Social Policy for his valuable suggestions and 

generous assistance at various stages of the work. I am also indebted 

to Dr JA Beckford for the many insights I gained while following his 

course on the Sociology of Religion at Durham University at an early 

stage of my studies. I alone, however, am responsible for the 

statements and interpretations set forth in the thesis. 
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Much of the research in this study was made possible by a grant 

from the Religious Affairs Department in Ankara; Idiould like to express 

my thanks to Dr Latfi Doýan, Minister of State at that time, who gave 9 

me the initial encouragement to study abroad. I am also immensely 

grateful to the Head of the Religious Affairs Department, Mr Tayyar 

Altikulag and his assistant, Mr Niyazi Balo4lu, both of whom have spent 

a great deal of time dealing with various administrative problems created 

by my prolonged study. 

I am particularly grateful to the staff of the Oriental Section of 

Durham University Library for their assistance, and to Mrs K Stenhouse 

for her skilful typing. 

Finally, this work would have not been possible without the kind 

co-operation of those interviewed during my fieldwork in Turkey, and I 

extend my warmest thanks and appreciation to all of them. 
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NOTES ON THE TRANSCRIPTION AND PRONUNCIATION OF TURKISH WORDS 

Except for those with an established English form, like Pasha, 

hadith, hodja, lyc6e and Ramadan, Turkish words are given in the text 

in modern Turkish spelling. 

The Turkish alphabet is phonetic and presents few problems, but 

readers unfamiliar with it should note particularly the pronunciation 

of the following letters: 

c- is pronounced like the English j in jam 

g- is pronounced like the English ch in church 

g- is always pronounced hard like the English g in gun 

g- after e, i, 6 or U is pronounced like the y in English yes 

after a, i, o or u it is itself silent and serves only to 

lengthen the preceding vowel 

i- is pronounced like the English i in fit 

i- is rather like the English i in fir. (The corners of the mouth 

should be pulled back when pronouncing i. ) 

6- is pronounced as it is in German 

:ý- is pronounced like the English sh in ship 

U- is pronounced with the lips forward and rounded as in the 

French tu 

A circumflex over a vowel denotes a slight "y" sound between it 

and a preceding g, k, or 1. Otherwise the circumflex serves to lengthen 

the vowel. 
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GLOSSARY OF TURKISH WORDS 

aCjabey : elder brother (used also, familiarly, as title of 

respect in addressing nonrelated persons). In Nurculuk: 

used to address a Nurcu of very long standing or one who 

has been personally taught by Said Nursi. 

dlim : learned, wise; scholar. 

cemaat : congregation, assembly; religious community. In 

Nurculuk: the word also refers to the Nurcu community - 

the entire group of the followers of Said Nursi. 

cemiyet : society, association. 

ders lesson, class, lecture. In Nurculuk: study sessions, 

regular gatherings of Nurcus to read and study the 

Risale-i Nur together. 

dershane : classroom, place of instruction. In Nurculuk: a place 

where Nurcus hold their derses. 

dost friend. In Nurculuk: one who seriously supports 

Nurculuk and disseminates the ideas put forward in 

the Risale-i Nur. 

ehl-i hizmet : in Nurculuk: those who commit their lives to the cause 

of Nurculuk. 

esnaf : trades, guilds; tradesman, artisan. 

ezan : call to prayer. 

fikih (fiqh) : Islamic canonical jurisprudence. 

gurbet : being away from home. 

hafiz : one who knows the whole Koran by heart. 
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hemý; eri (hem! ýehri) : fellow countryman, fellow citizen. 

hizmet service. In Nurculuk: (Nurcu activity) - usually 

refers to being in the service of Nurculuk or making 

sacrifices in order to serve Nurculuk. Can be applied 

to anything that promotes Nurculuk. 

iftar breaking one's fast; the meal taken at sundown 

(during the fast of Ramadan). 

imam : prayer leader; religious leader. 

kardes : brother or sister. In Nurculuk: a form of address 

Nurcus usually use to each other. 

kardeý; imiz : in Nurculuk: (literally "our brother") - the word 

used by Nurcus when referring to Nurcu sympathisers 

or very new members of Nurculuk. 

keramet : miracle worked through the agency of a saint. 

mahalle mektebi : local school. 

medrese : Muslim theological school. 

mescit : small mosque; place of worship, temple. 

mevlUd (mevlit) :a religious meeting held in memory of a deceased 

person, in which the MevlUd (poem written by 

S, aleyman Qelebi depicting the birth of the Prophet 

Muhammad, sung only by special singers) is chanted. 

millet : nation; people; religious community. 

miaezzin : one who calls Muslims to prayer. 

mfir! ýit : who guides to the right road; spiritual guide; 

head of a religious order. 

namaz : ritual worship, prayer. 

nefis (or nefs-i : in Nurculuk: the head-strong, unregenerate soul. 

emmare) 
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nur talebesi : in Nurculuk: (literally "student of the light") - 

one who studies the collection of the Risale-i Nur 

and accepts its teachings and applies them in his 

lif 

sannet : practices and rules not laid down in the Koran 

but derived from the Prophet's own habits and words. 

, geriat : (from Arabic Shariah) Islamic canonical law. 

! ýeyh : head of a religious order. 

! ýeyhulislam : dignitary responsible for all matters connected 

with the canon law, religious schools, etc., and 

coming next to the Grand Vizier in precedence. 

tarikat : religious order, order of dervishes. 

tarikatgl : member of a religious order, dervish. 

teravih : the supererogatory night service of the month of 

Ramadan performed immediately after the prescribed 

night service of worship (consisting of twenty 

genuflexions with an interval for rest and breathing 

after each two or four acts). 

tesbihat : ascriptions or litanies of praise to God. In 

Nurculuk: after every namaz to read a special set 

of tesbihat compiled by Said Nursi. 

ulema : the body of acknowledged scholars of Islam. 
Ommet : people, community. 
Ustad : master; teacher. In Nurculuk: the word refers to 

Said Nursi. 

vakif : pious foundation. In Nurculuk: charitable institutions 

established by Nurcus to support the Nurcu cause 

financially; one who has devoted his life to the 

Nurcu activities only. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

THE NURCU MOVEMENT IN TURKEY: A CASE FOR RESEARCH 

1. THE MOVEMENT 

Nurculuk is a religious movement originating in Turkey. Its 

overall aim is to work '... for the re-establishment of a truly Islamic 

state, based on the Qur'an and the shari'a and ruled by a council of 

I-1 ulema'. The present study examines the development, structure and 

beliefs of the movement against the background of the modern secular 

Turkish state. 

It is a movement about which relatively little is known. Although 

in almost every scholarly work on the recent history of Turkish religious 

life there is a mention of Nurculuk or Said Nursi, unfortunately none 

of them studies the movement in a comprehensive way or gives detailed 

information about it. For example, Feruz Ahmad describes Nurculuk 

as 1 ... a movement whose aim is to bring together all Turkish Muslims 

in opposition to the doctrine of secularism in order to restore the 

Islamic state'. 
2 

Edward Mortimer talks of '... the clandestine revivalist 

Nurcu movement... ' 
3 

Heyd says, 'The most widespread and extremist 

religious propaganda has since the 1950s been made by the Nurcus, the 

followers of a Kurdish shaykh by the name of Bed7l'Uzaman Sa'id NQrsi; 

called -astad, "the teacher"'. 
4 

For Landau, Nurculuk is one of the 

'politically-minded Islamic groups ... ' which '... claims to be not a 

-I- 
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tarikat, or dervish order, but a theoretical system, based on a 

spiritual idea of the need for a theocratic state to end "the 27-year 

period of irreligion"'. 

Binnaz Toprak saw Nurculuk as an order which '... became 

prominent during the 1950s. Their philosophy had been formulated in 

a book called the Risale-i Nur written by their leader, Saidi Nursi, 

and widely used in Nur classes [dershanes - as Nurcus call therr] dispersed 

throughout the countryl. 
6 

Metin Heper, too, mentions Nurculuk as 

an order: 'The most important of the orders that survived the 1950s is 

17 that [of the] Nurcus, or "disciples of Light". Commenting on the three 

Islamist groups of the Meý; rutiyet era (1908-1919), Niyazi Berkes rightly 

puts Said Nursi among the group which gathered around Sirat-i MUstakim 

and says: 'The only long-time survivor of the group was Said Nursi 

(1867 [sic. 18731, - 1960), known as Bedi-uz-Zaman (the Wonder of the 

Times); even at his death, he was the leader of a political-religious 

order... 18 Professor Mardin, who penned the only scholarly article on 

Said Nursi's early life, 
9 

writes: 'Another movement, more difficult to 

categorise, was the Nurcu sect made up of the followers of Said-i Nursi. 

... After his death in 1961 [sic. 19601 his influence survived among a 

large group of followers. Said-i Nursi's message is primarily concerned 

with decrying the reforms of AtatUrk. ' 
10 

For Arnold Leder, , Nurculuk 

was an I ... uncontrolled popular religious group... 1 
11 

For others, it 

112 was a modern religious brotherhood ... The distinguished Turkish 

professor, T. Z. Tunaya, sees . Nurculuk as an "ekol" (school). 
13 

J. S. Trimingham mentions the movement in his authoritative book on sufi 

114 orders as 'A recent Naqshabaadi group in eastern Turkey... Dr Muzaffer 

Sencer regards Nurculuk as a "symbol of anti-revolutionism"and 

says: 
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Gergekten Cumhuriyet tarihinde, devrimlere kar: ýi gikan en 

6nemli ve 6rgUtla hareket, Nurculuk olmu! ýtur. Ozellikle 19251den 

sonra beliren bu akim gesitli islamci direniý; leri bir birlik 

a 15 
tak karsi devrimciligin bir sembolU haline gelmistir. iginde toplay 

Indeed, Nurculuk has been the most important and organised 

movement against the reforms in the history of the Republic. 

Appearing on the scene [in Turkey] in 1925, Nurculuk has become 

a symbol of anti-revolutionism by uniting together various Islamist 

resistance groups. 

Apart from the group's own publications, in which the adherents of 

Nurculuk describe their movement, Nurculuk has been studied and mentioned 

in books and articles in various languages. 
16 

Some are written in 

appreciation of Nurculuk, 
17 

while others criticise it. M. S. Abdullah 

gives a brief description of Nurcu activities in West Germany and in some 

other countries; 
19 

Anna Masala of Rome University has written a biography 

of Said Nursi which was published as part of the University's Turcology 

series. 
20 

An article by Ya! ýar Kutluay contains an interesting study of 

Said Nursi and Nurculuk from the point of view of the history of mezheps 

in Islam, 
21 

M. Y. Geyikda*i makes passing reference to the Nurcu movement 

saying Nurcus' 'main aim is to work against the secular system of govern- 

ment and return to the ! ýeriat rule'. 
22 

It will become apparent in this 

thesis that Nurculuk can best be described as a special kind of religious 

movement. 

It was founded in 1926 by Said Nursi (1873-1960), who was also known 

as Bediuzzaman. It is upon his personality and teachings that the whole 

movement is based. Since this thesis is concerned with the state of 

Nurculuk, some twenty years after the death of its founder, details of 

Said Nursi's life as portrayed by his followers are relegated to 



- 

Appendix III. However, the reader will find it helpful to note now 

the main outline of his career. 

Said Nursi was born in Nurs, a village in Bitlis province. He first 

began his traditional education in Molla Mehmed Efendi's medrese in a 

nearby village in 1882. Later, he was taught by his elder brother, Molla 

Abdullah, until he went to another nearby village, Pirmis, and then to 

Hizan in order to receive full-time education from Seyyid Nur Mehmet 

Efendi. Before going to Bayezit in 1888 where he took a three-month full- 

time course and obtained his icazet (diploma) from the mUderris (professor) 

ýeyh Mehmet Celali he had also studied in Arvas and Bitlis. 

Said Nursi gradually became well-known as 'Said-i Me! ýhur', travelling 

extensively throughout Eastern and South-Eastern Anatolia where his 

superiority in religious sciences was challenged by the learned men of 

the provinces in the region. When Said Nursi was in Mardin, his activities 

there displeased the Governor of the city who exiled him to Bitlis where 
V 

the Governor provided him with a room in his own house. There Said Nursi 

extended his knowledge by studying numerous works, both in the Islamic 

and secular sciences. He also made use of the newspapers and books published 

in Istanbul which the Governor received. 

In 1894, Said Nursi went to Van at the invitation of the governor of 

that city, and it was there that he concentrated his energies even more on 

secular sciences. Whilst in Van, he was given another title, that of 

'Bediuzzaman' (Wonder of the Age), by the learned men who were astonished 

at his intelligence and capacity in spite of his youth. Believing in the 

necessity of the reformation of the existing medrese system, Said Nursi 

travelled to Istanbul in 1896 with his 'medreset-Uz Zehra' project through 

which he sought to combine the modern sciences and the theological sciences 

and to teach them in three languages, Arabic, Turkish and Kurdish. His 
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first visit to the capital city of the Caliphate lasted a year and a half. 

However, although he was unable to approach the Sultan, he made the 

acquaintance of various religious and political leaders. 

Just before the Young Turk Revolution, Said Nursi returned to Istanbul 

and succeeded in presenting the Sultan with his reform project on the 

medreses. but because of his bold criticism of the institutions which Sultan 

Abdulhamid had set up to gather information through secret agents, he was 

sent first for trial by military court and then to a lunatic asylum in 

Istanbul. He was soon released from the asylum but was kept for a while 

under gendarmerie surveillance. On the third day of the Revolution, Said 

Nursi delivered the first of a series of speeches in a public demonstration 

in Freedom Square, Salonika, organised by the Committee of Union and 

Progress, which he supported until 1912, working with the Islamist group 

within it. After the '31 March Revolt' (1909) Said Nursi was put on trial 

as a member of the ittihad-1 Muharnmed! Cemiyeti (The Society for the Unity 

of Muhammedans) but was acquitted. From 1912 to 1922 he grew increasingly 

opposed to the Committee as the influence of the Islamists declined. From 

1922 onwards he remained neutral and was, as he puts it, 'in silence' as 

far as his attitude towards the Committee was concerned. 

On the eve of the Balkan War in 1912, Said Nursi was appointed 

commander of the militia forces brought from Eastern Anatolia and took 

part in front-line fighting. In World War I he served as the commander 

of a volunteer regiment on the Caucasian front and in Eastern Anatolia 

and when the Russian troops defeated the Ottoman army and entered Erzurum 

in 1916, Said Nursi and his volunteers participated in the Ottoman fight 

against Russia in Erzurum, Gevaý and Bitlis, where he was wounded and 

captured by the Russian forces and eventually sent to a prisoner-of-war 

camp in Kostroma, Northwestern Russia. After remaining in captivity for 
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more than two years, he managed to escape from the camp, and made his way 

via Petersburg (Leningrad), Berlin, Warsaw, Vienna and Sofia, to Istanbul, 

arriving there in 1918. Thereupon, Enver Pasha, the Minister of War, 

awarded him a campaign medal and a gratuity of fifty liras per month for 

three months. In the same year Said Nursi was appointed to the Dar 

ul-Hikmet al-islamiya (the School of Islamic Philosophy) as a counsellor, 

retaining his Post until the closure of the School in 1922. 

After repeated invitations from the Assembly in Ankara, Said Nursi 

went to Ankara in late 1922 and delivered an address to the Grand National 

Assembly and gave a prayer of thanks-giving for the victory of the Turkish 

army. In spite of the warm welcome he received, he was disappointed with 

Ankara because he found that most of the deputies were neglecting their 

namaz. He left for Van in 1923. Soon after the Kurdish revolt in 1925 

Said Nursi, together with the influential : ýeyhs and chieftains of Van and 

other provinces of Eastern Anatolia, was exiled to Western Anatolia. 

Said Nursi was first sent to Burdur and then to Barla-isparta in 1926 

where he began to write a series of treatises which he called the Risale-i 

23 
Nur. These writings through which the Nurcu movement came into being, 

were initially hand-copied by the villagers and then mimeographed and 

distributed secretly all over Turkey until 1956 when the state finally 

allowed them to be printed in the modern Turkish alphabet. 

Said Nursi appeared in court several times on charges of founding a 

secret society, plotting against the regime, and trying to destroy the 

fundamental principles of the state. His first appearance was in 1935 in 

Eskiýehir, and in 1943 in Denizli and then in 1948 in Afyon and finally in 

1952 in Istanbul. Although Said Nursi was kept in prison for more than 

three years during the course of these trials,, he was eventually acquitted 

of all the charges. 
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Just four months before his death, while in exile in isparta, Said 

Nursi made a 14,000 kilometre tour of Turkey at the end of which he died in 

a hotel room in Urfa on 23 March 1960. He was then eighty-seven years old; 

he had never married and left no heirs. On 12 July 1960, just under four 

months after his death, the military regime established in the May coup 

d'6tat exhumed Said Nursi's body from its burial place in Urfa and took it 

by military aircraft for re-burial in an unknown spot. According to some 

Nurcus, the corpse is buried in a village, Sav, in Isparta province. 

Together with the Risale-i Nur, Nurculuk has spread to almost every 

city, finding support particularly from amongst the religiously inclined 

university students with rural backgrounds. Summarizing the development of 

the movement Landau says: 'Until the beginning of the multi-party era in 

1945, Saidi cautiously kept out of the limelight. He was careful not to speak 

against secularism, but rather for Islam, to his steadily increasing number 

of admirers. In 1945, he came into the open as their Ustad, or Master of an 

order. During the 1950s, Saidi took advantage of the relatively favourable 

climate towards religion by travelling around the country ... The Nurcular 

continued their activity in the 1960s and appear to have increased their 

followings. The crackdown on the Nurcular by the authorities after the 1960 

Revolution and repeated arrests did not appear to hurt their popularity. 

They continued preaching and practising their rites, in defiance of the law'. 
24 

After the death of Said Nursi in 1960, the movement continued its 

activities under the leadership of a council which comprised Said Nursi's close 

students who are called by Nurcus aqabeys. From 1960 onwards, the Nurcus began 

to organise themselves by introducing consultative meetings among the adherents 

of each town, a move which served to consolidate the movement ata local level. 

Towards the end of the 1970s, Nurcu institutions were established and communi- 

cation on a national level, under the control of the agabeys was established 

between the groups in various towns, although no legal society was ever formed 

to organise and control the movement. The developments of the movement during 

this period are well summarised by Feroz Ahmad who said that Nurculuk 
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continued to grow in the fifties and by the early sixties it was organised 

throughout Turkey. It has even spread to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, and 

in Europe it carries out propaganda among workers from the Islamic 

world, ... Its influence was not restricted to the illiterate and 

semi-literate masses and it enjoyed a following even in the universities 

and the bureaucracy. The bulk of its support came from the small towns 

of Anato ial. 
25 

Although it is very difficult to ascertain the total number of 

Nurcus in Turkey since there is no formal membership and registration as 

such in the movement, Cemal Kutay says in his study of Said Nursi that 

their number in 1980 was well over a million, or even close to two 

millions. 
26 

M. S. Abdullah claims in his book, Islam Und Westliche Welt, 

which was published in 1981, that there were around one and a half 

million Nurcus in sixty-one countries of the world. 
27 

A. The Islamic Background of the Movement 

Throughout Islamic history there have been many examples of 

revitalisation movements, sect developments and religious differentiation. 

The fact that, historically, there are many different reasons behind 

the emergence of these movements stems from the multiplicity of social, 

economic and political elements functioning in relation with each other. 

I. n order to understand the nature of a religious movement 

we have to look at the main principles of the religion in the context of 

which this movement takes place. 

Islam is a religious faith which makes fundamental claims that 

are universal and clearly stated in the Koran. These are basically: 

belief in the unity of God, in prophethood and in resurrection. The 

faith recognises only one community - umma - and one message for all 

mankind. Yet, within this, there have always been differences of tribe, 

nation and belief. 
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Islam, in its Great Tradition 
28 

form, which is formulated by the 

Ulema, is firstly based on the two main sources of Islamic legal 

speculation, the Koran and the Tradition, and then on analogy (. kiyas, 

in Arabic qiyas), and consensus (icma, in Arabic ijma'). Islam, as it 

became organised into a system, produced a clerical class known collec- 

tively as ulema. 'The formulation of an orthodox theology was the work, 

and excited the interest of only a comparatively small body of scholars; 

to the great mass of Muslims this dogmatic superstructure was, continued 

to be, and (one might almost add) still is a matter of general 

indifference. 129 The movement of popular religion in Islam is not only 

closely connected with the history of Islamic asceticism and mysticism 

but also with the absence of a priesthood with spiritual functions, and 

the fact that it was used as a means of compromising with the exigencies 

of political life throughout Islamic history. On the other hand, the 

representatives of the Great Tradition, the ulema, as a class usually 

enjoyed an intimate working relationship with the state. The laws which 

the state was to enforce were the religious laws formulated by the ulema, 

who were in charge of their execution as state functionaries. Thus, in 

30 
popular eyes, the ulema were necessarily allies of the state. 

Because of the lack of ulema and of a "Church" in modern Turkey on 

the lines of those found in the West, the Western forms of religious 

organisation and the classical definitions of a Muslim state and its 

institutions have little meaning in the context of modern Turkey. Some 

difficulties, therefore, will arise in explaining the nature of Nurculuk 

if we describe it as a "sect" which is to be contrasted with a "Church". 

In fact, it is questionable whether we are able at all to describe the 

religious institutions currently existing in Turkey as a "Church". 
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However, to discern the difference between the state-controlled religious 

institutions and popular religion in Turkey, we may temporarily look at 

Nurculuk in terms of Western forms of religious organisation, viz., 

church-sect distinction, 
31 

and see Nurculuk then as a "sect". 

Yinger describes the "Church" as contrasted with the "sect" in the 

light of its reaction to social change as follows: 'The Church ... works 

within the structure of the established social order. What is often 

called secularisation today is the inevitable adjustment of the Church 

to dramatic changes in the world within which it works'. 
32 

The state- 

controlled religious institutions in Turkey, the most important of which 

is the Religious Affairs Department, are inevitably adjusting themselves 

to the dramatic changes caused by the secularisation policy of the 

Kemalist Republic. On the other hand, the popular religious movements 

have certain characteristics in common with "sects" in the West. 

Describing "sects", B. Wilson asserts that 'They arise within distinctly 

secular society, against which- rather than against a church - their 

33 
protest may be directed', and sees them as '... movements of religious 

protest ... They reject the authority of orthodox religious leaders, 

34 
and often, also, of the secular government . 

As a "sect", Nurculuk is a religious movement which can be seen 

as an 'abnormal indicator of abnormal social conditions', to use J. A. 

Beckford's descriptions of certain religious movements in the West. He 

explains further that '... the abnormality of religious movements can 

be accounted for in terms of their followers' experience of deprivation 

or frustration prior to joining them, 135 which will be clearly noticed in 

the chapter which deals with the conversion process of the Nurcus inter- 

viewed for this study. 
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There does exist a concept of "sainthood" within Nurculuk in 

so far as its adherents regard Said Nursi, the founder of the movement, 

as a veli (saintly person) 
36 

but there is no notion of holy lineages. 

Gellner, describing religious orders in his book, Muslim Society, says: 

'Religious orders are led by holy lineages, and in turn successful holy 

lineages may expand their following into a tariqa, an order I. 
37 

Within 

the limits of this description, Nurculuk cannot be described as an order 

since holy lineages never existed in Nurculuk; moreover, it is impossible 

to discern any of the universally accepted characteristics of an order, 

a tarikat, in Nurculuk such as, a ! ýeyh, zikir (a praising God with 

recitation of litanies), halife (successor to the ! ýeyh), etc. 

However, Nurcus see themselves as different from all of the older 

Turkish Islamic orders. They see themselves as being above the tarikats, 

rather as a group answering the needs of the twentieth century, which 

the tarikats are unable to meet. Nevertheless, they do not denounce 

the tarikats, but simply believe that new forms of organisation are 

necessary. They see their task not simply in terms of self-purification 

but as an active defence and development of a faith under attack. 
38 

In 

this sense they view themselves as more of a movement than an order or 

sect. Thus, in this study, Nurculuk is not regarded as a religious 

39 
order (tarikat) as is sometimes thought, but as a religious movement 

which emerged amidst particular social and political conditions of the 

Republic as a substitute for the religious orders which had had a long 

40 
lasting effect on the Turkish nation. 

In order to understand the importance of this 'substitute', we must 

look at the role played by the tarikats in the life of the Turkish nation 

as a Muslim community. Faz. lur Rahman states concisely the importance 

of the tarikat from the very beginning of the conversion of Turks to 
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Islam: 'The Turkish tribesmen were converted to Islam not through the 

activity of the 'Ulema', as had been the case with the spread of Islam 

in its first phase through Iraq, Persia and Egypt, but through the 

41 
activity of the SUflls'. From the beginning of their conversion to 

Islam, the people of Anatolia have always sought the protection of saintly 

personages or tarikats established by them. Dr MgUk illustrates this 

fact in his work on Tarikats and their effect on the Turks: 

onlar igin herhangi bir tarikata baglanmadan yaýamanin 

42 
bir mana ve degeri yoktur, ' 

... for [the people of Anatolia] living without connection 

to a tarikat has no worth or meaning. 

Pointing to the importance of the tarikats during the Ottoman Empire, 

Mardin describes their function in Muslim communities: '... they provided 

many services for their members: conservatories, gymnasia, a second 

channel of upward mobility: if one can't make it at the Sdleymaniye 

Mosque, one can go to a dervish order and learn over there: a second 

chance at successi. 
43 

After becoming Muslims via the tarikats, the Turks haw followed 

many different orders. 
44 

The most important of them was the Yeseviye 

which displaced the ancient religion of the Turks and contributed, thanks 

to individuals such as Yunus Emre, to the formation of the popular side 

45 
of Islamic Turkish civilisation. Another order which had an influence 

on the lives of the Turks was the Mevlev-iye which appeared in the 

thirteenth century during the Seljuk era. 
46 

The Naksibendiye order 

most 47 
ensured the attachment of k Turkish peoples to the Sunni tradition. The 

Bektashi order with its longstanding connection with the Janissaries 

acquired enormous prestige and soon spread throughout the Ottoman 

48 
Empire. 
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The Ottomans appreciated in particular the power that the seyhs of 

the order wielded and consequently sought to control, regulate and. 

conciliate them rather than suppress them. The rulers of the Empire 

were well aware of the popular base of the ! ýeyhs and also of the 

potentiality of the latter for direct intervention in affairs of the 

state. 
49 

Throughout the history of the Empire, the people of Anatolia, 

tired of never-ending deprivation caused by continuous wars and internal 

insurrections, sought moral support by joining the orders. Most of the 

Sultans of the Empire saw no harm in the orders spreading over the 

out Empire; rather they made capital k of them by canalising them iato sources 

of moral satisfaction for their subjects. Some of them even regarded 

these orders as vehicles for the Islamisation of the people of newly 

conquered areas. 
50 

The orders were not confined only to the boundaries of the Ottoman 

Empire; they were everywhere in the Kuslim world. 'The seventeenth and 

early eighteenth centuries saw, ' says Gibb, 'the apogee of the Sufi 

brotherhoods. The greater orders spread a network of congregations from 

end to end of the Islamic world. While smaller local orders and sub- 

orders grouped the members of different classes and occupations into 

compact communities. 151 By the nineteenth century, these orders became 

the means for the recruitment and mobilisation of the reactionary powers 

in the forefront of the Muslim world against the expansion of colonialist 

52 
powers. 

The twentieth century saw the apparent decline of the dervish orders 

in the face of severe and oppressive government action in Republican 

Turkey, but, as The Muslim World reported in 1960, observers of the 

Turkish scene have believed that dervishes, as "old soldiers", just 

faded away. Now there is reason to believe that, like many secret 
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groups, they merely "conformed" on the surface, while, with patience 

and care, they continued their existence'. 
53 

The movement studied in this thesis is also an example of a popular 

Islamic tradition that has survived against considerable opposition. in 

a specifically Turkish context. My aim has been to clarify the meaning 

of Nurculuk membership in the eyes of its followers, a meaning which 

must be understood against the background of Turkish history in general 

and the specific politico-religious conditions of AtatUrk's secular 

and modernist state after 1923. 

B. The Turkish Background of the Movement 

Nurcus oppose the secular basis of the modern Turkish state and as 

a result have themselves been the object of political attack, frequently 

in the form of imprisonment. The very reaction of the Turkish authorities 

to the movement since its birth shortly after the foundation of the 

Republic explains much of its structure and activities. To understand 

the 
both the development of secular state and its attacks on religion, 

the Republic's Ottoman past has to be appreciated. 

a) The Ottoman State 

The Ottoman state was traditionally chara&erised by the combination 

of temporal and religious attributes implied in the words. Sultanate and 

Caliphate. 'In Turkish history, the concept of unity of state and 

religion (din-u-devlet) was applied through an imperial system which 

gave unity and order to a great Inultiplicity of religions, sects, 

54 
professions, and social classes. ' The state was based on a peasant 

economy and settled peasant communities in which religion played the 

leading role in everyday life. 

in 1826, the Janissaries, who were by then no longer capable of 

defending the Empire, were annihilated by Sultan Mahmud II (1808ý1839)r 
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a strong believer in modernisation. In 1831, the old feudal holdings, 

or timars, were abolished and the Sultan '... placed the evkaf estates 

(property of the Muslim religious institutions) under the management 

of the government. These reforms were designed chiefly to weaken the 

power of the Sultan's main opponents, the landowners, and the ulema'; 
55 

the latter being the main opposition to the Sultan's advance in reforming 

the Empire. 'The practical effect of this was to make the religious 

institutions economically dependent upon the government. ' 
56 

The political reforms from the time of Mahmud II onwards consisted 

of '... almost always modernisation, and modernisation was almost always 

Westernisation 157 which ultimately replaced the Islamic coatent of the 

Turkish political ideology. In other words, these reforms took place 

simultaneously with the gradual shifting of the national political 

ideology from Ottomanism to nationalism and Turkism, and from Islamism 

58 
to secularism. The unity of state and religion (dia-u-devlet) began 

to disintegrate when the ulema started opposing the modernist sultans 

who preferred the state (devlet) to religion (din). 

The ulema continued to keep religious education under their control 

until the end of the Empire whereas the modern secular schools were 

supported by the sultans. These parallel and mutually antagonistic 

educational institutions, one religious and the other secular, revealed 

the profound intra-elite conflict between the military and. bureau- 

cratic contingent and the religious hierarchy'. 
59 

The conflict was, at 

the beginning of the modernisation drive, mainly between the sultans 

and the ulema; later on it was the military and. bureaucratic contingent 

which opposed the ulema as, gradually, more and more students with 

secular military and bureaucratic educational backgrounds graduated and 

began to assume positions of power near to the sultans, who had consciously 
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created these secular educational institutions within the military 

establishment60 in order to save the state (devlet). The rise to power 

of these individuals began as early as the promulgation of the 

Nizam-i Cedid by Selim 111 (1792-1807) and made soldiers Turkey's 

foremost modernisers, 
61 

for nearly two hundred years. 

Although the sultans themselves were believers, they regarded, with 

suspicion the classical religious educational in, stitutions which trained 

the ulema who from time to time rose up in rebellion, and who occasionally 

caused the downfall of sultans. 
62 

Sultans therefore stood to gain from 

the development of secular educational institutions and the weakening 

of the religious ones. Professor Mardin goes so far as to conclude his 

book, The Genesis of Young Ottomaa Thought, with the claim: I .., he 

[Abdulhamid II] also actively encouraged obscurantism in t1je medreses. He 

turned ... 
[them] into refuges for deserters, evaders of military service, 

and other riff raff... As to the ulema, they never recovered from the 

blow dealt them by the "defender of the faith", the sultan-caliph'. 
63 

In the world at large, the Ottoman state itself constituted a 

powerful obstruction to Russian expansion into the Eastern Mediterranean. 

This explains some features of the nature of Atatark's. state and of 

Western policies towards it. This backqround must be kept in mind 

because an element of the Nurcu faith is that Turkey has a role to play 

in resisting Soviet expansionism, which they regard as inimical to all 

religious belief. This may explain why a distinctively Islamic movement 

in fact supports modern Turkey's Western political orientation, unlike 

many other Islamic movements which oppose the West. 

b) The Kemalist Revolution 

For reasons beyond the scope of this study - but including internal 

decay, the failure to modernise, political incompetence and the effect 
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of the First World War, - the Ottomaa state collapsed after 1918, 

During the nineteenth century, attempts had, of course, been made to 

modernise the Empire. In addition to the Tanzimat, educational and 

military reforms were attempted. Successive sultans sought to profit 

from modern science and technology, but there was little cultural 

modernisation implemented throughout the Empire, the Anatolian heartlands 

being particularly neglected. 

After the War of Independence, the Empire was replaced by AtatUrk's 

secular state. Some features of the state are of special relevance to 

our study. 

As Rustow comments, 'Kemalist Westernising reforms whicb confirmed 

the break with the past and laid the foundations for a secular i st Turkey, 

are well known'. 
64 

Just before the establishment of the Grand National 

Assembly on 23 April 1920, the representative assembly in Ankara passed 

Article I of the Provisional Constitution which had been proposed on 

20 January 1920. This article stated that sovereignty belonged without 

reservation to the millet. This struck at the very root of the Sultan- 

Caliph's claim to leadership of the Muslim community. On 1 November 

1922, the Ankara regime abolished the Sultanate and the Assembly assumed 

power in the name of the millet. After the proclamation of the Republic, 

a series of laws was passed on 3 Karch 1924 which abolished the caliphate, 

made all education, a monopoly of the state, and closed the medreses. Of 

the 479 medreses in existence in 1924, only the Saleymaniye in Istanbul 

survived in the form of a Theological Faculty at the University of Istanbul 

- and even then it was under the control of the secular Ministry of 

Education. Religious affairs and the administration of pious foundations 

werethereafter to be run by directorates attached to the office of the 

prime Minister. All religious affairs thus came under government control 
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which meant the elimination of the ulema, a task which was more difficult 

than the abolition of the monarchy since AtatUrk had '... realised that 

his only potentially serious opposition' was the ulema. 
65 

The Religious 

Affairs Department was ultimately restricted chiefly to issuing licences 

to preachers and supervising the content of their sermons, and to giving 

an occasional advisory opinion on canon law wherever it was still 

applicable. The law which required all men to wear hats, thus rendering 

the wearing of the fez a criminal offence, was passed by the Assembly on 

2-5 November 1925. Earlier in 1925, Mustafa Kemal had crushed the Kurdish. 

rebellion, which was led by dervish ! ýeyhs, and subsequently he'used the 

opportunity to suppress dervish orders throughout the country, closing 

their convents, disbanding their associations and banning their meetings 

and ceremonies. ' 
66 

Mustafa Kemal did this simply because, it is often 

the case as Yinger puts it in a more general discussion of religion, 

'religious requirements may contradict political requirements, ' 
67 

as 

indeed they did in the Turkey of the 1920s. Article 677 which prohibits 

and abolishes the profession of tomb-keeping, the use of mysti. cal titles, 

and provides for the closing of tekkes (dervish lodges) , zaviyes (central 

dervish lodges), and tombs 
68 

came into force on 13 December 1925. In 

1926, the Swiss Civil Code was adopted and the link between the ýeriat 

and criminal law was severed. In April 1928 the second article of the 

1924 constitution which had begun with the words "The religion of the 

Turkish state is Islam, " was abrogated. Thus '... the concept of a state 

religion was stricken from the constitution, although not from the minds 

of the people'. 
69 

On 3 November of the same year the Latin alphabet 

was introduced and public use of the Arabic alphabet after the end of 

the year was prohibited. 
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'Although many of the Kemalist reforms, ' says Toprak, '... had 

little to do with accepted indices of modernisation, they were considered 

essential to the Kemalist program of reform because they gave momentum 

to the basic aim of the revolution, i. e., to transform Turkish society 

from an Islamic into a western setting. ' 
70 

Thus the construction of 

71 
this "Western setting" required the adoption of a new ideology'. 

Several surveys demonstrate that the Kemalist reforms were successful in 

72 
substituting national identity for a religious frame of reference 

although according to some people these reforms ' ... affected only the 

towns and the urban classes and brought little change to the peasant 

majority: others felt that ... 
t: they] produced too violent a break with 

the nation's religious and cultural traditions. ' 
73 

For example, while 

studying the modernisation of Muslim countries, Gellner compares the 

cultural changes which took place in modern Turkey with the changes in 

Algerian society after 1962 and says that the current Algerian cultural 

revolution ' ... is a kind of mirror-image of AtatUrk's shock therapy,. 

The de-Islamisation of Anatolian peasantry goes against the grain, as 

1 
74 

does the de-gallicisation of an Algerian technocrat . 'Turkey, modernises 

against Islam, Algeria with it. Turkey endeavours to bridge the gap 

between elite and mass by changing the faith of the latter, Algeria by 

175 changing the speech of the former. On the other hand,, Uriel Heyd, 

for example, does not see the aim of PLtatQrk's reforms as "de-Islamisatioa" 

as such but as the disestablishment of Islam, i. e . .... to limit it to 

matters of personal belief and worship. ' 
76 

Heyd clearly states that 

77 
Atatdrk's aim '-.. was not to destroy Islam... ' although he goes on 

to argue that the spiritual vacuum created, by the elimination of Islam 

from the life of the elite was aot completely filled by Turkish riationalism 
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and Western civilisation, the two main pillars of AtatUrks's cultural 

orientation . 
78 

In considering the Kemalist reforms, which were carried on after 

Atatfdrk's death by his closest lieutenant, ismet in6nU, and by 

successive Republican governments, W. C. Smith asks: '... can a non- 

Christian nation be a member of Western civilisation? l 
79 

Smith seems 

inclined to answer himself in the affirmative since he considered that 

the Turkish nation in 1957 was ready to reform its Islam by adjusting 

it to the demands of Western civilisation. In 1968, U. Heyd asked 

almost the same question in the conclusion to his article, 'Will a non- 

Christian nation be able to integrate fully into modern Western civilisation 

without renouncing its historical self-identification and its basic 

cultural tradition? ' Exercising caution in his answer, he said, 'The 

80 
Turkish experience may give a significant reply'. 

The Kemalist revolution sought to isolate political opposition to 

modernisation. 
the new state which was based on nationalism and X The state did 

not oppose religion as such; it did not seek to separate completely the 

religious sphere from the political but on the other hand did not intend 

to preserve the situation that had prevailed during Ottoman times when 

the two spheres were completely fused together. Seeing things differently, 

81 
Atatýlrk sought to personalise religion in order to secularise the state. 

This was not an easy task to complete. The major obstacle was the very 

nature of the religion. of the Turkish nation. In Islam, as Berkes 

summarises it, 'It is believed that religion and state are attached to 

each other like Siamese twins I. 
82 

This means that Islam is '... on the 

one hand, a religious doctrine, and on the other, a political philosophy 

83 
as well as a legal system'. 'Because Islam is something more than a 

religious belief system, the problem of secularisation also becomes 
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something more than a formal separation'. 
84 

'If [the] separation of 

Islam and politics seemed [to the Kemalists] difficult, then the former 

at least could be made subservient to the latter. Hence, religious 

institutions were linked to the state bureaucracy rather than encouraged 

to create an autonomous organisation'. 
85 

Indeed, the modernising 61ites of the Republican era saw the Islamic 

religious establishment as the major obstacle to the progress of 

westernisation and were determined to sweep it away. Although secularisa- 

tion in its Turkish context should by no means be equated with 

irreligiousness, 
86 

problems arose because the concept was little 

understood by the masses who were reluctant to abandon their cultural 

orientation for the particular version of modernity which the Westernised 

61ites were trying to impose on them. 
87 

One of the many consequences of the discord between the westernising 

61ites and the masses was that many religious leaders were forced into 

opposition and obliged to use religion as a mode of political resistance 

to the new state. Atatark allowed no other political parties. In this 

context religion, became a source and vehicle of opposition. This was 

particularly true for peasant cQ=, unities. Firstly, they had little 

power in a regime controlled by a modernising army off icer class which 

imposed revolutionary change from above. Secondly, since the bulk of the 

population of the new state comprised the indigent peasants of Anatolia, 

there was a poor socio-cultural basis for secularism. Anatolia lacked 

schools, transport, communication and industry. The peasants, therefore, 

continued to lead their lives in a totally traditional framework. This 

framework was definedby religion, family obligations and by political 

and ecorýomic relation. s. J)espite the developments of state capitalism 

(6tatism) 
88 

the economic circumstances of the world economY during the 
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1920s, 1930s and 1940s hindered Turkish development. This meant, among 

other things, that peasants and small town artisans continued to lead 

very traditional lives in which religion played the most decisive role 

and which religious leaders continued to command, respect. 

Background conditions such as these explain why religious activists 

could generate support among substantial sections of the Turkish population. 

Cultural modernisation to this point had still not penetrated traditional 

peasant life, the literacy level in the country being staggeringly low. 

According to the results of the first census of population in 1927, only 

10.5% of the whole population was literate. 
89 

This percentage was even 

lower in the rural areas. 
90 

Thus we have seen the socio-cultural and political context in which 

Said Nursi's early activities in recruiting peasants to publicise and 

disseminate his religious views took place. It is to those early 

activities in Western Anatoliathat we now turn. 

Soon after the Kurdish revolt of February 1,925 under the leadership 

of ýeyh Said of Palu, the "Law for the Maintenance of order" was passed 

in March 1925 to deal with this rebellion, which, was widely seen as 

I ... a religious reaction against the secularising reforms', 
91 

The 

government exiled the dervish leaders of the Kurdish provinces, who had 

emerged to replace the vanished derebeys and autonomous princes as the 

exponents of, local particularism, to Western Anatolia. Atatark' s 

strategy was to reduce the power of the ý; eyhs to resist his reforms and 

he did this by sending them to a place where they had no followers, Said 

Nursi was residing in Van when the -yeyhs and notables of Van. were rounded 

up and transported first to Erzurum and then to Trabz. on by horseýdrawn 

sledges. Said Nursi was among them. Subsequently, they Were sent from 

Trabzon to Istanbul by sea, guarded by gendarmes. After staying for a 
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while in Istanbul, Said Nursi, together with some of the other exiles, 

was sent to tzmir, then on to Antalya by sea and to Burdur where he 

stayed seven months. From Burdur he was sent to Barla (a small nahiye 

of isparta) where he stayed as an exile for eight years and where he 

began to write his religious treatises which he called the Risale-i Nur 

(The Treatise of Light). 

As an exile from Eastern Anatolia, where the learned men of religion 

and the seyhs were influential as religious leaders whom the new government eý 

of Anakara regarded as dangerous for the regime, Said Nursi was held in 

esteem by the traditionally religious people of Barla and its surrounding 

villages. Despite the close gendarme watch over Said Nursi, the villagers 

smuggled his writings written in the "sacred" Arabic script and concerning 

matters of religion, out into the villages. Of the many peasants who 

regarded helping a "highly important ý; eyh of Eastern Anatolia" as a 

religious duty, only three were able to read and. write in ottoman script. 
92 

These three were the people to whom Said Nursi dictated his writings, 

which were copied by, hand and secretly distributed among the people of 

93 
Barla, who gatheredin, stables or in the houses of those courageous 

enough to risk gendarmerie raids on their homes., These "religious 

scriptures" were copied, on specially prepared rahles (small low reading 

desks) , the tops of which were covered with glass through which light 

would shine, enabling the person, unable to read or write, to copy the 

page by tracing the letters underneath. These multiplied. copies were 

again distributed with the utmost secrecy among the peasants of the 

neighbouring villages by specially organised Nur Postacilarl (Postmen 

of the Light). Nurcus claim that by 1956, when the printing of the 

Risale-i Nur in modern Turkish alphabet was first allowed, 600,000 copies 

had been secretly produced by hand and distributed all over Turkey. 
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Against this background, and particularly the banning of the 

tarikats, Said Nursi was accepted readily by many of his followers as 

a ! ýeyh. Said Nursi wrote most of his works - the collection of the 

Risale-i Nur - between 1926 and 1950, and his followers established a 

book-copying and distribution network throughout the country. It was 

again during this period that Nurculuk began to acquire a sense of group 

essential 
cohesiveness, an X step in becoming a religious movement. 

This cohesiveness was further reinforced by official attempts to 

suppress the movement. Said Nursi benefited from these attempts and 

encouraged his adherents to work secretly under any conditions, describing 

the Nurcu. movement with the words of Imam Ali (the fourth Caliph) who, 

supposedly, hinted at the existence of the movement with the words sirran 

tenevvuran, 
94 

which the followers interpreted to mean that the movement 

(Nurculuk) diffuses its light secretly. This is, of course, a well-known 

general phenomenon recogaised elsewhere. As Yinger explains: 'In general, 

it appears that pressure against a strong group makes it stronger; it 

increases the morale of its members and heighteas their sense of identity'. 
95 

The suppression of religious activity, in, general, and Nurculuk in, particular, 

helped, the followers of the latter to heighten their sense of identity, 

although the group was not particularly stron -party g during the one 

period (1923-1946), However, the individuals who did gather around Said 

Nursi were those who identif ied themselves with religion and opposed 

the Kemalist reforms, believipg that the regime really wanted to destroy 

religion completely. The official pressures exerted on Said Nursi 

personally, the fact that he was in exile as a religious leader, his 

later imprisonment in Eski: ýehir in, 1935, in Denizli in, 1944 and in Afyon 

in 1948, the tight government control over the people who visited him, 

the ban on the publication of his writings, the threat of imprisonment 
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for those who distributed his works, and the raids upon gatherings 

assembled for collective study of his writings, all play a crucial part 

in how Nurcus now perceive themselves in historical perspective. They 

see Said Nursi during this time (1926-1950) as the only religious leader 

who challenged the Kemalist reforms. One small but highly symbolic 

aspect of this, for example, is that Said Nursi neither adopted Western 

dress nor abandoned the turban, even when he appeared before the court. 

In the period after the Second World War, important changes took 

place in Turkey which directly affected Nurcu thinking and practice. 

Among those relevant to this study are the following: 

i) Changes in foreign policy: In 1945, when Turkey refused the Soviet 

Union's territorial demands and declined to renew the 1925 Treaty of 

Friendship, she began to seek closer ties with the United States and 

succeeded in obtaining military and economic assistance. The Republican 

People's Party (hereafter RPP) had already decided to loosea the political 

and economic structure in order to accommodate internal social change. 

The reorientation in foreign policy was therefore also in line with the 

new domestic policy. For the Turkish government, only membersIlip of NjýTo 

could provide a guarantee of security against Russian, expansionist policy 

as full and as f irm as those enjoyed by the European members of the 

alliance.. The problem perceived by NIM planners was how to contain 

Soviet expqn, siQnism oa N. ,6 ý, TWS south-eastern f, ýank 
9 

Turkey's membership of NATO is particularly importapt for the Nurcus 

since they are in total agreement with the idea that the Soviet Union as 

a communist country is the most dangerous power threatening Turkey. The 

anti-communist stand of Nurcus is not a rejection, of the Soviet Union on 

economic grounds but on religious ones. pLs is shown in the chapter on 

the Nurcu views, Nurcus are riot against the idea of"economic justiceý' 
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but they do oppose atheism which they connect with anarchy. This theme 

came through strongly during the interviews carried out as part of this 

research. Nurcus blamed the state of anarchy which engulfed the country 

before the military intervention of September 1980, on the communists. 

ii) Modernisation and economic growth: A series of general economic 

conditions related to capital formation and industrialisation favoured 

urbanisation and rural migration to cities and later, abroad. Because 

urbanisation in the third world is taking place without industrial isation., 

many of these countries appear overurbanised in relation to their size 

and resources, hence the terms urban peasants and peasantisation of cities 

are used to express this aspect of the problem. 
97 

It was byvirtue of 

these processes that Nurcus were able to recruit followers in the cities, 

urging them to resist the religious decline that they. saw resulting 

from modernisation. 

iii) Religion and. politics come together again. Iýs early as 19,45, some 

members of the ruling RPP dema. naed '. ., the rel4xation of the state'ý 

tight control over the economy, greater incentives for private enterprise, 

increased rural development and a less hostile policy on, the role of 

religion in public life'. 
98 

This new trend among the Turkish politicians, 

who sought greater government tolerance of religion in order to strengthen 

Turkish attitudes against communism during the Cold War period, is 

interpreted by some writers as an extension of '... certain post-war trends 

in Europe and America, such as the decline of secular positivism, as well 

as the spread of communism' which were 'bound to have repercussions in 

Turkey, situated as she is on the boundary between the Western and Soviet 

99 
blocs I- After Turkey officially became a member of NATO in 1,952, she 

was regarded as a bastion against communism on NATO's south-ea. stern 

flank, and the political leaders considered the need to organise Islam 
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as a moral and social force with which to strengthen the community 

against external attack and internal disruption. 
100 

As Professor Mardin 

succinctly stated: 'Once in power, the Democrat Party did, indeed, soften 

the Jacobin secularism of its predecessor'. 
101 

In a public speech in Adana in 1952, Menderes said that 'The Turkish 

people are Muslims and will remain Muslims. No one has the right in 

this country to violate the freedom of conscience ... It would not be 

in accord with our majority interpretation of the freedom of conscience 

to consider secularism as anti-religion or inimical to religion'. 
102 

'Menderes laid down as a fundamental rule of his policy that he would 

defend "the reforms that had been adopted by the nation" (millete 

malolmu! ý inkilaplar) , implying that those that had not been generally 

103 
accepted might be reconsidered Although the aim of the government, 

may have been -ýto restore Islam to respectability but 

not to power', 
104 

this policy of reviewing reforms received strong and 

explicit Nurcu support. For example, prior to the 1954 elections, Said 

Nursi wrote a letter to be distributed among Nurcus, stating that they 

were to work for a Democrat Party (hereafter DP) victory in the interest 

105 
of the Koran. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s Nurcus saw the Justice 

Party (hereafter JP) as a continuation of the DP and supported it. Because 

of the open Nurcu support of the JP, I iaft-a made this particular issue 

the main theme of the 1966 campaign for the senate elections and he 

repeatedly invited. Demirel to denounce any collabor, 3, tion between the 

106 
justice Party and the Nurcus'. Demirel's silence concernipg this 

matter led in6nU to accuse the JP and its chairman, and Prime Minister, 

Demirel '... of collaborating with the Nurcus, claiming that "those who 

seek to benefit from the use of Saidi Nursils sect as a vote-getting 

machine are obscurantists"'. This ' ... was reminiscent of his attack on 
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the Democrat Party during the 1950s'. 
107 

Although neither Menderes nor 

Demirel publicly denounced the Nurcus, in practice I ... both the DP and 

JP governments have cracked down periodically on ... the Nurcular I 

as Weiker claims to keep their credit '... at least moderately good 

with the more secularist elements ... 1 
108 

iv) A suggestion of religious revival in Turkey after the 1950s: In 

1947, Gibb said, '... the religious aspects of the modern Turkish ... 

revolution ... have not yet been adequately studied ... ' 
109 

In 1974 

G. Lewis also referred to I ... the absence of an up-to-date study of 

popular religion in Turkey ... '110 Indeed, although the literature does 

contain quite a number of references to religious aspects of modern 

Turkey, recent developments in Turkish religious life still need to 

be adequately assessed. However, the available eviderýce suggests that, 

despite the secularisation in Turkey during the Republican era, popular 

religion has persisted, especially in the rural areas, This religious 

revival was not caused by the Nurcu movement but they have clearly 

benefited from the atmosphere it has created., 

L. V. Thomas wrote in an article in 1952 that 'Mosclue attendance 

has unquestionably increased in towns and cities and so has the construction 

of new mosques, frequently fiaanced, by private contributions. Religious 

literature rolls off the presses ia markedly incre4seq volume. Some of 

especially in periodicals, veRtures open criticism of the Republic's 

previous hostility toward religion, I. 
112 

In 19,57, H. A. Reed clearly 

stated, 'It is my opinion, that there is now a definite resurgence of 

Islamic sentiment and insight in Turkey' and explained the nature of 

this resurgence saying: 'Searching, educated men and women who cherish 

islam, are certainly appreh, eTl4ing it in many newer, more personal ways. 

They are recovering and reappraising their Islamic heritage I. 
113 

In 1968 
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U. Heyd marked the importance of these developments, saying: 'This 

survival and - if my interpretation is correct - revival of Islam in 

Turkey, the most secular of all Muslim countries, are obviously a fact 

of great significance for the future of Islam in the modern world'. 
114 

F. Ahmad evaluates the political power of religion in Turkey between 

1950 and 1975 and says, 'It is paradoxical that in Turkey, where there 

have been no organised Islamic pressure groups since the establishment 

of the Republic, religion has played such an influential role in the 

politics of the country during the last quarter century., ' 
115 

This religious revival can be seen in many different lights. In 

one way, it reflects the failure of secularism to become fully institution- 

alised in Turkey. 
116 

Nationalism did not replace religion as a framework 

to give significance and direction to people's lives. 
117 

Neither did 

the state-controlled religious institutions succeed in catering 

adequately for the religious demands of the people. IýIthough some 

observers claim that ' ... more educated people now [in, the 1970s] appeal 

to Islam than did in the past',. 
118 

these religious developments are best 

in 
explained with the historical context of the religious life of the Muslim 

communities by Gibb who says: 'The place of, Suf i mysticism [which had, 

been vacated by the Reformists] has, therefore, been taken either by new 

religious clubs and associatioTis or by the cult of the Prophet Muhammad. 1119 

L. V. Thomas stresses this fact particul. arly in the case of Turkey by 

saying: 'The contention that the country now [19521 is or soon, will be 

in the grip of large-scale religious reaction issimply not true., 

'Peasant Islam is a vital component in the lives of the backward 

majority of Turkey's citizens, but it is not therefore a danger to the 

Turkish Republic. It does not keep peasants from being taxpayers, patriots, 

1.20 
soldiers, and voters'. 
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The above comment is equally relevant when we observe the life of 

the Turkish nation in the 1980s. We can conclude the section again with 

Thomas's words marking the real nature of these religious developments: 

'Recent developments in religion do not threaten to bring down in ruins 

the work of Atatark and his generation. Instead, they tend to enhance 

that work with the deeply felt human values. ' 
121 

V) The military interventions of 1960,1971 and 1980: Post-war Turkish 

politics have been unstable and the military have taken over three times. 

On each occasion, they have tried to solve the endemic economic and 

political problems of Turkey by re-asserting Kemalist philosophy. This 

has created an environment threatening to Nurcus, who did not support any 

of these military interventions. During these times, the growth of the 

Nurcu movement has been slowed down but not reversed. 

METHOD. OF RESENPCfl 

The political context in Which, the fieldwork for this research was 

carried out did not allow for the easy use of standard methods of social 

research.. There are difficulties in anycase instudying clandestine 

religious movements subject to official harassment. It is inevitable 

that Nurcus will treat those who seek to question them with suspicion, 

even assuming initial contact can be made, which is difficult enough in 

itself. The special conditions Of a military, takeover of government 

made the norm4l difficulties of research of this kiRd eveTý more complex. 

It is important to discuss in aetzkij what these difficulties are and 

what fieldwork methods were 4ctu4-11y eTnplQye(A because this reveals much 

of the position and experience of Nurcus themselves. The detailed account 

of fieldwork is set out in ýkppendix I and is an integral part of the 
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description of Nurcu organisation and religious practice. The difficulties 

faced by researchers illustrate precisely the position of Nurcus in 

Turkish society. 

There are few comprehensive studies of religious movements in Turkey 

and none that are recent. 
122 

When this research was first planned, the 

aim was to use some standard method of social research, particularly 

the administering of a questionnaire to sample population of Nurcu members. 

For both political and practical reasons, this turned out to be impossible. 

The political ones have been explained; the practical ones are those of 

establishing appropriate contact with religious organisations which are 

likely to be suspicious of outsiders. There were no models of research 

on religious movements in Turkey that could be followed directly. The 

method of this research, therefore, had to be adjusted, to the setting 

in which it took place, and to the realities of Nurcu life and practice, 

and these precluded the use of a widely administered questionnaire if 

reliable results were to be obtaiaed. 

Three general methods of data collection were in fact used; each has 

its special value but also its peculiar weaknesses. The methods were: 

standard documentation of Nurculuk from previously published sources and 

collection. of written, documents distributed among the Nurcus themselves. 

Secondly, a variant of the anthropological method of participant observa- 

tion was used; finally, life histories and detailed examinations of beliefs 

and, practices of a small number (12) of Nurcus were collected.. Data 

collected in this way werethen analysed alongside Nurcu writings themselves 

to clarify what Nurcu membership meant to those involved. This has been 

the general strategy of research for this study. 
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A. Collection of Written Sources 

The Nurcu movement thrives on the circulation of their own religious 

publications and the works of Said Nursi. Part of the research involved 

collecting as many of these as possible and analysing their content.. 

At the same time, the aim was to clarify what these writings mean to 

Nurcus themselves. An account of this is given in Chapters 4 and 7- 

Other Nurcu written materials were collected. These include Nurcu maga- 

zines, newspapers and publications and internally circulated letters 

(supplementary letters as they are called) . These letters reveal much 

of the local organisations and work of Nurcus together with their 

countrywide plans for development. 

Normally it would be impossible for non-Nurcus to acquire the 

circulated letters; they are confidential to the orgaRisation and the 

few collected during this study were collected through close personal 

contact and can in no way be said to be representative of all the 

supplementary letters of Nurcus. The fact that the movement is not 

readily open to non-Nurcus made it important to supplement a study of 

their written work with direct personal contact and to participate as 

fully as possible in the life of Nurcus themselves. 

B. Participant Observation 

From the beginning of the research it was clear. that it would be 

important to study Nurculuk from within. To make this possible, the 

first problem was to establish personal contact. How this was done is 

described in Appendix I. Again, the problems encountered in making 

contact reveal much of the character of the movement itself.. The Nurcus 

were initially suspicious but once they agreed to the research, they 

showed, themselves willing to help and also to be very well-organised and 

have easy communication with one another throughout Turkey. 
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As a method of data collection, participant observation has several 

weaknesses which, so far as possible, have to be overcome. Some of 

these weaknesses are as follows. The first is that of contact, i. e. how 

to meet members of the society or group being studied and how to introduce 

and justify the research to them. A full account of how this was achieved 

in this case is given in, Appendix I- It is sufficient at this 

point to note that personal religious contacts were used initially and 

that this helped overcome Nurcu suspicion. This leads to the second 

problem, that of confidence, i. e. whether those being studied will feel 

relaxed and able to talk freely to the researcher. In the context of 

this research, there were no linguistic barriers or general cultural 

obstacles. Nor were there any religious obstacles: my own religious 

education and attachment to the Religious Affairs Department gave me an 

access to them which would almost certainly have been denied to non- 

practising Muslims and which encouraged them to trust me. 

Nevertheless, there is still the further problem, of selective data 

gathering and of selective observation. There are limits to how far an 

outsider can penetrate the movement. It may be possible to attend the 

ders but impossible, unless someone is a devoted Nurcu, to attend 

'Consultative meetings I at any level in the organisation of the movement. 

So, although it is possible to gain their confidence, this still does 

not mean free access to the movement itself. 

Nor does it mean that the information collected freely from members 

is entirely complete. The Nurcus, for instance, did not discuss problems 

of personal or Political differences among themselves. This is to be 

expected; they would reveal to the observer that which they, feel it is 

appropriate for non-Nurcus to hear. It may even be the case that they 

would stress those things that they felt the observer wished to hear or 
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123 
see. These are general problems of participant observation which 

have been extensively discussed by anthropologists. 
124 

There is no way 

in which these particular problems can be solved; researchers simply have 

to be aware of them. 

Life Histories 

researcher can develop more conf id. enc. e in his own data wherý it can 

be seen in the experience of particular individuals. 
125 

major part of 

this study is based on a close discussion with a small number - twelve 

altogether - of Nurcus. How they were contacted is explained in 

Appendix I. The reason for relying heavily on the results of interviews ýL, 

with such a small group needs explanation. There were strategic problems, 

already mentioned; in contacting large numbers. But even taking this 

into account, there are good reasons for concentrating on just a few 

people in research of this kind. Among these are the following. Firstly, 

since Nurculuk is a relatively recent religious movement, most of its 

original members are still alive. Their experience of being Nurcu reflects 

directly the history of the movement. This history, can be retrieved 

therefore very profitably from discussions with individuals. 

Secondly, discussions with individuals help to clarify in detail the 

kinds of reasons which encouraged Nurcus to become members of the movement. 

The social and economic changes in Turkish society since AtatUrk have 

already been mentioned, together with the state's attempt to build a 

secular political order. Since secularisatioa did not fully reach peasants 

and village people in Turkey, people from this background who migrated to 

cities experienced some of the tensions of Turkish society in a direct 

personal way. 

in subsequent chapters, various aspects of Nurcu orgaaisation, belief 

and practice are illustrated using the personal experiences of Nurcus. 
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This leads to the third reason for studying the experience of 

particular individuals, the opportunity such methods give of understand- 

ing subtle aspects of religious identity and personal change. Becoming 

a Nurcu does involve changes in personal identity. A general theme in 

the literature on religious conversion and on how new religious 

identities are consolidated concerns the role of group practices in 

supporting individuals. Secondly, this general literature points to 

the phenomenon of religious change as involving deep personal change. 

O'Dea, for instance, says conversion entails: 'Personal reorganisation 

brought about by identification with the new group and its values'. 
126 

And Hans Mol states that: 'Conversion then is the adoption of a new 

orientation, a re-ordering of priorities and values'. 
127 

By looking very specifically at the attitude and feeling of 

particular individuals who have experienced personal change through 

contact with religious movements, these complex issues can be vividly 

and sympathetically portrayed. 

Related to the question of how identities change is that of how 

new identities are maintained. Again, a general theme in the literature 

is that the convert's identity is reinforced when he represents the 

movement to others and when he himself recruits new members. This is 

the process of witnessing the new faith with the new understanding. 

Shaffir has noted, for example, in his work on the Lubavitcher 

Chassidim: '... witnessing served to reinforce Lubavitcher's distinctive 

128 
identity both at the individual and community levels., He further 

explains how witnessing consolidates the identity of the members: 
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'By teaching and becoming witness to their beliefs, and by urging 

them on others, they learn to think of themselves as Lubavitcher 

Chassidim ,. 
129 

Close study of how particular individuals acquire social 

recognition and identity in the new group and how they give witness 

to their new beliefs, is a very suitable method of casting light on 

these more general problems of personal and religious change. 

These problems were explored in this research by collecting life 

histories of Nurcus. Such histories may indicate why some people 

rather than others feel inclined towards Nurculuk and can point to the 

kinds of needs Nurcu membership can meet. More impersonal methods of 

research, even if it had been possible to use them, would not have 

produced a close understanding of the experience of the importance of 

particular events, e. g. the move to the city, or of first contact with 

Nurculuk, which have been so profoundly important in the lives of the 

people studied. And this method also reveals the complete interdepen- 

dence of the private experiences of individuals with changes in the 

wider setting of society. 

Of course, research methods like these depend very much on the 

memory and honesty of individuals being interviewed and on the skills 

of the interviewer. Among the problems they entail are those connected 

with selective perception, those with interviewing itself and those 

practical difficulties of recording responses without the use of a tape 

recorder, which the Nurcus would not have agreed to. 

The problem of selective perception is that respondants, especially 

those who have undergone a profound change in personal identity, are 

likely to review their past in the light of their new self-image. There 
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is no ultimate solution to this problem other than to be aware of it 

and always, therefore, to check what people say about themselves by 

using, If Possible, other sources to verify what they are saying. 

The problems of interviewing are those of distorted communication. 

When there is a lack of trust between the interviewer and interviewee, 

or a lack of mutual respect and understanding, then what is said may not 

really illustrate the problems the interviewer seeks to understand. 

Again, these difficulties can only be overcome if the researcher is 

aware of them. Throughout the fieldwork for this study, every effort was 

show for 
made to? respect Nurcu views and values, to establish trust and friendly Ik 

relations and to be as open as possible about the research itself. 

The aim of this study is primarily a descriptive one. Given the 

absence of any well-documented study of Nurculuk, it is important to set 

out as much information about them as possible. Whenever appropriate, an 

attempt has been made to interpret the information in the light of more 

general questions concerning religious movements, but this has not been 

the main emphasis in the work. The project has not been an analytical 

or, for that matter, an historical one. There is an account of the 

history of the Nurcu movement in this study. But it is not of a sort 

that a historian would write. It is based on the views of Nurcus them- 

selves and will to that extent be biased. Even the account which is given 

of Said Nursi's life is built from what his followers wrote. It is not, 

therefore, a strictly accurate biography, but one which says something 

about the significance of Said, Nursi's life to his current followers and 

in this respect something which indicates how they see themselves. It 

is this that I have tried, to describe Appendix 

There are many theoretical issues in the study of religious movements 

that arise in and from studies of this kind. They include how religious 
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movements can be classified and explained. 
130 

They also include further 

issues connected with the nature of processes of religious conversion 

and of the maintenance of religious identities. 
131 

Then there are 

132 
questions of the relationship between religious and political phenomena 

which studies of movements like Nurculuk could, clarify. 

At the same time, however, there is such a limited amount of material 

describing the most basic features of Nurculuk in Turkey that it is 

important, too, that there should be descriptive studies of this movement 

available to those whose inte e ts are mainly theoretical. One purpose of rp 

this work has been to provide just such a descriptive study. 
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CHAPTER II 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOVEMENT 

This chapter is concerned with the development of Nurculuk in 

several different parts of Turkey. The aim is to describe its development 

and at the same time suggest how that development can be explained. The 

material on which the chapter is based is drawn from interviews and 

observations and it is through these that the history of Nurculuk given 

here has been retrieved. The account, therefore, has certain obvious 

limitations but the personal records of the movement's development are 

nevertheless very rich and provide many clues about how Nurculuk actually 

functions in particular settings. 

The criteria used in selecting the places to visit for the purposes 

of this research were firstly that they should present a representative 

picture of the diversity of Turkish society itself; secondly that they 

should be important centres of Nurcu activity. The diversity of settings 

in which Nurcu activity was examined allow some comments to be made on 

more general themes in the study of religious movements concerning how 

such movements are organised, how they develop and how they are maintained. 

There is extensive literature on religious movements although not 

so much on movements in the Islamic world and hardly any at all on those 

in Turkey. In addition, there are no studies of an analytical kind of 

the sort which exist for western societies and which have used the kinds 

of concepts which are now so important to the study of religious movements. 

Recent work on religious movements in the West and in some developing 

societies has stressed the importance of overcoming the weaknesses of 

approaches based on the church-sect distinction. Bryan R. Wilson has 
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stressed, for example, the need for a comparative framework of study of 

religious movements and has suggested a classification of them based on 

the way different groups respond to the world around them. He sees 

the notion of 'response to the world' as being a more useful sensitising 

concept than that, for instance, of mission, because it invites questions 

about how particular groups of people in particular settings actually 

behave. 
1 

And against the traditional view that religious movements or sects 

are in some way a response to the felt deprivation of particular groups 

or individuals in a society or a church, some writers, for example Beckford, 

have suggested that movements have to be seen in the light of their own 

organisations and social networks and in terms of how they symbolically 

articulate the experience of their followers. 
2 

In terms of the classification used by B. R. Wilson, Nurculuk can be 

3 
seen as a conversionist sect. This is a sect whose response to the world 

is the same as that described by Wilsoz: ý 

The world is corrupt because men are corrupt: if men can be 

changed then the world will be changed. Salvation is seen not as 

available through objective agencies but only by a profoundly felt, 

supernaturally wrought transformation of the self. The objective 

world will not change but the acquisition of a new subjective 

4 
orientation to it will itself be salvation. 

To understand Nurcu beliefs and practices, it is essential to relate 

them to the development of a secular republic in Turkey. For it is the 

development of the secular state to which they are responding. It is 

not sufficient, however, to state this. The specific organisational 

practices of the movement have to be considered for it is these which in 
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large part define how Nurcus perceive the reality of Turkish society 

and the role of Islam in it. 

The same point applies to the question of the significance of 

membership of the movement to individuals. How members perceive the 

world around them and how they understand their own religious experience 

is something inseparable from the routine practices of the movement 

itself. There are several features of Nurcu practice which, in Beckford's 

terms, organise a 'symbolic medi ation of experience' 
5 

for members of the 

group. The expectation, for instance, that they attend the local meetings 

(ders) regularly is one aspect of this. Another is that they should seek 

to convert others and that they should aim, through yet closer contact 

with the movement, to take greater responsibilities in and participate 

fully in the local consultative councils of the group. 

Nurcu organisation has been effective also in offering practical help 

to new members in social areas such as providing accommodation and offering 

friendship of a practical and supportive kind. In various ways, therefore, 

the movement has met some very basic needs of people from a religious back- 

ground who find themselves in what can be very disconcerting circumstances 

in the context of modern urban conditions in Turkey. In addition to 

personal feelings of loneliness, people from a religious background can 

often feel that there is much in modern urban life which is alien to 

traditional religious values. Involvement with Nurcu activities provides 

a solution to these problems: it offers the security of close personal 

contacts, confers respect and sustains a personal belief that a man is by 

his actions defending the faith. In this way members come gradually to a 

new image of themselves, a new personal identity rooted in the practices 

and ideas of the movement. 
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In what follows there is an illustration of the growth of Nurculuk 

in different parts of Turkey. This growth is explained in terms of 

the responses of religious people to secular trends in the society and 

particularly to various forms of opposition to religious practice. 

In discussing these responses it is important to relate them to the 

actions of individual members and to the local organisation of the 

movement and the specific problems which existed in particular places. 

It is an account which must necessarily rely on the personal testimony 

of involved individuals. There are no written records and since Nurculuk 

is an illegal organisation, its operations are inevitably clandestine. 

What follows, therefore, is not a definitive historical account of 

Nurculuk but a description of limited but theoretically important aspects 

of that history, particularly those concerned with how Nurcus perceive 

themselves, their faith and the society around them. 

1. KONYA 

Outline of the History of the Nurcu Movement in Konya 

My first informant, Dursun, had known the Risale-i Nur in Diyarbakir. 

When he came back to his home city, Konya, in 1957 there were only six 

or seven Nurcus there. Until 1958 they went on disseminating the 

message from person to person amongst tradesmen, craftsmen and students, 

but the results were disappointing. Eventually, they decided to read 

out the Risale-i Nur in the main mosques of Konya before and after the 

daily ritual prayers. Some of the people who had gathered for the 

congregation in the mosque left, some remained to listen to the readings, 

and others hesitated, standing with their shoes in their hands, listening 

before deciding whether to go or stay. Later on, officials of the 

local authority several times sent private messengers asking the Nurcus 
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not to read the Risale-i Nur in the mosques (especially the main one 

which is called 'Kapu Caraii'), but in their houses. They took no 

notice of these requests and once the officials locked them up inside the 

the mosque for a while and then took them to the police station to be 

interrogated. They were released but the police strongly warned them 

not to read the Risale-i Nur ýnside the mosques. 

Zýfter a short interval, the Nurcus of Konya assembled and decided 

to resume reading the Risale-i Nur in the mosques, but this time 

everyone of them was to read it just before the congregation started for 

the Friday ritual prayers in dif f erent central mosques-, They went on to 

practise this until the govern , of Konya, on receiving a complaint, or 

summoned Dursun to his office. When Dursun, dressed in his best suit 

and tie, entered the office. saying selAmun 41eykum, the governor did not 

, acknowledge the greeting and asked Dursun whether he had a certificate 

to preach in the mosque and whether he thought it would be reasonable 

foi ýsun replied: r anyone who had a book to ýýead it in the mosque, Dui 

! No'. Dursun stated that much later the Nurcus realised that the DP 

administration did not want to harm them but the Nurcus were creating 

difficulties for them just as members of the National Salvation Party 

(hereafter NSP) did for later governments. 

This experience per5uaded the Nurcus of Konya to turn back to their 

conventional method of conveying their message from person to person. 

They were then a small communýty that did not need to have a dershane 

And they held their ders in their houses in turn. 

When I asked Dursun how he proclaimed his message in this way, from 

person to person, he gave me his own method of spreading Nurculuk among 

the people. Since this appears to be the method generally used by 

Nurcus among ordinary people, I shall give his answer in full. 
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'We have special methods. First of all we make acquaintance 

with people and try to become familiar with their way of thinking and 

then infiltrate our message into their minds through what they enjoy. 

Thus when we have three or four interested people, we arrange a 

meeting to talk informally all together. In the cotirse of the 

conversation we ask whether they have any questions (about religious 

subjects) or experience any dýfficulties in religious matters. We 

give answers bas-ed on the Risale, i Nur. If the gathering is in our 

own house, we read the relevant subject, which solves their problem, 

frQm the Risale-j Nur its-elf, Thus we let them see the books which 

are essentially full of truth, They inevitably become interested in 

the books and ask us for them. So we give them the sort of books they 

want. Whoever reads-these, cannot fail to be impressed by the truths 

in them and eventually he also joins the ! Nur d4iresil (the Circle of 

Lýght) and conveys the mess-age to his friends, Thus Nurculuk is spread 

further and further. 

IIn addition to this person to person method of attracting followers, 

we have supplementary publications which creAte an interest in the 

Risale-i Nur and lead those who read them to the Risale-ý- Nur proper. 

These are available everywhere. ' 

The military coup dIftat in 1960 interrupted the higmets., 

According to Dursun, 1960-65 was an era of stagnatýon for the Nurcu 

movement. Mustafa said only one dershane was operating in Konya when 

he first joined the movement in 1962. In the ordinagy derses there used 

to be twentyýthirty Nurcus present. In 1966 when the dershane was raided 

by the police they arrested fourteen Nurcus. 

, Tt was in 1967 that Nurculuk started flourishing in Kony4 amongst 

the non-commissioned officers and, partýcularly, students, as well as 
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common people. They held the ders for students separately in Dursun's 

house once a week on Saturdays. Some eighty to ninety students would 

attend. To meet the need of this growing number of students, they had 

to rent a large house as Dursun's house was no longer big enough for 

the ders. Once the students from different secondary schools became 

Nurcus, they started bringing theýr friends every week to the dershane. 

Dursun said th-. at the interest in the Risale-i Nur amongst students 

and non-commissioned officers at that time had not been anticipated. 

In 1970 the average number of regular attenders at this deTs was a 

hundred to a hundred and fifty students. 

The weekly magazýno ittýhAt run by the Nurcus w, ýs very ýnfluential 

especially among the common people. During these years besides having 

derses three or four times a week for the common people in different 

houses, the Nurcus arranged separate weekly derses-for non-commissýoned 

officers and again separately for policemen. The daily newspaper Yeni 

Asya came out in 1971 and in the following years the Yeni Asya publication 

house gradually started publishing the 'supplementary books, '. The Nurcus 

then opened a book shop as an agency of the Yeni Asya publication house 

in Konya. This was, and still is, well known amongst Nurcus and 

sympathisers as 'the burea. ul (Yeni A8ya bgrosu), In addition to these 

developments, when a State Academy opened in Konya, it was necessary for 

the Nurcus to open another der:, ýhane to accommodate Nurcu students from 

this and other local higher education institutýons, Thia opened in 

1973. 

in 1975, the Nurcus of Konya were able to build their first dershane. 

This was a large, detached, twoýstorey building. Tn the same year Konya 

S-eljuk University opened and thereafter local Nurcus held special derses 

exclusively for university students. Seminars and occasionally 
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conferences were held for all the Nurcus of Konya and special derses 

for children under twelve were arranged for weekends and holidays. 

In this way Nurcu activities increased and new dershanes continued 

to be opened until the 12 September 1980 military intervention, by 

which time there were seven dershanes in which sixty university 

students stayed. But soon after the 12 September, they transferred 

the derses to houses in the outskirts of the city. They then split up 

into small groups of not more than about twenty instead of the large 

gatherings they had been holding. Three of the dershanes in which 

students were living were shut down by the Nurcus themselves, leaving 

only thirty students living in Nurcu dershanes, 

Efforts and Achiovow, --nts 

,r message, wh4t success When I asked them hov they proclA; Lmed the--L 

they had achieved and what was their reward for gaining converts, their 

answer for the last quest: Lon was straightforward: 'We do not expect any 

earthly reward. Our biggest reward is simply to gain God's approval. 

Whatever we do we do for the love of God. ' 

My informants in Konya revealed that each of them. took the Nurcu 

mes-sage only to people of his own social cl4-ss and cultural level, and 

that they did this of their own free will without direction from any 

superior in the movement and that there was no organýsa. tion within the 

movement to coýordinate such efforts. 

Dur-sun said: 'I organýse my work in the way whichallows me to 

spread the message to other people because that is the Aim of my life. 

I know that this message is the ý'seed" of everlasting life which I 

must sow here below-. I have seen people who received this message from 

me practising it in their own lives and eager to pass it on to others. 

Subsequently they formed groups to do hizmet in their own circles. I 
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cannot give an exact figure for we do not record members or keep 

registration records, but I remember hundreds of them. ' 

The tradesman Hayatils method of propagating the message is to 

read the Risale-i Nur to people he knows, friends, neighbours or 

relatives or, when there is no suitable opportunity for this, he 

recommends them to read the Risale-i Nur themselves. Then, when he 

feels that they are ready, he takes them to derses or give them the 

books. As a result of hýs efforts, some of the people he approached 

had adopted a positive attitude towards the Nurcus, some of them had 

become'dost (sympathisers) and began performing the namaz, whilst 

others carried on attending the aerses by themselves. He says it is 

very difficult to give a number of them since he is not sure whether 

they became a 'Nurcul because of his initiative or someone else's in 

the ders. 

On the other hand, Mustafa, the craftsman, is very busy with his 

work. He supports the Nurculuk mostly by contributing money and 

distributing the4Risale-i Nur and other Nurcu publications to his 

relatives and close friends,. -When he feels free, he brings his children 

and those who are 'suitable' to a ders. He says he does not think he 

has converted anybody by his own efforts alone, but he knows some of 

those he took to the ders or to whom he gave the books, consequently 

became Nurcus. 

Relation8 with-other Reliqýou8 G. 41oups and'oppositionlEncountered 

All of my informants in Konya were very sensitive about saying 

anything against the following religious groups; Slleymancis, 

Tarikatqilar (the followers of any tarikat , the supporters of the NSP 

National Action Party (hereafter NAP). 
and the 4 Their first immediate reply was-: 'No,, we do not criticise 

And feel any hostility towards them, w like them all. After all, we 
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are brethren in Islam. ' Mustafa preferred those who worked with a 

group to those who practised their religion by themselves and did not 

join any group. 

Although Nurcus do not want non-Nurcu groups to become ýnvolved 

with Nurcu affairs, they do coýoperate with them to some extent, mainly 

in political activities. (But they are opposed to the NSP and do not 

co-operate with it. ) They do not regard the NSP as a genuine religious 

group and say about the party: IThey claimed that they were a religious 

party but in reality they were just a partyl. Dursun says; 'We do not 

have anything in common with the party because their points of view, 

their thoughts are completely different from ours, but the position 

of the individuals in the party is something else. ' Hay4tils view is 

'The NSP did not oppose Ostad or the Risaleýi Nur so farr their 

opposition is only to the students of the Risale-i Nur. The reason 

for this is that they could not use us as an instrument for their 

political purposes so they started accusing us of being an instrument 

Qf the freemasons. ' 

Dursun gave cq specific ex,, ýmple ý5f their a. ttýt-Lide tQw-cards the 

6 
supporters of the NSP. One of the members of the National order Paiýty 

came to the dershane while they were holding a ders in 1971 wearing 

the party badge on his collar, They did not allow, him to go in before 

he took off the badge. MustAfals example was about the relationship 

with the SfAleymancts. Saleymancis, long ago, had invited the Nurcus to 

their camp pitched on the outskirts of Konya. Some Nurcus, including 

Mustafa, went there and joined their activities and listened to their 

aermons given to the youth there, and then the Silleyinancls, came to 

their dershane and listened to their derses and bought s, ome books of 

that 
the pjsaleýi Nur. Evidently was years ago. The only recent instance of 

collaboration with the SUleymancis that Mustafa could redall was 
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during the last 1977 elections. Hayati provided another example 

of the Nurcu relationship with the NAP. During the last elections 

in Konya, the NAP supporters bought thousands of copies of a critical 

booklet published by the Nurcus which is called 'Islamic Movement and 

the NSP'. None of my informants complained about any opposition from 

the common people. They all agreed on that: 'We do not have any 

clashes or problems with the ordinary citizen at all'. 

How Much the Movornent'has Soread 

ýNurculuk is growing in both quantity and quality. Although 

malevolent forces have for years been trying to destroy law and order 

in Turkey, the Turkish nation has not been broken and has not become 

communist. In every election the JP has won the majority. This proves 

how effectively Nurculuk is-actýng in Turkey.! This was DursunIs 

interpretation of Turkey's recent history in an attempt to show the 

effectiveness of Nurculuk, 2ýbout the area in which Nurculuk is strongest, 

Dursun says,.: I It seems to me that Nurculuk is more widespread in the 

main cities than it is in the small ones, and the rural areas. This 

is because there are Tnore schools-and students, and better opportunities 

there. ' 

Hayati- gives the names of the cities in which Nurculuk has spread 

the most: Istanbul, Ankara, Erzurum, Kayseri, Gaziantep, isparta, 

Adapazari, Van and Diyarbakir. 'In some of the cities more and in 

some less, but in every city we have dershanes. We have them in most 

of the subýprovinces too, but only in a very few villages do we have 

dershanes. In some places it is more widespread amongst the esnaf 

(small businessmen - guilds); but in those places where students are 

most numerous, it is students who form the majority of Nurcu support. 

For example in Konya, you cannot find one person who opposes, the 
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Risale-i Nur amorg3t the esnaf (guilds). The sales of our books (the 
k 

Risale-i Nur and the Yeni Asya publications) considerably exceed the 

number of our known followers and we cannot guess who has bought them. 

They read these books and grow fond of themýl 

In Mustafals opinion, Konya is the least developed Qity in terms 

of Nurcu activities because the divisions amongst the religious groups 

are much more intense here than in the other cjtýes. Generally, the 

bigger the city, the more dershanes. According to Mustaf a, the movement 

is growing for two reasons. First, there has been an atmosphere in 

Turkey that impels everyone to belong to a group. In this- atmosphere 

if a man in one way or an other was made acql-lainted with Nurculuk, he 

is very likely in the course of time to become a Nurcu. The second 

reason is, in Mustafals view, peculiar to the Ris, %je-j Nur itself. 

Because generally at schools ýn Turkey the unbelief and atheistic ideas 

are being imposed upon the pupilsf those who want to protect themselves 

or defend their belief 4gainst these ýdeas, look for the books, which 

will support their views. Many of the students in this position get 

to hear of the Riscale-i Nur. After reading themr they often join a 

Nurcu group, at least temporarily. 

Dursun advances the human tendency to seek reality and the truth 

of the Risale-i Nur as, main reasons for the progress of Nurculuk. 

'Mankind is instinctively inclined to truth. Human beings, have tried 

lots of material and worldly things, but could not attain satisfaction. 

They have found only the Koran appropriate to their nature. Since the 

P, isale-i Nur is nothing but a message of the Koran, it attracts people. 

The growing number of students in the dershanes And the sa. les of the 

Risale-: -ý Nur and other supplementary publications show that Nurculuk 

is growing. ' 
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None of the informants mentioned any local peculiarities of the 

Nurcu movement in Konya and all regarded it as typical of the state 

of the movement in the rest of the country, 

Changes and'Difforences bOtWeon thO, 'Generatiohs,, and,, tho, z\g(ý Structure 

in Local MembershiI2 

The most striking change in Konya after the 1970ýs was in the 

proportion of studentsand common people or esnaf. The student ratio 

is increasing. Nowadays, three-quarters of the people who attend the 

ders are students and the remainýng quarter consýsts of esnaf and 

cj, vil servants, The way ýn whých the derses are beýng held has not 

changed very much since the sixties, but H-ayati stated that whereas 

before the 19701s the majority attending were common fQlk who would 

just listen to the readings in the ders, and leave, now young students 

6 ask questions in order to understand the subject under discussion 

clearly. 

! In the past hizimet had been carried on with simple means, but now 

Modern means are being used. Presentation as well as interpretation of 

the Risale, i Nur is continuously changing in the course of time' 

Dursun says, 'at first the Risale, i Nur was being written by hand, 

later by typewriter, then mimeographs, and printing pres-ses, were used, 

, nd now the RisaleT-, i Nur is being printed with the most advanced- a 

pý7-ýnting machines. As subsidiary hizinets, the newspapers., magazines 

Cýnd Yeni Asya publications of around two hundred and fifty different 

books are available. By these means the hizmet has been conveyed to 

the masses. ' In addition to this general change in Nurcu activities 

which directly reflected on the local level as Mustafa says: 'In the 

Past only the Risaleýi Nur was being distributed, but now we give a 

nevacqýuaintance one of the Yený 2\sya publications at first and then 
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either take him to a ders or give him the Risale-i Nur as appropriate. 

In Konya there are two newly introduced amateur works. First, they 

recorded have some passages from the Risale-i Nur on cassettes with a background x 

of Old Turkish classic instrumental music and they sell these. Secondly, 

Dursun's children have made a film of the places where Said N-ursi had 

lived and written most of the collections of the Risale-i Nur while he 

was in exile , Barla Emirdag, tsparta, with a brief biography of Said 

N-ursi and religious music in the b(ackground. When T was in their house 

in the summer of 1981, they were working on some films made by Dursun's 

eldest son about the ! The Life of the Iýntsl and ! The Blossoming of the 

trees and flowers! which were quite skilfully done for an amateur. They 

have recorded on the films some related extracts taken from the Risale-i 

Nur c4nd show the films in the dershanes where the students live. 

lUthough there are people of every age-group who have attended the 

ders in Konya, the average Age is between twenty and forty. According 

to my informants, this- average is becoming younger. Dursun says that 

the twenty to twenty-five age-group is now the most numerous. 

Dýfficulti8s, 'Encountered 

When discussing the difficulties they encountered in trying to 

spread the message, my ýnformants made no complaint about people who 

not were 4 affiliated to any group, 

Mustafa listed the difficulties he encountered, starting from the 

prosecution, usually brought under, I\rticle 163 of the Turkish Penal 

Code, by those who have evil intentions against religion. Secondly, 

the members of*tarikats who hide their ignorance by saying either that 

they do not have any doubt about the existence of God, so there is no 

the 
need to think about Him, or that their way is k best. He finds it very 

diýficult to communicate with them. Lastly, to deliver the message to 
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those who consider themselves knowledgeable and are consquently 

prejudiced is very hard, says Mustafa the craftsman, who has never 

received any official education. 

Propaganda against Nurculuk and the lack of religious knowledge 

of people who are very easily misled are the main obstacles faced by 

the tradesman Hayati in disseminating the truth in Konya. 

Dursun expressed his anger, saying, 'We have been suffering from 

the 
misunderstanding and k wrong implementation of laicism. In my twenty- 

three year service to Nurculuk, the paramount difficulty has been the 

wrong implementiaýtion of secularism. ' 

ANKARA 

Qutlýne, of the History of the Nurcu Movement-in Ankara 

Hayri, one of my informants. from Ankara, first moved there in 1969. 

7 Bayram 4abey was a, rranging and regulating the hizmets with the assis- 

tance of four or five devoted young Nurcus. Hayri, too, assisted 

Bayram a-gabey in looking After the dershanes and other hýzmets in 

whatever way Bayram suggested. There were only four dershanes at that 

4me. 

They held ders almost every day in a different dershane. Whoever 

could read the Risaleýi Nur properly didso during the ders. If there 

was a cluestion or a new guest, they added some related readýngs to the 

customary type of ders. For the guest they usually tried to perceive 

his interest or attitude towards religion in general, the Risale-i Nur 

in particular, and then read appropriate passages ; from the Risale-i Nur 

45 i; ý they had been chosen at random, In those days, if the ders went 

on for a long time, some of those present used to stay overnight in 

the dershane. 
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In the early 1970's, financial aýfairs did not play as important 

part in the Nurcu activities as they do today. Their resources were 

very limited; only the rents paid by the students who lived in the 

dershanes and could afford it, and the donations which were regularly 

given by the Nurcu offýciEkls. 

In the same yearst some of the Nurcus left the group under the 

pretext of criticisýng the policy followed by the Yeni 7ýsya newspaper. 

In Hayrils view, they were 'ýýOtu4lly secret NSP sympathisers and they 

could not accept the newspaperýs criticisms of the NSP. Bayram aýabey 9 

preferred to carry on the hizmet, together with theae people until 1974 

when the consultative commýttee was formed and the hizmets were 

considerably expanded. 7Uter some trifling di; ýferences of opinion 

B4yram agabey wanted to go to ispartA and Actually d--, Ld so at the end of 

1975. 

In these yea; rs-, the numbers of the Nurcu students and dershanes 

continuallY ýncreased. In 1978 the number of der5hanes, where only 

University students lived., re4ched forty-five. Besides this quantita- 

tive growth, there was Also a qualititative advance in Nurcu activities 

and the movement became more prominent in social affairs, in Hayri's 

opinion, the mainspring of this development was the. Yeni Asya newspaper 

and its associated publications dr4wing their inspiration from the 

Risale-i Nur. First, they opened a bookshop in 1978 and then the 

! Ankara Culture and Education Foundation' was established in 1979. 

Towards the end of the same year, the 'brothers' who were graduates 

of the Faculty of Medicine formed the 'Health Personnel Vakify (S. E. V., 

Sa7glýLk Elemanlari Vakf 1) - 

Hayri, was also encouraged by the success of the Nurcus' political 

-activities. Some members obtained important posts in the administration 
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and their views were influential in some ministries. Exerting such 

influence was considered a hizmet for Nurcus, as was any behaviour 

contributing to this aim - even such simple things as wearing ties. 

The whole subject of hizmet therefore became so complicated that it 

was necessary to divide it into categories to be referred to the 

appropriate sub-division before passing it on to the Consultative 

Committee for a final decision. 

the From 1979 onwards, the increase in number- of new student members 

waned. The reason Hayri gave for this was that students who had 

previously come to the universities in Ankara from the surrounding 

cities-, now preferred to stay in the new universities in their own 

c- 
. Ltýes because the cost of living was extremely high in ýnkara and, 

on top of this, the chAnce of getting a place in these new universities 

was much greater. 

On the other hand, during the s, ame period, the mimber of civil 

servants becoming Nurcus increased, especially in Ankara, the admini- 

strative centre, as a result of Nurcu influence in theýministries. 

As an example Hayri cites the Ministry of Education as having one hundred 

and fifty brothers in different ranks, high and low. Now the hizmets 

in Ankara are being undertaken mostly by the civil servant brothers and 

in the derses it is plainly apparent that the number of officials is 

overtaking that of the students. 

would The Nurcus of Iýnkara expected-. - that there Z. be a big flow 

of Nurcu officials. into Ankara soon after the return to normal democratic 

life when the military-controlled government withdr, ew. They had already 

started planning to found a vHousing and Consumersl Cooperative' in an 

4ttempt to meet the needs of these newcomers. 
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My second Ankara informant, Alper, considered that derses were the 

most important way of spreading Nurculuk, and other means such as 

seminars, conferences, newspapers and magazines were secondary. Alper 

regarded the behaviour of Nurcus as another important means of conveying 

the message. Ha-yri emphcasised this point too, saying IThose who have 

come to accept the truth of the Risale-i Nur have disseminated it by 

every means of which the Nurcus approve. As a matter of fact, it is 

almost impossible to find anyone who knows the Risale-i Nur and is not 

trying to spread it, especially in his first days of becoming acquainted 

wi, th it. 

E: Uarts'and Achievement 

Not only does Alper learn the 'truths of the Koranl (Kuran 

hakikatlarl,, the ideas taught in the Risaleýi Nur) from all sorts of 

gatherings and readings, he also tries. to propagate these amongst his 

friends and acquAintancea, reading to them and enlaining the Risale-i 

Nur and the Yeni Asya publications in their homes or just by reflecting 

the truth of the message in his own life and by being an example to be 

followed. 

Like the others, 7Uper declined to give any figures of converts 

and said: 'We deliver our message and leave it at that. The outcome 

does not concern us. All the students of the Risale-i Nur's efforts 

. should be considered as a whole. By no means can I say that I caused 

anyone to become a believer, biat I might have been the apparent means 

by which hundreds of people became aware of the message. ' 

Relations, 'With. 'Other Group8,, '(aftd, 'Qpposition Encountered 

Until 1975, Nurcus had no relationship with the other religious 

groups in Ankara. They did not know what the other groups thought and 

they themselves had no cýlear views about other groups. Hayri says: 
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'We used to talk about them with uncertainty. ' The first initiative 

which came from the Nurcus was made just before the 1977 general 

election. This was an attempt to gain a clearer picture of the other 

groups and reach some sort of understanding with them concerning 

politics. Under the gener4l Principle derived from the Risale-i Nur, a 

mutual understanding was reached that each group should work in its 

own f ield without nurturing suspicions of , the others. lWe appreciated 

the efforts of other groups,!, said 7U. per, ýbecause we were sure that 

they were striving for the hizmet with different methods and means, ' 

To suppQrt th, ýs approach, Alper quoted from the Nur; 

Dýnt cemaca: ýtlar 'Mclksaktta ittihad etmelidirler. 

Mesalikte ve me: ýreplerde ittihad mtlmkUn olmadi§i gibi cdiz 

de fflildir, Zýra tciklýd yolurm wýar ve "Neme 1. Izi-m, baskasi 

8 
düsünsün" sözünü de söylettirir. 

Religious communities should unite in common pur, pose. 

It is neither possible nor desiýcable for them to-unite in ways 

and means because that leads to imitatýon and makes, people 

indifferent or w-antilng others to think for them. 

As a result of this Nurcu initiative, political support for the JP was 

gýven by the Nurcus, SfAleyrn4ncisf Iýikcis, the followers of the Macadele 

Birliýi (The Soci6ty of the Combatants), and some of the right-wing 

newspapers which had not belonged to any particular group. Iýfter the 

1977 general election, representatives of these grm; ps, which had 

previously supported different parties like the NSP, the NAP and the 

Democratic Party (DP), held several unofficial meetings with the 

government where they stated the requests of their groups and obtained 

a positive response. Each group expressed its own p4rticular concerns 

such as the appointment o; ff their members to of; ýicial posts, a benevolent 
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attitude from the government towards their activities, and so on. 

Despite the ban on political activities since 12 September 1980, 

attempts have been made to maintain relationships with the JP leaders 

at national and provincial level and Nurcus complain that the Iýikgis 

appear to support the military regime. 

Explaining why unity had not been achieved with either the NSP 

or the NAP, Alper said: 'Islam cannot be limited or confined, As 

Bediuzzaman says, no one should use this religion as an instrument 

for his political or other purpose. ' Alper then related Said Nursi's 

two conditions for unity with other religious groups. 

M. uha, bbetýi din saikiyle te! f,. ekkUl eden cema, atlerin iki 

ý; art ile umumunu tebrik ve onlarla ittihad eder. iz: 

Birinci ý,, art: HfArriyetýi ý; erliyyeyi ve asayi, ýi muhafaza 

e tTnektir. 

lkinci ! ý,. art; Muh4-bbet tlgerýnde h4reket et-mek, ba! ýka, 

cemiyete leke s-armekle kendisine kiymet verme§e qqli! ýmamak. 
9 

We extend good wishes to and agree under two conditions 

to unite with all communities whose motivation is religious 

affection. 

The first condition; To protect public order and the 

freedom bestowed by the ý,, eriat 

The second condition; To act with brotherly love and not 

to seek one's own gain through besmirching other sccietýes. 

Hayri distinguishes between active and passive opposition to 

Nurculuk. xActive opposition comes Mostly from enemies of Islam whose 

inspiration is the hostile part of the West and the Marxists who are 

fundamentally against religion. Nur. cus occasic, nally encounter, active 
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opposition from the rightists toQ, becaiise they ýind Nurcus an obstacle 

to their political aim. These opponents are members of the NSP and 

NAP whose publications are sometimes fiercely critical of the Nurcus, 

not the Risale-i Nur but the activities of the ce, maat (the entire 

group of the followers of the Ris4le-i Nur) and, particularly, the 

policy of the Yeni Asya. newspaper and the publications which greatly 

damage the political interests of these parties. These parties managed 

to persuade some people to leave the q&-maat. Hayri,., ssaid those people 

could not anyway understand the explanations of the Iýisaleýi Nur 

concerning social problems. RPP members and supporters never had any 

sympathy for the Nurcus. Not all opponents of the Nurcus study the 

Rýsale-i Nur with sincere intentions; some just continue their antagonism 

towards it by using their official positions as. Judges,, police chiefs, 

journalists and so on. As- an exajnple of this, Alper stated, TOn the 

radio or tele-Vision, th ve the news only abou arrests, of the Nurcus ey gi t 

saying that "they were c4ught while they were holding An, ayýn (-religious 

ceremony)", but they never mention their acquittal. and release. ' 

On the matter of passýve or hidden opposition, Hayri says, lWhen 

we look. more closely at those who persist in not reading the R, saleýi 

Nur because of their ignorance and of their timidity or cowardice, we 

can see that they are also being an obstacle for the Risale-j Nur to 

s. pread. I 

How Much tho MoVernOnt is Spread 

Alper cited two factors that helped Nurculuk to spread in Ankara. 

Firstly, since Ankara is a city of universities and bureaucracy, many 

of its- inhabitants comprise comparatively intellectual people whom the 

Rjsale-i Nur can address much easier, Secondly, the social life in 

Ankara, according to Alper, contains fewer religious elements compared 

with other cities-in Turkey. Those who seek a social life with a 
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religious atmosphere, soon find that the Nurcus are the only group 

there that caters for them. 

In explaining the country-wide spread of the movement, Alper 

claimed that Nurculuk arose out of necessity in Turkey. The state had 

opposed any sort of religious activities amongst people. Consequently 

after a long period of deprivation., there was now a religious vacuum in 

the country. Attempts had been made, particularly in schools, to fill 

this vacuum with materialistic philosophies, It is natural that those 

who wish to avoid losing their faith would so. mehow find and read the 

Risale-i Nur which is capable of protecting them from this peril. 

Another reason for the spread of Nurculuk was the lack of qualifýed 

Muslim scholars in Turkey to meet the religious needs of thepeople. 

Moreover, it is now wejlýknown among the Turkish people that Nurcus are 

serving Islam vithout expectýng any mAterial benefit out of it. This 

also gives those who seek religious knowledge confidence that they can 

obtain this knowledge by joining the cemaat, The last point Alper made 

was that the Nurcus, by pluiblishing the newspaper, magazines and books, 

ýn an attempt to reach people from every stratum of society, are 

improving their means of conveying the message, 

Tn Hayri Is account of the sp., read of Nurculuk, the message is 

-1ccepted by many university students and learned people 4nd has pervaded 

Turkey starting from the big cities down as far as the small towns, 

though it has not become widely established at village level, According 

to Hayri, there is no city and il5e (subýprovince) where Risale-i Nur 

is not being read, and Nurculuk is therefore the most widesprea-d 

religious group in Turkey, and its adherents are more numerousand more 

educated than those of any other Turkish religiousmovement. Improved 

levels of education in Turkey, says Hayri, help the Risale-i Nur to 

spread more easily and be more effective. 
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To support this view, he quotes Ostad's saying: 

ilim ve fennin hakmetti'i istikbalde batan meselelerini 9 

akla dayandiran Kuran hakim olacaktur. 
10 

The Koran, which bases all its claims on reason, will be 

dominant in the future when science and technology rule. 

The Risale-i Nur does nothing but expound the teachings of the 

Koran which have pakrticular relevance to our times. So, Hayri states, 

this pure truth, the Ris4led Nur, that answers a. 111 
the questions 

puzzling people of our time, should be widely accepted and influential. 

Change in the Group 

7Uper claims that as Nurculuk has grown in experience, the social 

status of its membership has risen. This change obliges the dedicated 

Nurcu (Risale-i Nur talebesi) to make greater efforts and encourages them 

to use a wider variety of ineans to spread Nurculuk aince-more educated 

people would not be attracted by a naive approach. Furthermore, as- the 

level of culture has risen among the membership, so too has the standard 

of material prosperity. 

When Hayri first came to Ankara, the proportion of Nurcu members 

who were students was high (unlike the situatýon then in other cities). 

But now, although the number of students and of officials seems to be 

in balance, if the students wlýo at the same time have an official job 

akre calculated as officials, of course the officialsl number is 

actually larger. In this respect Ankara is different, as in other cities 

the proportion of students is growing. Most Nurci-Is in Ankara are now 

,, nant age to be aged between 25 and 35, but Hayri reckons the predom-i 

28-30. 

Hayri mentions 4s a new practice in Ank4ra the intmduction of 

libraries comprising books that the Nurcu studentsýin dershanes need for 
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their university studies. This has been done in order to improve 

the Nurcu students' study atmosphere in dershanes. 

Difficulties EncountOred 

Asked about the difficulties encountered in spreading the message, 

Alper gave as the first obstacle his own nefs (soul). By this he meant 

the mystical sense in which the'nefs represented the baser side of one's 

nature that is subjugated and purified by religious practice. Besides 

this inner enemy, there are some external obstaclesf, for example, 

ambiguity in the law, about freedom of religion and conscience allows 

those who are hostile to religion to misinterpret it., usually to support 

very wrongly applied laicism. Also, antagonistic propaganda. made by 

the same people against Nurculuk tries to give the iinpression that 

Nurculuk is an outlawed mo-vement. Lastlyr Alper considers the bigoted 

attitude of members of other religious groups, ca, major factor preventing 

the faster spread of Nurcul-uk. 

When Hayri was asked about dýfficulties, he said, IM4ny people I 

spoke to in an attempt to deliver the message., lacked the patience to 

listen to me. Beneath this ýmpatience lie only ignorance and shallow 

thought. Such people could not understand the Rýsale-i Nur. He added 

two other difficulties he faced: the hostile propaganda, against Said 

Nursi alleging that he was, a Kurdish nationalist and objecting to the 

language of the Risale-i Nur on the grounds that it was too old-fashioned 

to understand, and therefore some people were reluctant to read it. 
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GAZiANTEP 

In Gaziantep, Nurculuk commenced as a group movement in the very 

late 1950's in a room attached to a mosque. The Nurcus began holding 

gatherings of 3 or 4 men in adherents' houses reading the Risaleýi Nur 

together. These men were craftsmen or esnaf who had been drawn to the 

movement by a student named Niyazi, a new enthusiast who had embraced 

Nurculuk after reading som'e of their publications. Their numbers 

swiftly grew and soon they were holding their meetings in the mosque 

and using the room for their other activities. 

Iýfter the 1960 military coup, the N-urcus of Gaziantep suddenly 

changed their strategy and started reading the R, isaleýi Nur aloud to 

the people assembled in the mosq. 1je, especially at the time of morning 

prayers. This continued until 1961 when the first prosecution against 

the Nurcus in Gaziantep took place, The reason for this prosecution 

was rather peculiar. The Nurcus had decided to establish a Tasarruf 

ve Yard-L'nlasma Sandi'ý3- (Savings and Mutual Assistance Fund) , and wanted 

to obtain official approval for it, as it had been well received by 

most of the members. Howeverr they h4d had some receipts printed with 

the name of the Fund on them, before registering it with the authorities. 

On a search of the students ; Ln the Co=ercial College, the school 

administrators anyhow found these receipts on the pockets of some of 

them, and, deeming them to be evidence of a secret society, they sent 

these students to court where the public prosecutor got out of these 

young students the names and addresses of the peQple who contributed 

money to the Fund. Police searched the houses of those whose names 

were obtained and found the Risale-j Nur in some of them. Consequently, 

thirty-five people from various professions - students, teachers., 
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officials, esnaf, engineers -were put on trial on the grounds of 

founding a secret society, Nurculuk. Although some of them were not 

really Nurcus, the trial of such a large number caused consternation 

among the people of Gaziantep who were surprised to find this movement 

had gained so great a hold there that the state thought it necessary to 

try to suppress it. Surprisingly, says Niyazi, those - including himself 

- who defended the Risale-i Nur and admitted that they were followers of 

it were released, while the others, who denied in court that they were 

Nurcus were detained in prison. 

In 1962, the Nurcus rented a separate dershane for the members who 

were students. In the same year all the Nurcus in prison in Gaziantep 

were eventually found not guýlty and discharged. By 1963, the common 

people and officials --other than students - were able to orga-nise 

regular derses for themselves. 

Hizmet grew's. o quickly thcAt the Nurcus needed a better and larger 

dershane in 1965., This one, too, was intended to be 'used -mainly by the 

students for their activities, but of course it was also available 

particularly when they organised large joint-derses on special occasions 

for lesnaf dersesý as well. This term Tesnaf dersesl is used to distiný 

guish the derses held only for the students from the others, and applies 

to the derses attended by independent businessmenr workers and officials 

of every rank. Officials only attended esnaf derses when there were no 

separate Imemur derses' for them to attend. 

In relating the progress. made by the Nur, cus of Gaziantepr Niyazi 

quoted the following figures: only three or four people used to gather 

in a ders when the Nurcu movement was first launched in Gaziantep in 

1959. The first proper dershane was rented in 1962 but now there are 

ten dershanes, one of which is a six-storey building owned by the Nurcus 

and used as a centre. The opening in Gaziantep of the Higher Education 
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Institute in 1972 and then of one of the department of the Middle East 

Technical University of Ankara accelerated the spread of Nurculuk 

amongst the students. Now, between fifty and a hundred students 

regularly attend an ordinary ders. Albeit, after the 12 September 

1980 they stopped assembling in such large numbers, 

Difficulties-and, opposition,, Oftcoiifttored 

There have been some twenty trials of Nurcus in various courts in 

Gaziantep, but none of these trý41s has lowered Nurcu morale, indeed, 

since each has ended in acquittal, the Nurcus claim the trials have 

officially demonstrated the innocence of their movement and have led 

to increased public confýdence in Nurculuk. Nevertheless, although 

the Nurcus try in this way to look on the bright side and regard the 

outcome of the trials as fa-vourable, they are clearly upset at being 

taken to court in the first place. 

While Niyazi was speaking Qf the opposition to Nurculuk, he fumed 

with anger at those politicians, who criticise Nurcus for not supporting 

them. According to Niyazi , such politicians generated so much doubt 

amongst the ordinary Muslims, thAt they now ask the Nurcus, sýnce they 

claim to be Islamists, why they sometimes support non-Mus-lim politicians 

against Muslim ones. Niyazi avoided mentioning openly the names or 

even the party - the NSP - of these politicians who, he said, are 

simply exploiting the simple faith of the people for their own political 

ends. 10, f course', he exPounded, 'they do not realise that the main 

struggle is now between belief and non-, belief. We devote outselves 

to defending faith against atheism, we do not have anything to do with 

politics, we are ready to help whoever fights, against the'azam uý; -*er 
11 

(the greater evil)'. 'The RPPI, he claims, Tencourage8 ktfr 

(renunciation of faith) and anarchy. In order to overcome the meftace 
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of atheism and to strengthen belief, we should follow a policy that 

paves the way to the unification of all believers, no matter whether 

they are of the firak-1 dalle (heterodox groups) or even followers of 

the other divine religions. ' 

ERZURUM 

Nurculuk was- started in Erz-urum by a man called Sergil A'abey 9 

who distributed the Risale-i Nur amongst the hodjas of the city in the 

mid 1950s. Hardly any of them showed any interest in the Risaleýi Nur 

except Kirkinci hojda who, after studying the books, soon realised 

their importance and began to read them and interest others in them. 

Ten years passed before the first dershane was set up, The number of 

dershanes had increased to eight by 1972 and the Marcus of Frzur, um 

were then able to hold the dera in a different dershane every day of 

the week. On Saturday eVenýngs there us-ed to be joint derses, but on 

Sundays- they organised special derses chief ly to teach students Nurcu 

views on social and political subjects. 

When Mahmud first came to Erzurum in 1975, the Nurcus held only 

one ders a day in one or other of the ten dershanesf and some fifteen 

to twenty people would attend. Since then, a dramatic increase in the 

number of students haa taken place. Mahmud attributes this increase 

firstly to the sympathy and concern shown by Nu: rcu sttidents to newcomers 

during the registration period, Encouraged by this friendly approach, 

the newcomers accepted invitations to the dershanes. Secondly, to the 

Nurcu abstention from anarchic activities; this attracted students who 

wanted to avoid political activism. And thirdly, to the realisation 

that the Nurcus, had established a very warm brotherhood among themselves 
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just by reading these religious books. Thus, these newcomers were 

attracted by Nurcu students to Nurcu meetings and eventually to the 

truth of the Risale-i Nur itself. 

As the number of the students has grown very large, the derses 

are now being organised separately into more specialised groups, e. g. 

all the Nurcu students-from the same faculty have their own derses. 

So, now more than one ders is usually arranged every day. By 1979 

non-student Nurcus were similarly sub-divided- Halk dersleri (derses 

for common people) were separate from those of memurs (civil servants) 

They now organise the joint ders in Erzurum only on Sundays, when 

three to four hundred people from every prof essýton and age gather. 

They usually bring the new acquaintances f irst to the Sunday ders in 

order to impress, them with the number and q-uality of the Nurcus, 

ranging from university lecturers and studentsf to common people, and 

let them fit themselves into the group which they fýnd most congenial. 

Another reason for bringing newcomers to these joýýnt Sunday meetings 

is that Kirkinci h. Qjda gives explanations of the passage read during 

this ders, and these explanations help newcomers to understand the 

Risale-i Nur. Free dis. -cuss-ions amongst small groups After the ders 

gives the newcomers an opportunity to ask questions-and the friendly 

conversations that follow often lead the newcomers to eventually 

become wholehearted regular participants. 

There are now 40-50 dershanes ýn Erzurum (the figu: i7e changes 

according to whether it is vacýýtion or term time as students, usually 

leave the university for their home towns during the four-month summer 

vacation). Twenty of the dershanes are owned by the Nurcus, the rest 

are rented flats. A new student hostel owned by the Nurcus was nearing 

completion in August 1981. It was an eight-storey building - one of 
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the biggest of its type in Erzurum - and this, too, was to be used 

as a dershane. Two of the Nurcu-owned detached buildings are also 

large enough to accommodate forty students. The joint Sunday derses 

are held in one of these two buildings on the first floor which is 

entirely set aside for this purpose and is capable of holding three 

hundred people eaaily. 

Orp- of the two Nurcu ýnstýtutions in Erzurum is the ErZilrUln' Mltiir 

ve Egitim Vakfj- (Erzurum Culture and Education Foundation) which is 

officially recognised as a charitable organisation. The hostels in 

fact are run under the name of this Foundation. The other Nurcu 

institution is the recently founded Bas1n, 'V'e, YcýyIin, 'B8rosi-j (The Bureau 

of Press and Publications). This bureau is first to be used mostly 

by the Nurcu lecturers of the university to train specialists who will 

eventually produce publicatýons, on a variety of subjects. 

Changes 

Soon after the univer. sity opened in Erzurqm, Nurcus turned thej-r 

attention to the students. It was in 1965 that a student from the 

Faculty of Science attended the ders and this student became very 

rum because he was the only student popular with the Nurcus of Erzu 

participant and they were aware of Said Nursils teaching that it was 

time for the Risale-i Nur to serve the young generation. In this 

connection, Mahmud quoted from HiZmet'-Rehbori ýGujde for Service) the 

words of Said Nursi addressing youth; 

Su muasirlarim. v4rsinlar beni dinlemesýnler ... Zýra ben 

biliyorum ki: ýu kitabim ... sizde tahakkuk edecektir. 
12 

Let my contemporaries not listen to me if they don1t want 

to ... Since I know that this book of mine ... will take effect 

in 3ýou (i. e. your generation) . 
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This was the first of the reasons given by Mahmud why Nurculuk 

was growing in Erzurum. He continued: 'The Risale-i Nur is such an 

excellent medicine for the ills of this age that when those who really 

seek to obtain the answers to the problems caused by these ills read 

the Risale-i Nur, they find their answers and become convinced of the 

worth of the Risale-i Nur. This is particularly true in the case of 

students as they are the people ckctually faced with these problems. 

Because Nurculuk is quite wide-spread amongst students, any student 

enquirer who wants to know anything about Nurculuk can easily learn. 

They can compare Nurculuk w, ý, th other groups with which they might well 

have some experience, and find that Nurculuk is less dogmatic and 

narrow-minded than these. 

Moreover, seeing that NuKcus dýscus5 all sorts of opýnýons freely 

in an atmosphere of mutual respect, the students conclude there can be 

no harm in maintaining their connections with them, 

Another way in which students become zkffiliated with Nurculuk is 

through using1the dershanes as student hostels. Thýsl applies to almost 

every university city in Turkey. Some students , 
especially those who 

have no prejudice against religionr learnr either by being informed by 

Nurcus in their home-towns, or by knowing other fellow Nurcu students, 

that there are places available for them to stay. Once they enter the 

dershane, Mahmud boasts, they find fraternity, intimate friendship, and 

sincere self-sacrifice among the Nurcu brothers. In the course of time 

they realise that the main source of these virtues is the Risale-i Nur, 

therefore their interest eventually centres on it. The conaeguence of 

this is that they inevitably become 'Nurcusl. 

Nevzakt, the second person I interviewed in Erzur=, is more 

politically active than most Nurcus. He quoted the results of the two 
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general elections of 1973 and 1977 to show how Nurcu influence had 

affected political opinion in this constituency where the people were 

readily inclined towards religion. Since Nurculuk was introduced to 

them by their hodjas, they warmly welcomed it. Although most of the 

population did not take an active part in the movement, they did heed 

what Nurcus advised them, and accordingly voted for the jP. As proof 

of this claým, Nevzat gave the results of the last two general elections 

straight from his memory. In 1973, the NSP won three seats in the 

province, the RPP and the JP won two each. Then, duking the period 

1973-1977, Nurculuk flourýshed among the people and the number of 

dershanes grew rapidly, and, according to Nevzat, the Napfs votes 

shifted to the JP, as had been strongly reco=ended by the Nurcus. 

Even some of the RPP Is votes sh, ý, fted. The distrLbution of the total 

eight representatives amongst the parties after the 1977 election in 

Erzurum was: 1 for the NSP, two for the RPP (but tMs- time the number 

of votes for the RPP dropped dr4matically from 47,000 in the 1973 

election to 29,000) , one for the NAP and four for the JP - The JP Is 

votes increased more than twice as much - from 43,000 to 107,000. 

In further explcanation of Nurculuk's growth in this part of Turkey, 

Nevzat said that both the Risale-i Nur and Nurcu actiVities were well 

known to the students and the lecturers of the unive, rsity, and the 

Nurcus displayed a good example of being religious to the people and 

gained their sympathy. Thus., the movement took root in educated circles, 

but creating no opportunity for friction between the-masses and the 

educated, as had occurred in most parts of the country for years. 

University lecturers have their own weekly derses, Students and members 

of the public have separate derses. Conaecluently, Nurcus are now regarded 

by the common people of Erzurum as people who are working for Islam 

without getting involved in anarchy and without seeking any worldly 

position or other sort of benefit. 
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Mahmud dealt with this question more broadly, trying to draw 

attention to the superiority of the Risale-i Nur. He said the people 

now understand more clearly that today's greatest disease, as diagnosed 

by the Risale-i Nur is the weakening of faith and the only way to heal 

this disease is to use reason and logic to draw people back to religion. 

The second reason he adduced for Nurculuk's growing popularity was 

the general realisation that the Risale-i Nur's prophecies concerning 

the perils of communism and atheism in Turkey had been proved correct. 

As an example of this prediction, he quoted the following extract from 

the Risale-i Nur: 

? imdi Kur' an, tslamiyet ve bu vatan , zararina u(7 cereyan var: 

Birincisi: Komfmist dinsizlik cereyani. Bu cereyan yazde otuz-kirk 

adama zarar verebilir. 

ikincisi: Eskiden beri mUsteml-ek&tlarin Tdrklerle al&kalarini 

e kesmek igin, TÜrkiye daim-Ainde dinsizliji neeretmek igin, ifsat 
K 

komitesi naminda bir komite. Bu da Yzde on-yirmi adamt bozabilir. 

ü(güncüsü: Garplilaemak ve Hiristiyanlara benzemek igin gallean 

... bir kisim siyasiler heyýetidir . Bu cereyan yüzde, belki binde 

birisini, Kuran ve islamiyet aleyhine gevirebilir. 
13 

There are now three currents harmful to the Koran, Islam and 

this country: 
to 

First: communism and atheism; these may harm thirty forty per cent 

of the people. 

Second: A committee, which may be described as a committee for 

subversion, that has for a very long time been trying to sever 

the ties between the Turks and their colonies and to disseminate 

to 
atheism amongst Turks. This, too, can harm ten4twenty per cent 

of the population. 
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Third: A sort of political committee ... that works ... just to 

copy Westernisation and to look like Christians. This current 

can only turn a hundredth. or perhaps just a thousandth, of them 

against the Koran and Islam. 

th Mankind has begun to realise that material 
'ariTne 

cannot meet human 

needs. Most people seek a source of deeper satisfactions and when some 

of them come across the Risale-i Nur, they embrace it with enthusiasm 

because it convincingly explains mankind's need for religion and shows 

this to be the source they need. Mahmud also claimed that the behaviour 

of Nurcus from Said Nursi downwards gave such a perfect example of what 

was taught in the Risale-i Nur, and produced such a favourable impression 

that people desired to pattern themselves upon the Nurcus. 

Speaking about the charitable works undertaken by the Nurcus of 

Erzurum, Mahmud stated that everybody who believed the importance of 

this hizmet helped it as much as his financial capacity allowed. Thus, 

a Printing and Publishing Bureau had been formed, some twenty dershanes 

had been bought and a Foundation established which has a librar 
,y open 

to the public and a conference theatre. The financial support provided 

has made it possible to operate several student hostels as well as the 

dershanes, and to meet the essential expenses of some very needy 

students. Nevzat speaks of this sort of Nurcu activity as canalisation 

of the people's, hamiyet (public involvement and support) into science 

and education through helping, university students to enter these fields. 

Relationships with other Groups 

Both of my informants stressed the necessity of the unification of 

all religious groups, at least in taking a joint political position 

against the common enemy, communism. Although, said Mahmud, c'emaat 

un-Nur is a self-sufficient group and does not need any outside help 
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as far as hizmet is concerned, but in political matters, the enemy of 

the enemy should be considered as a friend so long as he remains 

opposed to the common enemy. Citing a passage from the Risale-i Nur, 

Mahmud laid down this principle about the relationship of the Nurcus 

with other religious groups: 

karýamiza ... aldatilmiý bazi dindarlar (hocalar, ýeyhler 

.. -in the text) qj-kartll: Lr. Bunlara karsi vahdetimizi, 

tesan-adamazU muhafaza edip, onlar ile ... manakaý; a etmemek gerekir. 

madem imani var, o noktada kardeýimizdir ... ý; imdi bu acip 

zamanda -tmani 
bulunan ve firka-i dalleden bile olsa onlarla 

uýraý; mamak ... iktiza ediyor. 
14 

We may be put ... in confrontation with some deceived religious 

men (hodjas, -! ýeyhs,, etc. - in the text) . We must preserve our 

tqWards them, 
unity and solidarityk- and we must not quarrel with them 

since they have faith [in Allah] so they are our brothers in this 

respect ... in these troubled times, it is necessary for us not 

to clash with those who have faith even if they are heterodox. 

Nevzat supported the idea of avoiding any hostile attitude towards 

the other religious groups and gave a more specific example. He said, 

for instance, there are some types of people we cannot approach but 

tarikatgi-lar_(members of the sufi orders)can. So, why should ther. e be 

a conflict between Nurcus and tarikatqis? To confirm this point, Nevzat 

tried to remember from which part of the Risale-i Nur the following 

passage came, but he failed and said, 'Any way, Ustad says: "For love 

of Islam, Muslims should welcome any benefit they receive no matter 

from whom or whence it comes,, "' 
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Opposition 

On the subject of opposition to Nurculuk, both Nevzat and Mahmud 

complained that various political parties worked against Nurculuk. 

Nurcu support for the JP naturally aroused the hostility of other 

parties, particularly the NSP and the NAP which were themselves bidding 

for the religious vote. The racialist ideology of the NAP sharpened 

that party's distaste for Nurculuk which condemns racialism. Mahmud 

mentioned the opposition of communist groups that were seeking to 

spread atheism and regarded Nurculuk as a very firm obstacle in their 

path. Because of this, they did not want to let Nurcus speak where 

communists were strong. He said that another source of opposition was 

the RPP members, particularly those who were government officials, 

Under various pretexts they used their official powers to hinder Nurcu 

activities, and sometimes sent police forces to raid the dershanes. 

Nevzat stressed two other sources of opposition: one of them was 

people who spread adverse propaganda trying to show Nurculuk as a 

clandestine political organisation conspiring against the government, 

but, he says, it is obvious to the authorities, who are observing Nurcus' 

uninterrupted positive activities towards the stater that this is only 

an unfounded suspicion spread by the antagonists of Nurculuk. The 

other was those who have never made the effort to study either Nurculuk 

or the Risaleýi Nur but oppose them on principle; they are the enemies 

of what is beyond them. 

Difficulties 

Nevzat confessed he had found his youthfulness a problem when 

trying to spread the Nurcu message, as some people, considering age a 

sign of maturity, thought him too young to be taken seriously. He 

felt he still lacked the necessary experience to be able to adapt his 
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behaviour to suit the particular people he was speaking to or the 

circumstances in which he was trying to convey the message. Earlier, 

soon after his conversion to Nurculuk, Nevzat had suffered from not 

having enough knowledge of the Risale-i Nur and therefore being unable 

to give convincing answers to the questions of the people he was trying 

to convert. 

Mahmud listed his answers on this subject as follows: a) The first 

difficulty comes from the widely-held but erroneous belief that Said 

Nursi was a KQrtgZ (Kurdish nationalist); b) The failure of Muslims in 

Turkey to appreciate the importance of learning the fundamental principles 

of belief (iman); c) the fear of prosecution which is still prevalent 

amongst ordinary people; d) the language problem faced by new participants 

when they find that some words used in the Risale-i Nur are quite 

difficult to understand; e) Various forms of antiýNurcu propaganda 

causing misunderstanding of Nurculuk; f) Financial limitations preventing 

the message frQm being spread more efficiently. 

TRABZON AND iSPARTA 

Outline of the early history of Nurculuk in Trabzon 

Nurculuk was introduced to the University in Trozon (Karadeniz 

Teknik Universitesi) by Hakan when he went there as an-undergradua, te 

in 1969. Before thatf although there were some Nurcus organising their 

derses aiijong ordinary people, there was no dershanef and these people 

could not join in with the university students because the university 

was a long way from the city and the educational gap between these 

people and the students was so wide that they could not hope to convince 

university students, 
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Hakan succeeded in getting the University authorities to set 

aside a room where students could perform namaz. This room then became 

a mescit and at the same time a centre for Nurcu activities. Towards 

the end of Hakan's first term in 1969, the small group of Nurcu students 

at the University were able to establish close links with the Nurcus 

of the city. As soon as possible, an old dilapidated house was rented 

to be used as a dershane. This attracted the attention of Nurcus in 

Istanbul, who began visiting their brothers in Trabzon and organising 

social activities such as conferences, joint derses, etc, so much so 

that the expansion of the numbers of the students who attended the 

mescit attracted the attention of the most powerful student group, the 

Leftists. They started harassing the Nurcus, but this did not prevent 

the Nurcus from holding their Friday congregational prayer openly in a 

large theatre inside the campus. As a result of pressure from the 

people of the city, the university administration had to grant a request 

for a separate hall for the Friday congregation. This hall was soon 

converted into a mosque with its carpets, pulpit and mihrap (where the 

prayer leader stands) provided by the people of the city, who, then 

preferred the University Mosque (as it eventually became known among 

the people) to the mosques of the city as a place for Friday prayer. 

The Nurcu students kept themselves as well as their friends well 

away from any anarchic movements provoked by other groups in the 

University. Thereby Nurcus were able to protect those who came from 

politically quiet subprovincial areas of Anatolia. The first proper 

student dershane was opened in 1970 and in every ensuing year, one or 

two more followed. By 1973, the number of the dershanes reached seven, 

one of them was bought as landed property, the others were rented flats. 
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Changes 

According to Hakan, the Nurcu movement was becoming more scholarly. 

By this. he meant thatthe number of well-educated Nurcus was growing. 

In the past, people became interested in Nurculuk mostly under emotional 

pressure or simply because they were 'pro' any sort of vaguely religious 

activity or, 'anti' any sort of irreligious activity (the latter being 

particularly true of Turks). Since Said Nursi was a Muslim scholar and 

was denouncing any anti-religious action taken by the authorities, 

traditionalist Muslims of Turkey found that more than sufficient reason 

to support Nurculuk. But now, Hakan asserts, Nurcu membership is 

changing character. The people specifically study the Risale-i Nur 

and realise the vitality of its ideas and then they become Nurcu and 

defend it scientifically, rather than supporting Nurculuk emotionally 

in a very general way just because it is a religious group. 

The necessary consequence of this change - one that in Hakan's 

opinion may be the most important of all - is that a specialisation 

process in hizmeý is taking place. He gave examples of these specialised 

areas: press and publicationt improvement of financial facilities, 

centres for research in various subjects, managing political connections, 

etc. He added that eight or ten years ago there was nothing like that 

but now each of these aspects of hizmet is being carried out by the 

brothers according to their respective professions. 

Spread of the Movement 

Like other Nurcus, Hak4ýn believes that the Risale-i Nur is filling 

the vacuum created by twentieth-century civilisa. tion; the need of human 

beýngs for spiritual satisfaction. It fulfils this function as modern 

man requires, using the methods of positive sciences and logic. It 

addresses all classes of society, regardless of their cultqral and 
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professional differences. What Hakan was impressed with was the fact 

that whoever reads the Risale-i Nur becomes a fervent believer and 

never abandons it. That is why the number of the Nurcus is growing so 

fast. This growth is all the more remarkable for taking place in the 

face of the trials, interrogations, imprisonments Nurcus have encountered, 

particularly in the early days of the movement. Moreover, as a result 

of these trials, the wrong ideas people had gained from adverse propaganda 

about the cemaat have been largely removed and through the investigations 

a lot of experts have found a chance to examine the Risale-i Nur care- 

fully and have come down in favour of it. 

Outline history of Nurculuk in isparta 

Hizmet is carried out in fsparta in the same general way as in any 

other ordinary Anatolian town, i. e. arranging derses almost daily, 

occasionally organising conferences, seminars, etc,, personal initiatives 

to promulgate Nurculuk in family circles, in the neighbourhood or among 

work-mates, and distributing Nurcu publications, newspapers, magazines, 

books and so on. 

The Nurcu movement originated in isparta. In 1926 Said Nursi 

commenced writing his books here in exile in Barla, a small town (nahiye) 

in E4ridir, a sub-province (ilge) of Isparta province. Actually, Said 

Nursi wrote three quarters of the Risale-i Nur collection here in eight 

and a half years. of course, says Hakan, Said Nursils presence in this 

area had a great influence on the characteristically docile and 

traditionally religiously minded people of the region, When they saw 

Said Nu. -rsi under a very close state control being ejected from his home 

and having no possessionsr and when they heard of his great repute as 

a ! Wise Man of the East' (, ýark Alimi) and that even the state was 

afraid of him, the inhabitants of Isparta were filled with compassion 
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for him. He soon became well-known amongst them as 'Hota Efendi'. 

Hakan declared that his memory is still green there; the people tell 

each other about him, and so wherever a Nurcu goes in this district, 

no matter how small the village, as soon as the inhabitants realise 

that he is a student of Hoca Efendi, they take him to their heart. 

Relationships with Other Religious Groups 

Hakan, who settled in isparta after 1978, said there was no actual 

cooperation between Nurcus and the other religious groups there. Every 

religious group in isparta works in its own way without hindering other 

groups. 

Difficulties 

In Hakan's opinion, the main difficulty Nurculuk encounters is 

misunderstanding by statesmen and intellectuals. This misunderstanding 

is caused by adverse propaganda by the internal and external enemies of 

Turkey who do not want religion and morality to gain strength in Turkey. 

The second difficulty arises from the faulty application of Westernisation 

in Turkey. That is, Hakan explained, dissoluteness is seen by the common 

people as a sign of being westernised. The result of this degeneracy 

left such a distorted element in the human character that it is now 

usually incurable. 

ISTANBUL 

Outline history of Nurculuk in Istanbul 

Istanbul has long been the cultural centre of Turkey. Almost 

every movement is to be found there; even those that did not originate 

in its fertile soil have at least some offshoots there. The Nurcu 

movement established a dershane in Istanbul as its very fýrst branch 

(-other than those which were used by Said Nursils followers as places 
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to copy out by hand the works which Said Nursi himself had dictated 

to one of them). 

My first informant in Istanbul, Mehmet, mentioned a dershane 

where he visited Nurcus in 1949, i. e. three years before Said Nursi 

himself first visited Istanbul in 1952 to spread Nurculuk and defend 

one of his books in court (though he had been there earlier for other 

purposes). One of the Risale-i Nur collections was printed with the 

printing machine in Istanbul for the first time in 1942. is 
Developments 

were slow and even in 1955 almost all the printing and distribution of 

the Risale-i Nur in Istanbul was undertaken by a single person - Mehmet 

himself . 

Only after 1965 did the Nurcus. of Istanbul turn their attention 

towards the education centres and particularly the university students. 

Metin, my second informant, believes that this new field could only be 

reaped in the early 1970s. When he first came to Istanbul in 1968, 

hizmets were not as flourishing as they subsequently became. Yet quite 

substantial progress has been taking place in almost every aspect of 

the hizmet, from the furnishing style of dershanes (from wooden 

cupboards to refrigerators) to the quaity of the adherents (from rank 

and file people to the students) and 'establishing meaningful dialogues 

with the governments!. The new components of the cEmaat, the intellec- 

tuals, are now transmitting the message to the varied strata in society. 

This recent success has caused hizmet to gain esteem. That is why, 

claims Metin, some circles in the state hierarchy began to take Nvrculuk 

seriously. 

According to Metin, besides directing its attentiQn more towards 

educated people and bureaucýc, 3, tsr Nurculuk is undergoing a fundamental 

changei from solely religious subjects into such themes ats personal 
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and social problems of modern man, the nature of the positive sciences 

of every kind, and so on. Of course, these themes are being studied 

and given emphasis during derses in the light of the inspirations 

deduced: from the Risale-i Nur. 

To show the capacity of hizmet in Istanbul, Metin enumerated the 

following specific examples: a daily newspaper, a fortnightly children's 

magazine, a monthly political and cultural magazine, a publishing house 

that published two hundred books in five years, a research centre, a 

foundation which undertakes social and cultural activities, a private 

school which arranges preparatory courses for university candidates, 

a special student hostel for secondary school children whose families 

work abroad, around fifty dershanes, almost exclusively for students, 

scattered all over Istanbul and accommodating various numbers between 

five to ten people each. In addition, every day the Nurcus of Istanbul 

hold five to ten derses in different quarters. Butt says Metin, with 

great sorrow, it could easily be said that these hizmets are not 

extensive or effective enough to meet the needs of the people of 

Turkey. 

Asked what the inhabitants of Istanbul think of Nurculuk, Metin 

rightly suggested that it required detailed research to discover the 

motives and reasons behind the peoplels apparent attitudes to such a 

sensitive subject. Metin added that unless a man was a militant 

supporter of a materialist ideology, there would be no reason for him 

not to be in favour of Nurculuk. 

sp, read of the MOVOrnent 

Metin said that especially during the Republican period, the state 

followed a policy of neglect towards religion instead of actively 

regulating the spiritual life and supplying what was needed to meet the 
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religious needs of the people, who were consequently obliged to seek 

help elsewhere. In this atmosphere, the writings of Said Nursi were 

offered to meet the nation's need for religious knowledge and for 

reassurance of their faith. As a matter of fact, the entire nation 

was in search of such religious encouragement so that any similar 

writings would have been equally welcome. Metin attributes the growth 

of Nurculuk in Turkey to the people's spiritual yearning that the state 

did not satisfy.. 

Mehmet looked at the matter from two opposite sides. from the 

giver's side, the Risale-i Nur itself, and from the receiver's side, 

the people of Turkey. Mehmet gave the following reasons in order to 

explain why the Risale-i Nur is being so effective: a) it has been 

compiled as a 'science of belief' in order to reinforce the faith in 

Islam; b) it thus provided modern man with what he actually needed; 

c) it deals with the religious problems faced by individualsand 

societies today; d) it addresse Is people of all1evels of understanding. 

As for why the Risale-i Nur finds a ready response, Mehmet says the 

materialist ideologies being propagated in schools oblige Muslims who 

want to defend their faith to seek books that give them scientific 

counter-arguments to these materialist ideologies. Since most of the 

religious books written so far are merely narratives and require the 

reader to believe whatever they say, they cannot meet this need. This 

is where the Risaleýi Nur comes in. In this, students find the argu- 

ments they need. So it is natural for the Risale-i Nur to circulate 

amongst students and that is why everyday the movement is gaining more 

support from students. 

Relationships-with Other Religious Groups 

Most probably because my informants here in Istanbul are influential 

Nurcus, accustomed to giving guidance to others throughout Turkey, 
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they expounded their views to me as if I had come to them to receive 

instruction. 

Nurcus believe that all Muslims individually or as a group should 

carry out their hizmet in harmony with one another because that is 

vital for Islam. It becomes even more crucial when it is needed to 

protect the fundamental basis of Islam, in this case they must integrate 

their views and combine their strengths. To attain their common 

ultimate purpose they ought to agree upon what parties to support in 

state general elections and bye-elections. Metin claims some success- 

ful results have been achieved in this respect. 

Mehmet divides other religious groups into two: positive ones 

and negative ones. With the positive ones, he wishes to organise any 

sort of talks, gatherings between them and Nurcus that would provide 

them all together with an opportunity to express over and over again 

the view that they were ultimately serving the same cause. Iýnd he 

also wants to use the opportunity to stress the following principle 

derived from the Risale-i Nur: 

Herkes-maksatta itti, ýak etmeli, meslek ve meý; repte 

ittifak mümkin olmadi-i cjibi cäiz de deeildir, nemelclzimcilig'i 

doýurur. 
16 

Everyone should be united in the common purpose, but it is 

neither possible nor desirable for everyone to be united in ways 

and means because that only brings forth an attitude of 

indifference. 

As for the negative groiaps f Mehmet advises against taking any action 

that will hurt them. If a Nurcu did so, it would be wrong conduct, He 

refrained from specifying which religio-ýis groups he classified as 
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'negative', though he implied that they were the ones opposed to 

Nurculuk. 

The account of Nurculuk in this chapter has focussed on how the 

movement developed in different parts of Turkey and how it related to 

local conditions including other religious groups. In the following 

chapter attention is focussed on the Nurcu institutions through which 

Nurcus convey their message to others. 
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CHAPTER III 

NURCU INSTITUTIONS 

The main Nurcu institution is the dershane, which is the subject 

of Chapter V. Although the dershanes have been an inseparable part of 

Nurculuk since the movement came into existence in 1926 when Said Nursi 

was sent into internal exile in Western Anatolia, from the mid-1960s 

Nurcus have been establishing additional institutions. These have 

developed in number, size and quality as Nurculuk itself has grown and 

they serve to help Nurcus maintain their separate identity in face of 

the pressures of modern society. 
1 

The first step in this direction was 

taken by Mustafa Polat in Erzurum in 1964 when he set up a weekly news- 

2 
paper Hareket (Action) as an out-and-out Nurcu publication. Since then 

Nurcu publishing houses, printing houses, distribution centres and book- 

shops have proliferated even beyond the boundaries of Turkey. By 1975 

the Nurcus had their own publishing house in the USA where they published 

translations of some of Said Nursi's works. In conjunction with these 

publishing ventures, 'vakif' foundations, camps; research centres and a 

private school have been founded. These have played a part in recruiting 

and training Nurcus who could be employed in the various publishing and 

distribution activities and help to finance them. 

In this section these Nurcu institutions will be examined within 

the limits of available information. As very little has been written 

about these institutions, the present study will be based mostly on 

information obtained in the course of personal research. 
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1. PUBLISHING HOUSES 

The first Nurcu publishing house, Yeni Asya Yayinevi, was founded 

in 1971. Until that time Nurcus had had to rely upon sympathetic but 

non-Nurcu publishing houses to publish books and articles favourable 

to Nurculuk. These included books by Nurcus seeking to propagate 

Nurculuk directly, e. g. by writing on various aspects of Nurcu teaching, 

or indirectly. e. g. by novels and stories giving a favourable iippression 

of Nurculuk. 

Among the works produced then was Nurculuk published by the Ci9ek 

Yayinevi, Ankara. This book comprised a compilation of articles written 

in various newspapers and magazines by prominent figures in Turkey 

between 1961 and 1968.3 other publications from various publishing 

houses included defences of Nurculuk and extracts from the writings of 

Said Nursi. Virtually all right-wing religious publications of that 

time, including the newspaper Yeni tstanbul, Bugan, Sabah, Yeni tstiklal, 

Har S8z, and the periodicals Hilal, - Millet, Tarih Sohbetlerl, 

BayCikdoýu., SebilSrreý; ad, Har Adam, Fetih, Yeni tstiklal and 

Sedengegti carried such articles. 
4 

Novels and stories designed to 

promote Nurculuk included Minyeli Abdullah, Maznun, both by Hekimoýlu 

ismail, Demet, Damlalar both by MSmine Glneý; i Su, by Ahmed ýahin, etc. 

All of these books were published by the Yeai Asya Yayinevi in Istanbul. 

When Nurcuscame to feel the need for more works written to promote 

the movement, the decision was made to set up their own publishing house, 

though those who had previously published pro-Nurcu material still 

continued to do so. 

Yeni Asya Yayinev! 

Although the other religiously inclined publishing houses were ready 

to publish anything in favour of Nurculuk, the Nurcus were not totally 
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satisfied with being dependent on others, they wanted to publish their 

own books and periodicals under their own control and check every single 

word used in them with the teachings of the Risale-i Nur. The other 

religious publishing houses, however, were not ready to listen to the 

Nurcus on every matter. Especially when Necmettin Erbakan started his 

political campaign in the 1969 general elections as a religious opponent 

of first Saleyman Demirel personally and then of his whole party, the 

JP, most of the religious publishing houses did not agree with the Nurcus 

about making propaganda against Necmettin Erbakan and afterwards they 

ceased supporting the political stand of the Nurcus and even argued 

against it and caused some Nurcus to leave Nurculuk as well. That was 

a severe lesson for the Nurcus and they were stimulated by it to found 

their own publishing house, Yeni Asya Yayinevi, which came into being 

in 19 7 1. 

Through this publishiag house, the Nurcus had by 1981 published 

over two hundred books as well as some leaflets, most of them reprinted 

more than once. These publications were on a variety of subjects and 

will be studied in Chapter IV. The Yeni Asya Yayinevi shares the same 

building as the Yeni Asya Research Centre in Caýaloglu, and the 

Yayinevi is legally owned on behalf of the Nurcus by Mehmet Emin Birinci 

5 
who is one of Said Nursi's own students. 

some fifteen to twenty permanent staff. 

S6zler Yayinevi 

The publishing house employs 

Because from the very beginning of the movement, the books of the 

Risale-i Nur attracted legal prosecution, sometimes quite severe, Nurcus 

first had to copy the Risale-i Nur by hand and distribute them secretly. 

The first actual priatiag of the Risale-i Nur was done in Ottoman 

script in 1926 in a printing house in Istanbul. 
6 

Only after 1956 
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were they printed on a large scale in Ankara, Samsun and Antalya using 

modern printing machines and modern Turkish script. This was done by 

Dr Tahsin Tola and two of his colleagues, all of whom were MPs for the 

DP. Said Nursi appealed to Adnan Menderes, the Prime Minister of the 

7 
time, to allow the Risale-i Nur to be published by the state and to 

have them taught in the schools of Turkey as a part of the curriculum. 
8 

This was not granted but the Nurcus received some unofficial help from 

the government to obtain paper easily, though it was then in short 

supply. The printing house most probably did not belong to the Nurcus 

but the typesetting was done by Nurcu workers and Said Nursi himself 

did the proof readings. 
9 

After the 1960 military coup d'6tat, printing and distribution of 

the Risale-i Nur again went completely underground. The military regime 

and subsequent goverrunents prosecuted Nurcus and people found in possession 

of the Risale-i Nur. Depending on the policy of the party in power, 

the pressure on the Nurcus was sometimes eased, sometimes increased 

until 1976 when almost allof the governmental pressure was lifted. 

The Nurcus took advantage of this and opened a publishing house, S6zler 

Yayinevi, in Ca4alo§lu, Istanbul. Since then the Risale-i Nur has been 

published and distributed through this publishing house all over Turkey. 

The publishing house is owned on behalf of the Nurcus by one of 

Said Nursi's most devoted students, Mustafa Sungur 
10 

whose name is 

mentioned in most parts of the Risale-i Nur. Although this publishing 

house publishes only the Risale-i Nur, it is not the only place where 

the Risale-i Nur is published. M. Said Ozdemir, another student of Said 

Nursi, personally publishes the Risale-i Nur in Ankara and distributes 

12 
it. Said Nursi authorised some students, including M. Said Ozdemir, 

to publish his books after his death. As we shall see in the section 
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on printing houses, these publishers do not themselves undertake the 

work of printing. 

C. Golden Horn Typesetting and Publishing House 

. 
In order to be able to spread their message to Muslims throughout 

the world without being subject to Turkish restrictions, The Nurcus set 

up the Golden Horn Typesett-ng and Publishing House in California in 

1975. The previous year the Nurcus had published privately in El Cerrito, 

USA, a biography of Said Nursi (The Author of Risala-i Noor Badee-uz-Zaman 

Said Noorsi of Turkey) and a translation of a section of the Risale-i Nur 

(NationaliSm in the View of Islam). Between 1975 and 1982 the Golden 

Horn Typesetting and Publishing Company published English translations 

of eight of the Risale-i Nur and a German translation of one of the 

Risale-i Nur as well as a periodical in a mixture of English, Turkish 

and German, based on the Risale-i Nur. 

PRINTING HOUSES 

Nurcus have three printing houses in three different countries, each 

of them with different purposes. Interestingly, none of them prints 

the Risale-i Nur. Nurcus apparently prefer to have this printed in 

other printing houses and then store the copies in secret places in case 

the police decide to raid. 

Yeni Asya Gazetesi Katbaasi p 

From the early 1970s, the Nurcus wanted to have their own printing 

house to print their own publications. So, they launched an appeal for 

funds in Turkey and also amongst Nurcu workers in West Germany to import 

a printing machine on which to print their newspaper, Yeni Asya, and 

other publications. This only became possible in 1980 when, with the 

new machine they opened the Yeni Asya newspaper printing house, a 
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two-storey building in Topkapi, Istanbul. Here, with a staff of about 

twenty people, the Nurcus now print their own newspaper (currently 

called "Tasvir"), magazines, books and other publications. As is 

usual with the Nurcus, they show one of their members as owner of this 

enterprise. In this case the official owner is Mehmet Kutlular. He 

succeeded to Mustafa Polat's position when the latter was killed in a 

traffic accident in 1972, and has also taken over from him as the one 

who determines the Nurcu stance on political issues. 

Golden Horn Press 

As noted above, the Golden Horn Typesetting and Publishing House was 

established in 1975. It prints its own publications, but to judge from 

its output it is a small concern with limited resources. 

Ittihat Druck 

Said Nursi himself instructed his students in Barla (isparta) in 

1926 to write a special Koran 
13 

with the words 'Allah' and IRabI in 

red, arranged in vertical lines in the text. This Koran is called, 

n 
particularly by Nurcus, the Tevafuklu Kuran (The Concordak- Koran). 

Nurcus were able to have this Koran written in 1974 by the most famous 

Turkish calligrapher Hamid al-Amidi Aytag (1891-1982) 
14 

but could not 

it 
print k in Turkey because the printing presses there were not up to the 

standard required. The Nurcus wanted to print the Koran in four 

different colours on high quality paper in order to make the "concordant" 

or "harmonious" aspects of the work clearly evident. 

Nurcus collected most of the donations from the Nurcu Turkish 

workers in West Germany to buy a modern printing machine only to print 

this Koran. Instead of importing this machine into Turkey and having 

problems about obtaining quality paper, they preferred to establish a 

printing house in West Germany where they could support it financially. 
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This establishment, called 'Ittihat Druck', was set up in West Berlin 

in 1975.15 It is owned and run on behalf of the Nurcus by Abdullah 

Ye4in 
16 

who is one of the Nurcus' a4abeys. The Ittihat Druck has 

printed this Koran in two different siz. es and also produced a number of 

posters of Koranic texts or pictures of famous mosques of Istanbul. 

The Korans are distributed all over the Muslim world including Turkey 

as well as in Europe and the States. 

The Ittihat Druck printing house is in a four-storey building in 

a district of Berlin densely inhabited by Turkish workers. The printing 

house employees stay in this building which is also used as a main 

dershane when the Nurcus of Berlin have their Saturday evening derses. 

DISTRIBUTION CENTRES 

Until very recently, Nurcus had been distributing the Risale-i Nur 

only from person to person secretly. When they could publish them under 

the name of a legal publishing house (S6zler Yayinevi) in 1976, they 

started offering the Risale-i Nur for sale to the public in their own 

bookshops. Nurcus have their daily newspaper and magazines distributed 

by the normal specialists firms but other Nurcu publications are distri- 

buted almost entirely through their own institutions. These are 

'BCirolar' (offices) inside Turkey and the Mihrab Werlags GmbH in West 

Germany. 

A. 'Bfirolar' (Offices) 

In 1967 the Nurcus published their first weekly magazine, intended 

for nation-wide distribution. This was called ittihad_ and to distribute 

it throughout the regions starting from the big cities and gradually 

expanding over Anatolia, they opened ittihad Barolar. These 'BUrolarl 

served Nurculuk not only by distributing the magazines but, in the 
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course of time, by being centres of Nurcu communication between 

Istanbul and Anatolian towns. 
17 

When the Yeni Asya Publishing House opened in 1971, ittihad BUrolari 

were renamed Yeni Asya BUrolari and they stopped distributing newspapers 

and magazines but became more like ordinary bookshops instead, selling 

Yeni Asya publications. As the number of these Yeni Asya publications 

grew, so too did the number of offices; they are now to be found in 

nearly every Turkish city and in many towns. By 1976, Nurcus were able 

to distribute the books of the Risale-i Nur through these offices. In 

1981 the military government closed down the Yeni Asya newspaper but 

Nurcus managed to continue publishing their daily newspaper by changing 

its name to Yeni Nesil. So the offices became Yeni Nesil Barolari. 

Especially after the 12 September 1980 military coup, Nurcus were very 

careful not to have many copies of the Risale-i Nur in these offices. 

They still store the Risale-i Nur in secret places and display only 

one or two of each of these books. 

The ownership of the offices usually belongs in fact to the Nurcuz- 

community of the area who nominate one or two people in whose names it 

is registered, and the local consultative committee decides how to run 

the offices on behalf of the community. Normally, they appoint a Nurcu 

to do this. It is his duty to keep the office open in working hours, 

and he is paid a wage. In some of these offices, especially in small 

towns, the income from books and other publications may be supplemented 

by the sale of stationery. 

B. Mihrab Verlags GmbH 

The Nurcus set up the Mihrab Verlags GirjbH in Cologne in 1975 to 

cater for the particular needs of Turkish workers in Germany. Most of 

these workers were originally from rural areas and, of course, at least 
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nominally Muslim. Research revealed that when they were working abroad 

they made special efforts to maintain their Turkish identity in their 

alien environment. As part of the expression of their Turkishness, 

they began to show renewed interest in thingsIslamic. Thus a demand 

was created for religious publications for the workers themselves and 

for their children, in whom they wished to instil their own traditional 

religious and national values. To obtain Turkish Islamic reading matter, 

the workers would contact any religious or nationalist institution in 

the area where they were living, regardless of its sectarian or political 

leanings. The Nurcus and the SUleymancis were among the first to 

appreciate the importance of this source of interest and they made moves 

to satisfy the needs of the new market and attract support for themselves. 

The Nurcus did so by opening dershanes in the West German towns where 

Turkish workers were most heavily concentrated, and the Saleymancis 

opened Koran courses. 
18 

The Nurcus began to import their Yeni Asya 

publications and the Risale-i Nur into West Germany in bulk to offer 

to the Turkish workers who were determined not to be assimilated by the 

gavur (infidels). They established the Mihrab Werlags GmbH to distribute 

these publications through dershanes throughout Germany and other 

countries in Europe with sizeable numbers of Turkish workers (Austria, 

France, Belgium and Holland). 

Mihrab Werlags GmbH occupies two storeys of a 4-storey building, 

one is used as a storehouse, the other as a dershane as well as a place 

to display the books and posters. The special Koran which is published 

in Berlin is distributed all over the world chiefly through this 

institution in cologne. There are two people working full-time on the 

distribution business; other Nurcu workers and students who live in 

the dershane help them voluntarily. 
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RESEARCH CENTRES 

One of the main claims of the Nurcus is that they are the only 

religious organisation in Turkey which regards the scientific and 

technological developments of the twentieth century as the common 

property of all mankind. Nurcus say that these scientific and techno- 

logical developments result from studies of the work of the same 

Creator who revealed Islam as the final and complete religion, and 

therefore cannot be separated from religion. As Said Nursi puts it, 

they are not contradictory but complementary. 
19 

It is because of this belief that Nurcus have since the beginning 

of the movement been proclaiming that they are not reactionaries and 

fanatics; on the contrary, as a religious group they have published books 

and pamphlets in English and quoted in their publications from books 

written in European languages by non-Muslims, mostly in scientific 

studies. Their first attempt in this direction was to establish an 

Institute in the United States and then a research centre in Istanbul. 

A. Risale-i Nur Institute of America 

This institute was founded in California in 1975 primarily to 

translate the Risale-i Nur into English and secondly to represent 

Nurculuk at the international level. The representatives of the institute 

have taken part in several conferences organised by international Muslim 

organisations, in Europe and the United States and published the papers 

which they presented to these conferences in the form of small pamphlets. 

20 
The common characteristic of these pamphlets is the attempt to intro- 

duce Said Nursi and Nurculuk to the Muslim world. 

The institute published a montýýy magazine, The Light-Nurr starting 

from 1975, the year it was founded, until 1980. The content of the 

magazine consisted mostly of the articles of the Risale-i Nur which 
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had been translated into English but not previously published as books. 

In addition to these translations, selected international news about 

religion and religious activities and articles taken from the Risale-i 

Nur in their original language, Turkish, could be found in the magazine. 

The institute is run mainly by the Turkish Nurcus who are either 

students or residents in the USA. The number of the books it has 

published so far is nine, one of them is in German and the rest in 

English. Until 1983, only two names have appeared on the translated 

books as the translators: Omit ýim. -ýek, the staff writer of the daily 

Yeni Asya, and Dr Hamid Algar, Professor Near Eastern Studies at the 

University of California. Evidently, the Risale-i Nur Institute of 

America and the Golden Horn Typesetting and Publishing House are working 

hand in hand. 

B. Yeni Aaya Research Centre 

This centre was founded in Istanbul in 1978. It is worth noting 

that within the Turkish context it is particularly unusual for an 

outlawed religious organisation to have an institution in Turkey calling 

itself by an English name as well as its Turkish name Yeni Asya__Ara*tlrma 

Merkezi and, moreover, to publish books with religious purposes whose 

references are almost all written in European languages by totally 

non-Muslim authors. Apparently the aim of the research centre is to 

study religious subjects, mostly concerning akaid (tenets of faith), 

within the context of modern sciences and to testify to the truthfulness 

of these tenets by adducing the new scientific discoveries as proof. 

of course, this reconciliation between science and religion is made 

under the light of Said Nursi's teachings. Although there is hardly 

any reference in these books to the Risale-i Nur, that is in fact 

deliberate policy. 
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By 1982, the Centre had published 18 books iri its 'science and 

technology' series and 8 books in its 'social sciences' series apart 

from several small pamphlets. Most of these books are written by 

prominent Turkish scholars and edited by the Centre. Their titles 

never suggest any connection with religion at all. A representative 

sample includes: Yildlz. larin Esrari (The Mysteries of the Stars); 

Hacreden tnsana (From Cell to Human Being); Beynimiz ve Sinirlerimiz 

(Our Brain and Nerves); Atom; Sibernatik (Cybernetics); Atomdan Hacreye 

(From Atom to Cell); Big Bang; Uzay ve DUnya (Space and the Earth). 

They are pocket-book size paperbacks. More detailed information will 

be given about them in Chapter IV.. 

The Centre has had considerable success in propagating religion 

among the new generation in Turkey, especially students whom the 

religious circles could not directly approach because of the cultural 

cleavage created by the secular education. In as short a period of time 

as four years, the Centre published eight editions of some of these 

books. According to the information which was available from the 

publisher, the following books were reprinted for the eighth time in 

the summer of 1981: HUcreden insana, Beynimiz ve Sinirlerimiz and Atom. 

The Centre occupies the top floor of the old Yeni Asya Newspaper 

building in Caýalo4lu, Istanbul. It employs approximately five 

professional personnel, all of whom are expert on at least one European 

language. It is run by a retired noncommissioned officer but the moving 

spirit behind him is Omit ýimsek who is the author of two of the Centre's 

books and the translator of some of the books of the Risale-i Nur into 

English. 
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C. Bediuzzaman Enstit5sU 

When the general consultation council assembled in Istanbul in 1980, 

one of the decisions it took was to establish a Bediuzzaman EnstitUsU in 

in Turkey (Bediuzzaman Institute of Turkey) whose centre would be in 

21 
Istanbul. Since then there has been no news of it. Nurcus may have 

postponed the realisation of the project for sometime later in the future 

both because the political situation changed soon after this assembly 

and hindered Nurcu activities, and because the attitude of some Nurcu 

a4abeys towards this new political situation, caused friction between 

the members of the Arbitration Committee which was entrusted by the 

assembly with the task of establishing the institute. This institute 

might have been another step for Nurcus towards setting up more public 

and legal institutions in place of the semi-secret dershanes beside the 

bookshops (Barolar), the publishing house, vakif foundations and research 

centre in Turkey. It seems likely that the Nurcus will begin to found 

these Bediuzzaman Institutes starting from big cities after democracy 

22 
is restored. 

CAMPS, 
, 
PRIVATE SCHOOL, STUDENT D nRKITORIES 

Since Nurculuk is a movement based on reading a particular set of 

books and is expanding mostly amongst students, it is very understandable 

that the Nurcus should organise summer camps for their student adherents 

to study these books, to open schools to facilitate them with extra 

education and to provide them with places to stay when they need them. 

A. Camps 

Schools and the universities in Turkey go on holiday for three 

months in the summer and most of the students do not have anything to 

do during this period. To make use of this opportunity, Nurcus organise 
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camps in different parts of Turkey, for these students to study the 

Risale-i Nur together during the summer holidays. The students who 

come to these camps are mostly the children of devoted Nurcus and 

stay with their families but not in the dershanes. In these camps 

they are subjected to an intensive study of the Risale-i Nur under 

the control of senior Nurcus. 

In 1975 Hikmet (ýetinkaya, a journalist, wrote articles in the 

newspaper Cumhuriyet (8 August 1975) to inform the authorities of the 

Nurcu camps in Western Anatolia and on the following day the public 

prosecutor of Edremit-Balikesir raided the calup which was set up on 

the Kaz mountains (near the small town of yiýitleq. In the raid the 

prosecutor seized three chests full of books of the Risale-i Nur, two 

tape recorders and a chest full of recording tape cassettes. Of 63 

people arrested, fifty were young students whose age, ýkanged between 

twelve and fifteen, and the other thirteen were adults. 
23 

In his article 

(in. Cumhuriyet, 12 August 1975) Cetinkaya complained that the public 

prosecutor of Kemalpaý; a did not raid the Nurcu camp which was set up in 

Oren (a sub-town of Kemalpaý; a) and claimed that a day later the camps 

24 
were reopened on another mountain in Western Anatolia. 

In his series of articles, (ýetinkaya reported that apart from the 

YiCjitler and Oren camps, Nurcus had camps in SQtaren (a small town of 

Edremit) and Ahmetli (a small town of Turgutlu-Manisa). According to 

getinkaya's observations, these camps last three months; breakfast, 

lunch and dinner are served, and only on Fridays did the people in the 

1975 in a camp camps have a day off. Cetinkaya reported that in July 

in Oren alone there were two hundred young people who were mostly 

students, and in Yi4itler and Ahmetli camps one hundred in each. The 

h 
main orqaniser of these camps in the Aegean Region is Fetullah GUIen, 

k 
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and some specially trained Nurcus from Istanbul, ýýkara and Konya 

had been brought to these camps. These young people whose ages ranged 

from twelve to fifteen were carrying the Risale-i Nur in their hands 

25 
and sometimes singing hymns in groups. These camps were financially 

26 
supported, according to (ýetinkaya, by the local Nurcu businessmen. 

Because these camps are organised for a temporary period and in 

different places every year, usuaýly in the mountains, and deep inside 

the forests, it is very difficult to guess even 4pproxim4tely, the number 

and size of the camps organised in a year. Besides this, like other 

Nurcu activities, organising the camps is very much affected by the 

political situation of the country, so their number and siz-e vary 

accordingly from year to year. 

B. Istanbul ilim ve kUltýlr dershanesi 

ýuca. tiori irý For the Ntrcus it is importaiit to receive higher ec 

order both to be able to understand the teachings of the Risale-i Nur 

and, consequently, to promulgate them among the intelligentsia of the 

population which is deemed to have more to sayabout the future of the 

country. But there is intense competition to get a, place in university 

in Turkey, and the students of the lyc6es in the small ý-natoliaa towns, 

from where the Nurcus mostly recruit their young adherents, are at an 

disadvantage bec, 3, use the quality, of education there is lower than in 

the main cities. 

To help the Nurcu students or the childreri. of Nurcus Who haýve either 

just completed their lyc6e education and want to take the university 

entry tests or failed in previous tests but want to try again, the Nurcus 

of Istanbul opened in 19.78 a private school where intensive courses are 

qiven to prepare these caadidates for the tests., 
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The school is in a rented building in Beyaz-it near Istanbul, 

University. The administrative body consists only of Nurcus. However, 

this is not always the case for the staff they employ, though these 

are at least sympathisers. Although the number of students varies from 

term to term, the average total is between. fifty and seventy-five which 

is much lower than, in other private establishments cramming university 

candidates. Accordinq to one of the admin, istr, -ýL. tors, this school has 

been opened as a pilot school for their original plan to found a private 

high school. In fact, the general. consultative body appointed a number 

of Nurcus to study the private scbool project in t978 27 
but no such 

school has been established yet, 

C. Student Dormitories 

Although the aershaRes care widely used by the Kurcu students as 

boarding houses, Nurcus ha,, %(e some pýaces in the university) cities for 

students who are not really Nurcus but merely sympathisers. These 

places do act necessarily beJoRg to the Nurcus, they may be properties 

of city councils or even goVerninen, t properties UR which ca. se they mostly 

beloaq to the Generaýl Directorate of Pious Foundations), but the administra- 

tors responsible for them are either Nurcus themselves or favourably 

disposed towards Nurculuk and give preference to Nurcu students. Most 

small ýknatolian cities provide their own students with dormitory 

accommodation when they go to the main cities, such as Istanbul., ý, nkara 

and izm, ir for university education, Like the political groups, Nurcus 

too may sometimes have an opportunity to seiz-e the admiqip. tr, 3, tion of 

some of these dormitories either by haviag a Nurcu admiRistrator or by 

gaining the support of the malority of the resiclents; theTi they, are able 

to use these places for their oWn Activities. 

leaflet pubjisbed by the Nurcus of Istanb-al, reVeals that jR 1981 

they opened a special dormitory, which they own, in, Istanbul for fifty 
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students they brought from Germany to have educated in Turkey. 
28 

in 

the same leaflet they explained why they have their own student 

dormitories: I... to protect youths who have come from Anatolia to 

Istanbul for higher education, to prevent them from falling into the 

traps of ill-intentioned groups'. 

6. VAKIF FOUNDIýTIONS 

As the Nurcu institutions grew, their need for financial support 

required independent organisations to receive charitable gifts and to 

allocate their resources amongst their various activities and new projects. 

So, despite the instructions of Said Nursi not to accept charity, and 

the early boasts of the movement that they did not receive any material 

29 
support, Nurcus started collecting contributions in the early 1970s, 

first only from ded. icatedNurcus, to buy houses or flats to make into 

dershanes. Then, in the mid -. 1970s, they extended their activities to 

founding institutions that needed more finance (e. 
-g. printing houses, 

and, publishing ventures) Towards the end of the 1970s, Nurcus started 

accepting money not only f rom, the dedicated Nurcus but f rom Nurcu sym- 

pathisers, especial, ýy from businessmen. At this time they established a 

big private enterprise (a factory in Isparta to produce units for pre- 

fabricated houses) whose shqre-holders were Nurcus and Nurcu symp4thisers. 

A fixed percentage of the profit (201A) was to be allocated to. h. izm. ets. 

These developments made it necessary to direct the MoVement'$ financial 

affairs independently. 
as- 

As far the Turkish laws and, tax system are concern, edf the best way, k 
of avoiding direct government control and paying tax, While maiTýtajping 

the recognition of the legal authorities, is to establish vakifs. 

Moreover, the word vakif still keeps its religious significance among 

the Turks as an institution to which Muslims historically give their 
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donations and may bequeath their properties. So, in 1978, the Nurcus 

decided to establish vakif foundations in some cities independent of 

one another. Some of them were responsible for particular duties 

besides their general functions. For example; the Isparta vakif was 

to look after some places which Said Nursi had asked his students to 

preserve, 
30 

e. g. the houses in Western Anatolia where Said Nursi stayed 

in his life and the gardens in the countryside where Said Nursi used to 

go out for a walk and sometimes dictate the Risale-i Nur to his scribes. 

This vakif has bought some of the properties associated with Said Nursi. 

By 1980, most cities had their own vakif foundations, and even some 

big ilge (small towns), where Nurculuk is quite influential, started 

establishing these vakifs. The general consultation council, which 

assembled in that year, approved the proposal to found vakifs in 

thirteen cities and three small towns. 
31 

The vakifs are administered locally by Nurcus appointed by the 

local consultative council to the trustee board. After the establishment 

of Nurcu vakifs became widespread in Turkey, Nurcus began to vest legal 

ownership of some of their properties, such as dershanes, in the vakifs 

themselves rather than in the name of selected individual members. 

(This followed the defection of some Nurcus who had been shown as Nurcu 

'property owners' and the problems that this created. ) The vakifs 

finance all Nurcu activities in the area and some of them even give 

grants to needy Nurcu students. 
32 

In the official rules of the Istanbul vakif foundation that the 

Nurcus had to submit to the authorities when it was established, one aim 

of the vakif was described as: 

to undertake every sort of activity which will contribute 

to the spread of knowledge and to scientific studies and to the 
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improvement of personality of individuals by educating them in 

accordance with national, ethical, religious and historical 

principles. 
33 

The Istanbul ilim ve KaltUr Vakf! (Science and culture vakif 

foundation of Istanbul) which was established in 1979, published a leaflet 

in 1982 to give an account of what they had achieved in the previous year, 

namely 1981, and in this they announced to their adherents that the main 

aim of the vakif was: 

to provide and equip our new rising generation that will 

be the assurance of our future, with knowledge, culture and belief 

appropriate to that of their ancestors, and to make every necessary 

34 
effort to this en . 

In order to attain this aim, the vakif spends the charitable gifts it 

receives on 'useful science and educating well-conducted (hayirli) 

youth'. 
35 
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CHAPTER IV 

NURCU PUBLICATIONS 

SAID NURSPS WRITINGS 

Said Nursi published his first book in 1910. From then onwards, 

he published one or two books almost every year until 1953. All of 

these books are on religious subjects. The ones he wrote during his 

'Old Said' period dealt mainly with the political and social sides of 

religion, whereas the others, which made up the Risale-i Nur 

collections, written during the 'New Said' period contained theological 

arguments and religious exhortations. Most of the ideas in 'Old Said's' 

writings were incorporated into the Risale-i Nur, either as separate 

treatises somewhat revised, or in a considerably simplified form. 

The collected works constituting the Risale-i Nur can be regarded as 

the backbone of Nurculuk. 

However, none of Said Nursils writings was revised from the 

point of view of Turkish language. They all remained as they were 

originally written, although some early writings are now virtually 

incomprehensible to the new generation in Turkey due to the language 

1 
reform which has resulted in a continuous change in Turkish vocabulary. 

Said Nursils writings will be studied in this section in 

chronological order in the two categories mentioned. 

Early Writings 

When he was in Istanbul at different times, Said Nursi wrote in 

various newspapers on several topics. 
2 

His early writings mostly 

consisted of his ideas on subjects which were commonly discussed among 

the intellectuals of the time, or were compilations either of discussions 

he had had with intellectuals or of the public speeches he had made. 
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The first book Said Nursi published was called Nutuk (Speeches). 

It comprised the public speeches he had delivered between 1908-10, 

mostly in support of the new constitutional regime of the Union and 

Progress from an Islamist view point. Nutuk was printed in Istanbul 

in 1910.3 In 1911, Said Nursi published two books: Muhakemat 

(Reasonings) and lki mekteb-i Musibetin ýehadetnamesi Veya Divan-i 

Harb-i Orfi ve Said-i Kurdt (The Diploma of the Two Schools of 

Misfortune or the Military Court and Said-i Kurd! ). Muhakemat was 

written as an introduction to a tefsir (commentary on the Koran). 
4 

By giving some examples in this book, Said Nursi tries to establish 

the principles of tefsir and to demonstrate how the verses of the 

Koran should be understood. 
5 

Divan-i Harb-i brfi is the compilation 

of his defence speeches in the Military Court set up just after the 

31 March Incident and also several articles he had published in 

different newspapers to advocate the Islamist view and the constitutional 

regime. 

After his acquittal by the Military Court, Said Nursi went to 

Eastern Anatolia and visited the tribes there. When he came back to 

Istanbul, he published the discussions he had had with the tribesmen 

in 1913 in the form of questions and answers under the title of 

Hfinazarat (The Debates). MQnazarat reflects Said Nursi's ideas on the 

political and social matters of the time. The tribesmen asked questions 

revealing their worries about freedom, the constitutional regime, the 

Party of Union and Progress and the Caliph from the point of view of 

religion. Said Nursi interpreted freedom and constitutionalism 

Islamically as a learned man of religion and favoured the Islamist 

group in the Party which he interpreted as comprising all except those 

6 
Who had become Freemasons. He rejected despotism because it was 
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non-Islamic and opposed AbdSlhamid II as sultan but preserved his 

faith in the Caliphate as the only politically unifying factor 

amongst the Muslims of all nations. 

Said Nursi wrote his incomplete tefsir, tsaratlul-l'caz(The 

Miraculous Signs [of the Koran]) while fighting the Russians on the 

8 
Caucasian front in 1916. He had it published first in 1918 when he 

returned to Istanbul from captivity. 
9 

_Is. 
arat1t11-l'daz is the only 

book of Said Nursils to comment on the verses of the Koran in a 

systematic exegesis starting from the beginning until the thirty-second 

verse of the second sura. 
10 

It was originally written and published in 

c Arabic and in 1955 was translated into Turkish by AbdUlmekd Onlakul, 

Said Nursi's younger brother. 
11 

After British troops invaded Istanbul on 16 March 1920, the 

religious authorities were asked to give answers to the six questions 

prepared by the Church of England. Said Nursi, as a member of the 

Dar-ul Hikmet allislamiye in the office of ý; eyhalislam, was invited to 

give answers to the questions. He refused to give an official answer 

but wrote his personal answers in an insulting manner and published 

them in a small book while the troops were in Istanbul. 
12 

The booklet 

was called Hutuvat-1 Sitte (The Six Steps - of Intriguers -) and was 

distributed secretly. 
13 

In its first edition, no place or date of 

14 
publication were given By publishing this booklet he supported the 

National Independence Army in Anatolia against the invasion and 

encouraged people not to despair of success. 
15 

In the same year, Said Nursi's nephew, Abdfirrahman, compiled the 

wise sayings of Said Nursi which are regarded as 'inspirations that 

came to Said Nursils heart'. The first fascicle of the compilation was 

published in Istanbul in 1920 under the title of Hakikat qekirdekleri 

16 
(The Seeds of Truth . Its second fascicle was printed in 1923. 
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A selection from both fascicles was published in modern Turkish script 

at the end of Mektubat as an appendix. 
17 

In 1921, Said Nursi published two books. One of them was called 

Nokta (Point), the other, Tallikat (Annotations). In Nokta, Said Nursi 

tried to bring the most convincing logical evidence to prove the 

18 
existence and unity of God. Ta'likat was his first book on Logic - 

treated from the Islamic standpoint - and it was written in Arabic. 
19 

When Said Nursi went to Damascus in 1911, he gave a sermon in the 

Omayyad mosque. This sermon was published in Damascus in Arabic twice. 

In 1922, Said Nursi published this sermon under the title of Huthe-i 

ýaqniye in Istanbul and later on he translated it into Turkish; ever 

since then the Turkish version has been in print. 
20 

The same year, in 

1922, Said Nursi published his comments on some selected verses of the 

Koran. He did not follow any logical sequence in selecting the verses, 

so every verse is studied independently from the others. These are, 

in fact, as he writes in the very beginning of the book, notes he wrote 

down while he was pondering on the verses which concerned mostly the 

social and political life of the Muslims of the time. The book was 

called Sun-ahat (occunences). 
21 

Sunahat is now in print in modern 

Turkish script. In 1922 Said Nursi went to Ankara and published two 

books there: Zeyl-Qz-Zeyl (The Appendix of the Appendix) and Hubab 

(Goals), both of which were in Arabic.. In Zeyl-Qz-Zeyl, he tried to 

disprove atheism, which he felt was penetrating into the minds of Muslims. 

Hubab, which was published in early 1923, was on social and political 

subjects. 
22 

Said Nursi had six of his books published in Istanbul in 1923. 

These were: a) Kizil Icaz, Said Nursils second book on Logic, written 

in Arabic; 
23 

b Lemaat, the expansions of the very concise sayings 
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compiled in the Hakikat gekirdekleri, written in a semi-verse form 

and now published at the end of S6zler as an appendix in modern Turkish 

script; 
24 

c) ýuaat (Rays), tries to prove that the Prophet Muhammad 

was--the true and final prophet and includes some examples of the 

Prophet's miracles; 
25 

d) TulQat; 
26 

e) Rum-az; and f) Dýarat. 
27 

The 

last three of these books include Said Nursi's opinions on aspects of 

Islam concerned with social and political matters which were then 

commonly discussed by the ulema. Said Nursi wrote some parts of these 

books in an attempt to answer the criticisms of adversaries of Islam. 

During the very beginning of his exile, in 1925, Said Nursi 

composed his first religious exhortations based on the Koranic themes 

without following any systematic form of the traditional exegesis of 

the Koran. He entitled the book Nurun ilk Kapisi (The First Gate of 

Light) and discussed in it fourteen different subjects, all of which 

28 
he subsequently studied in detail in the Risale-i Nur proper. 

The Risale-i Nur Collection 

While in exile in Western Anatolia, Said Nursi, starting from early 

1926 until late 1949, devoted his life almost entirely to writing a 

series of treatises which comprised a collection that exceeded five 

thousand pages and was called the Risale-i Nur (Treatise of Light). For 

both Said Nursi and Nurcus, the Risale-i Nur 'has the effect of reflecting 

29 
the Qur'anic luminosity through the prism of Said's expression'. it 

is because of this nature of the Risale-i Nur that the whole collection 

was entitled Nur (Light) and its various sections as lemla (Flashes) 

or ý; ula (Rays). In other words, the Risale-i Nur was the reflection of 

the aspects of the Koran which look at the twentieth century. According 

to zdbeyir Gandazalp, 
30 

everything needed by the people of this century 

is explained in the Ri_sale-i Nur precisely to the required degree, no 
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more, no less. 
31 

Nurcus claim that the most prominent saints of Islam, 

such as Imam Ali - the fourth Caliph - and Abdulkadir G: Jlani, foretold 

that the Risale-i Nur would fulfil this important task of the Koran 

in the twentieth century. 
32 

Furthermore, since the Risale-i Nur is a 

true tefsir of the Koran giving illumination to the people of this 

century, the Most Wise Koran should refer to its servant, the Risale-i 

Nur. 
33 

Thus Said Nursi found thirty-three verses in the Koran pointing 

to the Risale-i Nur, even though not explicitly but in their implicit 

meaning. 
34 

Therefore, the Risale-i Nur, for its adherents, is a 

spiritual miracle of the Koran in this century, 
35 

whereas for its 

detractors, the Risale-j Nur is full of scientific errors 
36 

or is 

37 
'there is little scattering the seeds of sedition. For Hamid Algar, 

of anything in the Risale-i Nur that is identifiably new or unprecedented 

ture of taPsirl. 
38 

in either Sufi writings o4 the litera 

The main feature of the Risale-i Nur-which comprises more than 130 

treatises - is that each treatise is based on certain Koranic verses. 

These verses are not directly translated into Turkish, nor are they 

interpreted as seen in any classical exegesis of the Koran. Rather, 

basing his argument on an allegory or on a question and answer form, 

Said Nursi tries to convey his message to the reader in the light of 

the relevant verse or verses with which the treatise starts. The 

subject of every treatise is independent of all the others and there 

seems to be no relation between them. On the whole, they are all, in 

one way or the other, related to one of the six pillars of the faith 

which are, according to Said Nursi, inseparable from each other. 
39 

Nearly every treatise tends to emphasise one pillar but also links it 

with the other pillars, though this is not done in a systematic sequence. 
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The Risale-i Nur is based on the orthodox beliefs of Islam; there 

are, however, very few criticismSof other mezheps and sects in Islam. 

The Risale-i Nur does not, in fact, discuss the economic and 

administrative principles of Islam. For Said Nursi, in Islam they are 

insignificant compared with the subjects of faith concerning the 

hereafter. He says the Koran devotes no more than one per cent of its 

space to economic and administrative principles. Said Nursi said in the 

Nur 40 
Risale-i that 'only one percent of the ýeriat concerns politics'- 

As a consequence of this understanding, the Risale-i Nur makes no direct 

recommendations for the practical implementation of the ýeriat in 

Turkey. Said Nursi I ... deemed the first problem of the Turkish Muslim 

41 
community to be the salvation of the very bases of faith itself. ' 

He called the reader to eliminate the secularist elements in his 

thought and his daily life, rather than calling for the abrogation of 

the secularist constitution of Turkey at the state level. Because of 

this feature of the Risale-i Nur, H. Algar found it more like a Sufi 

discourse than classical tefsjr. 
42 

For him the influence of Sufism on 

Said Nursi was profound, and could be seen to have permeated all of 

his writings. 
43 

He further claimed that 'Most of his interpretations 

can be found in the great classics of esoteric tafsir, such as Ismalil 

Hakki's Ruh al-Bayan. 144 

Another aspect of the Risale-i Nur is that, apart from a treatise 

which is about the miracles of the Prophet, there is almost no specific 

reference to the hadith in the rest of the Risale-j Nur, although quite 

a lot of hadiths are used in the text without mentioning that they were 

hadiths. 
45 

It is unusual for Islamic apologetics not to claim the 

support of the hadith. 

The language of the Risale-i Nur can be described as the Turkish 

used in the 1920s and 1930s in Turkey. Religious terminology is used 
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intensively in every part of the Risale-i Nur. Said Nursi used fewer 

Arabic and Persian words and conjunctions in the treatises which he 

wrote for laymen than he used in those which required some knowledge 

of religious sciences to understand. In his published letters, however, 

he used comparatively simple language and followed the Turkish language 

as it changed in the course of time. 

The quality of the language of the Risale-i Nur was heavily 

criticised by its detractors. Dr Armaner said that 'Said Nursils style 

of writing was an affected and broken Ottoman language which would be 

used by common people. ' 
46 

Some others claimed that the language of 

the Risale-i Nur was 'full of grammatical mistakes' 
47 

and 'a very bad 

Turkish'. 
48 

Whereas for the Nurcus it is, of course, full of wisdom 

and nobody is allowed even to change a word of it. Therefore, no 

attempt has, so far, been made to update the language, and it seems 

to be almost impossible for Nurcus to think about doing so, at least 

for the present. 

The main books of the Risale-i Nur that Said Nursi wrote in the 

years between 1926 and 1949 are S6zler (Words)(1926-1930), Mektubat 

(Letters)(1930-1934), Lem'alar (Flashes)(1934-1935), and ýualer (Rays) 

(1935-1949). They are divided into treatises, each of which is 

numbered and that number is made its title and used throughout the 

Risale-i Nur when it is referred to. Some of them, however, are given 

an additional title reflecting the subject studied in them, e. g. The 

Tenth Word, The Treatise on Resurrection. 

S6zler comprises thirty-three treatises in 845 pages. To Said 

Nursi S6zler is so powerful a book that sometimes one single page has 

the effect of a whole book by ordinary commentators on the Koran. He 

stated that it was because 'S6zler ... is not a book of imitation 
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but of proof; ... it is not mystical but a book of truth; it is not 

an assertion, but the evidence that underlies the assertion. 149 

The first nine treatises of S6zler are short articles written to 

urge readers to observe religious injunctions, especially namaz. The 

Tenth Word called Haý; ir Risalesi (its English translation is entitled 

'Resurrection and the Hereafter') is the first treatise Said Nursi 

wrote in Barla in 1926 in the series of the Risale-i Nur. Said Nursi 

claimed that this treatise rationally proved the physical resurrection 

despite the fact that great scholars of Islam such as Ibn Sina 

(Avicenna) declared that it cannot be proven with rational evidence. 
50 

The Eleventh Word is about man's worship in response to the 

manifestation of God's attributes in the universe. In the Twelfth and 

Thirteenth Words, a short comparison is made between the wisdom of 

philosophy and the wisdom of the Koran. The Fourteenth Word explains 

some Koranic verses which were, according to Said Nursi, found 

difficult to comprehend by the people of this age. 

As an interpretation of the Koranic verse LXVII: 5, Said Nursi tried 

to prove that there must be living creatures (angels and devils) in 

the heavens and, in the Fifteenth Word, to describe what kind of life 

they have. 
51 

In the addendum to this Word, he objected to others 

studying the Koran as if it were an ordinary book and not regarding it 

as true scripture. 
52 

The addendum was translated into English under 

the heading of 'A Proof of the Quran Against Satan and his Party: A 

Dispute With the Devil' and was published at the end of the English 

translation of the Twenty-Third Flash, pp. 51-68. Said Nursi explained 

in the text that what he meant by the Devil was 'the philosophers of 

Europe and the hypocrites of Asia whom the Devil trusted. 153 

The Sixteenth Word comments on the verses, XXVI: 82-83, in order 

to explain the Oneness of God and at the same time His Omnipresence. 
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The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Words deal with the transitoriness 

of life in this world and try to convince readers that they should 

not ignore the ephemerality of this world in their lives. 

In the Nineteenth Word, the Prophethood of Muhammad is studied 

and He is shown as being one of the three main revealers of God to man. 
54 

The Twentieth Word was written in reply to objections to the 

miracles of the Koran and Muhammad. The Twenty-first Word is divided 

into two sections, the first of which is on namaz and its virtue, the 

other is concerned with inward anxiety about worship. in the Twenty- 

second Word, Said Nursi tries to give evidence of the existence of 

God and then, using the form of a parable, he seeks to prove the 

Unity of God. 

The Twenty-third Word was translated into English under the title 

of 'Belief or Unbfýlief: the Results of a Choice I. As can be understood 

from this title, it is about the importance of faith in man's life 

in this world and in the hereafter. The Twenty-fourth Word deals 

mainly with the manifestation of the Names of God in creation and how 

to preceive them. One section of this Word is, however, devoted to 

the interpretations of the hadiths foretelling the signs of the end 

of time. 

In 1927, Said Nursi wrote the Mulcizat-i Kurlaniye Risalesi 

(Treatise of the Miracles of the Koran) which is the Twenty-fifth Word 

of S6zler. This treatise is regarded as one of the most important 

sections of the Risale-i Nur. It studies the Koran as a revealer of 

God to man, from forty different aspects of its miraculousness. 
55 

Anbther highly praised treatise is the Twenty-sixth Word which is called 

Kader Risalesi (Treatise on Divine Destiny). It studies divine destiny 

and free will under the light of the verses XV: 21 and XXXVI: 12. 
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The Twenty-seventh Word is entitled igtihad Risalesi (Treatise 

on the Islamic Jurisprudence). Said Nursi claims here that 'the gate 

of igtihad is open but there are several hindrances to entering it 

in this age. ' 
56 

The Twenty-eighth Word is about Paradise and studies 

its reality and the type of life its inhabitants live. 

In the Twenty-hinth Word, Said Nursi discusses in detail the 

eternity of the soul, angels and resurrection. Finding a common base 

for their existence, he shows that they are three different aspects of 

one divine reality, emir (command of God as found in the Koran, XVII: 85), 

although they are given their own individual entity as they are being 

continuously created. 

Said Nursi himself presents the Thirtieth Word as 'Discovering 

the talisman of creation by solving an important talisman of the Wise 

Koran'. He continues, saying, 'it is about an Elif (name of the first 

letter in the Arabic alphabet) and a nokta (point) consisting of 'Ene 

(English 'I') and Zerre (minute particles) respectively. It has two 

sections, the first of which deals wýth the essence and result of Ene 

and the second, the action and duty of zerrel. 
57 

He studies Ene under 

the heading of the verse, XXXIII: 72 and zerre, XXXIV: 3, in a way 

different from that of most traditional Muslim commentators. 

The Thirty-first Word is on the Prophet Muhammad's ascent to 

heaven. The third revealer, the universe, which makes God known to 

mankind is the subject of the Thirty-second Word. The Thirty-third 

Word is called OtuzEg Pencere (Thirty-three windows) and divided into 

thirty-three separate short articles on different subjects. 

At the end of S6zler a paper is added. This was a paper said to 

have been presented in a conference held at the 'faculty mescid in 

Ankara University in 1950.58 The paper was prepared by a Student of 
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Light [ZUbeyir GUndazalp] in appreciation of Said Nursi and the 

Risale-i Nur. 

Mektubat, the second book written in the series of the Risale-i Nur 

has 490 pages and comprises 26 treatises 
59 

each entitled Mektup (Letter) 

numbered in a sequence. Said Nursi compiled in this book his answers 

to the questions he received during the years 1930 and 1934,60 and 

made them into treatises together with his answers to potential 

questions. A few treatises include his answers to potential questions 

only. 

The first seventeen treatises are short answers to various questions. 

Their main subjects may be summarised as: the five different stages of 

life; death is a bounty; where Hell is located; people who serve 

religion should not accept alms and presents; the earth, God's ever- 

sailing ship; a tarikat should not be preferred to the ýeriat; the 

reason why the Prophet married more than once; the difference between 

love and compassion, and the superiority of compassion over love; 

should saintly miracles be revealed?; the difference between being 

muslim and mf1min (submitting one's self to Islam and having faith in 

it); where the resurrection will take place; the wisdom in Adam's 

expulsion from Paradise and the consignment of some people to Hell; 

the reason for the creation of Satan; the reason Said Nursi refrained 

from politics; the divine purpose in the turbulence in the time of the 

first four caliphs; Said Nursils indifference to politics and not being 

a , ýeyh but a hodja; only the Koran and hadith should be regarded as the 

bases of Islam, not the Sufi ideas which were introduced later. 

The Nineteenth Letter, which is called Mulcizat-i Ahmediye 

(translated into English under the title of 'The Miracles of Muhammad') 

tells of the necessity of prophethood and narrates three hundred 
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miracles worked by Muhammad as evidence of his prophethood. In the 

Twentieth Letter, Said Nursi studies from various perspectives the 

existence and Unity of God and his power as they are manifested in 

creation. The Twenty-first Letter gives brief advice to the reader 

about the virtue of taking care of one's parents. The first section 

of the Twenty-second Letter was translated into English as 

'Brotherhood', and deals with the importance of establishing brotherhood 

among Muslims. The Second section tries to show how harmful enmity and 

greed are. The Twenty-third Letter comprises short answers to different 

questions and the verse X11: 101 is interpreted here to explain the 

importance of having faith 
-, Ln the hereafter. 

Said Nursi said that the Twenty-fourth Letter dealt with one of the 

three important subjects (the other two were the subjects of the 

61 
Twenty-ninth and the Thirtieth Words). In this treatise, Said Nursi 

tries to prove that the contradictions in creation are only apparent 

and ultimately good. This universe is nothing but the manifestation 

of God's Names. Because these Names are manifesting themselves 

continuously so the beings should continuously change and alter. That 

is the reason, Said Nursi explains, for the occurrence of undesirable 

and seeminly bad events. These events are, in fact, not evil but 

apparently, relatively evil; or, since they too are the manifestations 

of God's Names, so must be good. In this context, Said Nursi wrote 

in an appendix at the end of the treatise the meaning of 'prayers' as 

the real means of man's worshipping God. 

The Twenty-sixth Letter is divided into ten sections, one of which 

is the reprint of a section in S6zler (pp. 190-200). Another section 

of the treatise studies Nationalism which was translated into English 

under the title of 'Nationalism in the View of Islam'. The rest of 

the sections comprise the answers by Said Nursi to various questions 
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asked by his students. They are too many and too varied to be 

summarised here. The Twenty-eighth Letter contains eight sections 

each of which discusses different subjects: dreams, their varieties 

and values explained according to the Koranic verses; interpretation 

of a controversial hadith about the event which took place between 

Moses and Azrael (the Angel of Death); advice to those who come to 

visit Said Nursi (he encouraged them to read and distribute the 

Risale-i Nur instead); ways of expressing thanks to God; some short 

answers to questions concerning various religious subjects asked by 

his students. 

The Twenty-ninth Letter has nine long sections. Each section 

deals with a different theme which will be mentioned here only very 

briefly: the mysteries of the Koran are endless, everybody can discover 

some but not all of them; the divine purpose in a specific type of 

eloquence used in the Koran; an explanation of the letters which occur 

at the beginning of some suras of the Koran; the impossibility of 

translating the Koran exactly into another language; an interpretation 

of the Sura-i fatiha (the first sura of the Koran); the importance of 

the month of Ramadan and nine virtues of fasting; a miracle of the 

Koran manifested itself in a writing which was instructed by Said Nursi 

(this Koran was published by Nurcus later on) 
62 

; the meaning and the 

usage of the words of Koran and Rasul in the Koran; a study of the 

miraculous usage of the word, 'Allah' in the Koran 2806 times; an 

interpreation of the verse XXIV: 35; six intrigues used by the enemies 

of Islam to discourage Muslims who have devoted their life to serve 

Islam: a) offering them high positions, b) frightening them by various 

means, C) encouraging their sense of greed, d) inciting their nationalist 

feelings, e) inflating their pride, f) causing them in various ways to 
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grow lazy; answers to seven different questions asked by his students 

concerning the social life of the Muslim community and, lastly, Said 

Nursi makes an analysis of Sufism, tarikat, sainthood and spiritual 

progress in sufi life. 

LemIalar has 426 pages and comprises 23 treatises63 each called 

Lem'a (Flash) and numbered in sequence. The First to the Twenty- 

sixth Flashes were written in 1934 
64 

and the rest in 1935.65 

The First Flash is about the story of the prophet Jonah, the 

are Second is of the prophet Job, and they studied as types of destitution 

and patience respectively. The Third Flash argues that man has been 

created with a sense of eternity. The Fourth Flash, called Minhac-as 

Sfinne Risalesi (Treatise on the Way of the Prophet), discusses the 

question of imamet between the Sunnis and Shiites. The Seventh studies 

the verses XLVIII: 27,28 and 29 to prove that the Koran rightly 

informed the believers of events which were to take place. In the 

Tenth Flash Said Nursi says that God admonishes those whom He likes 

with slaps (small punishments) in this world so that they may not 

deserve heavier punishments in the hereafter. The subject of the 

Eleventh Flash can be understood from its heading: Mirkat-as-Sanne ve 

Tiryaku Maraz-il-Bid'a (Steps Upward in the Way of the Prophet and the 

Antidote to the Disease of Innovation - in Religious Matters). 

Said Nursi explains in the first section of the Twelfth Flash that 

the sustenance of all creatures is directly provided by God, and in 

the second section, the meaning of the verse, LXV: 12, which states 

that God has created seven heavens and, like them, the earth. The 

Thirteenth Flash is called Hikmet-Ul-istiaze Risalesi (the Treatise on 

the Wisdom in Seeking Refuge in God - from Satan) and deals with 

thirteen different themes. They are mainly: the divine purpose in the 
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creation of devils, Hell and Paradise; non-existence is mere evil 

but existence is mere good'; one who commits deadly sins can remain 

a believer (an answer to the Mutazilite philosophy which claims the 

opposite); the divine purpose in the defeat of the people of truth by 

Satanic forces; proof of the existence of the Devil; how an eternal 

punishment can be just for a person who, in his limited life on earth, 

denies the existence of God. 

The first section of the Fourteenth Flash interprets the meaning 
on 

of the hadith which stated that the earth wastan ox and a fish. The 

second section explains the meaning of bismillah, which is included in 

the content of the First Word as well. In the Sixteenth Flash, Said 

Nursi published his short answers to various questions asked by his 

students. The Seventeenth Flash contains revised translations of the 

small articles which Said Nursi had written in Arabic in the 1910s. 

This treatise is divided into fifteen sections each of which deals with 

different subjects. Some of them are about the ephemeral nature of 

this world, the real face of death and European civilisation; the 

others deal with universal pleasure and joy in creation, worship must 

be for the sake of God only. in one section Said Nursi interprets the 

verses XCIX: 7 and 8 to study how every action in creation is recorded 

in order that it may be counted on the Day of Judgement. 

The Nineteenth Flash, called iktisat Risalesi (the Treatise on 

Economy) discusses the necessity of being thrifty and contented with 

little, and of not being extravagant and profligate, under the light 

of various verses of the Koran. The Twentieth Flash is translated into 

English as a part of a book, 'Sincerity and Brotherhood' and indicates 

the importance of sincerity in one's actions. The Twenty-first Flash 

is the continuation of the subject of the previous treatise with the 
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addition of a list of principles of sincerity to be followed by the 

people who have committed their life to the service of religion. Said 

Nursi recommended the Students of Light to read this treatise at least 

once a fortnight. In the Twenty-second Flash, Said Nursi answers 

three questions asked by anonymous people concerning his personal life: 

why the government was interfering with him, why he was not partici- 

pating in the worldly life and why he was avoiding compliance with the 

civil laws of Turkey. 

The Twenty-third Flash is called Tabiat Risalesi (its English 

translation is entitled 'Nature: Cause or Effect? '), a subject which 

is discussed under the following three headings: a) Do causes create 

matter?, b) Does matter form itself?, and c) Is matter natural? Does 

Nature require it?. He denies each of these questions at the end of 

his argument and concludes that the path of Unity, attributing all 

creation to God, is the only truth acceptable to human reason. In the 

Twenty-fourth'Flash Said Nursi strongly advises women to veil themselves. 

The Twenty-fifth Flash was translated into English under the heading 

of 'The Treatise for the Sick' and serialised in articles in the 

magazine Nur - The Light (July-August 1979 to November-December 1979). 

The Twenty-sixth Flash was also translated into English and serialised 

in articles in the same magazine under the title of 'The Treatise for 

the Aged' (September-October 1979 to November-December 1980). 

Said Nur-si wrote the following last three treatises of Lem'alar 

in prison in 1935 and 1936. The Twenty-eighth studies various subjects: 

sustenance, the meaning of the formula, salatasselam(to call God's 

benediction on the Prophet); a refutation of Muhyiddin al-Arabils idea 

on Vahdet-i vUcud, etc. The Twenty-ninth Flash is in Arabic and 

concerns the meaning of Allahuekber (God is the Greatest), a phrase 
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commonly used by Muslims. The Thirtieth Flash explains in detail six 

names of God, KuddQs, Adl, Hakem, ferd, Hay and Kayyum as they manifest 

themselves in creation. These Names were regarded by tmam Ali as the 

Greatest Names of God (ism -i Azam). 
66 

For Said Nursi, every Name of 

God has a highest degree at which it manifests itself in creation and 

for the one who understands a Name at this highest degree of manifes- 

tation this Name will be the Greatest Name of God. 
67 

So the Greatest 

Name (Ism-i Azam) differs from person to person. 
68 

At the end of LemIalar, a reprint of a treatise called Manacat 

is added. This treatise was originally written as a section of ýualar 

and was printed there too. 

ýualar has 638 pages and comprises 14 treatises, each is called 

ýua (Ray), with a number which is not in sequence. They will be 

summarised here following the sequence in which they appear in the 

book. 

ýualar starts with the Second Ray which was written in Eski! ýehir 

69 
prison in 1935. It explains Ehad as one of the Names of God, along 

the same lines as the six Greatest Names of God studied in the 

Thirtieth Flash. In the Third Ray, called Mfinacat Risalesi (Treatise 

on Supplicatory Prayer), Said Nursi sets forth at length the meaning 

of some parts of ninety-nine sections of the Jaushan al-Kabir and 

expresses praise to God, referring to His Signs in creation where He 

reveals Himself. The Fourth Ray is a long interpretation of the 

verse, 111: 173; the second half of the treatise is in Arabic. The 

Sixth Ray briefly explains the meaning of the prayer of tahiyat, which 

is a section in namaz. 

The Seventh Ray, called Ayet-Ul-Kabra (its English translation is 

called 'The Supreme Sign') is one of the treatises of the Risale-i Nur 
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considered by Said Nursi and Nurcus to be particularly valuable. 
70 

Said Nursi wrote this treatise in 1936 when he was in Kastamonu. 

Ayet-ill-Kiabra is introduced to the reader as 'observationsof a 

traveller questioning creation about his maker'. With the inspiration 

of the verse XVII: 44, with which the treatise was headed, it studies 

every main element of the universe in order to prove that it cannot 

come into existence on its own, so it must have a creator. He thus 

tries to show the attributes of this creator that are to be seen in 

the universe. 

The Ninth Ray is written as a supplement to the Tenth Word which 

is about resurrection and the hereafter. 

The Eleventh Ray is called Meyve Risalesi (some parts of it were 

translated into English in a book entitled 'Fruits from the Tree of 

Light') and was written in Denizli Prison in 1943. It is presented as 

the summary of the Risale-i Nur, 
71 

i. e. it briefly explains in eleven 

sections the six Pillars of belief (belief in God, His Angels, His 

Books, His prophets, the hereafter and divine determination) and the 

transience of the world. Some petitions sent by Said Nursi while in 

prison to the Denizli Criminal Court were published in the Twelfth Ray. 

The Thirteenth Ray is the compilation of some of Said Nursils letters 

written to his students during his period of imprisonment (1935-1949) 

to console them for being subject to severe legal persecution and 

imprisonment. The Fourteenth Ray comprises some petitions sent by Said 

Nursi and his students to the Denizli and Afyon courts when they were 

in police custody and in prison, and their long defence speeches in 

these courts. This treatise also includes some letters Said Nursi had 

written to his students in various subjects concerning the events of 
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the time (1943-1949) and reprints some passages of the Risale-i Nur 

which were deemed to be relevant to these subjects. 

The Fifth Ray is about the signs of the end of time, Deccal, Safyan, 

Ye'cfic, Me'cac and the interpretations of the stories about them in 

Islamic tradition. The Fifteenth Ray, called Elhaccetalz-Zehra 

(The Luminouýj Proof), was written in Afyon Prison in 1948.72 it is 

divided into two sections. The first section studies three different 

subjects: the first of these is an explanation of an Arabic phrase 

which is about God, the second is a brief comment on the first sura of 

the Koran (Al-fatiha) and the third is about the prophethood of 

Muhammad. The second section, having the verse XXIV: 35 as a basis for 

its argument, studies some attributes of God, i. e. Knowledge, Will, 

Power, etc. Some parts of this second section are in Arabic. 

In the First Ray, i: ýarat-i Kurlaniye Risalesi (Treatise on the 

Koranic Signs) Said Nursi interprets the implicit meaning of the 

thirty-three verses of the Koran as pointing to the Risale-i Nur. He 

mostly uses Cifr (Arithmomancy) in this treatise to find out the 

implicit meaning of the-verses. The Eighth Ray, entitled Keramat-i 

Aleviyye (Saintly Miracles of tmam Ali) is a study of a book called 

Celcelutiye 
73 

which is attributed to tmam Ali, in order to prove that 

imam Ali foretold the Risale-i Nur and indicated to its importance 

in this book. 
74 

section which was originally written in Arabic as a part of the 

Twenty-ninth Flash, was translated into Turkish and published at the 

end of ýualar. This section is about EllhamdUlillah (Praise be to God 

-a phrase commonly used by Muslims). 

Among the Risale-i Nur collections, there are some separate books 

published in addition to the four main books of the Risale-j- Nur studied 
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above. Unlike the main books, these are not divided into sections 

and numbered in sequence. 

Two of these separate books are mainly the selectioi-isof Said 

Nursi's writings in particular subjects, but were printed in various 

parts of the Risale-i Nur. One of these is the Sikke-i Tasdik-i Gaybi 

(The Signs of Hidden Confirmation), the treatise which comprises all 

sorts of letters and parts of the Risale-i Nur written in order to 

show the importance of the Risale-i Nur. These writings can be found 

in the three Lahikas, the First and the Eighth Rays which are about 

the confirmations of the Risale-i Nur by the Koran and imam Ali. The 

whole of this treatise has also been printed elsewhere, except for the 

Eighth Flash which was actually left blank in the Lem'alar but in this 

work it studies one of Abdulkadir Gilani's works which was published in 

the first volume of the Mecmuat-al-Ahzab, and interprets it in such 

a way as to suggest that Gilani approved the Risale-i Nur and its 

author, Said Nursi. Sikke-i Tasdik-i Gaybi has 220 pages and is 

definitely not recommended reading for new recruits to Nurculuk, 

though it is in circulation. 

The other compilation of selected parts of the Risale-i Nur is 

the Asa-yi Musa75 which contains in its 269 pages the extracts written 

in an attempt to prove the six pillars of the faith. These extracts 

included in the Asa-yi Musa are the Eleventh and Seventh Rays, the 

first section of the Thirty-second Word, the Twenty-third Flash, the 

second and third sections of the Thirtieth Flash, a section from the 

Tenth Word, the seventeenth section of the Thirty-third Word, the 

Third and Ninth Rays, the Twentieth Letter, the first section of the 

Twenty-second Word and few letters written by Nurcus in appreciation 

of the Risale-i Nur. 
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The Turkish version of the isarat-al i'caz 76 
is also in circulation 

as a separate part of the Risale-i Nur collection and has 265 pages. 

Also, Said Nursi, like other famous Muslim scholars, wrote his 

Mesnevi. Unlike theirs, Said Nursi's Mesnevi is not written as poetry 

composed in rhyming couplets, but in prose divided into eleven main 

sections with different titles. Each section is also divided into 

very short pieces, mostly no'longer than half a page. Each piece 

starts with a phrase, 'My dear brother know that ... ' and most aim at 

interpreting part of a Koranic verse concerning the six pillars of the 

faith. On the whole it may be regarded as a summary of the Risale-i 

Nur proper. Said Nursi originally wrote this Mesnevi in Arabic and 

later on his younger brother translated it into Turkish under the name 

of Mesnevi-i Nuriye. Now only the Turkish version, which has 244 pages, 

is in circulation in Turkey. 

Starting from 1926 when Said Nursi began to write the Risale-i Nur 

until 1960 when he died, all the letters he wrote and most of the letters 

he received from his followers are compiled and published as parts of 

the Risale-i Nur Collections. His students wrote letters to Said Nursi 

either to ask questions concerning religious subjects and his opinion 

on matters related to hizmet (Nurcu activities), or to praise the 

Risale-i Nur and sometimes Said Nursi himself. The nature of the letters 

Said Nursi wrote to his students is of the same kind as those of his 

students. All of these letters were considered by his committed students 

to be useful, indeed essentialf for guides to conduct in their lives 

and to the hizmets they should carry out after Said Nursils death. 

These letters are, therefore, carefully preserved. Such is the devotion 

of these followers that they even keep his scribbled notes telling 

particular students to have his meal ready by the time he returned from 

a walk. 
77 
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The letters Said Nursi wrote and received in Barla, namely 

from 1926 to 1935, were compiled and published under the title of 

Barla Lahikasi (Barla Supplementary Letters). This work has 210 pages 

and mostly consists of the letters written by Nurcus who expressed their 

ideas on the Risale-i Nur, and of Said Nursi's letters to them written 

in order to encourage them to carry on copying and disseminating the 

Risale-i Nur. 

The letters Said Nursi wrote and received during his stay in 

Kastamonu between 1936 and 1943 were compiled and published under the 

title of Kastamonu Lahikasi (Kastamonu Supplementary Letters). This 

book contains mostly the letters Said Nursi wrote to his students in 

Isparta to give them directions for their hizmet and it has 204 pages. 

Said Nursi, after being released from Denizli Prison on 15 July 

1944,. went to Emirdag and spent the rest of his life mostly there. 

From this date onwards, Said Nursi sent his letters from Emirda' to his 9 

students in tsparta, Kastamonu, Istanbul, Ankara and other parts of 

Anatolia either to answer their questions or to direct the hizmets. 

These letters were compiled and published in two volumes under the name 

of Emirda5 Lahikas! I and II (Emirdag Supplementary Letters). The first 

volume contains the letters written between 1944 and 1947 and runs to 

228 pages, and the second, 219 pages long, has the 1947-1960 letters, 

most of which were written before 1953. Those he wrote while he was 

in prison in Eskiý; ehir, Denizli and Afyon, were compiled and published 

in ýualar in its Thirteenth Ray and in some parts of the Fourteenth 

Ray. 

Said Nursi compiled some sections of the Risale-i Nur to be 

published as a separate treatise under the title of Genglik Rehberi 

(Guide for Youth). This treatise comprises the parts of the 
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Risale-i Nur which try to persuade young people to have faith in Islam 

and not to neglect their religious duties. The Genqlik Rehberi was 

published first in 1951 in the modern Turkish alphabet in paperback 

in Istanbul and has 237 pages. 
78 

After the completion of the Ri-sale-i Nur, Said Nursi wrote his 

last treatise on the Unity of God in 1953. This treatise was published 

under the name of Nur Aleminin Bir Anahtari (A Key to the World of 

Light) and also includes a few letters written by Said Nursi concerning 

the importance of the topic. It is a small 56-page booklet. 

Nurcus have compiled another book called Hizmet Rehberi (Guide 

to Hizmet - Nurcu Activities) comprising the pieces of the Risale-i Nur 

which establish the principles of the hizmet. The book is considered 

by Nurcus as a separate treatise and has 223 pages in paperback. 

Well after Said Nursi's death, the A4abeys selected mostly from 

among the Lahika MektuplarL (Supplementary Letters) the letters of 

Said Nursi which cast light on his Political stance especially after 

1950. This book is called Beyanat ve Tenvirler (Declarations and 

Illuminations) and used by Nurcus as a 'political guide book'. It was 

published in paperback in 120 pages and is regarded as a separate 

treatise. 

Lastly, we must mention Said Nursils authorised biography, Risale-i 

Nur Killliyati Maellift Bediuzzaman Said Nursi: Hayati, mesleki, Tercqme-i 

Hali, best known to Nurcus by the short title Tarihqe-i Hayat. 
79 

Although 

the writings of Said Nursi that it contains have all been published 

elsewhere, this work is the one most frequently consulted and referred 

to by Nurcus. It was written by his most committed students, who 

compiled the relevant letters and pieces of the Risale-i Niir to produce 

a work of 722 pages. It contains only the briefest of introductions by 
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the students themselves, the rest is all Said Nursils words and so 

is considered by Nurcus as one of his own works, thus bringing the 

total number of treatises produced by him, including his early writings 

to 128.80 The total pages in the Risale-i Nur Collections, excluding 

the early writings, is 5407.81 
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CURRENT PUBLICATIONS 

During the first four decades of the Republic, religious and 

theological books formed a remarkably small proportion of the total 

number of publications in Turkey. Not until the early 1960s did 

religiously inclined publishing houses start emerging in Istanbul and 

some other main cities of Turkey, publishing religious books which were 

new in terms of their contents - not like the catechismal books, a 

number of which are still widely used by the devout traditionalist 

Muslim population - and ideological in nature. Their strong Islamic 

was line k expressed through 'hard-sell' propaganda and theyvirulently condem- 

ned everything non-Islamic. The publications of Hilal Yayinlarý, Yaýmur 

Yayiijari, Bedir Yayinlari are among the most well-known examples of this 

type of publication. 

The situation of the religious and theological newspapers and 

periodicals published in this period was not very different from that 

of religious books. In the 1960s their number ranged from 13 (out of a 

82 
total of 1653) in 1962, to 24 (out of a total of 1739) in 1964. The 

increase of the religious and theological newspapers and magazines in the 

years between 1962 and 1964 was 84.61% whereas the total newspapers and 

periodicals published in Turkey increased 5.2%. But, as the number of 

the religious periodicals was so insignificant, this increase had little 

impact. 
83,84 

According to Landau's observations, in 1974: 'The dailies most closely 

identified with a pro-Islamic policy seemed to be BugUn ('Today'), Babi 

Ali'de Sabah ('Morning'), Yeni Asya ('New Asia') and Hakikat ('Truth'), 

85 
all published in Istanbul. ' Amongst these newspapers, Yeni Asya was 

the one the Nurcus owned. 
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A.. Periodicals 

The Nurcus published many periodicals that daringly risked 

prosecution for contravening Article 163 of the Penal Code by attacking 

the secular foundation of the State and making propaganda for a religious 

group (Nurculuk). These periodicals appeared briefly in many different 

parts of the country but were swiftly closed down by the government 

authorities. Most of these survived for no more than about three issues 

and were confined to the area where they were published. The exceptions 

to this were ittihad (subsequently called Yeni Asya)and, Kdprd. Zafer 

another Nurcu periodical that has survived, is not concerned with politics. 

i. Newspapers 

During Said Nursi's lifetime in 1953, Nurcus in Samsun ventured to 

publish a newspaper BayUk Cihad (The Great Holy-War). Because this 

t36 
contained articles by Said Nursi the authorities instigated a prosecu- 

tion of the paper, which consequently ceased to exist. After a long 

interval, a series of short-lived newspapers appeared in 1,964 openly 

defending Nurculuk. These were eventually closed down by the state 

authorities. Among them were NUr (Light), ihlas (Sincerity - hlas is 

87 
the name of one of Said Nursi's books) , Bediuzzaman, ('WoRder of the 

Age' - another well-known name of Said Nursi) which was published in 

Konya, and Zdlfikar (title of an Arabic book by Said Nursi). 
88 

These newspapers carried extracts from the Risa, le-i Nur and articles 

written in order to explain them as well as news of Turkey and. the 

Muslim world. Some of them occasionally had fiery articles defending 

Nurculuk and criticising those authorities who took any action an(! 

writers wrote articles against Nurculuk. An outstanding example of 

these is a booklet entitled Tuhfet'Ur Reddiye Adli Sahte_Vesika, 

Uy, duranlara ve Da4itanlara. Cevap! (Answer to Those who Made up and 
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Distributed a false Document named 'Tuhfet'Ur Reddiye'). This is a 

compilation of two articles written by Mustafa Sungur and published in 

the Zalfikar newspaper in 1964. The articles are full of appreciation 

of the Risale-i Nur and the Nurcus, and refutation of a booklet which 

apparently criticised the Risale-i Nur and falsely gave the name of the 

last ý; evhulislam of the Ottoman Empire, Mustafa Sabri Efendi as the 

89 
author. 

The most serious of these newspapers was Hareket ('Action') published 

in Erzurum. 
90 

It lasted until its editor-in-chief, N. Mustaf, -3, Polat, 

moved to Istanbul to set up another weekly tttihat ('Uaion'). on 24 

91 
October 1967. In its first issue, ittihat declared. that the muslim 

world was beginning to awaken, faced as it was with the challenges of 

Western materialism and of the Northern (viz. Russian) sickness of 

atheism. 
92 

Landau describes the political stand that tttihad took: 

'It has supported those domestic policies which have shown a favoura. ble 

attitude towards Islam and has attacked those hostile to Islam - 

particularly communists, socialists and the Labour party of Turkey' 
93 

In February 1970, fttihad beca, me a daily newspaper, printing thirty- 

five thousand copies a day. A year later, on 24 February 1971, the paper's 

name was changed to Yeni Asya, which remained the only Nurcu daily 

newspaper until 1981. According to the advertising manager it printed 

on average twenty thousand copies a day (compared with around half a 

million copies a day printed by the most popular Turkish aewspaper 

Hfirriyet., and over a quarter of a million each for three other leading 

dailies) . 

Yeni Asya was closed down by the rhilitary government of Turkey in 

1981, most probably because of its severe criticism of the regime. 

Immediately after its closure, the Nurcus published the daily Yeni Nesil 
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which was exactly the same in content and political attitude towards 

the regime. Consequently, towards the end of 1982, Yeni Nesil, too, 

was banned from publication. 

These closures could not stop the Nurcus publishing their newspapers. 

On the closure of Yeni Nesil, Nurcus bought a newspaper, Tasvir, which 

was about to go bankrupt. Tasvir now represents Nurculuk on the press 

scene and, as its predecessors did, it has been serving Nurculuk by 

attempting to mould the political opinions of its readers, who are 

almost exclusively Nurcus; it strives to unify Nurcus politically. 

ii. Magazines 

The Nurcus' first mon 
P, 

y magazine appeared in the USý\ in 1975. It 

was called Nur - the Light and was published first in English and 

Turkish together in one issue, later in two different issues, one was 

only in English and the other in Turkish and German, was named the 'European 

edition'. The Risale-i Nur Institute of America owned and ran the magazine, 

which mostly carried the translations of the Risale-i Nur made by the 

Institute. In addition to the translations, the magazine included some 

articles taken from other religious books and periodicals whose views 

were similar to those expressed in the Risale-i Nur, as well as the 

news of the Muslim world. Nur - the Liqht ceased publication, in 

December 1980, most probably owing to shortage of finances. 

The second monthly magazine, Zafer-Ilim Araytirmd Derlisi (Wictory - 

Science - Research Magazine') has been published by, Sdkarya, E-itim Vakft 9 

(Education vakif Foundation of Sakarya) in Sakarya since January 1977. 

It mostly includes articles on various scientific subjects. The unique 

feature of these articles is the attempt to reconcile science with religion, 

which is common in Nurculuk. Extracts from the Risaje-i Nur are scattered 

between these articles and a special effort has been made to show that 
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the subject studied in the article does not lead to a conclusion beyond 

what Said Nursi had said in that extract. (There is almost no sign in 

the magazine that would explicitly indicate that these extracts are 

taken from the Risale-i Nur. ) Zafer includes hardly any articles on 

the social sciences and great care is taken not to mention anything 

about politics at all. That must be why it escaped prosecution 

and was still printed in spite of the severe censorship of the military 

regime. 

The istanbul Genglik Te*kilati (Istanbul Youth Organisation), a 

Nurcu controlled organisation, started publishing a magazine called 

K6prd (Bridge) four months after Zafer first appeared. When K6pria was 

accepted and supported by the Nurcus of Anatolia, then Yeni Asya Yayinevi 

took over the ownership and published it in Istanbul as the Nurcus' only 

nation-wide political magazine besides the Yeni Asya newspaper. The 

content of K6prU indicates that it deals mostly with the political subjects 

and social sciences. It gives room to the national and international news 

and events which indirectly support the political opinion of the Nurcus. 

Unlike Zafer, it does not quote just extracts from the Risale-i Nur 

but it usually includes articles which study topics from the point of 

view of the Risale-i Nur, and advocates its teaching as well as mention- 

ing its name outright. 

The military regime banned Publication of K6prU in December 1982. 

The publishing house has been publishing small booklets instead, and is 

presumably waiting for a more favourable political atmosphere before 

bringing out K6prd again. 

Nurcus also have a children's weekly magazine Can Karde., ý which began 

publication in Istanbul at the beginning of 1981. At first glance Can Karde* 

looks like other Turkish children's magazines, but its contents actually 

include a fair sprinkling of religious articles, and religious 
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terminology and ideas pervade its pages. Stories, cartoons, illustrated 

serialised novels, a children's encyclopedia, puzzles, children's games, 

general knowledge competitions, etc., are all included. In a typical 

issue, only one page (out of thirty-two) mentions religion fairly 

explicitly under the title of Dinimizi O§renelim (Let's Study our 

Religion). In this article too, the aimlis religious indoctrination 

rather than religious instruction, in keeping with the normal Nurcu 

method. Though the ideas and the methods of the Risale-i Nur are 

employed in this children's magazine too, there is no mention of Nurculuk, 

Risale-i Nur or Said Nursi at all. Therefore, Carý_Karde* may be classi- 

fied as the only Nurcu publication that does not include any quotation 

from the Risale-i Nur either directly or in sifnplified laaguage, or 

appreciation of Nurculuk. 

B. Books 

Since the Yeni Asya Yayinevi was established in 1971, Nurcus have 

been publishing their books only through this publishing house. By the 

end of 1982 they had published two hundred and eighty-six books on 

various subjects. Regardless of the type and topic of these books, their 

common feature is either to convey the teachings of the Risale-i Nur 

or to defend Nurculuk in one way or the other. Nurcus view these publi- 

cations as introductory and secondary to the Risale-i Nur collection. 

These books serve Nurcus in different ways: firstly, they are the 

second source of culture for the Nurcus and their children; 
94 

secondly, 

most of these books are intended to increase the readers' capacity to 

understand the Risale-i Nur better; and thirdly, depending on the 

profession and position of the person to whom Nurcus may want to introduce 

Nurculak, when it is not suitable to give him the Risale-i Nur, then one 
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of these books may be used to arouse his interest in it. Through the 

references given to the Risale-i Nur in these books or abstracts taken 

from it, Nurcus aim at focusing the attention of the readers on the 

Risale-i Nur itself. 

To give a brief idea about the nature of these books, it is 

convenient to group them into seven categories. 

i. Science and Technology Series 

The 'Science and Technology Series' published by the Yeni Asya 

Yayinevi and edited by the Yeni ý, sya Research Centre are the most 

ingenious of Nurcu attempts to use science in support of faith in God. 

From 19.78 to 1983, the Research Ceptre edited 19 books for laymen on 

subjects ranging from astronomy to biology. By bringing the latest 

developments in almost every scientific subject to the attention of 

educated people, particularly students, the series maRaged to attract 

almost everybody who is interested in such subjects. 

The books published in this series are pocket-size paperbacks and 

each of them has around one hundred pages. Most of the references cited 

in their bibliography are technological works in English. The following 

are the most famous authors contributing to this series: Professor Ayhan 

Songar, Professor MUnip Ye§in, Professor Yilmaz Muslu, Dr Alparslan 

bzyazici, Taý; kin Tuna and Omit ýimpek. 

In these books there is almost no mention of Nur-culuk or Said Nursi, 

or even of Islam, although on the rare occasionswhen the topic allows 

there are references to relevant verses of the Koran. 

The aim of the books is stated in the foreword of one of them as: 

what the works in this series have in common is that 

they study the fundamental meaning of the subjects discussed as 

much as their true nature ... The world of science has been 
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trying to understand for centuries how the universe has been 

created. But more important than this is why the universe has 

been created. 
95 

Throughout the pages of these books one can easily see the encleavour to 

prove that there is a Creator who acts with an infinite 'Will', 

'Knowledge', 'Power', etc., behind all of these wonders of creation. 

Rather than attributing these qualities directly to 'Allah' and thus 

allowing the books to look like any other religious apologia, they are 

very cleverly arranged to show that the discussion of the subject is 

neutral and objective and at the same time showing that is both rational 

and inevitable to attribute all these miraculous events in creation to 

a Creator with infinite qualities. 

The teachings of the Risale-i Nur are skilfully inserted between 

the lines of these books. While the author is reaching a conclusion of 

a section of a book, he may quote (and usually does) one or two related 

sentences from the Risale-i Nur either in its original words or in 

modern Turksih, but he almost never mentions the name of the source or 

gives a reference to it. (Out of the eighteen books only one of them 

gives reference to the Risale-i Nur on three occasions. ) 

ii. Theology Series 

After the closure of the magazine K6prU, in 1983 the Yeni Asya 

Yavinevi began to publish books on religious subjects. It was announced 

in the introduction to the first book that the aim of this series was: 

'to teach the reader who has found his Creator through modern sciences 

which were studied in the Science and Technology Series, the way of life 

his Creator prescribed for him'. 
96 

In these books, the Risale-i Nur 

was openly referred to and passages from it were frequently quoted. 
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Up to the end of 1983, eight books were published in this series. Some 

of the representative titles of these books are: isti: ýare (Consultation - 

its religious significance), imtihan ( Test. - this world being a testing 

T)lace ), Tef ekkfir (Reflection - how to reflect upoa creation), ibadet 

(Worship - various ways of worshipping God). 

iii. Social Sciences Series 

The books in the social sciences series are edited, by the Yeni Asya 

Research Ceatre. By 1982, the Yeni Asya Yayinevi had published eight 

books in this series whose admitted intention was to study the subjects 

from the viewpoint of the Risale-i Nur. In these books the authors 

mention the Risale-i Nur and Nurculuk and openly uphold them. 

The Social Sciences Series is not as successful as the Science and 

Technology Series as far as their appeal to the reading public is 

concerned. A few of them achieved a foutth reprint, btt most hdve been 

printed only once. Because these books are less effective, they are not 

used by Nurcus to attract new recruits into Nurculuk. The most interesting 

and successful of them is Kader_Nedir? by Mehmet Kirkinci which studies 

'destiny in Islam', largely depending on the explanations made in the 

Risale-i Nur. 

These books too are pocket-size paperbacks and each has round about 

one hundred pages. The conspicuous names amongst the writers of this 

series are: Professor Servet Armaýan, Dr ibrahim Canan and Safa MUrsel. 

iv. Social Topics 

Most of the Yeni AsyaYayinevi publications are on general social 

subjects. By 1982 there were 100 books in this category. They were 

originally classified by the publishing house into twenty-two sections, 

of which the following are among the most important: a) 'Moral and Social', 

twenty books, all of them contain religious and, moral advice; b) 'Leading 
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Figures in Islam', seven books, mostly about Said Nursi! One of them 

is the one hundred and eighteenth book by Cemal Kutay, a prominent 

historian of the late ottoman and modern Turkish period. He wrote this 

book mostly using the documents of the Teý; kijat-! Mahsusa (Secret 

Organisation -a name given to the intelligence service which Was 

established first by the members of the Union and Progress Party to 

bring back the constitutional monarchy, then after the second constitu- 

tion it became an official institution as a national intelligence 

service by the Sultan's decree in 1909'. ) These documents were left to 

the author by the last head of the Organisation after its closure with 

the proclamation of the Turkish Republic; 
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c) 'Biography', seven 

books, all written by Vehbi Vakkasoýlu- They are biographical studies 

of well-known Turks, such as Mehmet Akif, Yunus Emre and Ziya G6kalp - 

Ziya G6kalp is studied simply to denounce his ideology; d) vEconomics', 

five books, studies of Turkish economics from various perspectives by 

Ekrem Ceyhun and Professor Sabahattin Zaim; e) 'Law', twelve books, 

four of them by Bekir Berk, they are compilations of his speeches as a 

lawyer in courts to defend Nurcus, and collections of some court decrees 

acquitting Nurcus and giving back to the owners the books of the Risale-i 

Nur which had been seized by the police. Of the other eight books, 

five are criticisms of the practice of Turkish law by the courts against 

religious movements in Turkey, namely criticism of their understanding 

of secularism, and three are on the legal rights of women and children 

in Islam; f) 'Ideologies', fourteen books, almost all of them are works 

against socialism; g) 'Politics', eight books, one of which is a talk 

given by SUleyman Demirel in a conference in 1977 when he was the Prime 

Minister, and the rest consist of the studies of Turkish political life 

and of the political views of Said Nursi. 
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V. - History 

The books classified in this category are originally listed in 

six different sections and in all they number nineteen. Six of them 

the 
published inpection 'History of Islam' are mostlyabout the life story 

of the Prophet Muhammad and of his companions. Ahmet ýahin, in his 

famous book Tarihin, ýeref Levhalari, selects particular incidents in 

the lives of Muhammad's companioas aad portrays them as models of how 

to devote one's life to Islam. The seventeenth edition of this work 

came out in 1981. Also included in the 'History' category are Vehbi 

Vakkaso4juls four books that take the history of modern Turkey as the 

basis for fictional treatment, enlivening the narrative with patriotic 

sentiment. By 1982, six books had been published on late Ottoman history, 

three of them by Cemal Kutay. 

In these books, the authors mention historical events in order 

to arouse the readers' national feelings, not for the sake of nationalism 

but for the sake of religion. The general tendency of the writers of 

these books is to portray Turkish history riqht up to the Republican era 

merely as an aspect of the all-important history of Islam. This 

is, in fact, an attempt to integrate Turkish nationalism into religion. 

vi. Eiterature 

By 1982, the prolific Nurcu author Niyaz. i Birinci who sometimes uses 

98 
Yavuz Bahadiroglu as his pseudonym had written thirty-five books which 

are categorised as novels and stories. There are, in fact, only six 

books in this category not written by him - two being the work of 

9 who gained a reputation Hekimo'lu ismail (pseudonym Of 6mer okgu) 
99 

amongst religious men after he published his first novel Minyeli 7\bdullah 

which was reprinted for the eighteenth time in 1981. It is the moving 

life story of a man seeking to obtain religious guidance who eventually 

becomes a Nurcu in spite of social pressure and legal prosecution. 
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Most of the novels of Yavuz Bahadiro4lu are about historical 

events in the Ottoman Empire or in pre-ottoman Turkish dynasties, and 

quite a number of them had been reprinted more than five times by 1981. 

His recent novels, Sel and Yolbaý; i are set in the War of Independence 

and in the early years of the Republic. Rather than. striving for high 

literary merit, the main aim of these books is to inspire the readers' 

religious feelings and to encourage them to be ready to make sacrifices 

for the sake of religion as their Turkish ancestors did, and to stand 

firm ag-ainst any attempt to impede religion. 

Of the worksof Yavuz Bahadiroýlu mentioned here, fourteen are 9 

considered by the publishers as 'Children's Novels'. The exciting 

imaginary events in these children's novels are tinged with moral and 

religious advice, but he does not mention either Isl, 3, m or the Risale-i 

Nur directly in these. 

Apart from these works, Yeni Asya Yayiaevi published elevea 

illustrated novels for children mostly by Vehip Sinan who is well-known 

as a political cartoonist and drew cartoons in various right-wing news- 

papers, mostly in Nurcu publications, in Turkey. Vehip Sinan tries to 

give children through these illustrated novels moral principles rather 

than straight religion, though their ultimate purpose is to promote the 

religicLE way of life. The Yeni Iksya publishing house had brought out 

six books of essays in 1982. One of the writers in this category is 

Mf1mine G5neý; who, as a woman writer, addresses mostly women in her essays 

and urges'them to practise Islam in their own lives as well as teaching 

it to their children. She also encourages her readers to study and 

dissemin, ate the Risale-i Nur. 

only three of the 'Literature' books are classified as 'Numourl. 

They are by three different authors and all satirise the political 
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practices or administration of the parties in the goVernment which 

Nurcus have always opposed, namely the RPP and the NSP. 

vii. Children's books 

This-category includes the booklets for children which are originally 

classified by the publishing house as 'Children's. Books' (thirty booklets); 

'Cheap Children's. Books Series' (twenty booklets), '"l am learning about 

the Prophet" Series' (seventeen booklets) and "'Can Kardes" Library' 

(six booklets). Kiyaz-i Birinci wrote f ifty-on, e of t1jem., and Sajib Surug 

is the author of the '''I am learning about the prophet" Feries', 

All of these childrea's books are very thia arid cheap, Apart from, 

the '"I am learning about the Prophet" series', they mostly consist of 

simple children's stories aimed at teaching children good-behaviour. 

Salih Surug makes stories for children out of the Prophet Muhammad's 

life story and tries to introduce them to Islamic culture. 

The children's books came out as a reaction against secular state 

education in the primary schools. Nurcus are more aware than any other 

religious group in Turkey of the lack of religious teachings in the 

Turkish education system. The purpose of these publications was to 

fill this gap but they never reached non-Nurcus, most probably because 

were their quality was low; their authors not recognised experts on their 4 

subjects, and their presentation was unattractive to ordinary children. 

vIll-Books in Foreign Languages 

The Nurcu publications in foreign languages are mainly in Arabic 

and English, only two in an Indian language and one in German. They 

contain mostly the parts of the Risale-i Nur or the biography of Said 

Nursi himself. The ones whiQh were available during the summer of 1981 

will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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a. Arabic books: Said Nursi originally wrote some of his works in 

Arabic. Most of these Arabic books have been translated into Turkish 

and now they are available in both languages inside Turkey, and only 

the Arabic versions in Arab countries. There are; i) Al-Mathnawi 

al-'Arabi al-Nuriyy, e, printed in Turkey in 'Nur Katbaasi' (Nur printing 

house) in 1958 with 365 pages in hard covers, 
100 

Its Turkish translation 

is called Mesnevi-i Nuriye. ii) Isharat al-I'caj fi Kazan al-Iyjaz., 

printed in the'Nur Mataasa! in ý959, with 134 pages between hard covers. 

This is Said Nursi's incomplete attempt at a systematic commentary on 

the Koran. Its Turkish version, is called t.: ýarat'uj i'caz-.. iii) Du al-figar 

is translated from Turkish into Arabic by Abaulkarim al-M4rdini, It 

is composed of two different works which are called in its Turkish version 

Mu'cizat-i Kurlaniye and Mu'cizat-i Ahmediye, the former is a part of 

Sdzler aad the latter is of Mektubat, both of which are the main books 

of the Risale-i Nur collection. Du al-fiqar is published in Beirut by 

'Talaba-i Rasail an-Nurl (The Students of the Risale-i Nur), a name 

Nurcus use as the publisher whenever they do not want to use their own 

name. This book came out in 1974 in paperback and has 413 pages. 

iv) Al-Saiqal al-Islami is the Arabic translation of four different 

books of Said Nursi, three df which were written originally in Turkish, 

mostly on social subjects. These four books are called in Turksih 

Muhakemat, MUnazarat, Hutbe-i Samiye and Hutuvat-i Sitte, all of whose 

as Turkish versions were also published previouslykseparate books. No 

name appears on the book as translator or as publisher, and it is again 

printed in the'Matbaa-yi Nur' in 19.58. The books is a p6cket-size 

paperback and has 269 pages. v) Pý 56-page compilatiorx of three 

treatises: Hutbe. ýi ýamiye, Uhuvvet Risalesi (a section in one of the 

Said Nursi's books, Mektubat) and hlas Risalesi (a section of another 
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of Said Nursils books callCM LemIalar). There is no date and no place 

of publication given in the book, though Muharmnad Said Ramadam al-Buti 

is credited with the translation into Arabic. vi) The last of the 

available Arabic books published by Nurcus is mainly about Said Nursi's 

life. Its title is MUallifu Rcýscail an-Nur wa Muassis-u Jama-at an-Nur 

Bedi I uzzaman Sa, i(ý arj-Nursi-Naz-jý, at-un A=at. un, c4li Rcay4tilli w4 Asarihi 

(The author of the Risale-i Nur and the establisher of the Community of 

Light - Nurculuk - Bediuzzaman Said Nursi: A General View of his life 

and works). There is no date or place of publicatioa shown in the book, 

there are instead the addresses of the Mihr4b Wer-ýags GmbH and the 

Risale-i Nur Institute of America to where the readers may send their 

orders. The book is obtainable in paperback andia hard covert and 

has 248 pages, 219 of which are allotted to the life story of Said Nursi 

and the rest to the Arabic translation of ihlas Risalesi as an example 

of his works. The author of the book is Kustafa Zaki al-'Ashur about 

whom no information was given. 

b. English books: Before the Risale-i Nur Institute of America was 

established, Nurcus in the United States published two books in 1974, 

one of them about Said Nursils life and the other a translation of part 

of the Risale-i Nur. The other English books were published and printed 

by the Institute in the United States from 1975 onwards, a total of nine 

books in English being publi'shed up to 1982, all of them pocket-size 

paperbacks. i) The first book Nurcus published in English (in Maryland, 

USA) was an introduction to Said Nursi for the English-speaking world. 

It is called The Author of Risala-i Noor: Badee-uz-Zaman Said Noorsi of 

Turkey and has 78 pages. The author of the book is shown as 'Talaba- 

an. -Noor' (A Student of the Light) and there are two addresses given, 

one in West Germany and the other in the United States. Although it 
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is not explicitly stated, these addresses are doubtless given for 

correspondence with the publisher or for receiving orders from readers. 
101 

ii) Nationalism in the View of Islam is a twenty-page booklet, a trans- 

lation of part of Mektubat. It is the first translation of Said Nursi's 

work into English and is published by 'Talabat-an-Nur' (A Student of the 

Light) in El Cerrito, USA. The translator's name is not given. 
102 

iii) Fruits from the Tree of Light: Pin Anthology of Writings is the 

first of the series of translations of the Risale-i Nur printed and 

published by the Risale-i Nur Institute of America. Its original Turkish 

version is called 'Meyve Risalesi' which is a selection from Said mirsi's 

writings and is widely used. by Nurcus as an introductory book to the 

Risale-i Nur for new recruits to Nurculuk. The book is translated by 

Hamid Algar, reprinted in 1983 and has 118 pages. iv) The second in 

the series of English translations is Nature: Cause or Effect? It is 

translated by Omit ýim§ek and reprinted in 1983. The original version 

of this is called 'Tabiat Risalesi', which is a section of Said Nursi's 

book called Lem'alar. At the end, a small section from another book of 

Said Nursils Mektubat is added, bringing the total number of pages to 71. 

v) Belief or Unbelief: The Results of a Choice is the third in the 

series, translated by Omit ýimýek and reprinted in 1983. The original 

Turkish version is called 'Yirmifigfincil S6z' which is composed of the 

twenty-third section of Said Nursi's longest book, S6zler, and of some 

other articles from the Risale-i Nur related to the subject. The book 

103 
has 71 pages. vi) The fourth book in the series is Two Essentials for 

Believers: Sincerity and Brotherhood. The original version is ihlas ve 

Uhuvvet Risaleleri which consists of the twentieth section of Lem'alar 

(jhl, as Risalesi) and the twenty-second section of Mektubat (Uhuvvet Risalesi) 

and of some small related articles selected from different parts of the 
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Risale-i Nur. The book is translated by Hamid Algar, reprinted in 1983 

and has 67 pages. vii) The Miracles of Muhammad: The Testimony of 

History is a translation b!? Omit ýimýek from the original Turkish 

Mu'cizat-i Ahmediye Risalesi, which. is the nineteenth section of 

Mektubat, plus some other related articles at the end of the book which 

runs to 224 pages. It is fifth in the series and was published in 1978. 

viii) The Supreme Sigri: Observations of a Traveller Questioaing Creation 

Concerning His Maker is the treatise Said Nursi himself regarded as the 
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most important of his works. The original version of this book is 

Ayet'dl Kfibra which is a section in one of Said Nursi's books ýuala , 

and some related articles from the Risale-i Nur are included at the end. 

The Supreme Sign, which has 187 pages, is translated by Hamid Algar and 

was published in 1979. ix) The seventh in the series of translations of 

the Risale-i Nur is Resurrection and the Hereafter: A Decisive Proof of 

their Reality which came out in 1980 and has 174 pages. Its Turkish 

original version is called Ha: 5ir Risalesi or Onuncu S6z which is the tenth 

section of S6zler. Resurrection and the Hereafter is translated by 

Hamid Algar and is the last publication of the Risale-i Nur Institute 

of America up to 1983. 

As is understood from the announcement made in the second printing 

of some of the Institute's publications, the Institute is continuing to 

translate the Risale-i Nur into English section by section. 

c. German and Indian books: The Risale-i Nur Institute of America has 

published only one book in German. It is called Gott, Mensch und das 

105 
Jenseits (God, Man and the Hereafter). Its contents are similar to 

Belief or Unbelief. The Institute announced that it would publish 

another book in German entitled FrUchte Des Lichtbaumes (Fruits of the 

Tree of Light) but it has not come Out yet. 
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Two books have so far been publiý; hed in an Indian language - 

Gujarati. one is about Said Nursi's life entitled Biography of 
106 

Badiuzzaman Said Nursi, and the other is the translation of the 

Nationalism in the View of Islam. Although NUrcus claim that some pa-rts 

of the Risale-i Nur have been translated into Urdu and other Indian 
107 

languages, the two above mentioned books are the only ones in any 

Indian language that were avail. able in Turkey during 1981 whea the 

research was carried out. 

Miscellaneous 

Apart from the periodicals and books aýready mentioned, Yeni Iksy-a 

Yayinevi published some leaflets, small pamphlets, inscriptions for use 

as wall decorations, and postcards. 

The leaflets are usually to announce forthcoming books. The pamphlets 

may contain one or two previously published articles written about an 

important current topic (e. g. in 1978, the situatioa in Iran), that 

the people in the publishing house think worth collecting and offering 

for general distribution through the Yayinevi . In addition to these 

sorts of pamphlets, when Nurcus in Istanbul feel that it is necessary 

to guide the Nurcus of Anatolia with regard to some contemporary issues 

that might lead to differences of opinion among Nurcus, then they ptblish 

their own ideas and interpretations in the light of the Risale-i Nur 

in the form of newsletters which they distribute by post or by hand to 

other Nurcus. 

Among the pamphlets, those written inEnglish are noteworthy. 

They are the results of Nurcu endeavours to publicise Nurculuk at the 

international level. When, the Seventh Islamic Conference of Foreign 

Ministers was organised in Istanbul in 1976, Nurcus prepared a fifteen- 
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page pamphlet introducing Said Nursi and the Nurcu movement in Turkey 

to the delegates and distributed it in the conference. The pamphlet was 
108 

written by Safa MUrsel and published by the Yeni Pýsya Yayinevi under 

the title of Bediuzz-aman Said Nursi: Islamic Union and Turkey, Another 

example of these pamphlets is the paper originally presented to the 

M. S. A. (Muslim Student Association of the United States and Canada. ) 

convention held in 1977. The pamphlet was prepared by S. Kurter and 

0. Birge. It is a small (9 x 19cm) thirty-seven page pamphlet, named 

The Model of Bediuzzaman Said Nursi. It briefly presents Said Nursi's 

biography and summarises his ideas on the Islamic renaissance. 

Nurcus presented a paper to the conference on 'The Prophet and 

His Message' organised by the Islamic Council of Europe in London in 

1980. This paper was prepared by the 'Yeni Asya Research Centre' and 

published by the 'Risale-i Nur Institute of America' in pamphlet form. 

It is called Fifteenth Century of the Prophetic Message: A Brief Review 

of the Responsibilities of Contemporary Muslims and has 27 pages 

(11 x 16cm) . 

Sharafath Ali wrote an article about Said Nursi in a magazine called 

Tarjumanul guran, published in Pakistan in January 1963. In the same 

year Nurcus published this article in Ankara in a twenty-seven page 

(12 x 16cm) pamphlet called Bref(sic) Biography of Badee-uz-Zaman 

Said Noorsi of Turkey. 

A pamphlet called Social Change in Muslim Societies was prepared 

by the 'Yeni Asya Research Centre' and published by the Risale-i Nur 

Institute of America. in 1980, There is no explanation in it indicating on 

which occasioa it was prepared. The pamphl6t tries to prove that 

according to the rules of Islam, social change in D4uslim societies must 

be evolutionary, not revolutionary. To support this idea, it brings 
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evidence from the teachings of Said Nursi and shows 'the fruits of 

Bediuzzaman Said Nursi's service' in Turkey as proof of the correctness 

of this thesis. The pamphlet has 28 pages (11 x 16cm). 

In 19.80, the Risale-i Nur Institute of America., published another 

twenty-eight page (11 x 15cm) pamphlet entitled Bediuzzaman Said Nursi 

on Contemporary Topics. There is again no mention of the occasion on 

which this pamphlet was published, nor is there any information about 

who prepared or wrote it. This is an introductory study, of Said Nursi 

and the Risale-i Nur. The pamphlet beqins with a brief presentation of 

Said Nursils life and of the general principles he used in the Risale-i 

Nur and then it summarises Said Nu2ýsi's ideas about the following topics: 

belief, sciences, civilization, epochs in human history, classes, 

principles regulating social life, government, political systems, 

democracy, nationalism, freedom, human rights and equality. 

It is a Nurcu practice to decorate their houses and dershanes with 

framed or unframed inscriptions of extracts from the Risale-i Nur 

against a background picture of natural scenery or old mosques of 

Istanbul. The pictures of the mosques statted being used recently. 

These inscriptions are supplied again by the Yeni Asya Yayinevi. 

The exchange of postcards between Muslims to send greetings on 

the occasion of bayrams (religious festivals) twice a year, is a 

tradition among Nurcus as well. But Nurcus prefer to make this an 

opportunity to quote something from the Risale-i Nur to one another. 

So the Yayinevi has prepared postcards with aphorisms from the Risale-i 

Nur of special significance to Nurcus printed on them. 

The Yeni Asya Yaywevi distributes all publications of the S6zler 

Yayinevi which publishes only the Risale-i Nur. These are sixteen 

different kinds of bound books (some of them printed in two different 
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qualities of paper) and twenty-seven pocket-size paperbacks which are 

mostly the individual chapters of the Risale-i Nur printed in hard 

covers. 
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CHAPTER V 

NURCU MEETINGS 

Meetings are an essential part of Nurculuk; without them one 

would not be able to speak of Nurcus or Nurcu activities. Their 

meetings vary in frequency, some of them take place daily or weekly, 

others quarterly or yearly. Some meetings last two or three hours, 

some continue for three days. Some of the meetings are held in 

ordinary rooms, others in large conference halls. Some meetings are 

exclusively for Nurcus, some are open to the public. The one thing all 

these meetings have in common is that the Risale-i Nur is the only 

source to be read or used as an unquestionable reference by the 

adherents of Nurculuk. This is what makes these meetings Nurcu 

meetings. Usually everyone present is either a Nurcu or a Nurcu 

sympathiser. The proportion of sympathisers varies from one type of 

meeting to another. 

Apart from conferences, most Nurcu meetings have a clandestine 

air. This is because they are not publicised and the authorities are 

not informed - and may indeed raid the meetings. Nurcu reluctance to 

. 
Ts stems from their objection inform the authorities about their meetirt 

to registering themselves officially as an organisation, since such 

registration would imply that Nurculuk is a 'society' (cemiyet) or an 

organisation (te$kil&t), whereas they insist that they are not, They 

claim they are simply good Muslims doing what Islam demands. They 

maintain that all Islamic activity should be free from the divisiveness 

associated with particular groups. In this respect they differ from 

usual islamic orders that would like to be seen as distinctive religious 

organisations. Nurcus also differ from those Islamic groups like 

Jemaat-i Islami and Ikhwan-i Muslimin that have sought official recogý 

1 
nition in certain countries. Even if Nurcus had no fundcqment4l 
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objection to registering as a society, they would still be reluctant 

to apply for state recognition in Turkey since this would lead to 

state interference in their activities and would put them at the 

mercy of local government officials who might be irreligious or openly 

hostile. Thus, they see no reason to register and, not being a 'society', 

they do not notify the authorities of their meetings. 

When Nurcus hold conferences, the public nature of these gatherings 

obliges them to inform the police, but then they are careful not to 

refer in any way to Nurculuk but to use the name of a registered 

institution such as a vakif (which could actually be run by Nurcus). 

The ordinary meetings usually considered by Nurcus as occasions 

to practise what Said Nursi has formalised with the motto of mUritane 

irtibat (intensive communication) that should take place between the 

Nurcu brothers. Meetings of various types are the most common means 

of spreading Nurculukr studying the Rjsaleýi Nur and introducing it to 

new or potential converts. One of my informants, Hayati, claimed 

meetings fulfilled the latter function by arousing the enthusiasm of 

everyone present, and this proved a far more effective means of propa- 

gating the Nurcu message than simply handing out literature or discussing 

the subject with single individuals or just a. few people. 

Leading Nurcus occasionally use meetings - either speci(al or 

ordinary - to control and direct the movement. These directions are 

usually introduced under the guise of normal Nurcu studies rather than 

meetings, 
expressed openly as instructions. Even specially arranged for this 

purpose are described as being for 'a study of the environment in which 

hizmet takes place'. (This is not the only means, however, by which 

the leadership exercises firm control. ) 
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Available information reveals nine different types of Nurcu 

meetings. These will be discussed in the following order: 1) ders; 

2) local consultative meetings; 3) regional consultative meetings; 

4) general consultative meetings; 5) arbitration committee meetings; 

6) seminars; 7) conferences; 8) study circles; and 9) mevlit. 

1. DERS 

Said Nursi began writing the collection of the Risale-i Nur 

(Risale-i Nur nlliyati) in 1926. He was then in exile and placed under 

policesupervision in Barla. People from this small nahiye and nearby 

hamlets gathered around him and those among them who could write the 

Ottoman language helped him by making multiple copies by hand of the 

works he had previously dictated. 
2 

In the course of time, the demand for 

these works increased amongst the neighbouring villages and townsmen 

so that some of these people dedicated their lives to the duty of copying 

Said Nursils writings. 
3 

Places such as a room in a house or in habitable 

stables were assigned for this purpose. These places are the very core 

of 'dershanes' where Nurcus originally used to gather and copy Said 

Nursi's works and study them together. Though most of the copying by 

hand ceased around the beginning of 1950, the Nurcus continued to gather 

to read and study the Risale-i Nur together. These gatherings are now 

called ders (literally 'lesson'; but 'study circle' would be a more apt 

description) . 

The ders is at the very heart of Nurculuk. It is the commonest 

and most important of Nurcu meetings and considered the most effective 

means of spreading the message. The numbers attending and the frequency 
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of these meetings vary from time to time and place to place. The 

ders is usually, though not always, held in a dershane. Since the 

dershane occupies an important place in Nurculuk, it is necessary to 

describe it in some detail. 

T), n-r<zhA-ne:, 

During the early period of Nurculuk, the followers of Said Nursi 

set aside, out of sight of the vigorously secularist authorities, 

some places where they could meet and copy out his w6rks. In the 

period 1926-1950 the adherents of Said Nursi produced hundreds of 

thousands of copies of the Risale-i Nur by hand in these places. 
4 

Said Nursi called these people Istudents of the Risale-i Nurv, for to 

him they were not only copying the scriptures, but studying them too. 

Though in the Nurcus' eyes these places were 'schools', no one expected 

Said Nursi and his followers to call them okul because this word, as 

a Turkicised form of the French word 1116colel, was used to refer to 

the schools of the reformed secular education system that was designed 

to play a major role in the modernisation process, This was in the 

5 
Nurcus' view a clear indication of unacceptable Westernisation. 

Although Said Nursi himself had reservations about medreses as an 

alternative to okuls, he was keen to see them reformed, not dissolved. 
6 

Ever since 1907 he had been striving to establish a 'reformed medrese' 

ýn an Eastern Pýnatolian city, 
7 

Moreover, people Jýke the early followers 

of Said Nursi, who probably learned to write by copying out the scriptures, 

would have been reluctant even to utter such a word as okul, so at first 

they termed their meeting places Imedresel. 

The first half of the twentieth century was over before the Nurcus 

were able to start printing the Risale-i Nur wh-ých, by this time, was 

complete. The first of them was printed in 1951 in the nev Turkish 
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alphabet in Istanbul. 
9 

Thus, dershanes were no longer places to copy 

out the Risale-i Nur and so these places became centres for general 

Nurcu activities. They were mainly used as meeting and reading places 

during the 1950s. 
10 

it was in this period that Nurcus called reEkding 

the Risale-i Nur together ders yapmak (to have a lesson), They then 

began to call the medreses where they had their derses dershane 

(class-room) as well. 

Towards the end of the 1960's when the Nurcus could find adherents 

among the students, particularly university students, 
11 

they preferred 

dershane to medrese which by then had lost its appeal to the Turkish 

intellectuals. (The medreses, of Ottoman days had been closed by the 

Republican parliament in 1924. ) 

After the 1970s, dershanes. started fulfilling another function: as 

student hostels, particularly in the university cities. This was 

partly because of the scarcity of accommodation facilities for students 

which were provided by the state, and also because the Nurcus desired 

this. They wanted to prevent students who were attracted by the Nurcu 

Movement from being contra-minated by the licentious -:: ktmosphere in the 

university accommodation centres. The demand became so great that more 

centres were opened to serve both as hostels and dershanes, A particu- 

lar attraction of this arrangement is that students who live in dershanes 

can be constantly inculcated with the Nurcu message.. 

In the present time, especially in the big cities of Turkey, all 

the dershanes are used not only to hold derses but also to accommodate 

students. In small plAces where there is no school higher than lower 

secondary level (Orta Okul), no more than a single dershane was 

established. This shows clearly that Nurcus attach the greatest 

ýmportance to using dershanes as student hostels so that young and 
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able people can be trained to carry the Nurcu message and thus serve 

the future of Nurculuk. 

Dershanes have been established all over Turkey, primarily in 

the cities and proportionately fewer in less populated areas. Very 

few have been established in the villages. Tn Europe, in 1981, there 

were said to be 28 dershanes, mainly in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
12 

Most of these dershanes in the West European countries also serve as an 

accommodation facility for the single Turkish immigrant workers. 

In big cities having more than ten dershanes, the dershanes are 

usually held, either owned or rented, by a legally approved charitable 

foundation called a vakif. Where there is no such vakif, dershanes 

are usually in the co-ownership of more than one Nurcu. They are 

furnished by the local Nurcus and made ready to be sublet, normally 

to students. 

The costs of buying, renting and furnishing dershAnes are met by 

the local Nurcus. Most of the dershanes which Are let or sublet to 

students are more or less self-financing. Once a dersh4ne is bought 

or rented, most of the committed Nurcus of the district share the cost 

of furnishing it. The dersh4ne thus becomes available to let to 

students who are accepted as tenants by the local Nurcus. In big cities 

like Istanbul, Ankara and Erzurum, the business of buyxng, renting, 

furnishing and subletting dershanes is done by one or two Nurcus 

designated by the vakif of that city. 

Decoration of der8hanes 

Although there is no strict rule in Nurculuk how-to decorate 

dershanes, a fairly standard way of furnishing and decorating them has 

been followed. The type of decoration has undergone changes along 

with, the function of dejý. shAnes. The cýuality of the furniture also has 
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generally improved as numbers of the adherents have grown. There 

are some dershanes especially well furnished for particular purposes. 

Nevertheless, dershanes have A common feature which gives them an 

appearance different from any other ordinary student hostel or 

accommodation centre. What is unique for the dershanes,, as well as 

for the houses of those who consider themselves Nurcus is that there 

are at least one or two framed inscriptions of extracts from the 

Risale-i Nur hanging on the walls somewhere inside the house. These 

passages are decorated with pictures of flowers or natural scenery. 

Some are printed and distributed among Nurcus and they are available 

in the shops where Nurcu publications are sold. Some of them are 

inscribed by hand and painted. 

There is no special type of house or flat used for dershanes, but 

they are usually ordinary flats in apartment houses. In big cities 

Nurcus may have detached and multý-storey buildings.. Tn these buildings 

too, they arrange every flat as a single dershane. Although Nurcus 

prefer to get a flat rather than a detached house to make into a 

dershane, in very small towns and villagesf where it is not possible 

to get a flat in an apartment house, they are obliged to buy or rent 

detached houses, though they dislike being made conspicuous; in a large 

apartment block the comings and goings of Nurcus are not so obvious. 

Internal decoration of dershanes 

Since the beginning of the movement, internal decoration of dershanes 

has undergone changes as mentioned earlier. Until the late 1960s, they 

had no lounge suite or even chairs in the dershanes. Electrical house- 

hold appliances were introdiaced into the dershanes when they began to 

be used as student hostels. The early dershanes. had only an old carpet 

or rug on the floor of the lounge, and facilities to make and serve tea. 
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Such primitive dershanes can now only be seen in small and undeveloped 

towns. 

Decoration of a typicalpresent-day dershane 

On the door bell Nurcus usually write the name of one of the 

residents, preferably one with a title such as 'assistant in the 

university of ... ', 'doctor', 'engineer', 'teacher', etc. Inside, about 

two paces from the door, there is a narrow strip of wood laid on the 

floor marking the division between the bare floor at the entrance and 

the kilim-covered or carpeted area on which visitors are supposed not 

to step with their shoes on. Either on the right or on the left side 

of the entrance, usually just behind the door, there is a shelf which 

is capable of holding fifty to a hundred shoes. A little further 

to 
along there are coat racks which can hold around twentyý-thirty overcoats. 

In a dershane, apart from the living room, there are usually three 

or more bedrooms. The living room is used by residents for namaz, 

which they perform together (, cemaat) and by residents and non-residents 

for the ders gatherings, which are held mostly in the evenings. On 

Saturday afternoons, special ders are held there for those students 

who cannot attend at other times. Nurcus like the living room to be 

as big as possible so that it can accommodate the maximum number of 

people. For the same reason, there is little furniture - perhaps a 

couple of armchairs and a couch put along the walls just to make the 

room look reasonably normal. The floor in the room is completely 

covered with carpet. On the walls there may be one or two framed 

inscriptions with a verse from the Koran or a hadith written in 

Arabic characters and a number of others in various sizes with passages 

from the Risale-i Nurýwritten in the new Turkish alphabet. The latest 

fashion in the dershanesis to put lip as wallpaper big posters of 
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natural scenery without any words written on them. This fashion, 

which first started in the big cities, is now spreading to other cities 

and towns. 

Another common feature is the bookshelves in one corner of the 

living room. These book shelves are mainly used for the collection 

of the Risale-i Nur, a copy of the Koran and a religious fiqh (canon 

law) book which is very widely used in Turkey,, BýIyCik islam ilmihali 

(cathechism) by Omer Nasuhi Bilmen. In some student dershanes, the 

residents may put a few of their professional books among the Risale-i 

Nur to give visitors the impression that they do not read only the 

Risale-i Nur. It is noteworthy that there are hardly any religious 

publications apart from Nurcus' own on these shelves. This is simply 

because the Nurcus do not want to divert the attention of the residents 

or visitors from the Risale-i Nur as a all-sufficient source for 

religious studies. 

Since the people who come to attend the ders sit on the floor, in 

some dershanes the lower part of the living room wall is covered by 

wood, against which people can lean. 

rahle (small low reading desk) is the last item of furniture in 

the living room of a dershane. If not many people are attending the 

ders, the person reading the Risale-i Nur prefers to. do, so at the rahle, 

kneeling and sitting back on his heels; if the room is crowded, however, 

he would read sitting on one of the arm-chairs. 

The other rooms are used usually only by students as their private 

study"bedrooms. Those who come to the dershane just for the ders do 

not enter these rooms. There is a single bed in each room - if it is 

a very large room, there may be two single beds - and a desk with a 

chair, and a small book shelf. There are again framed inscriptions 
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hung on the walls of the room, but usually smaller than the ones in 

the living room. In addition, there may be small post-cards with the 

pictures of the town where the resident comes from. There are no 

television sets yet in dershanes and no radios for use in the public 

room; very few residents have battery radios for use in their own 

rooms. 

There are no pictures of human beings or animals in dershanes, 

not even photographs of the residents or of Said Nursi, though photo- 

graphs of Said Nursi are printed in his biography which is approved by 

himself. 
13 

The students who live in the same dershane share the kitchen and 

other facilities of the dershane. Each of them cooks in turn for all 

of them and they have their breakfast and dinner together from just 

one large plate in the middle. They eat on a table cloth which is laid 

on the floor. They share all the expenses of the dershane such as 

heating, lighting and kitchen expenditures. (Usually they pay equal 

shares, but particularly impoverished students may be subsidised or 

exempted from rent, but not from the cost of food. ) 

Dershanes for special purposes 

In major cities where Nurcus have ten or more dershanes, they set 

one aside for special purposes such as meetings with important non-Nurcus 

like politicians, big businessmen, high ranking officials, university 

lecturers, etc. whamthey want to impress. They also accommodate 

important visiting Nurcus or nonýNurcus from whom favours have been 

received or may be expected. These places can hardly be called dershanes 

although they are described to the visitors as 'dershanes'. Usually 

no one lives there permanently, they are not used very often, and they 
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are not known to every rank and file Nurcu. Moreover, public derses 

are not held in these places. 

To suit their special purpose, these places are very well furnished 

with high quality suites and have radios and sometimes even television. 

There is nothing special in these houses that would remind the visitor 

that it is a Nurcu place. They have one or two framed inscriptions 

which are very widely used in every traditional Muslim house such as 

b6smeleý: and kelime-i tevhid in Arabic script, and sometimes perhaps a 

couple more in the new Turkish alphabet. 

R. ural and small town dershanes 

These dershanes are not usually lived in and so the furniture is 

used only to meet the need of Iders'. The largest room is furnished 

simply with carpet or kilim, and on the wall the framed inscriptions 

peculiar to the dershanes. Generally there are cushions around or at 

least one cushion in a corner of the room with a rahle (low reading 

desk) just in front of it. The remaining rooms (these dershanes have 

at the most three rooms) are made ready for visitors who may appear 

at any time (any Nurcu from elsewhere is always welcome to stay). 

There may not be a bedstead provided, but at least there will be a 

number of mattresses and quilts piled up in a corner of the room. 

Although Nurcus of the local area invite the visitors to their houses 

for meals or bring the food to the dershane, in the kitchen there are 

enough pots and pans for the guests to cater for themselves. 

isemindershanes' 

'Semi-dershanes' are to be found mostly in the big cities. They 

were established by Nurcus for the benefit of students who are Nurcus 

but nevertheless unwilling to accept the restrictions upon their life- 

style that are imposed upon those living in 'proper' dershanes. The 
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first of these restrictions is the virtual ban on residents smoking in 

the dershane, this is followed by not listening to radios, not 

watching television, not going out to the cinema or for any other 

entertainment. Although those who live in 'semi-dershanes' enjoy 

joining in and contributing to the movement, they prefer, at the same 

time, to have more freedom than those who live in 'proper' dershanes. 

They go out any time of the day or night, they join any group in the 

university and enjoy friendship with anyone they like. These students 

are more tolerant, hence they have more opportunity to approach their 

fellows, establish friendship with them and invite them to their house, 

or 'semi-dershanel. Because their houses are not really different from 

any other single students' houses, they are able to have a normal 

atmosphere to convey the message to their friends without causing any 

prejudice. They may arouse their friends' interest in Nurculuk by just 

speaking in favour of Nurculuk and advocating it. By this initiative 

these friends most probably will be ready to be taken to a ders in the 

course of time. That is why Nurcus do not want to lose this source of 

'recruiting agents', in spite of their non-conformist behaviour. Nurcus 

do not see any harm in being in touch with these students. Indeed, they 

help them to rent houses and even to furnish them. 

Moreover, by keeping these students somewhat away from the dershanes, 

while at the same time being on good terms with them, Nurcus believe 

that they are preserving those who live in dershanes from being contam- 

inated by any sort of unregulated conduct. Since the Nurcus cannot 

discourage the genuine interest these people show in the Risale-i Nur 

and in the movement, the solution they have adopted is to exempt them 

from the general rules of dershanes by keeping them separate. To a 

very keen Nurcu such places could, at best, be regarded as 'semi-dershanes'. 
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The residents in them are likely to smoke and have a television set. 

They read almost any sort of book and have them on their. bookshelves 

beside the Risale-i Nur. They may go to the cinema or theatre, attend 

or give parties for friends. Whereas if a student who lives in a 

'proper' dershane insists on doing such things, his behaviour would 

be considered irresponsible by Nurcus, and could lead to his dismissal 

from the dershane. 

The decoration in these 'semi-dershanes' differs considerably from 

that in proper ones. They are comparatively lavishly furnished but have 

no more than two framed Risale-i Nur inscriptions on the walls and a 

larger number of decorative pictures. Radios and televisions may be 

seen anywhere in the house. The book shelves are much larger than the 

ones in an ordinary dershane and are full of all types of books. Some 

games such as chess sets are also likely to be found there. The most 

striking differenceis in the people who live in these 'semi-dershanes'. 

They are more fashionably dressed than other Nurcus, they use modern 

Turkish quite freely (whereas Nurcus generally prefer Ottoman words to 

modern Turkish words where they think that their audience will understand 

them), and they do not spend as much time as most Nurcus in reading the 

Risale-i Nur among themselves and attending the derses. For the most 

part they are children of rich, well-educated, city dwellers. 

They themselves do not represent Nurculuk but provide a very 

useful bridge for Nurcus to gain access to uncommitted students. 

ýWorkshop dershanes' 

Especially in the small towns and in the outer districts of cities, 

some of the Nurcus who run traditional small businesses such as one-man 

manufacturing enterprises or wholesale shops, set aside a small room or 

a corner of their office for Nurcu activities. They use these as 
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places where Nurcus can meet each other and also as somewhere to 

introduce a potential recruit to localNurcus in apparently normal 

surroundings that are not entirely devoted to Nurculuk. They hope 

such places will not give an impression of clandestine activity that 

might deter potential recruits. 

Almost every Nurcu who runs his own business willingly devotes a 

part of his premises to the movement. It is also true that every Nurcu 

in small traditional towns who goes to the town centre at any time of 

the day feels obliged to visit his brothers there in these 'workshop 

dershanes'. When the owner is not busy with his work, they read from 

the Risale-i Nur together if all of them are Nurcus, if not, it means 

that there is a new potential Nurcu among them, and in this case they 

discuss general matters but at the end they somehow bring the subject 

round to Nurculuk or to Said Nursi. 

These'workshop dershanescontain as many small chairs as possible 

and a very small desk or table. On the walls the main decoration 

comprises framed inscriptions of various sizes. Booklets containing 

extracts from the Risale-i Nur are always ready to hand in these places. 

Special bookshops, which are called among the Nurcus Btiro (office) and 

which sell the Risale-i Nur and the Nurcu publications, are also used 

by almost every Nurcu as 'workshop dershanes' to introduce new persons 

to Nurculuk. They first take these potential recruits to these book- 

shops and then encourage them to buy one or more of the collection of 

the Risale-i Nur or of any other Nurcu publications which are considered 

preparatory books to the Risale-i Nur. 

These places also serve as local information centres where Nurcus 

can discover where and when der-q--s are to be held and movements of visitors, 

etc. 
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Conduct-Expected of Dershane, Residents 

There is no set list of rulesof conduct applicable to residents 

of all dershanes. The rules vary according to the type of dershane and 

which part of Turkey it is in. They have also been changing in line 

with the developing functions of dershanes since 1926. Therefore, in 

this section, only generally accepted current rules will be mentioned. 

First of all, the residents are required to perform their namaz 

five times a day regularly. When they are in the dershane they are 

expected to perform namaz toqether with the other residents, i. e. with 

cemaat. There is no special way of performing namaz itself in a dershane 

but the wearing of a long robe and turban during the namaz and immediately 

after it the namaz tesbihati (a formalised prayer which the Nurcus have 

adopted in a unique form for their own use) are strongly recommended. 

When the residents perform their namaz in a dershane with no non-Nurcus 

present, they say their namaz to8bihati together and the imam will 

definitely wear the robe and turban, and others will probably do so. 

Nurcus try to read a piece from the Risale-i Nur - no matter how 

short it is - after every namaz as recommended, and personally practised 

by Said Nursi himself. This is called by the Nurcus namaz dersi. In 

these namaz dersleri, usually one of them reads from the Risale-i Nur 

and the others listen to him. The widest custom among Nurcus, concern- 

ing the namaz dorsi, is that they almost certainly read a part of the 

Risale-i Nur after morning namaz, For the other namazes it is optional, 

though advised. As far as the residents of a dershane are concerned, 

this custom is regarded as an essential part of dershane life. In other 

words, these readings make the most important difference between Nurcu 

dershanes and any other student hostel run by religious people. In 

Nurcu dershanes, after completing morning namaz and namaz tosbýhati, the 
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residents sit together and take up a book of the Risale-i Nur that they 

are studying and each person present will read aloud a couple of para- 

graphs from it and pass it on to the next person to do the same. The 

following morning they resume the reading from the point reached the 

previous day. This morning namaz dersi is considered so important that 

if it were not practised regularly in any dershane, the senior Nurcus 

would close down that dershane. 

A new resident may be shown forebearance for the first week or so 

in the matter of attending the namaz dersi. If he still does not attend 

after this, one of the seniors in the dershane will invite him to join 

at least the morning namaz, dersi as a listener. 

A-art from namaz dorsleri, the residents of dershanes are requested 

to attend the normal derses which may be arranged daily or more than 

once a week - depending on the area. The most important of them is 

the one which is held on Saturday evenings. Student residents are 

usually excused when they do not attend the derses held on week-days, 

but they must not ignore Saturday evening derses or joint derses. If 

they repeatedly fail to attend these derses without acceptable reason, 

they are quite likely to receive a warning which may, ýf disregarded, 

end in their dismissal from the dershane. For this reason, in big cities 

Nurcus accommodate those such as medical students who have to study 

particularly hard and continuously, in separate dershanes. By doing so 

they do not allow other students to see a fbad example' in terms of 

participation in Nurcu activities. 

Since dershanes are not only student hostelsf Nurcusvery much hope 

that the resýdents will study the RýLsAle-i Nur to learn the mess-age and 

pass it on to others. Nurcus constAntly stress the impo,, rtance of indivi- 

dual reading of the Ris, qle-, j Nur. The ones who read and study the 
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Risale-i Nur by themselves are all the time praised and honoured by 

being asked to read out a passage from the Risale-i Nur during derses. 

But provided a resident does join the morning namaz dersi and does 

his best to listen to the Risale-i Nur whenever it is read in the 

dershane on any occasion and also tries not to miss the Saturday 

evening derses, the Nurcus do not mind too much if he does not study 

the Risale-i Nur by himself. 

Nurcus expect the residents to learn about Islam and to increase 

their religious knowledge only through the Risale-i Nur. They are not 

very happy if one of them reads or shows interest in any other religious 

book. Nor will they tolerate those who read books which Nurcus do not 

consider serious, like novels or books with indecent pictures. Similarly, 

newspapers and magazines of this kind are also banned from the dershanes. 

Of course students may have any sort of professional books of their own 

in the dershane and, indeed, are strongly advised to study them. 

In addition, a resident of a dershane is not allowed to bring any 

girlfriend or any friend who is too free and easy to a dershane. In 

fact, the residents are expected not to have any relationship with such 

people at all. 

Residents are forbidden tQ smoke inside a depshane, Outside, they 

are strongly discouraged but not completely banned from smoking and 

Nurcus will make Allowances for 4 resident whQ smokes outside the dershane 

if he is trying to give up the habit. 

Nurcus do not like the residents of der, sh4nes to go out at nýghts 

do 
(except for hiZmet any thing that has toýý, wýth Nurcu activitýes), They 

try to deter students from going to any sort of entertainment - including 

cinemas, theatres-, coffee shops -and so on. Residents may have a small 

ra -ut playýng it loudly or , sing it in the common 
. kdio inside their rooms b 
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room is unacceptable. 

allowed in dershanes. 

to 
up / the present, televisions have not been 

All residents in dershanes are expected to help in the housework. 

Though it is not considered an offence not to participate in looking 

after the house-dershane, cooking, washing up, etc., if one of the 

residents does not pull his weight in this direction, he is likely to 

receive some mild admonishments*from time to time. 

Control of dershanes and supervision of residents 

Dershane residents are subject to close, but informal supervision. 

In the big cities, where the dershanes are bought or rented by Nurcu 

vakif foundations, the foundation appoints people to undertake all the 

administration-of the dershane and to supervise its residents. These 

appointees are themselves called Ivakifl by the Nurcus (this literally 

means, in this special way of using it, 'devoted', since these people 

have devoted their lives to the Nurcus cause). These people known as 

vakifs do not have any job other than being a vakif, committing their 

lives to organise the Nurcu activities in the region. The Vakif Founda- 

tion employs them, though it does not pay them wages. There is no legal 

contract between the partners, nor is there any sort of employer-employee 

relationship between the vakif foundation and vakifs. If a Nurcu wishes 

to devote his life to Nurculuk, then the committed Nurcus of the region 

who actually run the Vakif foundation may appoint him to be a vakif. 

Most of these vakif Nurcus live in dershanes and do not have any income, 

so they are exempted from payýng rent and may be given a small amount of 

pocket money. 

The vakifs are the persons responsible ýor the dershanes. Besides 

the business of buying and renting dershanes, they furnýsh and maintain 

the dershanes at the Vakif's. expense. Each of them lives- ýn one of the 
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dershanes permanently and watches to see that the residents observe 

proper conduct in the dershanes, not just in the dershane in which 

they live but in all the dershanes in the region. Unless there is a 

vakif or at least a reliable 'senior Nurcul who will live in and look 

after a dershane, Nurcus do not open a new one. This reliable senior 

Nurcu both watches the residents' conduct and tries to convey the 

message to them. They may warn those who commit minor violations of 

expected dershane conduct; in more serious cases, or when previous 

warnings are disregarded, one or two of the vakifs may intervene to 

add weight to the senior Nurculs admonitions, but this takes place only 

when the situation is serious. Refusal to heed the warnings of the 

vakif may end with dismissal of the person in question from the 

dershane. 7ýpparently this does not occur very often; usually those who 

do not feel like staying in the dershane any more leave of their own 

accord before there is a serious confrontation between themselves and 

the senior Nurcu. However, the vakIfs frequently remind the residents 

that they can leave the dershane any time they want and that there is 

no obligation at all for them to live in a dershane. 

From time to time vakifs visit dershanes of the area and observe 

both the relationship between residents and the senior Nurcu, and the 

residentsý outlook on Nurculuk and the progress- they have made in 

assimilating the message. The most effective part of the control 

mechanism takes place in the 'local consultation meetingý - which will 

be discussed in the next section -, where the issues of the local hizmet 

are discussed. In this meeting the vakifs, committed Nurcus- and the 

'seniors' decide inter alia who will live in which dershane, and, in 

cases of discord among the residents of a dershane, who will be tr4nsý 

ferred to where, or if a resident has seriously flouted the standards 
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of dershane conduct, whether he will be asked to leave the dershane 

or not. 

In small districts where there are not many dershanes and the 

Nurcus are not in need of founding a Vakif, the local committed Nurcus 

control the dershanes. There may be one or two vakifs there too, but 

they are not appointed or assigned by the other Nurcus. They simply 

devote their lives to hizmet as vakifs and usually do no other work. 

They are most probably self-financed with a small income from various 

sources such as inherited property and the like. When there is such 

a self-appointed vakif in an area, he takes care of the dershane 

business and watches over the residents. When there is no such person 

then the committed Nurcus of the area entrust some of themselves with 

this duty. Mostly these people do not live in dershanes but keep in 

very close touch with both dershanes and the residents. Usually, they 

informally select one of the residents as 'senior'. 

Almost the same process of control works. in these small districts 

as in big cities. Because the committed Nurcus supervise both the 

'seniors' and the other residents of the dershanes, important decisions 

again are taken in the 'local consultation meetings!. 

How a ders is conducted 

Though there is no stereotyped formal way of holding a ders, there 

are certain features common to all of them, Derses are normally held 

in the evenings sometime after dinner and well beforemidnight, unless 

they are organised for a partýcular purpose, e. g., for young-uppper-middle 

school students who cannot leave the house in the late evenings and 

refore meet on $aturday AýteKnoQns. the- 

There is no printed invitation or any kind of public announcement 

for any sort of ders. There are ý as mentioned - student derses,, memur 
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(civil servant) derses, esnaf (tradesmen) or halk (common people) derses, 

joint derses, and derses organised on special occasions, e. g. on the 

visit of an aýabey. A verbal invitation may be circulated among Nurcus 

though not in a formal way but rather to remind and encourage one 

another to attend the ders. When a Nurcu feels that, after a long 

preparation it is time to introduce a friend of his to Nurculuk, then 

he invites this new potential recruit to a ders; of course this 

invitation will not be for a Iders' but for a 'gathering' between good 

Muslims to discuss the matters about their religion, Islam. 

Normally the date and place of derses are arranged beforehand. 

All Nurcus of a district know where and on which days of the week the 

derses are held in their district. Derses are normally held in dershanes. 

The only exception to this is that in every part of Turkey, Nurcus 

prefer to hold one or two of their weekly derses in the Nurcus! own 

houses in turn. 
14 

When derses are not held in dershanes, the place is 

changed every week; in this case they announce the place for the next 

ders at the end of every ders they hold in a house. To make these 

arrangements better understood, an example of the widest practice may 

be given here. If there are five derses held in a town during a week, 

the first of them will be on Monday evening in an ordinary dershane, 

not in the central one. The second ders is held in turn in one of the 

Nurcus' houses on Wednesday. The third is held in another dershane on 

Thursday evening; if there is not another ordinary dershane, most 

probably it is held in a Nurculs house again, The fourth is organised 

for the young students on Saturday afternoons in the central dershane; 

if there is another dershane which is more convenient for students to 

attend they prefer this one. The last ders of the week is the one which 

is, called 'Saturday Evening DersI. This is-the ders wýth the highest 
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attendance and is usually organised for students and other people 

separately, but in small towns where not many people attend the ders, 

they mix students and others together. The Saturday Evening Ders is 

held in the central dershane; if it is held separately, the non-students' 

ders is held in another dershane. 

The starting time for a ders varies according to the season; it 

is usually between eight and nine o'clock in the evening and the ders 

lasts until half past ten or at the latest eleven o'clock. In fact 

there is no definite time or rigid programme for a ders. There is no 

chairman or single person in charge. When it is thought that the 

majority of the expected people have arrived, this is mostly around the 

usual time, one of the senior or committed Nurcus (not necessarily the 

same person all the time) starts the ders by reading a passage from 

the Risale-i Nur. This first passage is usually one that is easy to 

understand and follow, because during the reading some more people may 

come. The reader normally positions himself in a corner of the room 

and the listeners sit on the floor, the firstýcomers usually with their 

backs against the wall, and later arrivals sitting in semi-circles in 

the middle of the room facing the reader. 

This first recading lasts no more than fifteen minutes. After a 

very short break, the main study begins. This is a reading with explan- 

tions, commentaries and possibly questions, and answers. It is usually 

conducted by the most senior, respected one there who is accepted as 

having the most profound understanding of the Risale-i Nur among those 

present. He tries to explain and co=ent on the passage he had selected 

from the Risale-i Nur. When he feels that an explanz? ktion ýs necessary 

he gives it, but in these expl4n4tions he is guýded by the following 

principles: 1) not h, 4ving recourse to other religious books; 2) wherever 
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possible basing his explanation on explanations given elsewhere in 

the Risale-i Nur and citing these references; 3) where no relevant 

explanation can be found within the Risale-i Nur, giving an explanation 

based upon the general concepts of the Risale-i Nur; 4) avoiding giving 

any reference which would contradict or cause doubts about the validity 

of the Risale-i Nur. These principles are observed in an attempt to 

show that the Risale-i Nur is self-sufficient as a source for religious 

knowledge. In addition, secular scientific explanations which can be 

used as evidence to confirm what is claimed in the Risale-i Nur are 

very largely used by the reader during the ders. This is deliberately 

and explicitly done in order to give the audience an impression that 

Nurculuk is not like traditional religious orders which have restricted 

themselves solely to the spiritual perfection of human beings without 

paying any attention to the realities of today's world, and try to prove 

the clca:, im made by Said Nursi throughout his writings that science does 

not contradict Islam but confirms it. 

At the end of this second section of the ders, the reader may ask 

the audience whether they have any questions to ask. This is especially 

done when there is a new person present to encourage him to participate 

in the discussion and make him feel that the derses are not just to 

instruct those attending in Said Nursils teachings but also to provide 

an opportunity for free discussions. 

Although ýt does not occur frequently, one of those present may 

interrupt the reader and request him to re-read a sentence or paragraph 

o; c to explain the piece he is reading 1ý he thinks that an explanation 

should be given immed-tatelyr before the reading is completed, Other 

persons may also internipt to offer 4ppropriate comments or explanations, 

but such explanations must be brief and done by sor4eone who is really 
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expert at explaining the Risale-i Nur by the Risale-i Nur, otherwise 

they are not approved. 

This study takes about an hour and then a long break follows. 

Usually at the beginning of this break saucers for tea glasses are 

distributed. Then one of the residents of the dershane or the host 

enters the hall holding a large tray full of small tea glasses for 

everyone present. During this tea break almost everyone chats with 

the persons next to him. Thus small circles are set up. Special 

attention is given to the new recruits during this break. Those who 

have broughtthe new recruits try to introduce them to as many people 

as possible, preferably to those who are in the same faculty or studying 

the same subject if they are students, if they are not, then to those 

who have similar professions or interests. This break, which lasts 

around half an hour, plays the most effective role in assimilating the 

new participants. 

Before a third reading begins, one of the Nurcus may ask everyone 

to introduce himself to the assembly. Each person in turn then, 

remaining sitting on the floor, states aloud his full name, profession, 

(or, if a student, his faculty) and home town. The Nurcu calling for 

these introductions will probably choose a member who is not sitting 

near any newcomer to start the process. In this way those unfamiliar 

with these proceedings have plenty of opportunity to learn what is 

expected of them before it is their turn. Such introductions usually 

take place at ý3aturday evening derses and at any joint ders when there 

are several new faces present. Thiaintroduction procedure serves a 

number of purposes. It a, llows the Nurcus to know who is present. It 

impresses newcomers wath the high calibre of people who attend, 

(Sometimes if a distinguished person such as a university lecturer 
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does not mention his profession or state it clearly, a keen Nurcu may 

reveal his pride in having such a member by calling out loudly, 'I'm 

sorry, I did not hear what your profession was. ) It shows that there 

is no air of secrecy and that those who attend do not seek to hide their 

identities. It proves that contrary to claims that are frequently made, 

Nurculuk is not confined to a restricted class or region; it attracts 

Turks, Kurds and Arabs from many different parts and walks of life. 

When the introductions are over, one of the senior Nurcus selects 

what he considers an appropriate passage from the Risale-i Nur and then 

asks a young Nurcu to read it aloud. The selected piece may be from 

Said Nursils defence speeches in court, or one of the articles in praise 

of Said Nursi written by his admirers, or it may be from Said Nursi's 

letters to his disciples. All of these are included in the collection 

the 
of Risale-i Nur as L&hikal(3, r ( Supplements. ) . These pieces, which are 

tho-ught to be suitable for the closing section in the late evening, are 

easy to understand and the language used in them is quite close to 

modern Turkish. The reading of the passage is given to -4 young Nurcu 

in order to train him or to encourage his interest in Nurcu activities. 

I\t the end of the ders, one of the seniors asks the person who is 

considered best able to do so, to recite a passage from the Koran. This 

custom is slowly becoming confined to the derses which are held on 

week-days and which new potential recruits are unlikely to attend. If 

a ders is not to be closed with recitation from the Koran, then the last 

....... ... 

reader asks the people present to recite the Sure, -i, fatiha. silently by 

themselves by saying lillahilfatihah at the end of his reading. This 

indicates that the ders has, been completed and anyone who wishes-may 

le4ve. 
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Nurcus have been trying to add to the number of their own book 

shops by opening new ones in the smaller districts since the authorities 

ceased to prevent the public sale of the Risale-i Nur. Where the 

Risale-i Nur is still not obtainable for the people who would like to 

purchase it openly, one of the local Nurcus displays the books after 

the ders is completed. The Nurcus take great care to keep the place 

where they store the books of the Risale-i Nur secret so as to avoid 

police raids and wide-scale confiscation. They choose the most trust- 

worthy Nurcu to deal with the selling of the Risale-i N-Qr and he does 

this job voluntarily. Displaying books for sale after the ders is now 

in decline and practised only in villages and small towns. 

CONSULTATIVE MEETINGS 

Consultation is considered a very important aspect of Nurculuk. 

In practice it takes different forms at different levels and in different 

places. The levels concerned are local, regional and general, and each 

of these is discussed below, The application of the principle of consul- 

tation is constantly evolving. The situation here described is that 

which pertained in mid-1981 and is based on the information available to 

me at that time. Although I was allowed to join in ders, I could not 

take part in or personally observe consultation meetings. 

A_ Local consultative-moetings 

Said Nursi left local affairs of the movement to the local committed 

Nurcus and he constantly advised them to establish solidarity among 

themselves and consult one another in the issues of local higmet. In 

the beginning of the moVement it was easy for the Nurcus to consult 

closely with one another. Since the early 1950s, the moyement has 

expanded greatly, mQstly in urban centres, and by the late 1960s,, the 
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large numbers involved made close communication and consultation almost 

impossible in the most populous provinces. Thus, the committed Nurcus 

felt that it was incumbent upon them to take upon themselves the 

decisions and business relating to local hizmet. 

Accordingly, Nurcus formed local committees to conductthese affairs. 

By choosing dedicated senior Nurcus for these committees, they were able 

to exclude from the management of their affairs three classes; first, new 

recruits who were expected just to listen to what their seniors told 

them, second, those Nurcus who for any reason did not wish to take a 

particularly active role in Nurcu activities, and third, and most impor- 

tant, members of other religious or political groups who might try to 

divert or exploit Nurcu activities for their own ends. Nurcus were 

particularly anxious not to be exploited by politicians, who had religious 

appeal. 

When the numbers of committed Nurcus in a particular area has grown 

large, it becomes necessary to select a representative body to organise 

the group's activities. This selection process differs from town to 

town and is changing to take account of criteria other than seniority 

in the movement which had previously been the only factor. In other 

words, an election system is replacing the old seniority system. The 

first example of this highly interesting development occurred in Ankara 

in 1979. The process was described to me by Hayri in 1981, by which 

time he was himself the elected chairman of the local consultative 

committee. Eighty to ninety of the ehl-i hizmet (committed Nurcus) 

gather in a dershane for the election. Everybody present has the right 

to nominate and to be nominated for the Committee, When nominations 

are complete, the election is conducted by secret ballot. This elected 

committee consists of eleven membegs, A number of reserves are also 
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elected. In 1981, of the eleven members, four were vakifs and the 

remainder were in various forms of employment outside. Reserve members 

are elected to replace the civil servant members if they are appointed 

outside Ankara, which is quite likely to happen. Hayri said in favour 

of the election system: 'to obey the majority decision is the easiest 

way to settle disputes', and expressed his regret that the Nurcus of 

other cities had not yet adopted the election system to form their 

conunittees. 

The frequencYr place, duration and form of the local consultative 

meetings vary from city to city according to the course of hizmet. In 

these meetings the members discuss and decide every matter which directly 

or indirectly concerns the hizmet in the area. 27ýs reading a passage 

from the Risale-i Nur at every opportunity is a Nurcu practice, in these 

meetings too, a member first of all reads out a few pages of the Risale-i 

Nur and the others listen to him. Then after this reading the agenda 

for the meeting is agreed and discussion of the various items begins. 

Consultation is held to be the essential feature of these meetings. 

Consultation is interpreted as harmonious discussion. The only source 

of authority in these discussions is the Risale-i Nur collection. 
15 

In case of disagreement, everyone is expected to adduce support for his 

view from the Risale-i Nur, failure to do this is proof of the invalidity 

of his argument. No other authority is admissible. 

The local consultative committee is not the primary policy making 

body. In their meetings, the members usually discuss how they can put 

into practice the decisions taken in the 'general consultative meetings', 

and in the 'arbitration committee meetings' in their own areas, though 

they do make decisions relating to their own locality. When there is 

a serious difference of opinion between the members of 4 local consultative 
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committee and if the subject of dispute goes beyond local affairs, 

and concerns Nurcu policy in general, then they bring the subject to 

a higher committee to be discussed and decided. 

One of the Nurcus of Konya, explaining what was expected from 

local consultative committee meetings, stated that the place, time and 

agenda of the meetings are. decided by the members themselves. They 

discuss how the Nurcu message can best be conveyed to the people of 

their area, taking into consideration special local conditions. He 

added that this is just an advisory committee whose powers do not extend 

beyond informing the local Nurcus about the committee's agreed views. 

Nurcus of Erzurum and Konya have their local committee meetings 

once a month whereas those of Ankara have theirs every fortnight, and 

these meetings last approximately two hours. Although there is no 

fixed agenda for all meetings, a typical example may be worth mentioning 

here. According to Hayri, Ankara local consultative committee meets 

under a chairman who is elected to this post for about a year, and the 

agenda usually includes the following subjects: 1) how the political 

decisions taken by the general consultative and the arbitration committees 

can be put into practice in accordance with the changing parochial 

conditions; 2) arrangements related to any educational activity. This 

is always the largest section in the agenda (these activities are: 

seminars, conferences, special study circles and the preparation of 

articles to be published in the Nurcu newspaper and magazines); 

3) organising the gatherings where hizmet duties will be allocatedi 

4) the business of buying, renting and furnishing the dershanes, 

5) placing of students in suitable dershames and reviewing their conduct, 

especially in the dersh4nes, and in the case of objectionable behaviour 

decjdj, ng what measures should be taken. 
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It is generally accepted by every committee that all the decisions 

are valid until rescinded by the same committee or overturned by a 

higher committee. 

Regional, Consultative Meetings 

Nurcus have recently extended their local consultative meetings to 

the regional level to review local hizmets within the regional context. 

A region consists of a number of cities grouped around one of major 

importance to the Nurcus. For example, isparta, Konya, Antalya, Burdur, 

Afyon and Denizli make the Itsparta Region'. 
16,1 ýhe 

cities within each 

region are thought to have similar social, economic and political 

features so that the Nurcus of that region may benefit from each other's 

mode of hizmet as well as strengthening their morale by meeting other 

Nurcus from other cities and by hearing of the activities there. 

Every local committee chooses iis own representatives to attend the 

regional meetings; they are chosen before each meeting - there are no 

permanent representatives. The meetings usually take place once a 

month and last several hours and they are normally held in dershanes. 

They mostly gather in the largest city which is usually located in the 

centre of the region. When representatives return to their respective 

cities, they give their local committee an account of what they have 

discussed in the regional meeting. 

Regional consultative meetings are set up in order to keep 

communication alive between the neighbouring cities and exchange views 

and experiences with each other. There seems to be no set programme 

for the meetings. Dursun, who frequently attended the Tsparta Regional 

meeting, giýve informaýtion about wh4t they do in these meetings, First 

of all, they study the p4., rts of the Risc 
, ýleýi Nur which one of the parti- 

cipants person4lly or any of the Nurcus in his cýty h4,9 found difficult 

to understand. Or the reverse may apply, he or any of hýs Nur, cu brothers 
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in the city may call attention to an interesting message in the Risale-i 

Nur which they think might have been overlooked by the others. When 

there is no special demand for a subject to be studied, they study some 

pieces from the Risale-i Nur which are generally quite difficult for 

any reader to understand, not just because of the language but also 

because of the content. Then follows a free discussion which usually 

revolves around the current political issues. Dursun describes these 

discussions as studies and deliberations about how the Nurcus should 

act in order to preserve democracy, which political organisation should 

be supported, to what extent co-operation with this or, ganisation should 

be extended and what sort of measures should be taken against any 

possible domination by a communist regime in Turkey. Lastly, they tell 

the assembly how the hizmet is getting on in their cities and give 

special emphasis to successful examples of conveying the message, partic- 

ularly to the new potential recruits and new converts' statements said 

in praise of the Risale-i Nur. When they disperse to their respective 

cities, they pass on to the Nurcus of their city the stories they have 

hea, rd about the new converts. 

Nurcus do not make any decisions in the regional gatherings. 

Therefore, it is very unlikely that there will be a dispute or disagree- 

ment between the participants. Even so, since all of them are committed 

Nurcus, the Risaleýi Nur will be the final authority. 

C. General Consultative MeetingS 

General Consultc-ktive Meetings - known among the Nurcus as, umum! 

me: ýveret or UMUMi *qra - are attended by ninety to one hundred and ten 

representatives of the local centres (that is, usually cities and the 

towns with large populations) all over Turkey, These representatives 

fo, rm the highest decisioa making council in Nurculak, Although it has 

no permanent or even fixed period elected executive committee empowered 
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to implement its decisions, this council is the body which establishes 

sub-committees and appoints people to them. Most of the longest-serving 

and most devoted Nurcus, known as a§abeys and respected by all the Nurcu 

rank and file, are present at these meetings. In addition to them, 

every local centre sends its allocated number of representatives to the 

meetings. A general consultative meeting which was held in May 1980 

left the selection of local representatives to the local community. 

According to this, the local consultative committee has the power to 

limit the number of people who represent them in the general consultative 

meeting, but it is up to all of the Nurcus of the area to decide whether 

they will nominate representatives from whom the committee may make 

appointments or whether they will let the committee make the nominations 

18 
as well as the appointments. It is not necessary, however, to be a 

member of the local committee to be selected for the general consultative 

meeting. 

Under normal conditions, these general consultative meetings are 

held twice a year in Istanbul and they last two or three days. In 1980 

the time for these meetings was fixed as April and October every year. 
19 

Every meeting begins with the election of the ad hoc chairman and 

committee to organise and chair the various sessions throughout the 

gathering. 

The Nurcus of Istanbul appear to have assumed responsibility for 

the secretarial duties before and after the gathering, Working with 

these to summon the gathering is a committee of Istanbul aýabeys, who are 

elected at the previous meeting. (The Nurcus from Eastern and especially 

South-Eastern Anatolia were unwýlling to give the Tstanbul aýabeys full 

executive powers and they limited their power to summoning meetýngs-) 
20 

Since there is no executive committee empowered to prepare the agenda 
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in advance, the agenda is drawn up by the representatives in the 

meeting under the direction of the ad hoc committee. 

Any subject considered important may be proposed by any of the 

representatives present for inclusion in the agenda. The December 1978 

general consultative council which was, as usualf held in Istanbul, 

published a two-page leaflet at the end of the meeting. 
21 

It is worth 

studying this document, which was produced for internal circulation 

among Nurcus only, in some detail in order to gain a comprehensive idea 

of the content of a typical agenda. Paragraph 1 begins: 'In the dis- 

cussions, our attitude towards anarchic incidents, and racialist, 

separatist and sectarian (mezhep, ) movements was reviewed and, it was 

considered, as stated below, that past experience confirmed that the 

principles clearly set forth in the Risale-i Nur constituted the most 

positive approach and the need was stated to observe these principles 

with the maximum sensitivity in future too. ' After this, all the 

subjects discussed during the meeting are briefly summarised and 

usually the decisions are stated. Among them the following are noteworthy: 

- The main duty of a Nurcu and purpose of his life is to read, to 

understand and to disseminate the Risale-i Nur in order to r, evive Islam, 

and to strive to progress in the infinite ranks of the secrets, of 

marifotullah (recognition of God) and muhabbotullah (love of God), that 

are explained to perfection in these works. Since this is a matter 

closely bound up with reading the Risale-i Nur as much, 4s possible, 

ead, ýng and discussing Nur lessons with 'excessive communication with rJ 

each other' at every opportunity, trying to understand, and striving 

to disseminate the Risale-i Nur form the basis of our hiz. met and the 

aim of all our endeavours. 

- It is, well known that thos. e who create anarchy in Turkey want 

to drag our country into 4 civil war and are striving to involve in 
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anarchic incidents the Nurcus, who are the guardians of order. Whereas 

the students of light (the Nurcus) are charged with the duty of preser- 

ving the Community of Muhammed from danger. Our stand in this situation 

is always to help the institutions responsible for the preservation of 

the state and public order and to try to ensure peace and security by 

friendly gatherings and Nurcu derses. 

- Under all circumstances, Nurcus are reminded to abide by the 

command of the Risale-i Nur: mSsbet harakot et! (act pos-itively! ) and 

are cautioned not to react to external events in a negative manner. 

Other paragraphs explain what the NurcusT attitude towards racists 

and Alevis should be, and give guideýlines how to deal with new potential 

recruits and people with the capacity to render outstanding service. 

Decisions on establishing new sub-committees to deal with camps, courses, 

private schools, founding Vakif Foundations in the provinces where 

Nurculuk is developing rapidly, collecting contributions from the 

districts for the printing machine fund, reallocating cities into new 

regions and reviewing the ownership of dershane buildings and other 

properties are also recorded in thia leaflet. The most interesting 

paragraph deals with differences of opinion between the a4abeys, IIt 

has been observed that it is. very harmful to the enthusýasm of the loyal 

followers when disagreements between the aýrabeys become public'. It 

continues with advice for the a-gabeys: I... therefore, differences, of, 

opinion between aý-qabeys should not reach the level that would hurt each 

other and should not be mentioned before the [Nur. cul brothersT, 

The Nurcus published a 16-page report immediately after the May 

1980 general consultative meeting. Most of it was allotted to the 

opening speech of Mehmed Kirkinci (one of the Nurcus' most r, evered 

hodjas). This long speech was included in the report in res-ponse to 
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the general demand of the participants in the meeting. It is about 

the importance of consultation, the advantages of respecting one 

another's opinions, the necessity of complying with the resolutions 

of the consultation and calls for the Nurcu brothers to establish 

strong mutual solidarity. The rest of this report contains a revision 

of the Nurcus' political stand and the confirmation of their support 

of the JP and these subjects occupy considerably more space than they 

did in previous reports. While the UP was accused of dragging the 

country into communism, the JP was mentioned as very tolerant and 

careful not to exploit the youth. The report recommends Nurcus to 

work together with the JP because that party has-the potential to 

spread the ideas and positive activities. of the Istudents- of light' 

(the Nurcus). 

Although encouraging their followers to take part in political 

activities, the Nurcus, in the same report, instruct them: 1) not to 

cease to attend the derses; 2) to read the Risale-i Nur individually 

even more than anyone else; 3) not to neglect continuing to consult 

aýabeys. All of these instructions indicate the Nurcusl fear, born of 9 

experience, that involvement in political activities will lessen 

dedication to Nurculuk. 

Furthermore, in this same report (produced at a time of growing 

unrest and anarchy in Turkey) the Nurcus state that, despite their 

previous decisions, they can no longer remain aloof from involvement in 

the political situation. They therefore decided to co-operate with the 

students who hEkd not yet affiliated with any ideological groups and had 

not been involved in anarchic incidents. To this end they were advised 

at the end of the meeting to try to gain the support of the majority of 

students in educational establishments so that teaching might, continue 

there and order be restored, 
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The report also records that in this meeting the representatives 

of the local Nurcus decided to set up an arbitration committee, which 

would meet when necessary and it appointed twenty-three members to 

this committee. Another committee was appointed to organise the 

mevlits. 

The need to prevent further disputes among the aýabeys is implicit 

in another resolution that was accepted at this meetingi the aýabeys 

are even mentioned by name and called upon to act in harmony. The 

relevant article reads: 'Following a general discussion on the subject, 

the assembly resolved that Mehmet Kutlular, Meh-met Firinci, Mehmet Emin 

Birinci and Abdulvahit Mutkan shall act in harmony in every matter as 

had previously been the case and, if necessaryr they shall heed the 

opinions of Orhan tnal6z. 1 

Another document circulated by the Nurcus of Istanbul in September 

1982 on the occasion of Kurban Bayrami (the Feast of Sacrifice) and 

distributed only among Nurcus, warns them against some (Nurcu) brothers 

who favoured showing sympathy towards the present military regime of 

Turkey and it tells the Nurcus of Anatolia to abide by the principles 

of the Risale-i Nur alone. One of the concluding paragraphs gives 

the Risale-i Nur sole authority and says: TWhoever confronts you and 

whatever idea he holds, you must of necessity ask him to bring evidence 

from the Risale-i Nur for his idea. There is no criterion for us 

other than our "Ostad" and the Risale-i Nur, and no-one else can be an 

exception to this, rule. 1 22 
Of course this lno-oW includes the 

a; ýabeys as well as the GeneKal Consultative Council, Tomzý4ke this 

point cleqrr the Nurcus of Istanbul who do the secretAi, ýiaý duties of 

the meeting, set out the limits of the General Consultc4tive Councills 

powers before summoning -4 controversial meeting, They did so in order 
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to forestall any move among the representatives from Anatolia to oppose 

the well known policy of the Istanbul Nurcus against the present 

military government. 
23 

The relevant sentence reads: 'The General 

Consultative Council discusses and reaches decisions on every matter 

[related to Nurculuk] only in accordance with the principles of the 

Risale-i Nur; it does not dare to alter the criteria of the Risaleýi 

Nur to suit the desires oý some people [the opposition group .1 
24 

By 

mentioning its name deliberately, they included the Arbitration Committee 

within this limitation, since it seemed to be the source of the above 

mentioned opposition. The document expanded the inviolability of the 

principles of the R, isale-i Nur to the extent that they are not even 

subject to being a matter of discussion. The text illustrates this with 

a sharp line: 'The clearly stated fundamentals of our hizmets, pvVerthele$s, 

are beyond dispute and cannot be changed or altered by even the General 

Consultative Council, not to mention by the Arbitration Committee. The 

councils, at whatever level they are (local, regional, general or 

arbitrator level), are in the role not of rhodifiers of these funclameatals 

but of guardians of them. ' 
25 

So the General Consultative Council, as the highest decision making 

body, has the power only to guard the principles of the Risale-i Nur, not 

to revise or, at the worst, to change them. There is, however, no Rurcu 

institution vested with any sort of power which would give it a right 

to punish transgressors or deter people from interpreting the Risale-i 

Nur arbitrarily. If someone offers any revisionist interpretation, he 

may only meet with a denunciation by the fundamentalist Nurcus. 
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D. Arbitration Committee Meeting 

No one is authorised to act on his own individual initiative on 

behalf of Nurculuk. Every single action related to Nurculuk has to be 

approved by the whole body through the systep of representation and 

consultative committees at different levels depending on the importance 

of the matter. To deal with crises when the Nurcus cannot su=on the 

general consultative council immediately and to keep hizmet affairs 

going, the Nurcus have found it necessary to set up a permanent 

elected committee. This was done at the May 1980 general consultative 

meeting. 
26 

The article which announces the fouadation of the arbitnation 

committee does not refer to its duties, powers or qualifications, Nor 

does it state how long its members have been elected for; it simply says: 

'the formation of a 23-man arbitration committee, whose names are men- 

tioned below; was agreed. This committee will assemble at specific 

times and also as required. ' 
27 

However, in the document published by 

the Nurcus of Istanbul two years later, an attempt was xnade to specify 

the duty and the power of the arbitration committee as well as the time 

when it should meet. Referring to the 1980 report, this 1982 document 

states that the arbitration committee has been entrusted with the 

preparation of the agenda for the general consultative meeting as well 

as being in charge of trying to settle disagreements among the local 

Nurcus. If the arbitration committee fai-b to find a solution for these 

local disagreements, then they wM bring the dispute to the general 

consult, -3, tive meeting. The relevant paragraph reads: 'As is well known, 

the Arbitratiop Committee was established at the genera, j co: Rsultative 

ýneetin. g of 17ý18 May t980: 1) to draw up the ageada for the general 
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consultative meeting on the day before it meets; 2) to try to settle 

local disputes, and when they cannot, to bring them to the general 

128 consultative meeting. 

It is evident th-At the Nurcus still find it impossible to grant 

any independent, fully-fledged committee powers to execute the decisions 

that have been taken by the committees at any level, or to act on behalf 

of the whole Nurcu community. There is evidence however to suggest that 

they are ipoving towards the establishment of such a system. For example, 

there is a growing feeling that local representatives sent to higher 

level meetings should be elected by simple majority, not just appointed 

and that they should be entitled to act and ipake decisions on behalf of 

the group that elected therp. Although progress in this direction is 

slow., the adoption of such democratic procedures by a religious group 

in Turkey is, nevertheless, a significant d, evelopment. Yet another sign 

that this democratisation Process is gaining ground among the Nurcus is 
I 

that those who oppose this process and try to retain the seniority or 

la4abeyhood' systeip are strongly rejected by the fundamentalist Nurcus 

who base their objections on several of Said Nursi's statements in 

the Risale-i Nur. 

The fact that this move towards (ýemocracy within Nurculuk is not 

yet complete has caused, uncertainty about the 3, uthority of the arbitration 

committee. The Nurcus of Ista. nbul seemed to be very determined not to 

accept any permanent body to decide the affairs of Nurculuk and act on, 

its behalf. They hold t1jqt Any governing body must be elected for a 

limited period and be accountable to the general body of members. Those 

who found it is inconceivable to doubt the sanctity of a44beys or to 

hold them to account for their decisions and a, ctioqs in the gener4l 

consultative council are inclined. to accept the superiority and immunity 
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of the arbitration committee. Once the arbitration committee was 

elected in 1980, it tended to take over the general consultative 

council's duty and started taking decisions about the matters concerning 

Nurculuk as a whole. This tendency is welcoiRed by the Nurcus of Eastern 

and South-Eastern Anatolia where democracy is relatively weak and 

submission to the seyhs of religious orders is still prevalent amongst 

the religious population of the area. The Nurcus of Istanbul became 

unhappy about this assuipption, of power by the arbitration committee and 

sought to circumscribe it. (Noticeably, in the text of their above- 

mentioned 13-page document, the Istanbul Nurcus 4iaintain that the 

arbitration committee has no right to make any decisions other than 

settling disputes and in case of failure to settle the local disputes, 

since the final word does not remain in the arbitration committee's hands, 

its duty is to bring the dispute to the general coqsultative meetings. ) 

In this document they openly complain about the excesses of some members 

of the arbitration committee and their attempt to replace the general 

consultative council. 

The text openly criticises, perhaps for the first time in the 

history of Nurculuk, the behaviour of soMe members of the arbitration 

committee who are esteeiped and respected as a4abeys; some people 

have tried to dissemirýate the idea. that the arbitration committee is 

a competent authority to make decisions about every, matter related to 

the Nurcu community 

'As for the a§abeys who take part in the caýrbitration committee 

it is impossible to fi, nd evidepce in, tIle Risale-zi Nur for the high status 

which is sought for the aqabeys '. 
30 

It is noteworthy here that among 

those who published and distributed this document there are several 

agabeys who have also been elected to the arbitration committee. 
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Although the position of the arbitration committee is controversial, 

it has continued to meet. The committee gathers under the chairmanship 

of one of the members who is elected for each session. It is understood 

that the committee assembles when some of its members ask for a meeting; 

there is no fixed place and time for meetings. These meetings are held 

in an atmosphere of brotherhood and there is an agenda to be followed 

which is drawn up at the beginning of each meeting, Any ti4ie during the 

meeting another item may be added. to the agenda if a member proposes it. 

There is no limited time for a meeting; it lasts until the agenda is 

completed. 

Decisions, or more correctly suggestions, are made on the vote of 

the majority of the committee members present in the meeting. These 

decisions or suggestions, like those of other committees, only have the 

status of recommendations and are published as letters under the title 

of lahika mektuplari (supplementary letters) and distributed among the 

Nurcus for information. Decisions considered inadvisable to commit to 

writing (because they may allude to deeds or ideas that are deemed by 

the authorities to be illegal) are spread by word of mouth. 

MEETINGS OPEN TO PUBLIC 

Iqurcus' efforts since the early 1970s to enlarge their circle and 

to make Nurculuk more open to the public led to different types of 

meetings for the public. Through these meetings Nurcus wanted to 

convey their message to those who were reluctant to attend a ders, which 

was liable to be raided by tbe police as -an illegal Nurcu activity, 

These public meetings are; a. ) seminars; b) conferences. 
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A. Seminars 

A seminar may be introduced by a Nurcu with specialist knowledge 

of a subject and the ability to interpret it in accordance with the 

teachings of the Risale-i Nur. The airq of his talk is, of course, 

to demonstrate to the unconvinced the importance of the Risale-i Nur. 

Although seminars are not publicly announced, they are held in various 

sorts of public places, often in an office of a society or of a vakif 

foundation. Sopetimes Nurcu book shops are used for this purpose in 

small districts. Seminars are intended not for the public at large 

but for people already syippathetic towards Nurculuk. The Nurcus of the 

area bring their friends to seminars hoping that their interest will be 

sufficiently stirgulated to make them want to come to derses. 

The topic of a seminar is usually a secular science subject and 

preferably a popular one. Some topics of recent seminars held in more 

than one city which iýiy informants mentioned were: HQcreden insana (from, 

cell to human being) -a study by a university lecturer of the develop- 

ment of a foetus f roip ovule to a child; 'Radio' -a seminar on the 

functions of airwaves; 'Ego' -a psychological study of human personality. 

The Nurcus do not propagate Nurculuk or the Risale-i Nur explicitly 

in any of their meetings when they invite Ron-Nurcu people. (Interestingly 

enough they do not organise any public meetings on religious topics. ) 

,j 
the seminars, qýuite contrary to derses, the Nurcus do not have Durinc 

any copy of the Risalem! ar with them and Ken the speakers quote from 

it they do not mention the author- Said Nursi, and they may not even 

m, entiQiR the Risaleýi Nur itselfl but just allude to the p4rt: ýcular book 

, 
hich the quotation, is taken, For example., a speaker may say 'as f rom W 

explained in -Soz-ler (the narRe of a book by Said Nursi which is fhost 

probably not known to those who are unfa4iiliar with Nurculuk). By this 
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means the speaker hopes to avoid looking like a narrow-minded member 

of a sectarian group. During the seminar every opportunity is taken 

to reconcile the subject with religion and the ideas from the Risale-i 

Nur are used to achieve this. 

Unlike a ders, a seýpinar is held in a rather formal atmosphere and 

the audience sits on chairs and the speaker stands up and, sometimes, 

a black-board or slides are used. At the end of the seminar some 

planted questions are asked to attract the audience's attention. 

When a seminar proves popular, it may be given in more than one 

city, but normally seminars are organised by the local Nurcu community 

for their own town only. In most areas, two or three seminars are held 

each year. After the 12 September 1980 military take-over, as the Nurcus 

abandoned gathering in large numbers, they teýaporarily stopped having 

seminars too. A seminar usually lasts over an hour and the size of the 

audience varies very much in accordance with the size of the Nurcu 

community in the area. 

Conferences 

It was not until the 1970s that Nurcus began to organise conferences 

in big cities. When they organise a conference, they try to attract as 

many people as possible and they prefer to hold it in the biggest conference 

hall in the area. They attempt to convey their message to the public in 

the most general way, i, e. they seek to present the chosen topic in a 

widely acceptable manner by blending it with popular religious and 

nationalist views and by avoiding any reference to the Risale-i Nur and 

Nurculuk. Ordinary religious people are found amongst the audiences of 

such conferences. Compa. red with othe. -. r conferences of this type in Turkey, 

the size of the audience is large. For instance, Hayri, the chairman 

of Ankara ilim Ve'KnItar Vakfi claimed that in'the conference which was 
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organised by this vakif on the subject of Anarý; i. (Anarchy) in the form 

of an Agik Oturum (Symposium) in Ankara Selim Serri Tarcan KapallSpor 

Salonu (the largest covered sports centre in Ankara) in 1979 the size 

of the audience exceeded ten thousand. 
31 

Because Nurculuk is not established as an officially approved 

society, the conferences are organised under the name of 'vakifl 

foundations in order to ipake it possible to obtain the necessary 

permission from the authorities. 

The conferences are usually announced in the media, especially 

through the newsPapers and magazines, and by sticking bills on the walls 

alongside the most used roads. They are addressed by people who either 

have an acadeipic title, such as professor, or are popular and accepted 

at least by the religious Masses as authorities on the topic. The 

people who speak at the conferences are carefully chosen by the Nurcus 

so as not to represent any idea which contradicts that of Nurcus on 

that particular subject (though they may hold differing views on other 

subjects) - they are sympathetic towards Nurculuk in varying degrees. 

A fifteen-page report published by the 'Istanbul ilim ve KaltSr 

Vakfi' in 1982 gives a good general idea of the sort of subjects chosen 

and typical occasions on which conferences are held. Froip January 1981 

to 31 January 1982 this 'Vakif' foundation organised seven conferences 

four of which were held in the form of symposia: 1) 3. tslam Zirvesi 

ve Baza Dti! ýUnceler (Reflections on the Third Islarpic Summit Meeting) 

In this conference, which was organised on the occasion of Turkey's 

joining the Islamic Sumit Meeting at Prirpe Ministerial level for the 

first timer the spea, kerf Professor Servet Armaýan, said, 'Turkey is a 

member of the Europea. n, communityr but this does not hinder us from 

establishing links with Islamic states with whom we have strong 
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historical and spiritual ties, since nearly all the nations of the 

world have to pursue a many-sided policY'. It is also claimed in the 

report that Balent Ulusu; the Prime Minister, and some other ministers 

sent congratulatory telegrams to the conference (Istanbul ilim ve 

Kaltur Vakfi, Bir Yilda Neler Yapti. ? Istanbul, 1982, p. 5); 

2) KCiltfir ve Sanat Du-nyamiz (Turkish Culture and Art); 3) 500- Vef at 

Y! ld6nSmZnde fatih'i Anma (The 500th Anniversary of the Death of Sultan 

Mehmet II, the Conqueror of Istanbul); 4) Fetih Gecesi (The Night of the 

Conquest), on the occasion of the 528th anniversary of the conquest of 

Istanbul; 5) islamda Temel Eqitim Esaslar! (Basic principles of Education 

in Islam); 6) Mehmet Akif Gecesi (Mehmet Akif Night), talks on Mehmet 

Akif (Mehmet Akif Ersoy - 1873-1936 - the poet who wrote the words of 

the Turkish national anthem) by several people on the occasion of the 

45th anniversary of his death; 7) Genglik ve Meseleleri (Youth and 

their Problerps). 
32 

STUDY CIRCLES 

The General Consultative body which gathered on Deceipber 1978 drew 

the attention of Nurcus to the importance of forming small study circles. 

As the report of this meeting noted, 'The advantage of encouraging reading 

and studying the lessons of the Risale-i Nur more frequently, apart from 

the derses, by forming small groups of people who will mix well together 

was stated. ' 
33 

As this paragraph from the report shows, the idea of 

forming study circles is quite new in Nurculuk. It is practised only 

in, the big cities by studeTats, 

It is a prevalent Nurcu belief that the Risale-i Nur gives the 

Islamic interpretation of every scientific subject and eýnbraces enough 
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knowledge to satisfy everyone from every profession. It is this idea 

that motivates Nurcus to form study circles amongst students from the 

same faculty or those who are studying the same subject regardless of 

what it is. Accordingly, these small groups of students study the 

Risale-i Nur together in detail from the point of view of their profession 

or read the books on their profession and criticise them in the light of 

the teachings of the Risale-i Nur. 

Study circles are not yet very common but they have found quite 

strong encouragement from mature, non-student Nurcus (who do not actually 

take part themselves). Some of the young students who live in dershanes 

in big cities have taken up the idea and actually attend study circles. 

One of the reasons for settling students from the same faculty in the 

same dershane and encouraging them to have a common library for their 

professional books in the dershane is to promote the idea of establishing 

a study circle there. In the early 1970s, this type of dershane, based 

on common professional interests, became quite common in Istanbul, 

Ankara and Erzurum, and students in these then started to form groups to 

study their own specialist interests (for which good library facilities 

were provided) together with the Risale-i Nur. Some of these studies 

are at a particularly advanced level. For example in Erzurum, as my 

informant Mahmut told me, the Nurcu students from the religious education 

institutions gather in a dershane every day and study Arabic languag6 

using the prominent tefsir (exegesis of the Koran) and fiqh (Islamic 

canon law) books as text books. This daily study lasts an hour and a 

half, of which twenty minutes is spent on studying kMaIjakemat . one of 

Said Nursi's works whose language is most difficult to understand for 

the new-genera. tion of Turkey. 
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unique study circle is held by the Nurcus of Istanbul once a 

week in a large room of the Nurcus' newspaper publishing house. At 

other times this room is used mostly by the staff to perform their namaz 

together. on Sunday mornings starting at ten o'clock, all of the 

personnel including staff writers of the newspaper and also other Nurcus 

who are interested in the subject, study the Risale-i Nur from the point 

of view of politics for more than two hours. Around two hundred people 

attend (whereas in normal study circles the average attendance is about 

ten people). 

Although study circles are not said to be private, in practice 

there is almost no chance for anyone to discover where and when a study 

circle meeting is to be held if one is not informed by a Nurcu because 

like seminars, study circles are not announced publicly; the Nurcu 

students of an area are encouraged by the senior Nurcus to join at 

least one existing group or to form a new one and invite their fellow 

students to it. 

MEVLITS 

The most public Nurcu activity is the mevlit . (The Turkish word 

Mevlit is from the Arabic 'Mawlud' (literally: birth, nativity), and is 

the name used for the chanting of the Mevlit written by SUleyman gelebi 

in the 15th Century in celebration of the Prophet's birth. ) It has 

lately become a Nurcu practice to organise three mevlits each year: 

1) The Urfa Mevlidi, this is organised to commemorate the anniversary 

of the death of Said Nursi in Urfa where he died in 1960 on the 23rd of 

34 
March which corresponded to the 25th of Ramadan.. Because the date 

appointed for the 'Urfa Mevlidi' is the 25th of Ramadan (based on the 

lunar calendar) the date according to the normal calendar is different 

every year. 2) isparta Mevlidi, Nurcus hold a mevlit meeting usually 
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in the month of June each year in isparta, though the exact date is 

subject to alteration. There are two reasons for this mevlit to be 

held in isparta: firstly, -, the collection of the Risale-i Nur was written 

in and around isparta, and secondly, Said Nursi spent most of his last 

34 years there. In the Nurcus' eyes, isparta is full of Said Nursi's 

memories. 3) The Van Mevlidi is held annually in Van, usually in 

August. Like isparta, Van has special significance for Nurcus, largely 

because Said Nursi spent most of his youth there and it was also the 

city where he first began to teach Islam to his special students by 

opening his own small medrese. 

In addition to their Nurcu associations, these cities offer a good 

geographical spread across Turkey (Van in the Easti Urfa in the South, 

and tsparta in the West) for people who would like to attend a mevlit 

in their own area. 

The exact dates of the mevlits are decided and announced either by 

the general consultative body or by the people it appoints to do so. 

Although the isparta and Van ihevlit-, ', s are normally held sometime in June 

and August respectively, in 1980 the General Consultative Committee 

decided that the isparta Mevlidi would be held in August and the Van 

Mevlidi on the 22nd of June for that year, i. e. 1980 only. 
35 

Thus it 

appears that the Urfa Mevlidi is the only one with a fixed date and the 

others may be changed. Before 1980 these Mevlits were organised personally 

by certain leading Nurcus. In 1980 a seven-man committee was appointed 

to organise the mevlits. They co-opt another person from the city where 

the mevlit is to be held. 
36 

Mevlits are publicly apnQunced through advertisements in the 

neW. spapers inviting everybody, In these advertisements the name of Said 

Nursi is openly mentioned but no reference is made to Nurculuk or to any 
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official Nurcu organising committee or vakif; the invitation is in 

the name of a local highly respected person, who is actually a Nurcu. 

It is a long-established custoip in Turkey for next of kin to 

organise mevlits in mosques on occasions such as on the fortieth day 

after the death of a person or on the anniversary of a death o: F when 

a child is circumcised. Nurcus too organise mevlits in the mosques but 

not for the same reason. They saw that mevlits provided an opportunity 

to have a public meeting that did not lay either the organisers or those 

attending open to prosecution for involverpent in an illegal asseipbly. 

Holding a large meeting in a mosque and labelling it a mevlit was a 

convenient way round the law. That is why the Nurcus do not organise 

mevlits under the name of an institution, otherwise these would be 

meetings. Another advantage of organising mevlit. s is that Nurcus can 

use the name of Said Nursi publicly without fear of prosecution. 

Nurcus from all over Turkey, but mostly froýn the neighbouring cities, 

start coming to the town on the day before the mevlit is held and they are 

hosted by the local Nurcus in their own houses or in the local dershanes. 

The igevlit usually starts just after the noon namaz and is held in the 

largest and most central mosque in the town. It is attended by local 

Nurcus and syippathisers as well as the visiting Nurcus. 

Traditionally at a normal mevlit in Turkey, one or more hafizs 

(one who knows the Koran by heart) read a chapter froiýl the Mevlit in 

turn and between every chapter one of the hafizs recites a passage from 

the Koran; at the end a long prayer is said as well. Nurcus add to this 

traditional type of mevlit some readings froip the Risale-i Nur scattered 

between the chapters of the Mevlit and the prayer said at the end is 

37 
chosen from, the Nurcus' own prayer book, the jaushan al-kabir. 
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For the Nurcus, of course, one of the main functions of the mevlit. 

is not to read the Mevlit written by Saleyman qelebi, but to read the 

Risale-i Nur openly to the public. For this reason Nurcus of the area 

bring the converts they have made that year to the mevlit hoping that 

it will help them to be assimilated into the Nurcu community in an 

atmosphere in which the Nurcus are acting openly without fear of 

prosecution and also to get to know Nurcus from other cities. They 

hope by this means to dispel any fears the new converts may have about 

participating in Nurcu activities. 

EMOTIONAL IMPACT OF THE NURCU MEETINGS 

A. Feelingg 

The Nurcus I interviewed in the summer of 1981 gave almost identical 

answers to the question: 'What feelings do you have during these meetings? ' 

(See appendix IIfor the questionnaire) Indeed, although one must bear 

in mind the difficulty many people have in describing their own feelings, 

the degree of similarity in their responses was remarkable. 

Mahmut, the lecturer in the Higher Islamic Institute gave 

a characteristic description of the feelings of the Nurcus concerning 

different ý. -tages of the meetings. He first related what he feels when 

he is on his way to a meeting; he thinks that he is going to satisfy the 

spiritual needs of his heart and mind just as in his everyday life he 

satisfies his bodily appetite by eating food. During the meetings he 

feels that with the knowledge he gains he is fortifying his faith againý; t 

ideas which., though contrary to Islam, are prevalent in society. He 

likens his position to that of the companions of the Prophet who circled 

around Him asking questions in order to protect their faith. 
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Mahmut carefully listens to the speaker in the meeting remembering 

his life before he became a Nurcu and comparing what he used to think 

with what is taught there in order to be able to convey these truths 

to those who are really in need of them (as he himself was before he was 

converted). Therefore he tries to understand as much as possible, hoping 

that he will readily convince others and save them from evil ideas. That 

is why he enjoys learning everything taught during the meeting, not only 

for himself but for others as well, because he is prepared to convey this 

knowledge to them. It seems to him as if he is at a sacred meal when he 

is attending a Nurcu meeting. He relishes the genuine feeling of brother- 

hood formed in Nurculuk, with all the people who attend the meetings, 

especially the ders, sitting like brothers shoulder to shoulder as equals. 

At the end of the formal part of the meetings, those present break into 

small groups of two or three 'brothers' and chat among themselves with 

smiling faces. This pleases MahMut very much as does the fact that, 

especially during the winter season, when everybody is going back to 

their houses or dershanes after the meeting is over in the late evenings 

they walk arm in arm and discuss the subject studied in the meeting. 

Nevzat, my second informant in Erzurum, spoke of his pleasure in 

seeing people listening to and trying to understand a matter which he 

himself believes and enjoys discussing. During the meetings, he 

experiences a burning desire that everyone, regardless of whether he 

is a believer or not, should hear these truths. 

When Metin, the lawyer attends a meeting, he sees himself 

as a part of the brotherhood and spiritual solidarity discernible in the 

atmosphere of the meeting. He also feels a sort of palpable joy in the 

meeting stemming from this pure sense of brotherhood. He perceives 

among those who are present in any Nurcu meeting an obvious self-assurance 
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which is the natural consequence of their participation in it without 

any expectation of material reward; Metin also describes his impression 

of meetings of the General Consultative Council that he himself usually 

attends and said that these meetings help him to discern what the 

members of the assembly think about the subjects which are discussed in 

its meetings, and as a result he can better appreciate the needs of the 

cemaat (the Nurcus) and how to meet them. Metin said every Nurcu meeting 

was a powerful factor in maintaining the unity and solidarity of the 

Nurcusi so every Nurcu must realise their importance and continue to 

organise them. 

Hakan, my informant in fsparta j also emphasised the 

important role of meetings in strengthening brotherly love amongst the 

people who gather there. Since they share the same view and faith, it 

is quite natural that spiritual pleasure will be derived from the readings 

of the Risale-i Nur which essentially nourishes the Islamic brotherhood. 

During his presence in a meeting, Alper, the engineer in Ankara 

finds his moral and spiritual senses are developing and his 

faith is being renewed. Being in a meeting of a ce. maat to which he 

belongs makes him feel he is in the ranks of spiritual warriors against 

the nafs' (the unregenerate soul). 's. natural inclinations. 

If the listeners are pleased with the subject discussed in the 

meeting (or with the passage of the Risale-i Nur read in a ders), Tevfik, 

the secondary school teacher, e4joys it. He himself feels a sense of 

well-being just by listening to the discussions and readings in the 

meeting. 

To be present in a meeting makes Dursuni the primary school teacher, 

forget the fatigue of the day and helps him to cast off the weight of 

worldly cares and enjoy spiritual ease. During the meetings he thinks 
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of the death that will inevitably cometo him. He believes that 

everyone, on such occasions, should think of and ponder over what he 

would like to have in his mind at the moment of death. To attain this 

state of mind, one should free one's mind of all worldly considerations 

and feel serene while listening to the reader or speaker in the meeting. 

one of my informants from Konya, Hayati, a tradesman, says he thanks 

God because he understands the realities of Islam completely and thorough- 

ly through the meetings. For instancei because of the seminars he attended, 

he realised that every branch of science can be appropriately explained, 

and he is very pleased with the meetings. As for the derses, they imbue 

the people who attend with enthusiasm and, according to Hayati, that 

gives a person all the incentive he needs to practise Islam. 

Mustafa, the craftsman in Konya, told me that he feels moved by 

the youngsters of today who attend the meetings entirely of their own 

free will and listen in a mature manner with total conviction to the 

Risale-i Nur or to the discussions on religion which take place in the 

course of the meetings. He is very happy with the behaviour of the 

people who come to the meetings, especially the young, who discuss all 

sorts of subjects but mostly religious, listen to each other and return 

to their own homes withouth being subject to the oppressive kind of 

control or discipline which may be needed in ordinary meetings. Mustafa 

is also thankful to be a member of this ccmaat whose followers gather 

around the Risale-i Nur without expecting any worldly benefit but simply 

seeking God's approval. Even though they have their own mundane 

engagements, they prefer to participate in every Nurcu activity. 

Nevertheless, he found it difficult to explain the reason for this and 

said: 'I do not know which kind of feeling it is, but anyway, we want to 

go there, and we do go there (to the meetings). ' 
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B. Most Popular Aspects of Meetings 

One of the questions directed to my informants asked what appeals 

to them most about the meeting. Each of them was asked to 

cite only one aspect of the meeting which appealed to him most. Although 

the question was aimed at spotting the most popular aspect of meetings 

amongst the Nurcus, nearly all of my informants pointed out quite different 

features. 

Metin, the lawyer in Istanbul, and Mustafa, the craftsman, picked 

almost the same point. . They saw the 

meetings as a driving force for the Nurcus. Metin said: 'Meetings serve 

to maintain the dynamism of the cEmaat (group, i. e. the Nurcus) Everyone 

of those who attends the meetings most probably has the books (the Risale-i 

Nur), but the purpose of the meeting is not to read them; reading is just 

a means. ' Mustafals answer was: 'Meetings protect the cemaat ruhu 

(community spirit), hence, in order to keep this spirit alive every Nurcu 

must participate in the meetings regardless of circumstances. ' 

Oa the other hand, Dursun and Hayati, both in Konya, stressed the 

importance of reading the Risale-i Nur in the meetings so much that both 

of them told me that they would not have attended any meeting had the 

Risaleýi Nur not been studied there. According to Dursun, the Risale-i 

Nur is a means to the salvation of mankind and it is significant that 

the Risale-i Nur is being continuously read in the meetings by hundreds 

of people who come there without receiving any special invitation or 

incentive. In Hayati's eyes, the Risale-i Nur is the most appropriate 

book to teach Islamr because it is nothing but the exegesis of the Koran. 

That is why the most important aspect of the meeting for Hayati is to 

see university students in the meeting listening to the Risale-i Nur 

receptively to learn their religion. 
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The sincere brotherly atmosphere of the meetings appealed to 

Tevfik and Nevzat most. KevzAt felt that when brothers who work together 

for the same cause gather together just to learn their religion and 

exchange ideas, they give a genuine example of brotherhood. 

For Hayri and Alper, both Ankara Nurcus, the spiritual atfhosphere 

of the meetings was what appealed to them most. Spiritual comfort, 

cheerfulness, pleasure and joyi according to Hayri, prevail while the 

people listen to the speaker, and he particularly liked the way everybody 

present enjoyed this and the friendly exchange of jokes and banter in an 

harmonious atmosphere. For Alper, however, the chief delight of the 

meetings is to see the rational and spiritual satisfaction on the faces 

of the people there, no matter whether they are regular attenders or new 

to these gatherings. He particularly notices the pleasure of a brother 

who has brought a new person to the meeting when this person feels 

convinced by the subject studied. 

Mahmut pointed to a specific phase of the meeting as the most 

attractive aspect of it; giving satisfying answers to questions asked 

by the people of today and using the Risale-i Nur to provide rational and 

intelligible answers to these questions. Hakan regards the examples 

quoted from daily life in support of the teachings of the Risale-i Nur 

as the most effective and attractive feature of the meetings. These 

examples taken from the real world enable people present to practise their 

faith in their lives as well as to disseminate it to others around. 

C. Least Popular Aspects of the Meetings 

Since all of my informants are Nurcus,, it was almost the most difficult 

question for them to answer since it might imply disrespect for a Nurcu 

activity. As soon as the question was directed to them, nearly all of 

them hesitated and replied with suspicion, saying: 'There is nothing in 
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our meetings that we do not like'. I had to give a further explanation 

of the question, which was 'What aspects of these meetings do you like 

least? ', assuring them that I was not suggesting they disliked any part 

of the meetings, I was merely interested to know which aspect appealed 

to them least. 

Metin and Mustafa had the same views about the most appealing aspect 

of the meetings and their answer to this question, too, showed that they 

found the same feature was the least likeable: irrelevant statements. 

Metin said explanations that were irrelevant to the subject discussed 

in the meetingi though the statements might be true, were a waste of time. 

Mustafa does not like it during the meeting if someone speaks in order 

to make unnecessary or irrelevant comments on what is read frorA the 

Risale-i Nur. 

Needless introductions made by established Nurcus to the new 

participants, and especially embracing of two people who have just met 

one another in the meeting seem to Hayri pretentious. Dursun, too, 

dislikes the unnatural and insincere behaviour and conduct exhibited 

by some zealous People during the meý! ting. 

Four of my informants regarded tea served during the break or after 

the meeting favourably but nevertheless rated this the least attractive 

aspect. Hayati said: I.... we drink tea, that is something good, but if 

we did not, it would be all right too'. Mahmut, Alper and Hakan mentioned 

the displeasure they experience when tea is served at an unsuitable time, 
I 

e. g. when reading is taking place in a ders. 

Hakan also coipplained about the place when it is not large enough 

for the meeting and said: 'It is rather irksome for the people who are 

packed into a very small place and furthermore have to listen to a 

serious subject which naturally requires great concentration'. 
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Nevzat said he regretted the adjustments that were made when there 

is a new person present in the ders. He said, 'It may be better to 

discuss the subject at his level, but, on the other hand, this prevents 

the senior ones from learning anything new for theip'. 

D. Religious Experiences 

None of the works of Said Nursi is intended to teach the practice of 

Islam. Theoretically, Said Nursi strongly believes that religious 

practices should not be studied from the point of view of what benefits 

they bestow though he devoted one of his works (KSgak S5zler) to explain- 

ing the wisdom of the obligations of Islam. According to Said Nursi, 

one should first recognise the ultimate purpose of creation and then the 

Creator. Practice, which means to Said Nursi obedience to the Creator 

and acting in harmony with the purpose of creation, comes last of all. 

Therefore, he argues, to spread faith, without which the practice of 

religion is completely in vain, must be every Muslim's primary object. 

This idea is constantly repeated throughout the whole of the Risale-i Nur. 

The consequence of this teaching is plainly apparent in Nurcu 

meetings. It is almost impossible to see the Nurcus studying the 

practical obligations of Islam, e. g. they never spend time teaching people 

how to perform namaz or what are the obligations of namaz, or fasting in 

the month of Ramadan, etc. Nor do they discuss the material benefits to 

be derived from such practices. Everything is looked at entirely in terms 

of its contribution towards the strengthening of faith. That is to say 

that the Risale-i Nur and the Nurcu meetings have nothing to do with 

fiqh (Islamic canon law) which generally deals with regulating religious 

practices. For Nurcus gaifting converts is more important than, for 

example, the punctilious performance of namaz. 
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Since the Risale-i Nur is the only guide and the purpose of the 

meetings is to convey the message of this guide to people, Nurcus in 

the meeting experience only theological discussions of Islam. Almost 

all of my informants answered the question 'What religious experiences 

have you had during these meetings? ' by saying 'We are strengthening 

our faith', or 'We are learning our religion'. They assume that once 

a person attains complete faith he himself will inevitably practise 

Islam; it is left to him on his own initiative to learn how to practise 

his faith thereafter. 

Only Dursun gave a different answer to the question. He viewed 

the meetings as a means of understanding the people's main interests and 

problems through their questions, and their psychology through their 

behaviour in the meeting. The religious experience he gained from the 

meetings was one that helped him to practise his 'duty to disseminate 

Islam' as effectively as possible. 

Their reply to the next question, which was about their religious 

experiences at other times, was also very similar. They all claimed 

that their religious experiences serve to strengthen their own faith 

regardless of circumstances. Their one aim is to deepen their own 

faith and to spread it to others. If they see that a brother is good 

at conveying this faith to others, they carefully observe his behaviour 

and method in order to be able to use it themselves in their own efforts. 

Every Nucru claims that the Risale-i Nur and their own circle 

provide all the religious experiences they require and they have no need 

to go to any other source. Indeed, whenever two Nurcus meet each other, 

if the occasion is suitable, they read a passage from the Risale-i Nur; 

if it is not, they either discuss a subject from the Risale-i Nur or 

something to do with Nurcu activities; they talk about almost nothing 
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else. (This is one of the main distinctive characteristics of the 

Nurcus. ) 

Hayati exhibited a typical Nurcu attitude towards the established 

religious institutions in Turkey, such as official preachers and imams 

(prayer leaders) in mosques, and explained why Nurcus do not have any 

religious experience outside their own circle3, I ... the others are not 

satisfying us. We go to the mosque but other than the beautifully recited 

Koran, which is indeed moving, it adds nothing new to our religious 

experiences. You find a preacher speaking wonderfully eloquently but 

he is supporting a particular cause in his preaching; he is distorting 

the subject just to be able to support a political party which he himself 

is in favour of. It is distressing. Sometimes they exaggerate the subject 

about which they are preaching so much that it becomes absolutely unbearable. 

They are not presenting Islam properly at all. For example, they say: 

"Those who have not performed two rekat (a part of the namaz) will burn 

in Hell for eighty years.! ' This is very discouraging for those who have 

not been performing their namaz for a long time. These preachers are 

harming Islam. Another example: the manager of the bank in our district 

used to come to our mosque to perform his Friday namaz. One day the 

preacher aggressively condemned banks, not the interest they charge. 

Thereafter, the manager never came to the mosque again. ' 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROCESS OF CONVERSION 

Becoming a Nurcu is a process of a special kind which must be 

understood against the personal backgrounds of individual Nurcus them- 

selves and the way in which Nurcu organisations actually work. 

In this chapter an account is given of how the Nurcus studied 

became members of the movement. Their conversion was a conversion within 

Islam; they did not discover a new faith but claim their faith was pro- 

foundly strengthened. They describe the process themselves as "imanim 

kuvvetlendi", i. e. "my faith has been strengthened". In this sense their 

conversion is not a rapid shift in religious affiliation. 
1 

But is is a 

shift in their religious identity. It was not that they became Muslims 

-a status which in any case they already shared with most Turks - but 

Nurcus. They feel they have a special and comprehensive and higher level 

of understanding of the faith. This understanding affects not only their 

perception of the faith but also of themselves and their own past. How 

this comes about and what the new understanding is, is something which 

has to be uncovered in the personal experience of particular people. In 

what follows, there is a detailed account of how each of my respondents 

experienced becoming a Nurcu and what it meant for their understanding 

of their religion and themselves. 

There are two broad aspects of the process of conversion which require 

discussion. The first concerns the social and religious background of 

converts and the second the experience and meaning of conversion itself. 

Generalizing from the characteristics of the people in this study, 

the following pattern emerges. Nurcus are typically from a poor, rural 
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traditionally religious background. Eight out of twelve respondents 

came from a farming background and most described their family as being 

religious. Most had moved from a rural to an urban setting during the 

1950s and 1960s when urbanization increased in Turkey. Most came from 

families where the mother was illiterate and where the father's literacy 

level was low. Most joined the movement, as previously mentioned, through 

personal contact when they were quite young, around 20 years of age. Most 

had not received any special religious education such as attending a 

Koran school (Kuran Kursu). Interestingly, most members are themselves 

quite well educated, some with university degrees, some with a lyc6e 

education. In this respect they have experienced social mobility. But, 

apart from going on the Pilgrimage (in this case four respondents), most 

had not been outside Turkey. 

It can be hypothesised that becoming a Nurcu satisfies certain needs 

in some of those people who, migrating to the city, find themselves in a 

strange and hostile world. Becoming a Nurcu brings with it friendship, 

identity, security and respectability within the group. 

At the same time, it must be realised that the account which the 

Nurcus give of their conversion is very close, indeed identical, to the 

2 
view of conversion which is made available to them in their literature. 

In reading what the Nurcus themselves say, this must be borne in mind. 

It is not sufficient, however, to understand which groups of people in 

Turkish society might be inclined to become Nurcus to see what factors 

have predisposed them in this direction. 

For each of the individuals discussed in this research, an effort 

was, of course, made to gain information about their social and educational 

backgrounds. The problem, however, is to relate this background information 

to the ways in which individuals come to a new understanding of themselves, 

of their needs and of how they perceive the society around them. 
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Some writers in the field of the sociology of religion, following 

suggestions in the works of Berger3and, for instance, Bellah4, have 

stressed the importance of taking the converts' view of themselves into 

account. Taylor, for instance, has underlined the need to discuss the 

experience of conversion and of how converts typically talk about that 

experience. 
5 

His view is that talking about conversion is one of the 

ways in which converts define their new understanding of themselves and 

sustain their new views of the world around them. Beckford, similarly, 

has insisted that too often sociologists '... fail to take seriously 

enough the need to discover the nature of individuals' personal 

6 
experiences of conversion. ' 

Beckford noted a feature of the conversion experience of Jehovah's 

Witnesses which has its parallels in Nurculuk. This what he describes 

as '... a striking congruence and correspondence between the symbols 

employed in their reports and many other features of the movement's 

ideology and organizational structure. 17 Nurcus, as will be seen, discuss 

their conversion as a process of gradual change. Like Jehovah's Witnesses, 

they are suspicious of accounts of conversion which imply dramatic 

'emotional upheavals'. Everything about the routine organization and 

practice (hizmet) of Nurculuk emphasises a gradual realization of a new 

awakening and understanding of the faith. 

A further striking parallel between Nurcus and the Jehovah's 

Witnesses that Beckford studied is that Nurcus talk about conversion as 

something which they achieved and not something which simply happened to 

them. Beckford noted that Jehovah's Witnesses attach a great deal of 

importance to 'organization mindedness' and this explains why new 

members are brought quickly into the practical work of the group. Trying 

to convert his friends helps a neophyte Nurcu crystallise his self-identity 
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as a servant of God and cement the bonds with his fellow Nurcu brothers. 

The conversion, therefore, works through routine organizational work, 

through regular attendance at the ders and regular readings of the 

Risale-i Nur and through the expectation that new members should try to 

recruit others. This emphasis is on the practice of the group and not on 

independent changes in the convert. 

A noteworthy feature of Nurculuk which illustrates this correspondence 

between group practice and individual experience and in the way they account 

for conversion is its emphasis on reading and intellectual understanding, 

i. e. something which develops through time. In contrast to the experience 

of people who join tarikats and who often report mystical religious 

experiences, Nurcus always stress a slower study-based realization of the 

truth. This is entirely consistent with the organizational practices and 

ideology of the movement. 

Conversion in all the cases studied here was a gradual awakening 

based on personal contact, social support and guided study. Each case 

study shows how individuals are brought first into the movement through 

personal contacts of a socially supportive kind. Once made, contact 

develops through friendship and introduction to other Nurcus and their 

activities. Nurcu literature is introduced at this stage and new members 

are encouraged to read but almost always in the context of the ders. 

Through such activity new members are led to an understanding of the 

movement and its aims and also to a new understanding of themselves and 

their experience, particularly of being a Muslim. They come to see them- 

selves as truly Muslim and to review their personal past as one which was 

not properly Muslim. They say: "Biz dinimizi bilmiyorduk", i. e., "We were 

ignorant of our religion". This conversion process is not a sudden and 

intensely emotional one. It deepens slowly through what they think of as a 

growing understanding of the faith through the writings of Said Nursi. 
8 
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SELECTED CASES 

1. DURSUN 

Dursun was born in 1933 in Ahmetler, a village near Ermenek, one 

of the poorest towns in the Konya area, on the northern slopes of the 

Taurus mountains. His father was a farmer with a small piece of land. 

As it was not large enough to provide for his family, he used to go 

to Ak: ýehir (another town in Konya province, with extensive fertile 

land) in the winters to earn money as an imam leading prayers in the 

mosque. Although he was not a well-educated person (there were others 

in the village who had received a better religious training), his 

nickname was hodja. In 1937, Dursun's family moved to Aký; ehir 

completely, following the advice of Dursun's paternal uncle who had 

already settled there. Dursun's father opened a small grocery shop 

and also used to continue to serve as an unofficial imam. They stayed 

there only three years, as they could not stand gurbet, and returned 

to their village. Eventually, in 1950, because of their intolerable 

economic plight, they decided to leave Ahmetler and they moved to 

Konya, where Dursun's father became a pedlar. 

Dursun's paternal grandfather was a well-educated man who 

bequeathed hundreds of Arabic religious books to Dursun's father. 

Dursun criticises his father for letting them go. Dursun is not sure 

how his father learned to read and write both the Ottoman script and 

the new Turkish alphabet, and does not know whether he had a primary 

school diploma or not. 

Dursun's mother came from an undistinguished family in the same 

village. He did not like them because they did not strictly observe 

the rules of religion. However, Dursun's mother began to perform her 

n4maz regularly after she joined a religious family when she married. 

She was illiterate, so could not read the Koran. She died in 1969, 
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aged sixty-three. Neither she nor her husband belonged to any 

tarikat, but neither were they opposed to tarikats on principle. 

Dursun's father's family was well-known in the village for being 

opposed to the Republican People's Party (RPP). He used to support 

the Democrat Party (DP) and 
later 

voted for the Justice Party (JP). t 

Dursun said, 'My father has a beard now, but he is very angry with 

A-nyone else who is bearded because he thinks that people who grow 

beards are supporters of the National Salvation Party (NSP). ' 

Dursun had four sisters and one elder brother. As their parents 

encouraged the children to go to school, all except his eldest sister 

received primary school education. Dursun himself could not attend any 

school until he was eleven years old, because he had been sent away to 

one of their relatives in another village with the possibility of being 

adopted by them. They were not interested in sending him to school. 

ffe--started school when he returned to his own family in 1944. After 

completing primary school with a first grade, he took an entry test 

for the ivriz Village Institute in Ere-li (Konya) and passed it with 9 

sufficient marks to gain exemption from the preparatory class. 

Dursun loved the school but not all of his teachers. When some 

of them used phrases like tabiat yaratti (nature created ... ), he would 

protest openly in the class: 'the only creator is Allah'. Similarly, 

he would raise objections if any of them praised Russia. At school 

he joined the theatre group and became one of its leading actors, 

liked by almost all of his fellow-students, Dursun believes that because 

of his repute among students, the teachers, whom he opposed in class 

for expressing religious and political views contrary to his own, could 

not do anything against him, or show open disfavour. 
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As soon as he graduated from the school in 1955, he was appointed 

as a primary school teacher in Ekin, a Kurdish village of Dicle 

(Diyarbakir), where only three of the inhabitants knew Turkish. Dursun 

felt alienated at first in Ekin but he had idealised the teacher's 

profession and, as he says, 'I was full of enthusiasm for teaching 

children the "love of fatherland", "national unity" and "knowledge of 

God", but what they had tried to teach us at the Village Institute was 

just the opposite: atheism and communism. That had no effect on me. ' 

The school in Ekin had been closed for two years and was used as 

a stable because there was no teacher. ýkt first he had to get the 

Village authorities to compel the children to go to school, but later 

they came willingly because, Dursun claims, they liked him. Dursun 

taught for ten years in four different villages. Only one posting was 

his own choice, the others were all 'exile' (s8rgdn) by the government 

for propagating Nurculuk among the villagers and pupils. His first 

trial started in a small town near Konya in 1962 and dragged on for 

years. He was eventually given a year's imprisonment and dismissed 

from tea, chýng in 1965. 

After serving his sentence, he settled down in Konya and worked 

in a government department there as an official from 1967 until he 

was promoted to taYe charge of the Ministry of Culturels Konya office 

in 1979. He was taken into custody in 1980 for more than four months 

on the charge of misusing his position to propagate his religious 

beliefs. In the end he w4s acquitted but dismissed from his position 

again and appointed as a primary school teacher in Konya. 

He married a secondary school graduate, the daughter of a primary 

school teacher in 1957. Their family used to live on the opposite 

side of the same street. The marriage might be called 'semi-arranged'- 
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First, both families had agreed on marriage and then correspondence 

started between Dursun in Ekin and this young woman. Her family was 

pious and, equally important, in favour of the DP. His mother-in-law 

had been an pilgrimage to Mecca. 

They have four sons so far, and no daughters. The eldest son, a 

twenty-three year-old final year student in the Ankara Higher Technical 

Teacher School, fully supports his father's ways and stays in a dershane 

in Ankara. At first, the family had sent him to the imam Hatip Okulu 

but after the fifth year they changed their minds and transferred him 

to the Sanat Okulu (Craft School). 

The second son is only a primary school graduate and works as an 

assistant to a tailor. He is twenty-one years old and cannot be called 

more than a Nurcu sympathiser. Another son is sixteen and a student 

in the Sanat Okulu trying to disseminate Nuruculuk among his school- 

mates. 

Dursun did not practise his namaz when he was at the Village 

Institute, but once in 1950 when official permission was granted for 

the first time since these schools were established to fast during the 

month of Ramadan, he was one of two hundred students out of six hundred 

who fasted and practised namaz, though he then gave up doing so until 

1956. 

During his teaching period in Ekin, he used to go to Diyarbakir 

to visit a person from the same part of Turkey as he was. This man 

invited Dursun to join a ders and they went together. At the end of 

the ders, Dursun was introduced to Mehmet Kayalar, one of Said Nursi's 
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own students and bought three of the Risale-i Nur, one of which was 

Genqlik Rehberi (A guide for youth), the others were Hanimlar Rehberi 

(A guide for women) and the YirmiaqEncil SO'z_(The Twenty-third Word). 

Not long after he read them, he started performing his namaz and 

attending the mosque. A further important reaction was to take down 

the picture of Atatdrk in his house. 

He formed a high opinion of these books, finding them logical and 

so clear in their style of explanation that they were suitable for use 

with school children. He also saw them as adequate answers to the 

Problems, questions and doubts about faith in Islam of the educated 

people of today. 

In the 1957 summer holiday, he came to Konya, met the Nurcus there 

and visited Said Nursi in Emirda§ (Afyonkarahisar). He said of his 

visit: 'At first, 'they (Said Nursils students) did not allow me to 

visit him but I ins isted and told them that I was a teacher. Then 

they asked Ostad whether he would see me, and he agreed. When I entered 

the room, the first thing that struck me was that there was hardly 

anything spread on the floor, just a small, threadbare mat, a plain 

divan, and no more; no books or other things ... He was wearing a robe, 

and had a turban on his head; his hair, tinged with henna, was just a 

little long so that it was curling up under the lobes of his ears. He 

had no beard at all. He was quite old and ill. He spoke with difficulty. 

He said: 'I accept you as my student. In my opinion, two classes of 

society are the most precious: teachers and officers. Together with 

teachers we will maintain the religion which has been damaged by this 

education: as I see it, a teacher is valued as much as a hundred preachers. 

My brother, Menderes is one of us; do not worry, the backbone of unbelief 

has been broken. ' 
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Dursun visited Said Nursi three more times in Isparta. During 

one of these visits, he witnessed Said Nursils keramet. It was in 1958 

when he entered Said Nursi's room to visit him, he stood up and said: 

t1le 'Maýallah, come my brother, is there anyone molesting4Risale-i Nur? ' 

Dursun intended to reply and tell the story of what had happened to 

him but could only say, 'No, my Ustad, but ... I Immediately after, Said 

Nursi continued; 'Yes, T know my brother, may Allah be with you in 

your struggle. ' Dursun did not forget the kotamet because not long 

before that visit, inspectors had come from the Ministry of Education 

to his village to investigate a complaint, but none of the villagers 

had gwen evidence that Dursun had ever read the Risale-i Nur in the 

mosque to them. In fact he had, but the investigation ended with no 

action taken against him. 

Dursun has not been on pilgrimage, but would like to go at the 

j 

first opportunity. He has never been abroad, he reads Yeni Nesil and 

Tercaman and does not listen to the radio, because there is no time to 

do so. He watches only the news and occasionally some foreign films 

on television. He wants to devote his leisure time, one way or another, 

to hizmet whenever it is necessary. For him, the most successful 

people in the world are those who have grasped the reality of the 

oneness of God. 

HAYAfI' 

Hayati was born in a village in the province of Konya in 1-939. 

His very poorly educated parents earned their living by farming their 

land which was sufficient for their modest needs until 1962 when the 

construction of a dam started. Hayatils family, together with their 
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fellow villagers had to evacuate the land, leave the village and move 

to the nearest city, Konya, with the compensation that they did not 

know how to use. 

They settled down in a suburban area and did not return to the 

village, though it was re-established after the construction of the 

dam had been completed. The reason was so simple that Hayati laughed 

as he explained: 'What could we do there? There was no land left, it 

was all covered by the water. 1 

Hayati's paternal grandfather did not know how to read and write 

and showed no interest in the tarikats or hojda, but just kept saying 

his namaz all his life. On the other hand, his maternal grandfather 

was an educated person and ran a school (mahalle mektebi) where he 

taught the village children how to read the Koran, and also provided 

their food and clothing, Re was greatly respected and revered by the 

other villagers, Hayati speaks more highly of his raother, who died in 

1972 in her sixties, than he does of hisýfather and says, Ishe was a 

woman of intelligence. I am sure she inherited it from her family, but 

her father did not teach her how to read and w3ýjte, I think in those 

days people did not consider it important to teach women. ' 

His father is sixty-nine and has been doing nothing since he left 

the village, apart from going to the mosque five times a day. He still 

lives with his son, HaYati. 

His only brother, with whom HAyati shzýres the ownership of the 

shop, does not perform the_naMaZ, His two sisters do perform it, but 

the daughter of the younger sister, who has just graduated from the 

Domestic Science Lyc6e for Girls does not do so. 

fýve -er Hayati completed is 4 
ýrlmary 

school education in the village and 

was sent to Konya by his family to continue his study in the secondary 
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school. He passed his first year and likeditr but, even though he was 

staying with one of their distant relatives, the family could not 

afford the expense and did not send him back to school the following 

year. So, he attended a Koran Course in the village, then started 

memorising the Koran. He learned quite a bit of it by heart, besides 

helping his family on the farm. In 1959, he went to Siirt to do his 

military service. He remembers reading some books of religious 

instruction and performing namaz there. Soon after he completed his 

service, the whole family moved to Konya and Hayati opened a grocer' s 

Shop and got married in 1962. His wife's family had also emigrated to 

Konya from another nearby village. When she used to come and visit 

her relatives, who were Hayati's neighboursf they glimpsed one another 

and through their families! mediation the marriage was arranged. lEven 

though their families visited each other, Hayati could not remember 

meeting his wife face to face before the wedding. Her family is almost 

the same as Hayatils, Her f4ther Uves on his own and can read and 

write only the new Turkish alphabeti her mother cannot do that but she 

can read the Koran because her parentswere religious and had taught 

her. Hayatils wife has graduated from a primary school in Koxiya, but 

did not take any religious course. After Hayati started reading the 

Rýsa. leýi Nur, she became more pious by practising her nam4z and veiling 

her head properly. 

It is evident that Hayati was ready to lead a more pious life 

'At 
before he began to read the Risale-j Nur. He sqys, that time, though 

the trend was towards the 
-ta-rikats, 

they did not attract me, T do not 

know why. One day, in 1964, the owner of the next, door shop invited 

me to a Nurcu's house, saying only that they would have an evening 

meeting with some religious people, I did not know that he was a Nurcu. 
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That was my first ders. I did not object to anything they read. because 

an 
already had affection for religion. Indeed, I loved the ders. 

I said to myself, "I have found what I have been seeking" and since 

then I have been attending the derses without a break. In the same 

evening, after the ders readings, the owner of the house had given me 

a booklet entitled KaVk S8zler by Said Nursi. On the following day 

in my shop I read it twice with great delight, I could not understand 

some of it at first, particularly certain words, and in a few cases, 

meanings, nevertheless I enjoyed it and had a strong confidence that 

in time I would improve my understanding by reading more. ' 

'From the very first day that I became involved, I knew that this 

was Nurculuk, but what I and my family did not know was that Nurcus 

were subject to persecution. At first, my family raised no objection 

to me buying the Nurcu books or to my attending the ders in the 

h 
C evenings. But after 1966 when the der I kne was raided by the police, 

they did not want me to go. For some reason I had not been able to 

attend the ders on the night of the raid, but the following day all 

of us who had not been arrested went to the dershAne and performed 

namaz. Although this incident frightened us, we went on holding the 

ders as usual. As a matter of fact, I do not think that sort of 

police raid will make us give up this cause. 1 

Nurcu, he gave up smoking and this caused Soon after becoming a 

great pleasure among his family because long before the doctor had 

asked him to give it up for hecalth reasonsr but he had not done so, 

'I gained a strong will power and I just gave it up, though none of 

my Nurcu brothers told me not to smoke, ' Hayati explained, 

When he read to his family and neighbours at his house the same 

passages from the Risale-i Nur, to which he had previously listened 
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in the ders, they listened to him. His father was the only one to 

object to Hayati attending the ders and these objections were not on 

religious grounds but arose from the father's fears that there would 

be no-one to look after the family if Hayati was arrested. But Hayati 

was undeterred. Explaining his attitude, he remarked to me: 'This was 

a matter to do with Islam. I never shrank from attending the ders 

because I was going for the sake of Allah'. 

His wife attends the hanxmlar dersi ( ders for women) regularly. 

Iýt home, because they do not have any children, they read the Risale-i 

Nur to one another when both or one of them has not gone out to the ders. 

Hayati prefers attending derses rather than staying and reading at home: 

1 Tn the Nurculuk movement, derses have a special spiritual power. To 

be together with all the brothers around us, to show interest in one 

another, and also to listen to explanations of the Risale-i Nur from 

those who know it better is a great help to understanding. ' 

the 
Hayati never mis-ses any of h, ýs namaz any moi , ýe, he re4dskRisale-i 

Nur with his wife five hours a week, and each day he reads about ten 

pages from the Koran and twenty-f ýve pcages of the Jaushan al-kabir, 

For the hizmet, he says; ! When necessary, I leave the shop and spend 

all my time on hiZmet, but as a regular practice, I, visit two dershanes 

in a week to assist the student brothers who live there if they need 

any help, eapecially in looking after the dersh4ne. 1 

In 1975, Hayati. in partnership with his brother, started up a 

wholesale shop which now norm, --5ýlly holds a stock worth four to five 

million Turkish liras. His brother has a car. Hayati himself recently 

spent a lot of money on repa; 4rs and renovations, to his father's house 

in which he too lives, and he is also planning to go on pilgrimage. 

He has previously not been abroad at all. Every day he reads Yeni Nesil, 
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and sometimes TercSman, Konya Po8tasi (a local newspaper) and the 

magazines Mpra, and Zafer. As for books, he reads the Yeni Asya 

not publications in addition to the Risale-i Nur. He haskbeen a member 

of any society; does not go to the cinema or theatre; only oncEý long 

ago, on a friend's insistence, has he drunk alcohol; he very seldom 

listens to the news on the radio; and on the television he watches the 

news, Olaylarin iginden (a current affairs programme) and, if there 

is any important news, Mno Baki: ý (a late news programme). 

Hayati considers those who work equally for this world and the 

next to be the most succesaful people. As an example, he cites the 

'Look at him, 
name of a devoted Nurcu, saying: j brother, you can see faith and 

work combined in his life. He keeps his word, he is a very generous 

person, he himself donated a dershane. 1 

MUSTAFA 

Mustafals birth place is not distinguishable from hundreds of 

other villages around Konya. The infertility of the soil and the 

shortage of land forced many of the new generation to move to the 

nearby cities to earn their living. Thus, being uprooted from their 

traditional life was a common experience for people like Mustafa. 

When he was born in 1934, his father used to go to Aydin to earn money 

during winter. The family eventually decided to follow M: ustafals 

motherls uncle who had settled in Konya and they too moved there in 

1951. Mustafals father got a job there in a carpenter's shop. Both 

his father and mother could read the Koran but only the father was 

able to read the new alphabet, he had learnt it from a village hodj, 3,, 
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None of Mustafa's grandparents had any sort of distinction among 

their fellow-villagers; they were poor, illiterate, not very religious 

and, some of them, had been orphaned in childhood. 

Although Mustafals chief memories of his early childhood are of 

misery, he remembers his mother telling him the stories of 'Asik Garip', 

Iýah ismail' and, later spending his long winter evenings reading with 

his friends such books as Siret-i Nobi and Battal Gazi written in rhyme 

and metre. He used to believe in and get excited by those exaggerated 

tales which were written as if they were true stories. 

When Mustafa was seven years old, he went during the winter months 

to the hodja, as his father had done before him, to learn how to read 

the Koran as well as the new alphabet and arithmetic, This hodja 

taught in secret because he was not licensed. In the winters of the 

following two years Mustafa attended a mahalle-, hocasi to further his 

readings of the Koran. The winter after that he rejoined his first 

hodja to brush up hiw knowledge of the new alphabet and arithmetic. 

When he was only 11 years old., he commenced his apprenticeship to 

an ironmonger but he abandoned that. After two years without work he 

began to learn carpet-making with one of his relatives in the village. 

After completing his apprenticeship as a carpet-maker, his father 

borrowed a loom for him from a government co-operative to use at home. 

Thus, Mustafa was able to make money and save some of it to buy books 

which he adored: *Tý*ik,, Garip, 'ýah ismail, SUrMoji Bey, ArZU ile Kamber 

and the like. 

The first primary school opened in the village in 1948, but 

Mustafa did not go to school for he could read and write and did not 

need a diploma -after all he was a skilled craftsman. He really was 

very fond of readingr he still remembers the novels which he got from 
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a man who lived in a neighbouring village - because in his village 

those sorts of books were not available. After reading them, Da4lari 

Bekleyen Kiz, Allahaismarladik, both by Esat Mahmut Karakurt, he was 

so influenced that he fell in love with a girl in the village and 

started writing poems. 

ed The first teacher appoin to the school was a Village Institute 

graduate and his books had a great impact on Mustafa. They were the 

books used for the Village Institute syllabus. In the teacher's first 

year in the village, Mustafa and he used to read the books about the 

Prophet Muhammad's life and the history of Islam to the people 

gathered in the k6y odasi (village social room) in the winter evenings. 

In the following year, Musta::: fa kept reading novels and the Village 

Instit-Ute books (he still recalls most of their titles and authors) 

I and the Ivriz Village Tnstitute Magazines which the teacher kept in 

the school library. 'In the Ramadan evenings I used to read them in 

the 
my bedroom until my parents woke up to takeksahur meal before dawn, 

and I used to extinguish the kerosene lamp before one of them entered 

my room to wake me up, for I was sure they would get angry with me for 

having the lamp lit and zisýng too much oil. ' 

Mustafa began to doubt the truth of the stories which he had read 

before in religious books and even the necessity of practising the 

namaz. Once he was sitting in the front yard of the mosque with some 

other villagers and then he was asked by an old man to read aloud the 

book Kesik Ba*. He refused and said that they were made-up stories, 

the old man was so angry that he could only say to him: 'Be off! ' 

Sen gRvur'olmu*sun (You have become a heathen). Mustafa did not 

accept this accusation but he says: 'Those books and the magazines 

(which he had borrowed fror4 the school library) on the one hand 
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improved my, culture; on the other, they made me doubt my faith by 

explaining religion in terms of evolution, starting from the primitive 

stage, totemism, and proceeding to monotheism. I could not deny 'Allah' 

himself, because I thoughtthat human beings were not able to stay alive, 

however strongly they might wish to do so, nor could they create a fly 

although they were making planes; so a Creator must exist. But I was 

not fully satisfied any more with the idea of eternal punishment in 

Hell and letting Satan mislead human beings. ' 

After the family moved to Konya, Mustafa and his father went to 

Aydin to work. He saw some books in his employer's house there and 

asked him to lend him any one of them. The employer gave him a book, 

tnsanli-93-n VAtan]_ which is translated from a Western language. It was 

about the history of the states of the world. The chapter dealing 

with the Arab countries, portrayed Muhammad as, an epil&ptic who, 

while trying to reform his peopler became convinced he had received 

a revelation from angels. These opinions instilled doubt into his 

mind but he could neither accept nor deny them. 

When they returned to Konya in the Spring of 1952, Mustafa opened 

and, althou h 
a grocer's shop 4 he c9uld not make enough money to buy books, 

he w-as not defeated by poverty: he borrowed books from a bookshop at 

ten piasters each. 

In one of his journeys by train to seek work in 7ýydin, an officer 

in uniform came and sat next to him in a third class compartment. He 

had a book in his hand and Mustafa asked his permission to have a look 

at it. This book, EbedT RiSalet, relieved Mustaf a of his f ear of 

becoming an infidel. In its introduction, which Mustafa read all 

night, Ahmet Hamdi Akseki explained that when a man first believes, it 

is an imitative belief, later he begins to doubt its truth, and then 

starts to investigate the reality of it; that is the way which leads 
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people to attain certainty of belief in the faith of Islam. This gave 

that 
Mustafa hopeýif he continued in his study, his faith would become 

secure. 

From Aydin he went to Istanbul. Besides working in a small 

weaving business there, he kept reading books, but this time different 

ones such Din ve'Laiklik by Ali Fixat Ba: ýgil, and GaElzar-i Sofiyye 

by Abdullah Develioýlu. These were the ones that influenced him most. 
. was 

, The first time I heard of laiklik. when I read the first of 

these. The second interested me because I intended to follow a tarikat 

in order to attain perfect faith, ' Musta. fa explains. !I made use of 

these books but they did not help me solve my real problems. t 

He went to A'gri in 1954 to start his military service. He very 

seldom performed the namaz there. He read books which he borrowed 

from the medical officer's priv4te library. This was random reading. 

For example, after coming across a grammar book, he became enthused 

by the idea of learning English, but did not actually persist. 

Since he still could not find a way to salvation, he decided to 

join a tarikat after his military service in 1957 and attended his first 

tarika. t gathering in a MOVlevT tekke in Konya. He took pleasure in 

zikir and hoped to get rid of his-doubts about some religious concepts 

but again he was disappointed. Not liking the seyh's unorthodox 

answer to his question about where the spirits go after death, Mustafa 

decided to leave the tarikat. He kept on reading but he was never 

completely satisfied. All the books concluded explanations of some 

specific subjects wýth the words: Hikrnotiftdon'sUal OlUnmaz (Heaven 

only knows why - its divine reason cannot be questioned). And the 

preachers in the mosques made similar statements. 'I did not hesitate 

to reject the preachers' unreasonable sermons', he stated. 
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Mustafa opened a weaver's shop in Konya in 1959, a year before 

he heard of Said Nursi. One of his neighbours told him that an alim 

(scholar) called 'Bediuzzaman' had come to Konya and thereupon he 

went to the Selimiye Mosque next to the Mevlana Museum in order to 

see 'the great aliml. Said Nursi entered the Selimiye mosque and 

performed his namaz there, on his way to Mevlanals tomb. Mustafa and 

others were waiting there to kiss an lalim's hand', but Said Nursi 

was just greeting the people crowded on the road by saying 'Asse. lamU 

aleykum', the police never allowed any of them to approach or speak 

to him. 

Two more years passed before Mustafa bought the Risale-i Nur in 

1962. TWo customers came to his shop, one of them saw his books on 

the shelf and asked: 'Whý%t kind 6f books are they? ' Mustafa replied: 

'I am very fond of books of any sort'. The next day this man brought 

round a set of the collection of the Risale-i Nur and Mustafa bought 

all of them and started reading. 'A, $ I kept reading them, I became 

more satisfied, I found the answers to my questions. It went beyond 

the obstacle of hikmetindeýn, sual, 'olianmaz to which the other writers 

very often resorted when they came across a subject which they could 

not explain. Every topic dealt with in the Risale-i Nur was explained 
that 

by reasoned argument. My conviction was, and still is, kwhoever reads 

the Risale-i Nur will be obliged to believe in the truthfulness of 

hd ntsold 
him the books kept in touch and introduced Islam. ' The man who 

Mustafa to other Nurcus. 
became 

It was not very long after Mustafa 4 acquainted with them that 

he allowed his own house to be used for a weekly ders, and he began to 

distribute the small pamphlets of the Risale-i Nur hoping that other 

people too might be saved. 
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Mustafa married an uneducated girl originally from a village very 

close to his own in 1958. Her parents cannot read and write the new 

alphabet but can only read the Koran, and live now in Konya. Mustafa 

has three daughters and three sons. The eldest daughter, a primary 

school graduate, is married now. The second daughter has an eye 

disease, can hardly see and is illiterate. The eldest son, a nineteen- 

year-old final year student in the imam-Hatip Lyc6e, attends the ders 

the 
with his father but does not read k Risale-i Nur as much as his father 

would like. The next son, who is also a final year student in the 

same school as his elder brother, his father is not sure about his 

opinion on the RisEkle-i Nur. The other two are under sixteen, the 

girl graduated from the primary school and then the Koran Course, and 

the Youngest boy is still in primary school. Mustafa says: !I do not 

put any pressure on my children about their study, though I always 

want them to read and study much more'. 

the 
Mustafa went on PilgrirqAge in 1967. He joined and then chaired k- 

a small local charity society to help the construction of a mosque 

and of a public road in his quarter in 1971. In addition to that, in 

1980 he became a registered member of the JP, though he had already 

been supporting it for a long time. He subscribes to the Yeni Nesil 

newspaper and K6prd magazine. In addition, to the Risale-i Nur, 

he reads books about Muslim canonical jurisprudence and commentaries 

on the Koran, and sometimes listens to the radio, but only for the 

news. Mustafa once bought 4 teleyision set but three months later 

sold it, for he could not find any programmes on it which were worth 

watching. He used to go to the cinema, preferably, to see love stories. 

Mustafa considers the students of the Risale-i Nur to be the most 

successful men of our time, because he says, 'They have achieved their 
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present position by working only for the sake of God, and by using 

reason have reconciled science with religious teaching. ' 

HAYRi 

Hayri was the first person from Yeý; ilhisar, (his birthplace- a 

township in Kayseri Province) to become a university graduate. Because 

there were no further education facilities in his small town when he 

finished his primary school in 1939, he had to wait for a year to go 

to a, bigger neighbouring town, Develi, to receive secondary school 

education. His father earned just enough money to keep his family but 

by the following year Hayri's father felt that he could afford to send 

him to s-chool in Develi and encouraged the parents of eight other 

children to do the same. After completing his three-year education 

there, Hayri again had to move to the city of Kayseri to attend high 

school, but this became possible only after the interVal of another 

year., There were two reasons, for that. First, on the instruction of 

his. grandfather as head of the extended family, Hayri, who was then 17, 

had to marry the 20-year old widow of his youngest paternal uncle who 

had one son. The second and main reason was that his family did not 

then feel they could afford to support him at school in Kayseri 

(otherwise, since the real purpose of this marriage was to prevent 

any outsider marrying this young widow thereby upsetting relationships 

ithin the famýlY and affecting the position of the son, Hayri could -L 

have left her at home while he went off to study). 

Not until 1943 could Hatyri enrol in the Business High School in 

Kay, qeri and during his three year course stayed there alone. Hayri 

faced the same financial problems when he had to move to Istanbul for 
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university level education. So there was another year's interval before 

he realised his dream in 1947 when he heard that the Society of Higher 

Education of Kayseri was ready to sponsor his study in the Istanbul 

Academy for Economics and Commerce. 

Hayri did his military service between 1950-1952 in Kars as a 

cavalry reserve officer. Afterwards he got his fintjob in the Kayseri 

Workers' Social Insurance Association and setjded down there with his 

wife. In 1953 he became an accountant in the same office and two years 

later acting-director pendýng the appointment of a new director. Then 

he left the Association for a new post in the same city, as head of the 

S'u-merbank's commercial division. He worked for five years until he 

decided to go to Batman to join one of Turkey's best paying state 

enterprises, the Turkish Petroleum Company, as deputy-director of the 

financial department. 

a Less than I year passed before his position in the Company in Batman 

was reduced to that of head of the sales section. That was a big blow 

to his promotional prospects. According to him, the reason for this 

demotion was that he did not take his wife with him to the evening 

entertainments attended by high ranking colleagues. 

It was at this time that the Nurcus approached him. When he first 

came to Batman, Hayri attended the Mosque for Friday Prayers only during 

the- month of Ramadan, and then the Nurcus had given him a couple of books 

of Said Nursi. In fact Hayri was not a very religious man but neither 

was he an unbeliever. He always fasted during Ramadan and usually used 

to go to the mosque on Fridays until he joined the army. 

Hayri went on to explain, YI did not know why I had prayed and 

neither did I know why I gave up on joining the Army. Until 1963 1 

drank alcohol almost every night and gambled with my friends. When 
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I WAS arbitrarily demoted ,I lost faith in my colleagues. I hated 

their company and sought more trustworthy friends, I think that the 

two Nurcus who had given me some of Said Nursils booklets now must 

have noticed the change in my attitude towards my old friends. They 

tried to console me for what had happened. One day they came to me 

and said that they wanted to visit me at home with some other friends. 

I agreed because they were totally different from other people, First, 

they seemed to be more intelligent th(qn the other workers. Secondly, 

they were Kurds, though they spoke Turkish fluently. I later realised 

that they learnt Turkish just by reading the Risale-i Nur, one of them 

learnt to write the new alphabet during his military service, the other 

by himself. Thirdly, they seemed very kind. They called on me at 

home one evening. While we were drinking tea together., one of them 

pulled out a note-book from his pocket and started reading it. It was 

hand-written and seemed quite interesting. I asked where he had got 

these notes. He said they were from the books which they had lent me 

previously. Theylent me some similar booklets which they had in their 

pockets. This time T read them carefully. Previously, I had not read 

them at all, but just kept them for a while and returned them to the 

one who had lent them to me. 

'In ten days I became a Nurcu, I had not known anything abQut 

Nurculuk, not even the name, before that evening. I really enjoyed 

these publications very much. They seemed very convincing and made me 

think deeply about what was contained in them. I read some of them 

more than once, I kept meeting these new friends inside and outside 

the Comp4ny and I joined the ders in the evenings, At the end of this 

tenth day I gave up smoking, drinking alcohol and gambling, and 

started performing the namaz five times a day. One day we went to 
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visit some Nurcu brothers in Diyarbakir. Also present were Fehim Adak 

(subsequently Minister of works) and Recai Kutan (an MSP MP) who were 

sympathetic (dost) towards Nurculuk. We returned quite late at night. 

I performed my yatsi namazi (prayer cat nightfall) quietly but my wife 

noticed. In the mornýng I performed namaz again. At first my wife 

did not say anything to me, but after a week or so she made it clear 

that she was very pleased by my performing the namaz, because she 

herself did so without fail. I well remember reading two hundred pages 

a day f rom S6zler (Words) when If irst got it. It may also be worth 

mentioning that in 1964-66 there were hearings of Nurciiluk cases in 

court and we used to go to listen to them in, for instance, Erzurum, 

Mersin, Bitlis, and especially in our neighbouring cities and towns. 

These hearings and the position of the defendants had a great effect 

on me. Because of them I personally became more attached to Nurculuk. 1 

When the government changed, the new administration appointed 

Hayri in 1968 to the post of Director of the Personnel Department, The 

same year the Nurcus buýlt a mosque inside the Company's staff housing 

area. Next, they bought a house as 4 dershane and communication was 

esta Hayrýls conversion blished with*agabeys in Ankara and Istanbul. 

rticularly attracted the interest of his colleagues and the admiration pai 

of his old gambling companions, Thus, Nurculuk took root amongst the 

workers in Batman. Hayri expressed his gratitude to this conversion: 

Ithe Risale-j Nur delivered me from leading a foolish life in such a 

short space of time that everyone who knew me was surprised and quite 

a number of people became interested in the Risale-i Nur. through 

observing the sudden change in me. Almost all of them knew that I had 

become a Nurcu. All my family circle too were astonished At the change 

in me because they had been trying to convince me that I should be a 
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good Muslim and not drink and gamble. Now they were all happy and 

became favourably disposed towards the Risale-i Nur. ' 

Hayri's eldest daughter passed the entry test for the Faculty of 

Medical Science in Ankara in 1969, and his wife moved to Ankara with 

the other children and settled down there. In the following year 

Hayri applied for a job in the General Headquarters of the Company to 

join his family in 7ýnkara and he was granted an inspectorship. Before 

the military intervention of 12 March 1971, Hayri took a year's course 

at the Middle East Institute of Public Administration. The new 

administration set up after the military intervention cancelled his 

work contract together with that of thirty-two of his colleagues in the 

Company. The official reason for the cancellation was I services no 

longer required'. In the succeeding years until 1975, when the National 

ed 
Front government appoint him as a member of the Board of Directors of 

the same company, he ran an independent business, mostly trade, and 

worked in the Yoni'l\sya office in Istanbul for eight months. This job 

on the board did not last long. The newly formed government dismissed 

HcEýyri from it in April 1978, He worked in another state company, the 

Turkish Aircraft Industry Ltd as an auditor for a year, then returned 

to his previous job on the board of the Petroleum Company. He recently 

retired from this job and now works as an advisor to a private company 

in Ankara. 

Hayri described his grandparents and parents is poor farmers, 

religious, and, apart from his father, badly educated. They were 

supporters of the DP since its foundation and subseqiiently supported 

its successor, the JP. Because new mýachjnes and irrýgatjon systems 

were introduced to the farms of the region after 1950 the population 

the township became comparatively wealthy and so did his family too. 
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Hayrils father was a hafiz who 

succeeded his father-in-law as imam in 1944 when the latter died. 

Hayri's father was the only personkthe family politically active and 

a follower of the Naqshbondi tarikat. With two other people from the 

town, he applied to the government in Ankara to convert their township 

(nahiye) into a town (ilqe and they achieved that in 1948. Hayri's 

father was campaigning against the RPP and distributing the religious 

publications such as BTAyak Doýu, Har'Adam and Sebilarresad amongst the 

people. Eighty percent of the population of the township supported 

the local polling officers 
the DP in the 1946 election but j changed the DP Is votes to the RPP 

in order to assure the upgrading of their township, Another interesting 

state of affairs which Hayri remembers from his childhood is that while 

his father was teaching him and some other children from the town basic 

religious knowledge and how to read the Koran, the gendarmes took him 

several times to the station to prevent him from teaching. 

Hayri's father wanted him to be a religious intellectual, He used 

to go to where Hayri was attending his secondary and lycde school to 

make sure that he perforMed his namaz, but Hayri was praying only when 

he was with his father. Once his father taught him to memorise the 

Koran partially, but later he forgot all he had memorised. 

Hayri has four brothers and one sister, All of them are pious and 

can read the Koran. Apart from the eldest, they are primary school 

graduates. The youngest brother and his children have lately become 

NSp supporters and because of that Hayri occasionally argues with them. 

NQne of them ia Nurcu. sk 
, A. 11 of Hayri's children have received higher education. The eldest 

daughter is a medical specialist and married to a Nurcu; they both attend 

the ders. The eldest son has graduated from the Middle East Technical 
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University, is not a Nurcu and does not practise the namaz. The second 

son is a final year student in a Dentistry Faculty, is politically 

active, and in 1979 was elected for the administrative committee of the 

Youth Branch of the JP. He performs the namaz and can be-counted as a 

sympathiser of the Nurcus. The youngest daughter is a Higher Girls' 

Technical School graduate, working in the Ministry of Education, does 

not practise the namaz and does not cover her head. 

Hayri himself taught all of his four children basic religious 

knowledge and how to read the Koran at home. He went on pilgrimage 

taken a to Mecca in 1975. Thouqh he has k 
? Rr'L 

month Arabic language course, 

he can read and write 7ýrabic script. Besides the Risale-i Nur he 

reads some historical books, all Yeni Asya publications, Yoni'Nesil, and 

occasionally Tercaman newspaper And Kdpra magazine, Ue very rarely 

listens to the radio but watches the news, some of the foreign and 

national productions of series and especially football programmes on 

television. The whole family support the Fenerbahqe football team. 

Since 1963 he has given up smoking, drinking, going to the cinema and 

theatre, He has been abroad on duty to Roumcaniar Russiar Libya and 

seVeral times to West Germany (though only once to West Germany as a 

tourist). Hayri has not joined any other social, political or religious 

g, roup, but he chairs the Ankara Culture and Science Foundation which is 

considered by himself as nothing but hizmet, ca part of the Nurcu cause. 

As for his opinion on the most successful people, H5iyri thinks 

ý5illeyman Demirel leads the field of politics and administration; Sabanci 

And Kog are foremost in businessr and the construction of the industrial 

plants; Korkut Ozal the most jmpressýve technocrat; and Mehmet Kirkincl 

the best livýng Islamic scholar. 
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NIYAZi 

Niyazils father belongs to a family which used to own a lot of land 

including Yukarý- Yeni K6y village. They themselves used to live in a 

town near Urfa called Halfeti, on. a long-established trade route. The 

father had attended the Ra2diye secondary school in Halfeti, but could 

not manage to graduate. In 1938, five years before Niyazi was born, 

the family sold all theland they owned and left Halfetj for Gaziantep 

because the father had got an official job there as a prison guard. 

Later he changed it for other jobs and in the end retired from the tax 

office. Niyazils mother was from the same family as his father, they 

were cousins. She did not receive any education but she can read the 

Koran. She is now sixty-eight years old and her husband is seventy-two. 

Although they do not belong to any tarikat or other such religious order, 

they lead a pious life. 

N. I, yC , izi did not attend any Koran course but he still clearly 

remembers his parents' and grandparents' intoning the Koran, performing 

their namaz and praying at home, and the womenfolk being veiled outside 

the house. He went to prýmary school in his birth-placer Gaziantep. He 

started performing the namaz young, when he was still at primary school. 

His teachers likEdNiyazi for not only was he a good religious boy, but 

he was a successful student too. He was very keen on reading history 

books and drawing pictures. In the picture exhibition corner in his 

. secondary school, most of the pictures were his throughout his three- 

ye4r course, 

He first leArnt about the PUsale-i Nur through the abstracts of ýt 

in the magazine, Har Adam, when he was a second-year student in the 

, econd, Ekry school, He made great efforts to understand these abstracts 
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in order to explain them to the students whom he gathered in his house. 

At the end of the third year in his school all of his class-mates were 

performing the namaz as a result of his spreading religious ideas among 

them and making most of them subscribe to the religious publications. 

In 1959 he came across some books of the Risale-i Nur in a religious 

bookshop in Gaziantep and bought them. Describing the impact these 

made upon him, Niyazi said, 'As I read the R, isal-e-i Nur, I became more 

attracted by its style of expres-sion and Said Nursi's defence speeches 

in court narrated in them, especially the article about Said Nursi 

written by Esref Edip, so that I memorised it. Niyazi introduced 

the Risale-i Nur to his friends in the class, then the school admini- 

stration tried in various ways to make him give up doing so. 

It was in Gaziantep in 1960 that Niyazi first met a Nurcu who 

persuaded him to write a letter to Said Nursi himself. With this man, 

CA reserve officer doing his military service in Gazic-kntep, Niyazi 

started organising ders amongst the common people, especially artisans 

and tradesmen as well as students. For mQre than a year, after the 

derses 
27 Maky military coup d'6tat, these : were held in the mosques. By 

1962, new Nurcus emerged among them, who were ready to devote themselves 

to Nurculuk and the first dershane was opened in the room of a mosque 

where Niyazi lived after he left home. 

Niyazi left school when he was a second year student in the lyc6e. 

! Wen though he was highly successful in his lessons, he decided to 

leave: 'As I devoted myself to hizmet, the lessons came to seem - 

unnecessary and tedious; school did not satisfy me any 'more. The idea 

of leaving school started and gradually strengthened, Before then, I 

had travelled to some other cities to get copies of the Risale-i Nur 

for the Nurcus in Gaziantep and so I had made the acquaintance of 
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ag ey_s. When I told the a§abeys that I proposed to leave school, 

they all strongly rejected the idea. So much so that the lawyer of the 

Nurcus of the time, Bekir Berk, came to Gaziantep and insisted that I 

should not leave the school. But in the end I decided to leave. The 

reason for this was that one night I dreamt of Ostad Said Nursi saying 

to me: "My brotherr leave the school, devote yourself to the Risale-i 

Nur and serve it". I still recall this night that I had awakened 

with tears and awe. Later on. the a§abeys again continously urged me 

to return to school, but, at last, only ZtIbeyr (GUndUzalp) aZýabey 

0 supp, xted and even encouraged me to carry on my hIzmet, after realising )r 

that it was not a, temporary youthful enthusiasm. He said; 'When Ustad 

received those brothers who were full of feeling of self-sacrifice, he 

used to say to them: "I consider self-sacrifice quite seriously, 

b. ecause there is a necessary power in self-sacrifice that attracts the 

of others heartskto itself. " I am sure if our Ostad was here now, he would say 

the same to you. ' 

Niyazi came to Ankara in 1963 to start his military service. From 

the first days, kardoý. ler started visiting him and brought the Risale-i 

Nur and Jaushan, Their embraces drew some officers' attention. Then 

he was summoned before the li6utenantýcolonel and for two hours he was 

interrogated about Nurculuk,, their aims and so on. At the end, they 

thanked him for giving information' but they kept a close eye on him and 

searched his belongings, books and correspondence so frequently that it 

became common gossip that he was 'Bediuzzaman's son'. Because of this, 

he was not able to keep any book with him. He wrote down on paper what 

he had memorised from the Risale-i Nur. He persisted in reading 

the P,, isale-i Nur and propagating them amongst his fellow-soldiers. 

Finally, he was sent to the military court in Mamak where those who 

conspire against the government are usually put on trial. 
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Niyazi tells the story: 'As soon as I appeared before the court, 

the judge asked me: "Why have you got involved in something that is 

beyond your capacity? ", and without trying me ordered me to be kept 

in detention for four months. Talat Aydemir and his accomplices were 

in the cell which was next to mine. They were allowed to receive books, 

newspapers and their visitors. Two things which I could not forget: 

one was that they did not give me permission to have anything to read, 

even the Koran; the second was that they did not allow my visitors, 

even my lawyer, to speak to me, only once towards the end of my 

mprýsonment did I meet my lawyer for four minutes. In the first 

hearing, after four months, my lawyer, Bekir Berk, defended me 

fhould wonderfully. Without demanding that the cour set me free, I 

requested them to return the Risale-i Nur to me. Af ter a couple of 

hearings, I was acquitted and the books were returned, In the 

subsequent period of my milita, r y service, they gave me a very confi- 

dentickl duty. From thia I understand that even though they torture 

us, they still trust us. ' 

NiyaZi h4s. cý brQtheiý who is a, primary school graduate, a sympathiser 

Q: ý the Nurculuk and a sister who is- the same as his brother in literacy, 

Married and pious. His parents have backed himany_time he was in need. 

They were a little bit hurt when he left the school, they knew that the 

reason for this was Nurcu activities to which Niyazi devoted himself. 

They opposed Nurculuk for a while and Niyazi had to leave home, In 

1974 he married a daughter of a Nurcu family. She has not received any 

formal education but can read and write both the new Turkish alphabet 

C-%nd the Arabýc script. Her f amily lives in a village of Malatya Eknd 

her brothers and sisters all are devoted Nurcus of average means running 

age. Niyazi and his wife have decided not to have any farm in the villc 
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children, but instead of this they accommodate fifteen to twenty 

Nurcu girl students. They have their own weekly meetings amongst 

women in different places in Gaziantep arranged by Niyazils wife, and 

also they carry out any sort of Nurcu activities for women in their 

large house as if it were a dershane, He has never been on pilgrimage 

yet, nor has he travelled outside Turkey. 

MAHMUD 

Mahmud was born in Kagakk6y (Korkuteli district) ,a vill. Age in 

ca, mountainous part of Antalya Province. Most of the people who live 

there breed livestock. The f amilies. of Mahmud Is grandparents , on both 

of 
sides, were comparatively well-off and both. 1his grandfathers had joined 

the army and fought in the Dardanelles, His paternal grandfather did 

not return at all; his mother's father came back to the village after 

nine years but died a few months later,, i 

His mother and father grew up as orphans. His father was adopted 

by an uncle who was a hafiz and quite religious. His father eventually 

married this uncle Is daughter but she died while he was doing his 

military service. When he completed his service, he came back to the 

village and lay down to sleep in an attempt to seek God's guidance in 

A dream about his plan to kidnap another cousin. This was the girl 

who became Mahmud's mother. She was the eldest in the family and had 

to look after all of her sisters after their fatherýs demise, She 

suffered so much that she kept beseeching God not to give her any 

d4ughters. 

Mahmud's grandparents' families were not known as religious 

people. only his father learnt how to read the Koran from his step- 

father, his uncle, he cannot write the new alphabet but reads it with 
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difficulty. The mother is completely illiterate, Both mother and 

father are punctilious in the performance of their 

namaz. Seven years after their marriage they succeeded in having a 

baby, then yet another, but because of repeated miscarriages, it was 

four years before they could have a third. Then the wife was told in 

her dream that this time she would give birth to a child and she did. 

This long-awaited boy was regarded as particularly blLt_ýssed. They named 

him Mahmud, after the most religious man in the family, the hafiz 

step-father, in the hope that he would take after him and become a 

haf lz ý 

When Mahmud was born in 1956, the family was no longer in 

comfortable financial circumstances. 7Uthough he needed his children's 

help, Mahmud's father kept saying: IT am going to have this son of 

m1ne educated. Mahmud says: 'From ýthe very beginning of my primary 

education, these words constantly echoed in my ears. T worked 7ery 

hard and I was first in the class throughout my schooling, ' Mahmud's 

ather taught him at home to read the Koran with some other children 

from the village where he was a prii-aary school pupil. His father used 

to take him to the mosque and ask him to read the Koran aloud before 

the congregation. 
to 

I 
Mah. muWs father sent his eldest sOnýthe Tm4m-Hatip Okulu in 

I\ntalya in the face of criticism from fellow-villagers. This lad was 

the first from the village to go there, but his study was not entirely 

successful, he twice had to repeat a year. In 1968, Mahmud was also 

sent to Antalya to study in the same school with his brother. They 

stayed there in a modest house, which their father bought for their use, 

with a friend from the same village who was studying in the Lycde, 

Mahmud's brother and the third person in the house were smoking, and 
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with their friends they used to gather in the house and have long 

political discussions in the evenings. In his first years, Mahmud did 

not interfere in their arguments, only after his fourth year in the 

school did he start smoking and became interested in the political 

disputes. He says: 'Although I considered myself a right-wing 

sympathiser, in the course of time leftist friends' arguments seemed 

to me to be more sound. ' 

To avoid thinking of hong and forget his hard daily life, he used 

to go to the cinema twice a week and read poetry on the sea shore on 

Sundays. When he reached his- fýnal year in the school, he began to 

feel so conscience-stricken about his smoking and going to the cinema 

that he prayed to God to give him enough will-power to control his 

desires. It was in this period of his life, when he was living alone 

ther hc -4n the house with his leftýwing friend after his bro, id graduated 

4nd left, that he got a book entjtled'HuZiir'Soka4j- (by ýule Yaksel 

Senler) and read it with this frýend, who used to make fun of Mahmud's 

namaz, saying that he knew some other ways of doing gymnastics, why 

didnIt he practise them as well. Mahmud was very disappointed at not 

being able to give his friend convincing explanations of his belief 

and religious practices. This book caused his friend to abandon his 

left-wing views and eventually become a Nurcu. Tt contained some 

c4uotations from the Riaale-i Nur without naming the source. These 

attracted their attention. They enjoyed reading them but they did not 

know anything about the Rjs, -3, leý, i Nur oT Nurculuk at that time. 

Tn 1974-75 he supported the NSP because of its Policy in favour 

Qf religion and attended party gatherings and took their karate 

training courses. His purpose was to be able to beat up anti-religious 

people and then escape. Towards the end of his school period in Antalya 
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he read quite a number of books; amongst them the mystical works 
An 

Abidler Yolu, Kirk Esas and Al-Mi4giz u min ad-Dhalal, all by Imam 
41\ 

Al-Ghazali, had a great influence on him. 'For fifteen to twenty 

days', he says, 'I tried tQ lead an ascetic life and liked very much 

the Al-Ghazali's answers to rationalist philosophers, I enjoyed 

books 
reading these kw hich I hoped would help me to get rid of my bad habits, 

such as smoking, going to the cinema and so on, but they had no 

permanent effect on me. ' As MahmLid read them more and became aware 

that the life of people in Turkey was very different from that recommended 

I -m the books, he became full of zeal to bring the nation back to religion. 

Thus he expresses his feelings about that: 'In those days I believed 

that all communists should be killed and the education institutions 

should be rescued by Muslims and Islam should rule over the country. 

think under thes, e impressions that I had a sympathy for the NAP and 

their idea of expelling the Jews, who dominated the Turkish economy, 

from Turkey. ' 

Promptýng M(ýhmudvs inteiýest in the Risale-i Nur were some questions 

in his mind, such as the problem of If ree will I and 'women Is place in 

lsl4mv. Because he was not quite sure how to explain ! fatalism' in 

Tslam, he was extremely afraid it might have been decreed that he was 

to be included in the list of sinners. Another question which puzzled 

him very much was how God could manage to command everything in the 

unýverse in which things happen simultaneously without causing any 

confusion since He was the sole One. Although he did not want to 

Accept 'Naturalism', he was not able to criticise it. 

As a result of the Unvversity entry test he wcas accepted by 

AtatfArk University in Erzurum in 1976. An assistant lecturer of this 

Linj,, Versity had come for the summer holiday to the village where he was 
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born. They did not know each other before, but Mahmud trusted him 

after learning that he practised his namaz and asked him to accompany 

him to Erzurum. On their way to Erzurum, the assistant read him some 

parts from a book. Later, Mahmud realised that this book was by Said 

Nursi. He had previously heard of Nurculuk as an unorthodox mezhep, 

but he thought that such a man as this assistant, a very sincere pious 
was 

intellectual gentl6man, would not follow Nurculuk, if itisomething 

un-Islamic. In Erzurum, he settled down in a dershane on the advice 

of the assistant, where one of their'hem$ehris was living. He 

described his initial impressions as follows: 'The first thing to 

strike me was the length of the'tesbihat which Nurcus read after perform- 

: ýng the namaz, Also the students who stayed in the house did not go out 

Very often; they just sat and read, mostly the Risale-i Nur. I went out 

frequently to smoke, no-one else smoked in the house. Another thin4ý 

that puzzled me was why these very religious people did not support the 

NS-P, but supported the JP instead, as that is not a religious party. 

I asked them why it wcas, but they did not give me a satisfying answer. 

However, I like the Nurcus in general. I started reading the Risale-i 

Nur. The first one I read was A$a'yi Mqsa, I 

After two weeks, Mahmud got a room in the university accommodation 

and left the dershane, but remained friendly with the Nurcus there. 

With these and other Nurcu friends from the university, he performed 

the namaz and attended the ders two or three times a week. One day, 

one of his left-wing friends asked a question: 'Why has God created 

some of us shorter than others? Is not that injustice? ' The immediate 

reply to this came from a supporter of the NAP: 'Look here, friend, you 

can't ask that question'. This behaviour killed Mahmud's sympathy for 

the NU. He had read an answer for such a question in the Risale-i Nur 
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and read it out to his friend who was satisfied. Mahmud then decided 

to become a Nurcu and work for this cause. 

After completing his university education, he got a job in Erzurum 

and settled in a dershane in order to carry on his hizmet. He gives 

the relevant Nurcu view while he is teaching at the school where every- 

body knows him as a Nurcu and he is proud to be known as one. Especially 

in the holiday times, Mahmud usually joins the group of Nurcus going to 

neighbouring cities and towns to organise ders and spends most of his 

leisure time in 'The Centre for Press and Publication' which is run by 

,, y servi-ce, neither has he the Nurcus. He has not yet done his militar 

been outside Turkey at all. 

Mahmud is single now, but looking forward to getting married as 

soQn aks possible. He knows Araýbic and GermAn quite well. Since he 

became a Nurcu he has given up smoking and going to the cinema and 

th-eatre, and now he rarely wAtches television. If there ýs any free 

time he listens to the radio f or the news only. He has devoted almost 

his entire life to Nurculuk; apart from reading the Risale-i Nur to the 

others on every possible occasion, he reads it just for himself ý 

twenty pages a day. He performs namaz fives times a day with the 

complete tesbihat. He does not perform any of the ! optional' namaz. 

Ma, hmud reads the books of TslamiQ canonical law and commentaries on the 

Koran concerning his teaching. He also reads all of the'Yoni Asya 

publications, L6pEA and Zafor-magazines, Yoni'No, 8il and, on rare 

occasions, I Terctlinan newspapers. 

According to Mahmud, the people who are most successful are those 

who, while maintaining constant improvement, keep worldly and other- 

worldly life in balance. As an example Of this, he named Professor 

Servet Armagan. 
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Mahmud's family still lives in the village, earning their living 

by farming. None of the members of the family rejects Mahmud being 

a Nurcu. Although they cannot be called Nurcus themselves, they are 

sympathetic towards the movement. Notwithstanding their family's 

reputation as being supporters of the RPP, Mahmud's father turned 

towards the DP, then the JP, and now the NSP, and the mother, of course, 

just followed her husband, His eldest brother who runs his own farm in 

the same village, graduated from the primary school and does not perform 

the namaz. The second eldest brother, a Higher Islamic Institute 

grsýduate, is a teacher and quite pious. His two younger brothers both 

live with their father, eknd help with the farm. They did not continue 

their education after finishing their primary school. They usually 

perform the namaz. 

7. NWZAT 

Nevzat was born in 1954 in Eýnelli, a -village in qamardý- district of 

Ni§de province in central Anatolia. His family were farmers leading 

a self-sufficient life there. His eighty-three year-old father is a 

religious man, has been on pilgrimage to Mecca and graduated f rom 

primary school. The mother was from the same village andr like her 

husband, came from a pious family, but she had been taught hardly 

anything, not even how to read the Koran. She died in 1964 and since 

then her husband has been living with his youngest son in the village. 

then a, Both parents' families were pro-DP and pro-JP and none of the 

members of the family belongs to any sort of religious order. 

The most important figure in the family was NevZatls paternal 

uncle who was an ideal person in Nevzat's mind. He had graduated from 
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medrese and was held in high regard ýLs a Muslim scholar, alim, by 

the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages, as well as their own 

village. He, himself, taught Nevzat to read the Koran when he was 

attending the primary school in the village, and gave him basic 

Islamic knowledge in a way which he could easily comprehend. Not only 

Nevzat, but Nevzat's father too, greatly admired him. Whenever the 

family discussed religion at home, they constantly referred to the 

views of Nevzat's uncle. Nevzat was so nmch influenced by his uncle's 

1 reputation that he vowed to become a man of learning and religous 

like him. 

When Nevzat completed his primary school education, for he was a 

successful student, his teachers tried to persuade his father to send 

him to the secondary school, but his father wanted him to receive an 

education just like his elder brother had, -and sent hým to the Tmam 

Hatip Okulu in Ni§de. He stayed there in a student dormitory. As well 

as- the required reading, he read historical and religious books, partiý 

cularly about the lives of the f our Caliphs, During his school years 

he gave sermons in mosques, personally encouraged by the Mafti of the 

city to do this-. At the same time he took part in s-everi-ql debating 

competitions between the schools in Ni§de, organised by the school 

administration. 

In spite of his readings and efforts, he was aware that he was 

not able to answer all the questions about religion raised by students 

from other schools with whom he had made friends through these 

arguing cgcin, competitions. it was in his final year when they were ý Ek 

that one of his friends from the Lycde gave an answer to a question 

about a hadith that seemed to Nevzat to be more Convincing than his own, 

even though this friend was not taking religious courses and Nevzat was. 
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Nevzat asked him where he had learnt this explanation of the meaning 

of the hadith which teaches that the world stands on an ox and af ish. 

This friend mentioned the name of a literature teacher who had told 

him of this interpretation. Nevzat became very interested in this 

teacher and asked his friend to introduce them. Starting from the 

first meeting he asked all the questions in his mind which he had been 

asked before. He became so close to him that Nevzat began to visit 

him twice a week in his house and discussed all of his questions. He 

was highly surprised at the answers and asked about the source of his 

knowledge. The reply was I The Risale-i Nur I. A, desire grew in Nevzat 

to read these books and he asked how- he could obtain them. The teacher 

of f ered to read them with him in order to explain the meanings of the 

words in the book which could be difficult to understand. Because 

the teacher was single and the house was quite convenient, Nevzat 

accepted the offer. They first reAd"Ayot ul-Kabra. (The Supreme Sign) 

and then Haý; ir, 'Risalesi (The Treatise on the Resurrection) 

Nevzat enjoyed the Risale-i Nur very much and wished his friends 

also to obtain these attractive books. After a while he suggested that 

the teacher rent a house as a, dershane where they could live together 

in an attempt to disseminate the Risale-i Nur amongst hýs fellow-students. 

They did open a dershane but soon afterwards Nevzat graduated from the 

school with a first grade and got a place in KayseriHigher Is, laýnic 

Institute and at the same time, on the strength of results in the 

University entry test, was accepted by the Faculty of Science of Atat-Grk 

University in Erzurum. He preferred the university, expecting that the 

science education would strengthen his religious beliefs, 

He came to Erzurum in 1972 and first stayed in a dersh4ne and then 

moved into a dormitory that belonged to the university accommodation in 
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order to propagate Nurculuk amongst the wider student circle bY 

spending most of his time with them. He gave sermons at the Friday 

prayers in a small mosque provided inside the university for the 

students and took advantage of this to spread 'the truth of the 

Risale-i Nur'. As an outcome of these endeavQurs, he caused quýte a 

lot of students to become acquainted with the Nurcus and eventually to 

stay in dershanes. Nevzat gave some seminars organised by the Nurcus 

in the surrounding towns and cities of Erzurum until he got his first 

degree in 1977 and left Erzurum for Ankara where he taught biology in 

a lyc(5e. In 1980 he resigned from teaching and returned to Erzurum to 

get another job as- a director of a private student dOrmitory run by 

Nurcus. 

Nevzat cites two events from his school days 4s his -most lasting 

and effective memories of his youth. The first was of his left-wing 

friends from other secondary schools becoming activists 4fter reading 

leftist books. He says; 'Thia urged me to be iaore conscious of my 

duty towards my own cause. The other was that after a long argument 

with an atheist f riend in the unýversity canteen, this atheist friend 

admitted the superiority of his idea in f ront of hundreds, of students. 

This event, according to Nevzat, justified his confidence in his ideas. 

None of Nevzat's family members disapproves of his views. His 

primary-school-graduate sister is a housewife- His only brother, 

after graduating from the primary school, stayed in the village to 

look after the father and till the family's 1, And, Both sister and 

brother are quite pýous and 
, 

although they cannot be called eVen Nurcu 

sympathisers, they support him as a religious man. 

Nevzat is a single man, has done his military service and has never 

travelled outside Turkey. As 3, part of his social life., he undertakes 
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the secretarial duties of the Turkish Temperance Society, the Green 

Crescent. He has never tasted alcohol or smoked a cigarette in his 

life. He listens to the radio only for the news and only watches 

television programmes related to his profession. He used to go to the 

cinema and theatre very occasionally. The last time was four months 

ago when he went to a historical play. 

Nevzat is an entirely dedicated Nurcu. Everything he does is for 

the sake of Nurculuk. He likes reading historical books, especially 

the ones about Turkey since 1876 (when the first constitution was 

proclaimed), but apart from those he reads only the Risale-i Nur and 

what he calls 'the supplementary publications of the Risale-i Nurl, 

Yeni Asya publications, Yeni Nesil newspaper, and K6pra and'Zafer 

magazines. 

According to Nevzat, Said Nursi and StIleyman Demirel may be 

considered the most successful persons and their success should be 

measured by paying close attention to the circumstances under which 

they worked for their purposes; for the former the purpose was to root 

out the atheistic ideology and for the latter to achieve the economic 

development which was crucially important to meet the people's need. 

Within the limits of their situation they each achieved as much as was 

possible in furtherance of these aims, 

ALPER 

Contrary to the general trend in Turkey, 7Uperls grandfather moved 

from Istanbul to Atkaracalar, a small township (nahiye) in Cankirl 

province. Alper was born there in 1949. His family waa quite well off 

and there were ulema (learned men) among them, but in Alper's view the 
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family started declining materially and morally, when this paternal 

grandfather changed his ways for the worse, became a rake and 

consequently Alper's own father was not brought up religiously or 

given a good education (only primary school and learning how to read 

the Koran). 

Alper's other grandfather showed similar disregard for religion 

though his wife came from a pious family. Alpervs mother has not been 

taught to read and write the new alphabet but only to read the Koran 

in Arabic script. She is now a aeventy year-old widow-, quite religious 

living on her own in Atkaracqlar and looking after her livestock. 

His father and mother and their families support the RPP, though 

his brothers and sisters do not necessarily do so. 

After completing his primary school education, Alper was sent off 

to Heybeliada, Istanbul, to extend his education, He graduated f rom the 

secondary school living with hils -uncle's family there, His uncle and 

aunt rarely performed their naýmaz and his great-uncle, who was staying 

with them, never did. Because he failed the entry examination for the 

Navy School and his father died in 1963 , Alper returned to Atkaracalar 

and ran his father's grocery shop there for a year, 

IýJper had no religioua experience at all until he stayed with 

comparatively devout eldest brother's family in Ankara in order to 

continue his study in Yapi EnstitasiA (The Building Institute) From 

his second year on in the Institute he became a boarder. He had a 

hafiz friend in the boarding school who taught him to read the Koran. 

This f riend provided him with some religious books and once took him 

to the house of one of his relatives where after performing their namaz, 

this man told them something interesting. It was from the Risale-i 

Nur but Alper did not then know where it came from. He just liked it. 
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There was another Nurcu friend in the school but they did not 

mention anything about Nurculuk to Alper. One evening, another 

school-mate was annoying this friend, taunting him with being a 

Nurcu. That was the first time Alper heard of Nurculuk. He defended 

his friend because he liked him, and so they became closer friends. 

Alper started regularly attending ders on Saturdays with these two 

Nurcu friends in the Cebeci district dershane, where medical students 

lived. In 1966 about thirty friends from the same school who perform- 

ed the namaz became acquainted with Nurculuk. After a police raid on 

a dershane, some of the Nurcus were put in prison in 1967. Alper 

visited them in the prison several times and observed them still 

propagating Nurculuk there. He thought 'What brave men they are, even 

in prison they spread Nurculuk! ' 

In 1967, just before he completed his course at the Institute, 

he went to Varto for a while with his final year student friends to 

help rebuild houses wrecked by the earthquakes. After graduating f rom 

the Institute he got his first job in Konya as a construction supervisor. 

He did not stay there very long because in the following year he 

started his university education in a Higher Engineerýng School in 

Ankara, and transferred his job as well. On his brother's advice, for 

fear of being prosecuted, Alper spent his first year in a private 

student hostel. He used to take his friends from there to a dershane 

to which he subsequently moved. Thereafter he used to go to the 

hostel and tell the students there about the Risale-ý Nur. Once, when 

he was arguing with his friends in the hostel and reading some passages 

of the Risale-i Nur to them in the canteen, one of the students 

informed the police that he was propagating Nurculuk amongst the 

students. The police came and took Alper to the station and after 
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discovering where he lived, they searched the dershane and found the 

books of the Risale-i Nur. Alper was then detained in prison for 

three months. This was in 1971. 

Although he lost a year at the university because of this 

detention, Alper is not resentful and he speaks enthusiastically of 

those sorts of incidents that happened to him, 'I am very happy for 

two failures in my life; first the failure to get into the Navy School 

(otherwise I would be just another keen member of the RPP as my uncle's 

entire family was) , and the other was being in prison. Some sixty or 

seventy of the one hundred and fifty prisoners in the section where 

spend three months- started performing the namaz . We used to gather 

five times a day and read the Risale-i Nur after the namaz. Now I have 

a lot of friends who became Nurcus, and perform hizmets for the Risaleýi 

Nur. Moreover, prison taught me that this world was really transitory, 

so I decided to devote my entire life to the hizmet.! 

After being released from prison, Alper resumed his work, but this 

time as a watchman. ; Uper was happy with this job too because it gave 

him a chance to read the Risale-i Nur more. When he got his first 

degree from the University in 1973, he resigned from his job and did 

not apply for another one. He has since been working on the staff of 

the Ankara Cultural and Education Foundation run by Nurcus to look 

after the dershanes. He did his military service in 1975, and in 1976 

this 
temporarily administered a student hostel. Alper considered V good 

form of hizmet amongst the students who lived there. After the 12 

September 1980 army takeover, he was kept in custody for 49 days 

together with twenty-nine fellow Nurcus who had gathered for a ders 

when the police and soldiers raided the dershane. 

7ýlper has not travelled outside Turkey, even for the pilgrimage. 

He has joined only the Turkish Temperance Society, the Green Crescent, 
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as part of his social activity other than his services to the Nurculuk. 

He listens to the news on the radio and does not watch television 

because he has no time for it. He used to go to the cinema, though 

not frequently, but after knowing the Risale-i Nur he , completely stopped 

goIng. The last film he saw was 'The Message' . He does not 

smoke or drink alcohol. Years ago with his friends in Heybeliada, he 

once tried a mouthful of wine and some Turkish raki, and a bottle of 

brandy. Whenever he finds free time, apart from dealing with hizmets, 

he reads, mainly the Risale-i Nur and the Yeni Asya publications, 

K8pra and Zafer magazines, Yoni Negil newspaper, and occasionally he 

has a look at other newspapera. 

Alper himself is single and has three brothers and three sisters. 

The eldest brother is forty-five years old, a religious man, and a 

primary school graduate, His grown-up children are Nurcus. The eldest 

sister has not received any education and does not perform her religious 

duties. His second eldest brother is-also indifferent to religion, left 

the secondary school before graduating, and lives in Atkaracalar. The 

third eldest brother, who sometimes performs his namaz, runs a grocer's 

shop in Ankara. His other elder sister is a widow, very punctilious 

about her religious duties- and can read the Koran properly, her children 

are religious as well. The youngest sister is married too, she and 

her husband perform the namaz from time to time. All of his brothers 

and sisters votedfor the JP, except the eldest brother who supported 

the NSP. 
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TEVFiK 

Tevfik is a son of a labourer living in Istanbul. His forebears 

migrated to Istanbul generations ago and became so mixed with other 

families through marriages that now the family does not know quite 

where it originated. The eighty-one year old primary school graduate 

father is a pensioner. Tevfik's mother, a housewife, also graduated 

from primary school. Both of them maintain rather tenuous links with 

religion; they cannot read the Koran, the father seldom goes to the 

mosque on Fridays and the mother recently started praying only when 

she stayed in Tevfik's house, otherwise she would not bother. Their 

political tendency was towards the DP and then to the JP. 

There was no religious atmosphere in the family in which Tevfik 

spent his childhood; his father wAs not interested in religion and used 

to work very hard, coming home late in the evening. Tevfik cannot 

remember any religiOls matter being discussed among the family or 

visiting neighbours at all. Neither his two brothers, nor his sister 

observe the rules of Islam. Tevfik himself is the eldest in the family. 

The elder of his two brothers did not stay at school beyond primary 

level; he is a foreman in a factory in Istanbul, The youngest brother 

left school when he was attending the second year course in the lyc6e 

and became a workman. The only sister is A secondary school graduate 

and performs the namaz from time to time. 

When Tevfik was at primary school, he went one summer holiday to 

a mahalle mektebi to learn how to read the Koran. Until hia final year 

in the lyc6e, when he started fasting without anybody's encouragement 

and became concerned about religion, he had not pr, -ýkctised his religion 

at all. 
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After he had graduated from the lycde in 1961, when he was 

twenty-one years old, he went to Erzurum to do military service as a 

reserve officer teacher. At the end of his service he decided not to 

return home but to stay in Erzurum and study the Arabic language and 

some religious subjects, Thýs so annoyed his parents that they 

remained disgruntled with him for four years, While he was taking 

religious courses in an unofficial medrese, he got the diploma from an 

Imam-Hatip Okulu by taking examinations in lessons which are taught 

only in imam-Hatip Qkulu, without attending the classes , and thus he 

became off icýally qualified to preach in mosques. it was only after 

he was appointed as a preacher -in one of the towns, of Erzurum that his 

parents were satisfied with him and thoughtthat he was not doing 

something nonsensical. 

In 1966, in addition to his studies on religious sub)ects, 

especially commentary on the Koran, Tevfik resumed his formal 

education in the Faculty of Literature and Arts in AtatfArk University, 

By the time he got his first degree from the University, he h4d received 

9 
an ; ýcazet (certi; Cicatte) from the medrese, Tevfik stayed one more year 

in Erzurum to study Islamic philosophy privately and then left his 

preaching post and the city in 1971 for Nýgde where he was appointed as a 

teacher of literature in the Lycde. In the same cityr four years later, 

he became principal of the Yaksek Meslek Okulu (Professional High S-chool) 

af ter 
and then of the Institute of Education. Soon A the 12 September army 

take-over, he was transferred to Konya Atattirk Gýrjsl Lycde as a 

literature teacher aga-in. He is now also teaching Socýology and General 

Instruction Methods in the Higher Islamic Institute of Konya. 

Tevfik first heard about Nurculuk in 1960. Just out of ýnterest, 

, And At a friend's suggestion, he went to a dershane in Istanbul, and 

they gave him some books of the Risale-i Nur such as KfA(; iAk S6zler 
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(The Small Book of Words) and GenglIkRohbori (A Guide for Youth), but 

he did not study them very seriously. In 1963, when he started 

attending the medrese, one of his teachers used to take Tevfik and his 

friends to the ders. Until 1966, when he was enrolled for the university, 

he liked the Risaleýi Nur but he was not really very much interested in 

them. In the course of his life in the university, the more he 

encountered questions about religion asked by fellow-students, the 

more he realised that he was not able to give any convincing answers 

to them with his- religious knowledge which he had learnt in the medresef 

And that the answers provided by the Risale-i Nur were very satisfying. 

By reading the Risale-i Nu, r more closely, he came to the conclusion 

that he should devote himself to the hizmet of the Risale-ý Nur and he 

4d so. 

Tevfik found an opportunity to go- on pilgrima, ge to Mecca in 1966 

and that has been his only opportunity so far to travel outside Turkey. 

lie knows I\rabýc and Persian cýuite well, and a little English. He 

watches the news and some good programnes such as ! The News Programme' 

on television, does not usually listen to the radio, sometimes may be 

for the news. Before 1960, he used to go to the cinema just to see 

foreign films, but he never went to the theatre as-he does- not like it. 

He has never smoked or drunk alcohol. He worked as a member of the 

executive committee of the Society of Religious Officia, ls (Din 

Qe. lrevlilerý Dernegi) in Erzurum in 1968. That waa his only involvement 

in such a society. 

Tevfik is an official at the moment, but he would like to devote 

z ple . ýll his life to the cause of the Ris5 -i Nur. aasion is reading. His pc 

He Keads all sorts of books-and novels which are related to his 

professional interest, In addition to these, he contimaýxlly follows 
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tho Yoni Asya pMlications, and Tercaman, and Yoni W811 daily 

newspapers. 

There is no Nurcu amongst the family other than Tevfik's wife 

whom he married in 1980 on the recommendation of his Nurcu friends. 

She is a primary school graduate, and her very religious family lives in 

Soma, a town near Manisa. They have a four-month old daughter whom 

they are planning to bring up to become a Nurcu. Tevfik's parents can 

scarcely be called Nurcu sympathisers but now, after prolonged resis- 

taknce, they cons-ent to his being a Nurcu. 

1 HAKAN 

Hakan's family consist mostly of officers and well-educated people. 

H-- 
. L. 's- father's grandparents came from Caucasia and settled in Istanbul; 

his grandfather was a goldsmith. One of HakanIs uncles is a retired 

I 
officer and the other is a lawyer. The enlye family h(As been indifferent 

towards both religion and politics. Hakanvs father has neVer cast a 

vote in any election. 

Hc-kkanis mother's family, too, moved from a town near ganakkale to 

Istanbul. Her father wAs a high-rankýng army staff officer and all of 

her brothers are now retired officers. She is sixty years old and 

compared with her husband and his family she is somewhat religious, 

reading the Koran and performing her religious duties such as the namaz 

and fasting during the month of Ramadan. Later she became even more 

pious under her son's influence. She now performs her namaz on a 

prayer-mat which he gave her as a present when he first became a Nurcu. 

Hakan's grandmother and mother inculcated in him the duty of loyalty 

to his parents, to be a good man, not to tell lies, and to fear God, 

but certainly never taught him to worship. His childhood memories of 
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religious observances are limited to his grandmother performing the 

namaz and his father, on one occasion only, sacrificing a sheep, when 

he was a major. 

The father was enrolled in the Kuleli Military Lycde when he was 

only a third-year primary school boy and in 1931 graduated from 

Istanbul Military College. After taking part in the Dersim operation 

against the Kurds, he returned to Ankara as a personal guard of AtatUrk 

and then became a first lieutenant in the presidential guard. As the 

commander of the Armoured Brigade at Etimes§ut, Ankara, he was chiefly 

, responsible for defeatj-ng the coup attempt made by Colonel Talat 

Aydemir on 21 May 1961. 

At that time, Hakan was eleven yea, rs old,, but he still well 

Kemembers a captain from th, e aq-me brigade knocking on their door at 

midnight and his father giving orders to pjýevent the rebels who had 

seized Radyo Evi (Broadcasting House) in Ankara from broadcasting. 

This was done by stopping trans-missions from the station in Etimesgut. 

Hakan tells: 'He put on his uniform with a civilian overcoat covering 

it. After asking all the family to forgive all that he may have unjustly 

done (helallagst; Lý, he left the house with the captain in a civilian car. 

Half an hour later shooting started in the centre of Ankara, Ký-zilay. ' 

Hakan and the other members of the family were very worried for their 

father's life until a few hours later news came from the radio 

announcing that the attempted coup had been suppressed. By the morning, 

senior staff officers reasserted control over every unit and placed 

them under the control of the commander in chief of the time, 

Parliament was surrounded by the tanks of Hakan's father's regiment. 

As a reward for his effort in 1962, Hakan's father was promoted to 

brigadier, but in 1965 he retired from the army at his own request. 
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When Hakan was 4-5 years old, he used to go with his friends to 

the tomb of a saint (whose identity he did not know) near their house 

and pray, and his parents did not criticise him for this. Though 

they used not to talk about religion in the house, during the month of 

Ramadan, he himself willingly wanted to fast but his teacher in the 

primary school made him break his fast because he was too young. 

Ra, kan's father's mother used to live very close to the tomb of the saint, 

ItLci Bayram in Z\nkara.. When theyr with the mother and sisters, went to 

vi, sit the grandmother, his mother used to ask her children to go to 

the tomb and pray to God asking Him to make them clever and successful 

(akil aqa-kliýi, zihin, 'aqjkliýi vorsin vO bUytik'adaz alm4n; Lz igin 

dua edin. ) Hakan describes this grandmother as a person who was 

acquainted with God though not religious. She -used to argue with 

Hc was 
, ýkanls sister, whotpro-tn8nfi, about Menderes because she was fond of 

Menderes. 

flakan becalme veTy interested ýn =sic and started taking guitar 

lessons when he was attending secondary school in Ankara. During the 

holiday 
summer holidays, all his family used to go to the armed forces1kcamp 

in Istanbul and Hakan joined a dance group there. Towards the end of 

his third year in the secondary school, he wished he could perform 

the namAz,, but whenever he attempted to practise it, his father 

prevented him from doing so, His father's fear was that if he 

practised the namaz and consequently became religiousf he might 

neglect his studies. As he was the only son in the family, his father 

constantly reminded him that his study was. most important. 

The most diligent student in the class was Hakan's closest friend. 

He was the leader of the music group in the school and Hakan used to 

go to the theatre and the British Council to take English courses with 
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him. His father, too, was an officer -a military judge, When they 

were in the first year class in the Lycde, Hakan once noticed that 

this friend performed his namaz five times a day. Taking his friend 

namaz too 
as an example, he started performing Iý -17 and, with the grandmother's 

support against the father's persistence, joined the Friday prayers in 

the mosque. 

He was accepted by the Faculty oý Law in Ankara on the results of 

the university entry tests but, because of his excessive interest in 

becoming an architect, Hakan went to a private college to study 

architecture. There was a mosque quite close to this college where 

IfAkan met some university students and enjoyed listening to their 

conversations about religion. Meanwhile, he was preparing himself 

for the next university entry tests in order to be able to study his 

subject in one of the state colleges, He asked one of his friends whom 

he met in the mosque to gilVe him a book about mathematics. He found a 

paper inside the book on which were some sentences- with ýtheir author's 

name, 'Said Nursil, underneath. He became very anxio-us about this name 

iýnd showed it to his old friend who hAd greatly influenced Hakan to 

become more religious during his days in the LycOe. As soon as he saw 

the name he burst out: 'I shall tell my father and ask him to put them 

Ln prJsonv, but Hakan did not approve of this, saying: 'They look very 

nice men, religious and educated. ' He asked his sister what her 

opinion was of these people, she strongly requested him not to go to 

the mosque again. Hakan was not quite aware of what all this fuss was 

about. Then, he decided to ask his father about Nurculuk without 

mentioning these friends. He told him that he did not know much about 

it except that the leader of it was called Said-i Kardl and had wanted 

to establish a Kurdish state. 
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Henceforth, Hakan began to observe his friends sceptically 

but nothing appeared strange to him. While he was reading the collection 

of articles of qetin dzek published in the Cumhuriyet newspaper which 

his father had given to him, Hakan had an invitation from, one of his 

friends from the mosque to visit his house. He accepted the invitation 

though with hesitation. He felt very sorry for this friend when he saw 

hanging on the wall of the house framed quotations from Said Nursi. 

This surprised and saddened Hakan because this friend was not a Kurd 

and he was studying electronics in the Middle East Technical University 

so he 'should not have been an obscurantist or a reactionary'. Since 

he was a very nice person, Hak4n asked him how he could be a 'Nurcul. 

long discussion started between themi this friend vigorously defended 

Said Nursi as a commentator who has interpreted the Koran in accordance 

with the level of understanding of the century and encouraged the young 

generation to study science. Hakan was not at ease but was inquisitive 

Cand could not reject his friend's offer to introduce him to his Nurcu 

f riends. 

On a later even-, Lng in 1968, his friend too% H4kan to a dershane. 

When they first entered, five or six people were performing the evening 

prayer all together - w; Lth cemaat, The prayer leader and some others 

were wearing robes and turbanson their heads. Haka-n was shocked by 

what he saw, but felt obliged to join in the prayer. He had previously 

thought that Nurcu congregations comprised some s, tra. ngely dressedaged 

men sitting in a circle, noisily chanting IHu! I He was expecting that 

the chanting would start after the namaz. Apart from the robes and 

turbans worn by some of the participants, the nama. g seemed very like 

what he was used to, except that the people turned their palms downwards 

ýor a moment during the prayer which was said following the namaz, 
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though most of the time their hands were open with palms uppermost 

at chest level. After the namaz, the persons wearing robes and 

turbans took them off and all of them welcomed Hakan with a smile. 

The fact that they were mostly young students wearing clean and tidy 

clothes and welcomed him warmly helped to dispel his uneasiness. 

Some other people also came and sat on the floor silently and the man 

who led the namaz started reading a book, sometimes explaining it. 

The subject was about the hereafter, and some questions and answers on 

this subject seemed quite interesting to Hakan. Following the readings 

they served tea. In the meantime, Hakan's friend introduced him to 

those who had come later, They also took an interest in Ha%an, some 

of them even embraced him. This was again quite strange to Hakan. 

Nevertheless, he took it as a sign of cordiality. Aftervards, Hakan 

learnt thcAt this evening was one of a weekly ders for students and 

the man reading the book was 4 retired judge and the books were the 

R. isale-i Nur. 

Hakan decided to go to the ders and to read the writings-of Said 

Nursi on the week-end evenings, when his parents let h; LM go to the cinema. 

Some time later, when he began wearing a skullcap during the namaz, 

his family found this very odd. He tried to persuade his parents and 

s-isters to accept that the Rýsale, i Nur were works of extraordýnary 

worth. He well recalls that in one of his first days of reading the 

Risale-i Nur, he was so influenced by them that he took Tabiat-Risalesi 

(The Treatise on Nature) which he had recently read, and started 

reading some paragraphs to his family, including the father who 

eventually shut him up saying, 'My son, you have converted th; ts house 

ýnto a medrese! What are these Ottoman woý, ds? l 
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Hakan went, to Istanbul in the summer to attend a private preparatory 

course for the University entry tests. He had a friend on the 

course and they would have lunch and then go to the Blue Mosque to 

perform the noon namaz together. Sometime later this friend mentioned 

to Hakan that he had been reading the Risale-i Nur and found them very 

useful. He also said he had been attending the ders and he offered to 

introduce Hakan to the Nurcus in Istanbul. The same friend took Hakan 

to the headquarters of the Turkish National Student Union (MTTB) to 

introduce him to the students there. They were not Nurcus, but they 

all recommended him to read the Risale-i Nur to maintain his faith. 

During this period he stayed in the house of his uncle, a retired 

colonel, and tried to convince his cousins and some of their friends 

who were mostly children of army staff that they too should read the 

Risaleýi Nur to attain perfection. Hia first disappointment on a 

religious issue came when he was introduced there to a. very religious 

retired major who was criticising shaking handa between men and 

women. 

When he returned to Ankara at the end of the course, he found 

most of the leading Nurcus gathered there to talk Mr Demirel out of 

his support for a Bill for the Protection of the Constitution. He 

thus came to know and like most of them. He was p4rticularly 

favourably impressed by the lawyer Bekir BerMs courteous behaviour. 

Hakan was accepted by the Karadeniz Technical University in 

Trabzon in 1,969. His parents allowed him to leave the family and go 

there because they wanted him to be away from the atmosphere in which 

he had changed dramatically and also because his friend from the 

T4ycde was there. HakanIs family liked him and his- religious life- 

style, and wanted Hakan to be religious like him, but when Hakan went 
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to Trabzon, he found that this friend was no longer religious and 

had even become a left-wing supporter. Hakan did not stay with him. 

At first he rented a room in a hotel and started organising right-wing 

students in an attempt to ask the Dean of the University to provide 

them with a small mosque within the Universtty. Their request was 

turned down because at that time leftists were in a majority at the 

University, but they themselves cleared out a room and furnished it 

like a small mosque. This room marked the commencement of Nurcu 

activities in Trabzon , as mentioned earlier. 

Af ter a while, Hak, ýkn mcrved into a newly opened university 

a-Lccommodation centýýe cand then to a dershane in the city centre, He 

and his Nurcu friends started off a Nurcu propaganda campaign in 

Trab7, on as well as in the nearby towns. It was after the 12 March 

1971 military intervention that Hakan met some of his-old neighbours 

and friends of the family who had now become martial law commanders 

and told them his own impressions about Nur, culuk, and presented 

them with the book Nurculuk, 'Davasi- as well. He was a fairly successful 
I 

student in the college, and this helped to improve his relationship 

with his family. Then, for one year, he gave up his schooling in order 

to take care of the students whom they had newly received in the 

dershanes. 

Hakan got his first degree in 1974 And waited for a year to become 

A lecturer in the university, but he could not achieve this ambition. 

In the follovýng year he went on pýlgrimAge to Mecc<-5L with some other 

Nurcus; on their way they presented the Risale-i Nur and the Koran, 

which was printed with a specific design by the Nurcus, to some 

distinguished persons in several Arabian countries. In 1976 he joined 

the army to do military service in Yasslada, Istanbul, where at his 
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initiative, the first small mosque was opened inside the military 

barracks. 

With a group of his friends, Hakan travelled on the Continent in 

1977. They visited Nurcu brothers in Germany, Holland and Luxembourg. 

In the same year he went alone to Europe, this time to England as well. 

On his way back home, he broke his journey in Berlin and met some 

Nurcus there to discuss some affairs relating to the printing house. 

When he arrived home, there was an annual mevlit in Van organised on 

the anniversary of Said NursiTs birthday. He went to Van to discuss 

with the a§abeys gathered there his intention of marriage. They 

suggested a girl who was studying medical science at the Atatiark 

University in Erzurum. She and her comparatively well-off family were 

Nurcus as well. He came to E§ridir, a town of isparta, to meet her 

family there and make his proposal. The mayor of the town was- a dost 

and helped him with arrangementsf at the end agreement was reached 

and Hakan applied for a lectureship at the isparta. Academy. But the 

problem had not been entirely solved. He liked her and her familyr 

, ýnd her family agreed on the mzkrriage,. but what about his family? His 

parents and sisters definitely rejected the idea of getting married to 

4 girl who covered her head. Hakan called two members of parliament, 

the owner of the Yeni Iýsya newspaper and a well-known hodja of the 

Eastern Anatolia, Kirkinci Hodja, and brought them to his father's 

house in Iýnkara in order to convince the family. The result was 

positive, his father was fascinated, especially by the Kirkinci 

Hodjals view of Turkey's problems and the Nurcu respons-e to them. 

Hakan settled down in Isparta after his application for the job 

was approved by the Academy in 1978. The Academy sent him to England 

to specialise in his subject for two months in the same year. When 
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he returned to Turkey with some Nurcu friends, they started establishing 

a company to produce building materials in Isparta. As soon as his 

fiancde graduated from the college in 1-979 they married. Now, she is 

working as a medical doctor in isparta and trying to generate 

Nurculuk amongst women. 

Hakan eventually gave up going to the cinerna, opera and theatre 

but still enjoys listening to the radio most of the time and watching 

the news and news programmes, sometimes documentary ; films on television. 

He does not smoke or drink. cAlcohol, and never has. Apart from his 

occupation in the school he spends his time on hizmet. He reads the 

Yeni Asya publications as well as H-arriyet's weekly supplement 

8. GiAn ilavesi, Yanki magazine but he does not buy this- K8pra and 

CAn, Ka. rdes as magazines, Yeni Nesil and as newspapers. 

The most successful persons, according to Hakan, are not thos-e 

who have achieved some succes-s only in worldly life but those who have 

Also improved their spiritual virtues and those who have sought to help 

the nation rather than themselves,. alone. ! It may not be appropriate 

to mention a paLrticular name herel,, he replied when asked to give an 

example. 

MEHMET 

1913 in 
Mehmet was born iiýýq village in Bursa province. His father was a 

1ý-aýdiye, (secondary school) graduate and had attended medrese as well 

for a short time, but the First World War broke out and he had to leave 

it. After the war he chose to run his own business by opening a 

bakery shop in Istanbul rather than become a civil servant. He married 

the daughter of the aýa of the village where his family used to live. 

During the Second World War, the inhabitants of Istanbul were advised 
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by the government to go back to their places of origin, so Mehmet's 

family returned to their village in Bursa province. After the war 

the family and Mehmet came to Istanbul and have remained there. 

Mehmet's mother has learnt how to read and write the new Turkish 

alphabet and to read the Koran in Arabic. She is now seventy-one years 

old, and lives a pious life. Her very religious husband died in 1968. 

Both of them have been supporters of the DP since 1945. Although 

Mehmet did not continue his studies after graduating from the village 

primary school, while he was working in his father's bakery, his 

father used to urge him to read some history magazines and particularly 

Btlyilk Ddýu magazine. 

Under the influence of his family and also a friend from his 

illage who had come to jýst(Anbul to take an advanced course in Koranic v- 

studies, Mehmet became very interested in religion. In the course of 

his readings he came across some religious problems to which he could 

not find any sound and reasonable expl4nation such as the 'resurrection 

of the dead' and hov to reconcile the statements 'for God no place or 

limit can be assigned' and, lHe is Omnipresent and Jý11-S. eeing',. When 

at th, 4t time he asked tho-mClezzin of the Nuruasm4niye mosque about such 

p, roblems, his response was, 'Would you like me to introduce you to the 

Nurcus? ' Mehmet understood that he meant they would have the answers. 

Tn fact, he had read about Nurculuk in the magazines he took regularly. 

Mehmet accepted the offer and the maezzin sen a dershane quite 

close to the mosque with a man who apparently knew the place and the 

Nurcus who lived there. 

It was a simple house, two young men received them smiling and the 

man made the introductions. Thusr Mehmetis first encounter with the 

Nurcus came in 1949 when he was eighteen years old. When Mehmet 
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arrived, the young men who had been reading some passages of the 

Risale-i Nur, after the introductions were over, went on reading. 

It was about the necessity for mutual love between Muslims. Then 

they tried to give some answers to his questions but these did not 

completely satisfy him. Only after he himself read the relevant 

sections in the Risale-i Nur did he properly understand the subject 

that had puzzled him. In general, he liked the friendly atmosphere 

and began to frequent the dershane. In those days the most serious 

problem was to secure the safety of the books of the Risale-i Nur from 

government raids and to make them available for everybody who wanted 

to read them. As a hizmet, he has played his part in this task ever 

since he became a Nurcu sympathiser. 

Mehmet first met Said Nursi himself in 1952 when he came to 

Istanbul to defend in court the case brought against one of his books. 

Mehmet introduced his father to Said Nursi and he, too, liked Said 

Nursi very much. In 

advantage of the new 

the isparta region, 

Said Nursi stayed in 

10 
months. During thi, 

1953, Said Nursi came again to Istanbul., taking 

to 
government Is lax attitudek his being in exile in 

Mehmet then invited him to his house to live. 

Mehmet's family's house in Istanbul for three 

3 period Said Nursi was going out, and sometimes 

with his students and sometimes by himself, wandering around Istanbul 

quite freely. But policemen waiting at each end of the street where 

Mehmet lived observed the people who came to visit Said Nursi and 

asked Mehmet the names of these visitors whenever they met him. At 

the end of these three months, Said Nursi went back to Emirdag with 

Pome of his studentsf camongst them there was ZýIbeyr Agýabey, who had 

recently resigned from his job in ; \nkara and devoted himself to the 

h; Lzmet. 
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When the other ehl-i hizmet brothers left Istanbul for different 

cities in Anatolia because nobody else was left to undertake the duty 

of printing, publishing and distributing the collection of the Risale-i 

Nur, Mehmet gave up working in the bakery shop in 1955 in order to 

fulfil these hizmets. 

1123 
MehmetwAs FAw f if ty years old and still single. After he became A 

a Nurcu, his five brothers-and three sisters changed their attitudes 

towards religion as a result of his influence on them. Both they and 

their children perform their namaz regularly, though only a few of 

them became Nurcus as well, most remaining only vsympathisersy. His 

own father and mother liked Nurculuk and used to ask Mehmet to read 

the Pisale-i Nur to them. Mehmet hardly reads any other book now, but 

has uninterruptedly been following the daily publications. Somewhat 

exceptionally for a religious, Turk in Turkey, he has not yet been on 

pilgrimage to Mecca, although he had travelled quite a few times to 

. Lng house to print Europe, particularly to Berlin, to establish a printj 

the Koran. He has been three times to the Unýted States of America to 

have the Risale-i Nur translated into English and published there as 

well as to organise the distribution of the English versions all over 

the Muslim world. 

12. METiN 

Metin was born in the town of Tavas in Denizli province in 1949. 

His father was a shoemaker, who died in 1963 at the age of fifty-one 

and could read and write with the new alphabet and read the Koran in 

Arabic (though he could not write in Arabic), However, Metin's 

mother .- 
is illiterate although her grandparents included 

prominent ulema (men of religious knowledge) and traders. Both the 
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father and mother are typical of the traditional religious people of 

the town, the father possibly being rather more religious than most 

of his fellow townsmen had tried to read some religious instruction 

books to learn how to worship better. 

Metin received the normal state education up to and including 

university. Growing up in a traditional religious family, from the 

age of eleven he was encouraged by his parents to attend the mahalle 

rnektebi . (local religious school) to learn how to read the Koran and 

to keep himself busy during the long summer holidays, He cannot 

remember exactly when he started performing his namaz, btit this has 

been a regular feature of his daily life since childhood, With his 

famýly's encouragement, he graduated from secondary school And then 

moved to the city of Denizli to contýnue his studies there in the 

Lycde. He did not have any particular profession in mind while he was 

studying; his family kept saying that he should study at school, so he 

didý He was spendýng most of his free time in his fatherls shQemaking 

shop when he was in the secondary school in the town, Apparently, he 

was not very interested in st-udying and failed in his second year class 

cat the Lycde. Throughout his education, he showed no interest in any 

political group activities: sometimes he said his prayers, sometimes he 

did not; he confined his associations just to fellow students fr-om 

Tavas until he went with. one of them to a Nurcu gathering. 

After he encountered the Risale-i Nur, he recEýlised the ýmportance 

of education and began to think about his profession, When he gradu- 

ated from the Lycde in 1968, he took university tests and the result gave bim 

in 
a placekthe Law-Faculty in Istanbul, although he wanted to become 

either a chemist or an economist. Thýs unsought education ended in 

1973 and Metin became a lawyer. Before he did his short term military 
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service in 1976, he had already opened a lawyer's office in Istanbul. 

A year after completing his military service he married. His wife 

came from a quite well-off family that had originated in Aydin, but 

had long ago settled in Istanbul. All of the members of her family, 

including herself, are Nurcus and support Nurculuk in various ways. 

She is a secondary school graduate and attends the ders for women. 

They have a four-year old boy and a six-month old daughter. 

Metin has three sisters, two of them older and one younger than 

himself. All three are now housewives, One has graduated from a 

pr 3 ýycde -mary school. His only brother left school before completing I 

And became a merchant. 7\11 his sisters and his brother are respectful 

towards reli#on and have sympathy for the Nurcus, None of them 

performs the namaz regularly, All the family, includýng his mother, 

live in Tavas. 

The story o; f how Metin became intere 8ted in Nurculuk does not 

differ very much from thait of otheýý studentaf but his original motiva- 

tion may be counted rather exceptional. In 1967 one of Metin's lycde 

friends from Tavas told him he had been taken to a Nurcv gathering in 

Denizli and spoke of what had happened there, Metin, under the 

influence of adverse propaganda and hoping to find out the faults the 

Nurcus had. in order to criticise and make fun of them, asked his friend 

to take him to a Nurcu meeting. The friend took him to a ders at which 

another student from their dormitory was present. Metin did not under- 

stand the ders at all, but decided to go again to find Out what it was 

call about, though his friend went no more, it was this sheer curiosity 

and not a search for answers to puzzling questions Qr problems that led 

Metýn to attend further derses, He said thatrthough he may have wanted 

spJ,, ritur--kl satisf-action, he definitely was not expecting anything like 

that from Nurculuk. 
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For three months he attended ders without feeling any desire to 

become a Nurcu, but then an itinerant a7gabey called at Denizli. This 

a4abey who was extremely well-versed in the Risale-i Nur opened Metin's 

eyes to the meaning of the Risale-i Nur and of Nurculuk by expounding 

some parts of the Risale-i Nur which Metin had been unable to understand. 

Metin learnt a lot of things from this a4abey. For example, that the 

Risale-i Nur was not only a religious book but it had its social 

functions too; the importance of hizmet; Nurculuk was not just a ýSaid 

Nursi Movement' but a ce, maat (community) movement and so forth. 

Comparing this a4abey very favourably with other Nurcus in Denizli, 

Metin then realised that through true understanding of the Rýsajeýi Nur 

one could attract and convince others who had questions about Islam. 

In the course of time, Metin got to know the Nurcus in the area 

and began to study the Risale-i Nur himself and discuss the religious 

subjects with hýs-friends in the dormitory. He conseqýuently convinced 

quite a number of his friends that the Pisqle,. i Nur was not a book of 

sophistry but was logical, realistic and humanistic. Most of them 

started becoming interested in the Risale, i Nvir and some of them 

became Nurcus. Metin said, 'For astudent, the f-, *Lna, l year in the Lycde 

is a period of crystallising vague ideas into a definite form, I 

encountered the Risale-i Nur at this period of my life. Conse(3uently, 

my ideas were formed with the Risaleýi Nur as a yardstick. 1 had no 

need to discuss any of those subjects studied in the Risa, le-i Nur. I 

had not even thought of them, but later I realised that one could 

encounter them at any time and should therefore be prepared to discuss 

them. I 

When he first started attending the ders in Denizli, his ýamily was 

unhappy about this, fearing prosecution, but neither did they force 
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Metin not to go there. Now the family is no longer afraid, furthermore 

they are very happy with his being religious and helpful towards other 

people, especially the heM*ehris. Most of the inhabitants of Metin's 

town like Metin and know that Metin has a connection with the Nurcus. 

It is a general belief amongst the townsmen that the Nurcus are the 

most pious and sincere Muslims. So, when they send their children to 

the university in Istanbul, they usually send them to Metin in order 

to make sure that their children will be with religious men and these 

men will take care of them. 

Metin is a member of a baxristersl society in addition to his 

membership of the Istanbul Bar Association. In fact he divides his 

working hours into two. Four days a week he devotes to hýzmets, inclu- 

ding writing articles for'Yenj Nesil newspaper and K6pr3 magazine. Half 

of the suits he defends in the court are related to Nurculuk or Nurcus. 

Sometimes, when he is free from other business-, he reakds a specific 

subject in the Risale-ý Nur. For non-profes-sional reading be prefers 

political and ideological works. He reads Yený'Nesil, TerCaman and 

Milliyet daily, and the other newspapers too if there is an important 

article in them. As a weekly magazine he reads-Yanki. 

Metin has not got A television set in hýs house, he is- very sorry 

that there is no programme on television worth watching. He listens 

to the news on the radio. He used to go to the cinema whenever there 

was a famous and popular film, but nQw only goes to very interesting 

films. He also goes to the theatre once in a while if there is a play 

of which he approves. Metin does not smoke or drink alcohol, He has 

never been abroad, neither does he seem to be interested in travelling 

outside Turkey. 
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My aim in this chapter has been to describe the processes involved 

in becoming a member of Nurculuk. The focus has been on how members 

account for their conversion and to show that there is a correspondence 

between this and the routine practice of the movement. 

The content of what they come to believe is something examined in 

the next chapter. The practical business of giving witness to Nurcu 

beliefs becomes one of discussing a whole range of topics about politics, 

morality and social affairs which constitute the main framework of Nurcu 

views and ideology. 
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CHAPTER VII 

NURCU VIEWS 

The main aim of this chapter is to describe the Nurcu Weltanschauung 

in both its religious and political aspects. There is no systematic 

attempt to compare Nurcu views with other systems of thought. Indeed, 

it would be difficult to do so since Nurcu thought is not systematic 

and is not developed around a sustained critique of other bodies of 

thought. All the subjects Said Nursi dealt with were discussed in order 

to illuminate some aspect of faith- Nevertheless, as I have already 

explained in Chapter I, it is clear that Nurcu thinking must itself be 

understood against the background of social and political change in 

Turkey. Furthermore, comparison with other groups in Turkey is difficult 

because Nurcus in their treatment of other groups (except, perhaps, for 

the Iran of Ayatollah Khomeini) are careful to play down issues which 

might lead to conflict between themselves and others. Nurcus therefore 

do not seek to define themselves in oi)Position to others as is often the 

case in ideological conflict of a strictly political kind. A strong 

theme to emerge, therefore, in the interviews is that of tolerance for 

other Islamic religious groups. And since they see themselves as potential 

victims of harassment during times of political crisis, they are careful 

to maintain a low, non-oppositional political profile. This largely 

explains the pro-Western, liberal, open-minded, essentially modernist 

outlook that they project to outsiders. 

As we have seen, Nurculuk is a movement which came into being 

together with the Risale-i Nur and was disseminated from it. Now hardly 

any Nurcu passes a day without reading a piece from the Risale-i Nur; so 
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this moulds his views. The views of Nurcus would be identical were it 

not for the difference in the understanding capacity of individual Nurcus. 

Nevertheless, such variations as do exist are negligible as far as the 

'Nurcu identity' is concerned, because it is the ultimate aim of every 

Nurcu to be able to use even the most difficult terms in the Risale-i 

Nur whenever he discusses a religious subject with others. 

During my interviews with twelve Nurcus in the summer of 1981,1 

asked each of them ninety questions to get a general picture of Nurcu 

views. It became obvious that the Risale-i Nur was the only point of 

reference for Nurcus. Almost all of my informants tried their best to 

answer my questions concerning their views on particular subjects exactly 

as they had studied them in the Risale-i Nur. Some of them consulted the 

Risale-i Nur even during the interview and read out the relevant passages 

from it. Some of them felt anxious that their answers should be in 

accordance with what was stated in the Risale-i Nur and i=ediately 

afterwards checked their answers with it. Some others, however, were 

so sure of their answers that they often wanted to prove that the same 

statement was mentioned in the Risale-i Nur. 

In this chapter, unless they are very closely connected, questions 

will be studied individually but grouped into four main categories: 

a) on politics; b) on social matters; c) on matters of belief; and 

d) on Nurculuk itself. 

Most of the time my informants gave identical answers to the same 

question. Only where an informant answered the question noticeably 

differently from the others will a special reference be given to his 

statement, otherwise all of the answers will be converted into a 'general 

Nurcu view' on the subject under discussion. The views set out below are, 

therefore, the Nurcu views, not necessarily this writer's views. 
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Besides these twelve informants' answers, the Nurcu sources also 

will be referred to when possible in order to extend the views to the 

group level. In case of differences between informants' statements and 

the sources, then that difference will be pointed out briefly in a 

footnote. Where there is no distinguishable variation between the 

informants' statements and the sources, the source reference will be 

recorded without further comment. 

1. ON POLITICS 

Freedom and Liberalism 

Freedom is essential to a human being but must be restricted in 

accordance with the Seriat. Because one should harm neither himself nor 

others and the only way for a human being to know what is harmful for 

himself is to listen to the ýeriat which was revealed by God to teach 

mankind what he does not know, what is good and what is bad for him. 

human being cannot restrict his freedom on his own because in his nature 

his main powers such as appetite, passion and intellect are not limited. 

On the other hand, it is also God's command that the freedom of a person 

may be restricted according to the ýeriat only when this person freely 

accepts these restrictions being imposed on him, otherwise no-one is 

entitled to impose the ýeriat on a person who does not believe in it. 

Freedom in social life means that apart from the laws of justice, 

no-one should dominate anyone. It is the necessary condition of living 

in a society that no-one should transgress the sphere of freedom of 

others, everybody's right should be preserved. Every person should enjoy 

a royal freedom in his harek&t-i me! ýrua (actions in accordance with the 

Seriat). 
1 

Thus, the enjoyment of this freedom by the individuals will 
I- 

result in social freedom. 
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If freedom is not restricted, then it is called 'absolute freedom', 

the freedom of animals, which gives way to the 'despotism of Satan'. 

Belief and freedom are directly proportional: the more one trusts 

in God, the more freedom he enjoys because he, as a believer in God, will 

not submit himself, his thoughý his conscience to the domination of any 

creature. No believer claims freedom before the Will of God, he simply 

obeys it. So, belief frees the believer from the slavery of creatures 

and makes him like a sultan on earth. It is in this sense that freedom 

is regarded as a property of faith. Freedom is so important in Islam 

that the Muslim community proclaims its freedom every week by performing 

the Friday congregational namaz publicly. 

Freedom should be granted to the minorities too in a Muslim society 

because, first of all, this was what the ýeriat ordained, and it is also 

important not to give any impression to the non-Muslims that Islam is a 

religion of despotism. Additionally, by giving freedom to the minorities, 

the Muslim society will secure the freedom of their fellow-Muslims who 

live in non-Muslim societies. 

Liberalism basically is the result of the recognition of the 

individual's freedom. But in practice, it needs state intervention to 

regulate it. This proves that liberalist practice in Europe lacks at root 

some essential regulators which are, in fact, the rules of the ýeriat, 

2 
although liberalism is the doctrine closest to Islam. 

Equality 

Reason and nature confirm that there should be equality before the 

law, but absolute equality is impossible because the capacities and the 

needs of individual human beings are different. Every person will develop 

his capacity in one or two fields so that he will meet the needs of society 

in those fields like a cog in a machine. 
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Equality without competition results in equality in poverty. 

Competition, high aspirations and the possession of property must be 

encouraged so that a human being will develop his capacities and conse- 

quently the whole of society will benefit. 

Those who want to achieve absolute equality prevent humanity from 

making progress. The principle of absolute equality can be applied only 

when the main reason in the creation of mankind, which is to make progress, 

is neglected. It is, indeed, against human nature to support absolute 

equality because the abilities and the senses of animals are limited and 

not really free to develop, but those of a human being are created in just 

the opposite way. Therefore, mankind is able to expand his endless 

capacities to unlimited degrees and thus to function as if they constitute 

thousands of species while they are one species. That is why every human 

being is regarded in Islam as the sultan of the living beings and God's 

vice-regent on earth. 

Although there is no equality in merit and status, there must be 

equality before the law; a king and a poor man are equal before the law. 

It is only in this sense that equality is the fundamental principle of 

Islam. There should be no privilege as such, for God says in the Koran, 

'the noblest of you in the sight of God is the most righteous of you' 

(XLIX : 13). Therefore, competition, which causes inequality and which 

is the essence and source of diversity in mankind, should be used in 

order to reach the most righteous degree of humanity. In practice, to 

have material power is not regarded as a virtue or as a privilege for a 

person. For this reason, interest was prohibited and alms-giving was 

prescribed in Islam. 

Equality may also be defined as: 'under similar conditions, the 

people must be provided with the same opportunitiesl That is to say, 
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equal values must be given equal worth. But, this is only valid between 

human beings themselves, not between a human being, as a creature, and 

God, as the Creator, because before God a human being has no value of 

his own, so he cannot claim anything from God. If God creates a man 

with only one ear, this man cannot complain about God saying he received 

unequal treatment because he was not created with two ears. 

Human beings are equal before the laws of God in creation and all 

can benefit or suffer from them to the same degree. If a person cuts 

his finger, it will bleed regardless of whether he is a saint or a sinner; 

seed in the soil will grow as well for bad people as for good. The real 

equality is this: God treats everybody equally when they follow His laws 

in creation. Whether a person believes in God or not, insofar as his 

work is in accordance with the laws of creation, the reward will be the 

same. The reverse is true as well, whoever puts his finger in the fire, 

it burns regardless of his faith in God. 

Because people have recourse to the laws of creation in different 

ways, so diversity naturally emerges among people in a society, such as, 

rich and poor, learned and less educated, doctor and farmer, ill and 

healthy, even believer and unbeliever or young and old can be listed 

here. But this does not mean that a rich person is more virtuous than 

a poor man, or a farmer is less honourable than a doctor. However, a 

believer will be more noble than an unbeliever in the sight of God, 

4 
though not before the laws of God in creation. 

Democracy 

Democracy is a system which allows everybody to enjoy his freedom 

with no fear of oppression and express his will free from any restriction. 

It is natural and necessary for every civilised man in a free atmosphere 

to belhvour of democracy. 
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Ostad, in the name of the ýeriat, has supported constitutionalism 

which has freedom and liberalism in it, and is against despotism and 

oppressive regimes. When democracy was in practice in Turkey, he 

encouraged people to participate in the system and approved it by taking 

part in the elections and casting his own vote. 

Democracy is a regime where only the will of people prevails in its 

institutions. There is no way in an ideal form of democracy for a despot 

or a class to dominate the rest of the people in a country. It is in 

this sense that democracy may be liberal, socialist or Islamic, depending 

on the majority of people's choice. For example, in a country where the 

majority of the people are Muslims, the system will then be an Islamic 

democracy. 

Democracy gives the ruled the opportunity to have their wishes 

reflected by the administration, but not to the extent that this would 

cause turmoil in society. Balance between the powers of the legislative, 

the judiciary and the executive must be kept at the levels of their 

natural capacity. For example, if we assume that if the spirit represents 

the state, the heart will then represent the legislative, i. e. parliament; 

as the abode of belief, conscience will be the judiciary, i. e. the courts 

of law; and reason will be the centre of the executive power. They all 

combine to form a perfect state under the presidency of the spirit, the 

institutions keeping within their naturally defined boundaries. Therefore, 

when the democratic institutions do not interfere in each other's spheres 

of responsibility, a healthy democratic system results and those who are 

in the ruling position will not use their authority as a means of oppression 

but a means of service to the people. Thus democracy appears to be the 

modern name in the twentieth century for republicanism, which is what 

Islam recommended to Muslims. 
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The advantages of democracy when compared with other systems are 

as follows: it recognises equality, human rights and individuals' free- 

dom to possess property, freedom of religion and conscience; it gives 

everybody equal opportunity to elect and to be elected and to join the 

administrative body (in a democracy, every person's vote has equal effect 

regardless of the difference in their knowledge or virtue, the idea of 

which is accepted and practised by Islam as well); it provides free 

conditions to live, to proclaim one's faith and even disseminate it to 

others; it institutionalises consultation, which is one of the fundamentals 

of Islam, thus the society finds the remedy for its own problems; it does 

not allow any person or group to dominate others either in the name of 

religion or in the name of atheism, nor does it let the administrators 

ignore the people's demands; and it fits the primordial nature of human 

beings. As far as the hizmets are concerned, again, democracy is the 

best of all known systems. Hizmets in Turkey have been carried out without 

difficulty since the democratic regime was introduced in 1950, only when 

it was interrupted by military interventions were the hizmets also hindered 

or brought to a halt. 

Had we lost democracy in Turkey, the only alternative to it would 

have been communism, because when a Muslim loses his faith in Islam, he 

never embraces any other religion but leaves religion completely and 

becomes a communist. Therefore, the only one way for the Turkish nation 

to save liberal democracy and avoid the trap of communism is to support 

the truths of the Koran and the faith. On a temporary basis the alterna- 

tive to democracy in Turkey has always been the military coup d'6tats 

which equalled the RPP's despotism during the one-party system in the 

Republican period until 1950 and represents the view of a certain group 

in the military ranks who never regarded this nation to be worthy of 

democracy. 
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Although Turkey is ruled with a democratic system, in its application 

there are some practices that may be identified with the unjustifiable 

motto of 'for the benefit of the people in spite of the wishes of the 

people'. These are: ýJimiting the freedom of religion; interference of 

the state in people's private lives 
5; 

unnecessary state control over 

society thereby irritating the citizens; giving opportunities to those 

who exploit democratic rights in order to destroy democracy; certain forms 

of despotism that still exist, e. g. some institutions that were established 

to limit the people's freedom against their desires, such as the Constitu- 

tional Courts, the Council of State, the High Court of Appeal and the 

State Radio and Television Organisation, even the preparation of the 

1961 Constitution itself was not democratic -a group who held military 

power imposed all sorts of restrictions under the name of "principles Iv6 

upon the commissions appointed to prepare a draft for the con tution. 

Of course, if the constitution itself is prepared under pressure, the 

institutions it establishes cannot be expected to act democratically. 

In Nurculuk the hizmets are conducted in accordance with democratic 

principles because every decision taken by the group at any level must 

be an outcome of consultation. There is no person or a group of people 

entitled to give orders to other brothers. Even the followers do not 

have to obey the decisions taken in any consultation meeting. The funda- 

mental principle of Nurculuk is brotherhood, there is no : ýeyh-murid 

(master-disciple) or father-son relationship in Nurculuk. The more 

experienced brothers (a§abeys) may make suggestions to other brothers, 

but they never go beyond this, otherwise they would be in conflict with 

the principles Ostad put forward in the treatise on sincerity in Lem'alar. 

Nurcus have always been in favour of legitimate liberal and open 

governments, and have never supported any individual or class dictatorship 
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whatever the name, whatever the purpose. Any method of government other 

than the liberal democratic system will not be accepted by this nation 

which has enjoyed the pleasure of freedom, as Ostad says: 

Eski hal muhal ... ya yeni hal veya izmihl&l 

The old condition is impossible [to bring back] ... 

[one should accept] either the new condition or 

annihilation. 

So, Nurcus too have to follow the principles of this age, which is the 

age of freedom, in their hizmets. Every Nurcu must be free to stay in 

the group or to leave it whenever he wishes. It is impossible to keen 

anybody by force who does not want to carry on his hizmets. In fact, it 

would be harmful to the group. 

Human Rights 

Every human being is born equal and has equal rights from birth as 

well as in the course of his life. These rights are: the right to live, 

to be free, to think, to possess property, to inherit, to elect and to 

be elected, to be equal before the law, to travel, to choose a religion, 

(for women) to veil themselves, indeed humans must have the right to 

world 
choose evil because this is a testing place, since God created human 

beings with this ability, so man should not be deprived of this right. 

No circumstances provide any reason to oppress human rights partially 

or totally, temporarily or permanently. Because mankind is happy to the 

extent that he enjoys his rights which he believes he should have, he 

serves society to the extent that he feels that it guarantees his rights. 

Therefore, these rights should receive every kind of protection and must 

be regarded as the most important of all duties of a society towards 

the individual. 
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In Islam, it is an established principle that an individual's right 

cannot be sacrificed even for the sake of the whole society. Ustad gave 

in the Risale-i Nur an example to explain this plainly. He said that 

if there were one innocent and nine guilty men in a ship, no-one would 

have the right to sink this ship to punish the guilty, 
9 

every individual's 

right must be preserved without any exception. Because of this under- 

an individual for 10 
standing of 'right', Islam strictly prohibited punishing another's fault. 

There is virtually no difference between what Ustad defended as 

human rights and what was accepted by the International Organisation of 

Human Rights in 1948. When we say this, one may immediately be inclined 

to ask about slavery in Islam. Of course, it must be remembered that 

Islam did not introduce the institution of slavery but found it in a very 

primitive and wild condition and in order to make this institution dis- 

appear in the course of time, ameliorated its conditions. Indeed, human 

rights are established in Islam according to the rules laid down by the 

11 
creator who knows best what the rights of His creatures are. 

Social Class 

The history of humanity can be divided into five main epochs: 

a) primitiveness and savageness; b) slavery (where the slave is the perma- 

nent property of his owner; c) servitude (where there is some possibility 

of emancipation); d) wage-earning; and e) ownership and freedom. In the 

wage-earning epoch, human beings gained freedom but this freedom covered 

only a part of their lives, the other part was still subject to being 

sold to others. Against the unjust practices which took place during 

the wage-earning period, socialism emerged as an alternative to it. But 

the nature of socialism showed itself to be another reactionary system 

trying to deprive mankind of the rights he had acquired throughout history, 

e. g. the right to possess property. This is undoubtedly against human 
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nature and will not replace the wage-earning period. The only 

possibility for human beings who are now living in the wage-earning 

period is to pass to the 'ownership and freedom' period, because it is 

naturall, progressive and constructive. Now men are experiencing the 

last two periods, the 'wage-earning' is the passage period and the 

'ownership and freedom' is the one to come, and the latter will be the 

last period for them. 

Nevertheless, in today's world, human beings inevitably become 

classified in different ways according to their natural abilities, aptitude 

and even physical capacity. In this century these variations give rise 

to the concept of 'social classes'. 
12 

To argue whether class differences 

exist in, a society or not is useless. The important thing is the regula- 

tion of the relationship between these classes which emerge as a result 

of social life. Just as there must be different professions to meet 

the various needs of a society, so there must be different classes, but 

belonging to a particular social class should not confer superiority or 

inferiority. Everybody develops his ability in a different profession 

to a different level, thus he finds himself in a particular group of 

people within his profession. This fact defines his class in the society. 

Indeed, it is in this sense that social classes must exist in a society 

so that competition may develop human capacities and senses, rather 

than to cause conflict between the classes. In order to avoid class 

conflict, in civilised societies, the necessary measures have been taken 

by eroding the extreme elements in class structure which would otherwise 

encourage one class to dominate the others. This is what Islam did. 

Islam prescribed the principle of mutual assistance in society, for 

example the verse in the Koran V: 2, and ordered zekat (almsgiving) and 

prohibited interest, therefore the conflict between the classes in a 

13 
Muslim society never existe . 
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Capitalism 

Capitalism is an economic system which aimed at providing people 

with their material and spiritual needs in an atmosphere where the personal 

rights and freedom are acknowledged. In a capitalist system private 

enterprise, personal property and other economic rights are assured by 

the state authorities. In this respect, capitalism does not conflict 

with Islam. On the other hand, capitalism in practice legitimatjýgd 

capital's domination of society and exploitation of human labour. 

Although it helped establish heavy industry by letting a small number of 

people accumulate capital in their hands, it is this aspect of capitalism 

that gave the economic, political and social opportunities to only a 

small group in society and thus created an unbridgeable gap between 

the classes. 

Capitalists in a materialist society display the following two 

attitudes as they manipulate the existing political system in order to 

continue to widen their economic power even more: 1) 'What is it to me 

if others starve to death as long as I am well-fed'; and 2) 'You will 

14 
work and I will eat'. These cruel practices of capitalists invited 

another unjust system, socialism, to appear as an alternative to 

capitalism. To prevent itself from completely disappearing, capitalism 

gradually modified its unfair principles and began to establish 'Welfare 

States' without damaging fundamental human rights, i. e. private enter- 

prise, freedom, the right to possess property, etc. With this change, 

capitalism came closer to Islam, though not completely. 

In Islam the employers are expected to defend the rights of their 

workers just as they defend their own rights. For example, interest is 

prohibited and almsgiving is ordered by Islam so that the rich will be 

responsible for the poor and will not earn anything just because they 
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hold the capital in their hands. These two rules in Islam help 

particularly to generate mercy from rich to poor, and respect from poor 

to rich and thus constitute a bridge between these two main classes of 

society. Moreover, Islam regulates the individual's understanding of 

life so that he would spend only on what he really needs without exceeding 

the economic level of people around him,, no matter how wealthy he may be. 

Therefore, in a Muslim community, it is virtually impossible to find 

profiteers or a group of employers spendthrift enough to arouse rebellious 

thoughts among their workers. 
15 

Republicanism 

A republic is a system of government where sovereignty bcIongs to the 

people only, the state is at the service of the people, not an institution 

to oppress them, for a republic means justice, consultation and limiting 

power to the law alone. 
16 

So, it is the system closest to human nature 

and matches the requirements of Islam. But one should not confuse a 

republic with the names of such states as Russia and Iran which call them- 

selves 'republics'; in fact, their regimes are just 'absolute despotism'. 

The main principles of republicanism are as follows: freedom and 

fundamental rights of individuals must be under state guarantee, free 

competition must be accepted, the law is supreme, the state is bound by 

ýe 
the law, and there mus ýequality before the law. With these principles, 

which respect the human will and rights, a republican system is more 

17 
acceptable than any other system. 

The essence of a republic is democracy and, in this century, 

democracy is protecting the republican regime in Turkey and this ultimately 

means protecting Islam, because if we lose the republic in Turkey, we will 

lose Islam too. For the moment democracy is the only alternative to the 

totalitarian communist regimes and we hope that Turkey will develop into 
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a real republic both by making even more progress and by ridding itself 

18 of the faults caused by the malpractices of the politicians. 

The Caliphate 

The Caliphate is a religious as well as an administrative 
19 

institution representing the unity of the Muslim world. The most important 

function of the caliphate is to establish solidarity and a common policy 

between the Muslim countries, to ensure that they will not be separated. 

But while the caliphate is uniting the Muslim countries under its leader- 

ship, it does not infringe upon their national existence. 

When Muslim communities realise the importance of unity of the Muslim 

world, they can easily bring it about by gathering under the banner of 

the caliPhate. Only after this can they make themselves felt in inter- 

national politics and be an alternative to other super powers. This must 

be the purpose of every Muslim country despite the fact that the enemies 

of Islam have always believed that the Muslim world would be weaker if 

they could invalidate the caliphate system in Islam. 

It is accepted by contemporary Muslim scholars that the caliphate in 

this century must be represented by councils which will be a substitute 

for the caliph as a person. Thus the institution of the caliphate will 

20 
function even more effectively. This council will also give an oppor- 

tunity to those Muslim states which all now individually want to unite 

the Muslim World under their leadership to represent themselves in the 

Council. So rivalry and separatism will come to an end. 

Had the Caliphate not been abolished by parliament in Turkey, we 

would have received more benefit than harm from it. As a matter of fact, 

we could have preserved 'our Caliph' just as the British kept their 

Queen - who has a similar position - to keep their Commonwealth going. 

After the abolition of the caliphate, Ustad advocated that the spiritual 
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personality of the parliament could, by proxy, assume the role of the 

caliphate. 
211 22 

Communism and Communists 

Communism is a regime which usurps all kinds of human rights in the 

name of 6tatism, maintains only collective production, rejects all values 

other than material values, contradicts the primordial nature of human 

beings by accepting absolute equality and a classless society, tries to 

eradicate all sorts of religious beliefs, and breeds anarchy by support- 

ing materialism and the denial of religion - thus encouraging oppression, 

bloodshed, hatred, disgust and the like. Because communism is based on 

the benefit of a very small minority, it can never please the people of 

the country where it is practised - in fact, no so-called communist 

country was able to practise it as it was theoretically conceived. The 

people who groan under the injustice of communism risk their lives to 

escape to the free world. 

The communist regime does not defend the workers' rights as it 

claims but exploits them to the full. It treats the human as a robot, 

completely devoid of moral and spiritual matters, and takes him back from 

the 'wage-earning' to the 'servitude' epoch. Human beings will realise 

the real face of this atheistic and despotic regime which will definitely 

collapse very soon, because it does not recognise any legal protection 

for concepts like religion, family and personal property. Human nature 

can never stand this for a long period. According to Ustad's analyses, 

this regime will bring under its influence at the most forty percent of 

23 
the world and then will begin to disintegrate and collapse. 

Communism arose as a reaction to the misuse and malpractice of 

capitalism and, at the moment, it seems to be an alternative to capitalism. 

But communism never became established in a country by the will of the 
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majority of the people. Whenever it entered in a country, it did so 

only by a small minority killing millions of the inhabitants. It is, 

of course, natural for communism to do so. 

There is no relation whatsoever between the absolute equality which 

communism accepts and the social justice which is enjoined by Islam. 

This is a purposeful and forced interpretation of Islam by communists 

who, in fact, aim at spoiling the relationship between Christians and 

Muslims and, consequently, hope to impose communism on the Muslim world 

by severing it from its Christian allies. 

Those countries in Europe, namely Scandinavian countries, which call 

themselves 'socialist' do not, in fact, accept political socialism; 

capitalism has converted itself into a Welfare State in these countries. 

Even Ustad approved of the application of socialism in Sweden. 
24 

Another 

type of this socialism, which is good, is seen in West Germany but it is 

difficult to prevent it from becoming transformed into Bolshevism when 

25 
it is united with nationa ism. 

Ustad argued that unequal distribution of wealth would bring trouble 

to Europe and said: 'the snake's nest is the home of inequality in living 

26 
standards'. This trouble can only be prevented when the restrictions 

Islam proposed on wealth distribution are implemented. 

Ostad drew an important distinction between European and Muslim 

countries. He held that European countries would continue to succeed 

provided they could solve the problem of wealth distribution. He felt 

that if a European abandoned his Christian faith, his cultural and social 

background would still enable him to maintain his human virtues. In a 

Muslim country, however, there was no hope for a person who turned his 

back on Islam - such a person could not become a Christian or a Jew, he 

would inevitably become an anarchist and a communist. The European he 
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likened to yoghurt which when it goes off is still innocuous, whereas 

the Muslim is like butter which, when rancid, becomes poisonous. 
27 

So, 

if the free world wants to prevent a Muslim country from becoming commun- 

ists, it should support Islam and the truths of the Koran. These truths 

are the real 'atomic bombs' against atheism and ultimately communism 

(because the Muslim who turns atheist will inevitably become communist). 

Thus support for Islam would be a more effective form of aid than material 

or military support. Imprisoning a few communists is not an effective 

way of combatting communism. The example of China clearly shows that 

the rapid spread of communism cannot be halted by the detention of say 

one per cent of communists. Applying this lesson to Turkey, it is plain 

that military intervention and rule and American-style anti-communist 

drives are not sufficient to stop the menace of communism. 
28 

If we follow Islam in our lives, communism will never enter Turkey. 

In fact, Nurculuk is the only adequate opposition to communism at the 

intellectual level. Nurcus are saving the youth of the country from 

becoming atheist and consequently falling into the hands of the communists. 

Ustad was so conscious of the danger that he even interpreted the concept 

of Deccal (a legendary personage in Islamic eschatology who would come 

and destroy religion at the end of time) as communism itself, and renaming 

29 
communism, he called upon all people of religion to fight 'Deccalism'. 

Freemasons 

Freemasonry is an international organisation working under the 

patronage of the Jews to protect the interests of its members. With the 

help of, and alongside, this organisation, freemasons keep international 

trade under their control. The differences of race, colour, religion, 

language and the like between the members do nolcause any divergence. 

The most important thing of all for this organisation is to obtain the 
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greatest benefit for its members, no matter whether this benefit is 

achieved through illicit means. 

Freemasons should be divided into two categories. In the first, 

lower category, masons are unaware what free masonry really is. The Lions 

and Rotary Clubs are the organisations for the lower category of masonry 

and their function is to provide all the means to corrupt the spiritual 

values of middle class innocent men. 
30 

When this is achieved, they promote 

the corrupted ones to the second, higher category which is the secret and 

real masonry. At this level freemasons, by claiming that masonry is above 

all religion, aim at imposing atheism upon its members iniorder to serve 

Zionism which strives for the expansion of the state of Israel into the 

whole area traditionally claimed by Zionists. The signs, introductions 

and rites they use in their secret gatherings are all taken from the 

Talmud; these are Jewish traditions. 

The goal of even the most innocent freemason is worldly benefit, there 

can be no virtue in this organisation whatsoever. There is no legitimate 

reason for a Muslim to become a freemason. Their activities in Turkey 

should be banned by the law because at the very least it is a society 

whose roots are abroad. Unfortunately, there is no way to stop them 

because most of the high class bureaucrats, even some ministers, are 

themselves freemasons. 

Towards the end of the Ottoman Empire, this organisation, by destroying 

particularly the Islamic values of Muslims, tried hard to break the 

administrators' support for the unity of Muslim nations. After the 

Republic, this organisation, as an extension of the harmful group in the 

Party of Union and Progress, worked within the RPP to accomplish the same 

purpose. When Ostad urged the DP to state its Position against communists 

and freemasons bY taking its place in the Muslim world 
31 

his reference to 

freemasons meant those who are in the RPP. 
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But after the establishment of Israel, freemasons in Turkey began 

to play a hypocritical role towards Israel in order to develop their busi- 

ness with the Arab world. In addition to Israel, they had to be hypocritical 

towards Europe where they got the financial help from the money market 

which is again under the control of freemasons. 

Ustad generally did not want to mention the enemies of Islam by name, 

he used general words to describe them. 
32 

For example, he used the term 

ifsat komitesi (committee for subversion) 
33 

referring to freemasons who 

are being harmful to Islam in Turkey by spoiling the faith of ten to 

twenty per cent of the population. 
34,35 

Atheists and Anarchists 

Atheism remained as a mere political thought during the ancient 

Hellenistic and Roman civilisations. It was first officially accepted at 

the state level in 1917 after the revolution in Russia. 

Atheism cannot be scientifically proved because it does not have a 

scientific basis. It is an indifference or a renunciation, that is, it 

is non-acceptance which consists simply of not consenting to affirmation 

36 
of God's existence or acceptance of non-being. When a person accepts 

that there is a Creator, then he must also submit himself to His commands 

and restrictions. Therefore, atheism is the way of those who do not want 

to be bound by restrictions. But, by doing so, atheists transgress against 

the rights of all creation because every being bears witness to the attri- 

butes of the Creator. Thus, atheists commit a crime as big as the 

universe for this rejection of the witness of those creatures which 

proclaim God's glory. Living with this crime, the atheists' consciences 

become rotten, and, at the end, they start functioning as Pois. 'on in 

societY - 
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In this century, atheists and materialists are the most dangerous 

menace to a Muslim society. If a person after being brought up in an 

Islamic culture rejects religion, he cannot accept anything but become 

an anarchist because islam itself is a religion of reason and it encourages 

people to use this reason, those who reject it do so not with their reason 

but just out of spite or hatred which are the sources of anarchy. 

Therefore, in Muslim societies, unlike Christian ones, activities of 

communists, freemasons and other irreligious groups bring forth nothing 

but anarchy. 

The only way to save this country, Turkey, from anaroy is to uphold 
14ý 

the truths of faith. Ustad's only goal was to fight atheism by strengthen- 

ing faith in God, because he believed that to control thousands of people 

of faith was much easier than to control a handful of non-believers whose 

morals were spoiled. 

Unfortunately, atheism was introduced into Turkey not only as a 

philosophical thought but then when the new generation had been demoralised 

and its human values spoiled, atheism became a way of life that this 

generation had to adopt. Of course, the ultimate result of atheism is 

anarchy. Ustad was very much aware of the threat of anarchy to public 

37 
security, so he interpreted Ye'cuc and Me'cuc (Gog and Magog) as anarchists. 

Nationalism 

Nationalism as an ideology has played an important role in destroying 

the kingdoms in the West and the empires of the East which had been estab- 

lished on a religious basis. Later on the West used this ideology 

particularly in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as a means to 

dominate the East. Moreover, the intelligentsia of the East who were 

educated under the influence of, weltanschauung of the West has seen 

nationalism as an agency to help society break with its traditional 
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structure and has tried to establish a secular and rational system 

within the framework of nationalism. 

However, there are two types of nationalism. The first is racialism 

which can be called 'negative nationalism'; it is a source of antagonism; 

it is ill-omened and dangerous. The second type of nationalism is a 

positive one, it is necessary for social existence, it is a source of 

mutual assistance, understanding and solidarity. This positive nationalism 

must be used only to serve Islam, it must be the armour and castle of Islam 

but it must not replace it. The Ottomans, for instance, by following 

Islam only, were able to overcome all sorts of racialist separatist 

elements and survive six hundred years. We can see how dangerous to our 

country the negative sort of nationalism is when we study the late period 

of the Ottomans. 

Although the different nations of Europe had the same religion, 

of 
civilisation, system of government and even the same feeling being k 

European, racist propaganda in Europe caused the last two world wars. 

Because this kind of nationalism teaches that a nation can survive only 

by exploiting and exterminating other races, it generates conflict and 

antagonism rather than peace and agreement, and it is as dangerous as 

communism. 

Ostad saw racialism as a frenk illeti (European disease) because it 

was introduced to us by the West, and naturally objected to Pan-Turanism 

saying that he preferred a bitter onion to an imaginary apple (Kizil 

Elma - Turan). 

Because the people who accept racialism despise other races, they 

imagine that God has been unjust in creating them with less value, and 

thus criticise the divine dispensation. Ustad extended this view to 

renunciating racism at the level of 'human racialism'. For him, the egoism 
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of the human race gives strength to the individual egoism by means of 

human racialism or national racialism. It was this egoism that makes 

discrimination between God's creatures by assuming that the human race 

is superior to other creatures, or by assuming that a particular race 

is superior to other races. This is the source of all evil which makes 

a human being contest the divine dispensation and even the commands of 

God, like Satan who rebelled against God when He created Adam and ever 

since has been disobeying God's commands. 
38 

The reason for the creation of different races was simply to help the 

people in the same race to know each other and establish a social life 

between themselves for mutual assistance. For example, to divide an army 

into different units, such as regiments, battalions .... or artillery, 

cavalry, etc. is to let every private know his duty. The various races 

which all have sprung from the prophet Adam are now like the different 

trees in an orchard: they are not to claim superiority over, or to fight 

each other but to give different fruits. 

Our nationality is Islam. To us, religion and nation cannot be 

separated. Ustad said: 

Milletimiz bir vUcuddur, ruhu islamiyet, akli Kur'an 

39 
ve iman ir. 

Our nationality is like a body in which the spirit is Islam 

and the intelligence is the Qur'an and Faith. 

The continuation and perpetuation of our nation is in proportion to its 

being assimilated with Islam, because the nationality of Turks has been 

mixed with Islam. All Turks are Muslims, no matter where they are. In 

every part of the world their nationality has blended with Islam, it is 

inseparable. Turk means Muslim, those who left Islam are not Turks any 

more. 
40 

There is no need to follow European ideas of nationalism which 

are based on racialism only. 
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We do not accept those who abandon their Islamic nationality as 

Turks. 
41 

They are Europeans disguised as Turks. The Ottoman has approved 

that Islamic nationality was far more advantageous than racialism. Turks 

can continue their service to Islam which lasted six hundred years only 

preserving their Islamic nationality. If the Turks do not preserve 

their Islamic nationality and rather follow racialism, then the seventy 

per cent of the inhabitants of this country will take sides against Islam 

as well as the Turks, because the real Turks constitute only the thirty 

per cent of the population of Turkey. 

Ostad proposed in his letter addressed to the President of the 

Republic and the Prime Minister 
42 

an Islamic university to be established 

in Asia as a necessary measure against ever-growing nationalist separatist 

ideas, so that nationalism would not corrupt the Muslim nations in Arabia, 

43 
India, Iran, Caucasia, Turkistan, Kurdistan and the like. 

International Organisations: UNO, NATO and EEC 

10stad had two reasons to support international organisations. The 

first was that through these organisations the threat of racialism would 

be diminished; the second was that they would take measures against the 

ever-expansionist policy of communism at the international level. Ustad 

had always been in favour of the alliance between Muslims and truly 

religious Christians against aggressive atheism, and advised us that 

the enemy of our enemy was our friend as long as he maintained his enmity 

and that we should refrain from arguing the points of differences with 

him in order to combat our joint enemy. 

As there has to be some kind of relationship between individuals who 

live in a civilised society, so too there has to be a relationship between 

the states of the modern age. After the Second World War, the nations 

of the world established the United Nations Organisation to find 
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solutions through diplomatic means for disagreements that might occur 

between states in order to avoid catastrophes such as those that befell 

mankind during the last world wars. Although it is obvious that UNO is 

not being as effective as was hoped when it was established, because of 

the sharp polarisation between the states, the sides - especially the 

small states - are able to defend themselves before world public opinion 

or to express their views on the problems of the world. This organisation 

must continue its function but also must re-organise itself to increase 

its effectiveness. However, because UNO aims to secure the world peace 

through humane and conciliatory means, everybody should support it. 

The states that comprise the free world have to unite their defensive 

forces in order not to be caught in the web of communism and anarchy 

which brings forth nothing but despotism and oppression. Because it is 

impossible for the free world nations to defend their territories, 

independence and sovereignty individually, NATO is an indispensable safe- 

guard against the Warsaw Pact countries. Until now NATO has fulfilled 

this function quite satisfactorily at least as a deterrent force though 

it needs to be even more powerful. It is not easy for the liberal 

democratic states to protect themselves against the expansionist 

communist bloc while remaining outside NATO. Afghanistan is the freshest 

example of this. NATO and the Warsaw Pact are, in fact, more than 

representatives of two military alliances, because in olden days war 

used to take place between religions but now it is between people who 

are in favour of religion and those who are against religion; they 

represent religion and atheism respectively. When Ustad sent one of 

his students to Korea with the UN forces to fight the communists, he 

told him that it was necessary to go to oppose atheism. Therefore, until 

communism is wiped out completely from the earth, the existence of NATO 

is necessary and it is important for Turkey as for other member states. 
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The liberal democratic states of Europe wanted to have a socially, 

politically and culturally united Europe. Because they found from 

historical experience that economic relationships that were unsupported 

by other relationships caused wars with weapons between states, they 

founded the EEC in order to achieve political integration through common 

economic interests among themselves. of course, states establish relations 

with other states on grounds of mutual interests, and Turkey, as a can- 

didate member, must consider her economic interests. She cannot just 

reject such an international economic institution like the EEC or submit 

herself entirely to it. This relationship with the EEC will, because 

of the unprotected economic competition, force the national economy to 

use more advanced technology and, consequently, will increase gross 

domestic production. On the other hand, it may destroy the national 

economy completely if Turkey cannot compete with the already developed 

European countries. But there is no other alternative; the Turkish 

economv must develop too because no country can live alone. From the 

point of view of political interests, although Turkey is included in 

NATO which is a military pact, she needs to secure her place amongst the 

free world politicall. y too, because of her important geo-political 

situation. If NATO disintegrates, Turkey will remain within the Western 

bloc rather than within the Third World, most of which is already captured 

by the Eastern bloc. Some political parties in Turkey that take religious 

considerations very seriously have become worried that when we join the 

EEC, Europe would implant Christian customs and thus Christianise the 

Turkish nation. This is an ungrounded anxiety, because the Christian 

culture has already been established in Turkey anyway. What may happen 

is that perhaps we may teach them Islam. As for the effect of Turkey's 

EEC entry upon the unity of Muslim states, we do not think it will 
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make any difference since all of the muslim nations already have 

commercial relations with the EEC countries. 
44 

The Muslim World 

The Muslim world has lately been obliged to struggle for freedom. 

Most of it had fallen under the rule of foreign colonisers. As a conse- 

quence of this, it remained behind the developed world. Although after 

the Second World War almost all of the colonisers withdrew their military 

and administrative powers from the Muslim countries, their cultural and 

political influences remained. The most important of all these influences 

was the destruction of the institution of the Caliphate. Since the 

Caliphate lost its function through which the Muslim world was able to 

maintain its political solidarity, every segment of the Muslim world has 

appeared in the world arena of politics in a different character and 

with a divergent policy. The result of this is, of course, that they 

follow policies contrary to their common interests and are then broken 

into pieces. 

Unfortunately, Muslim countries are not benefiting enough from the 

unifying and mutually supportive aspects of Islam that set forth concilia- 

tory and humane, principles to conduct religious and worldly life. In 

particular , the ruling classes and the intelligentsia of these countries 

are far from grasping the essential values of Islam. They will never find 

a realistic solution for the problems of their countries; as long as they 

do not try to come closer to their own religion. Indeed, the vital need 

of the Muslim world is to turn to itself and to recognise its own values 

in material and spiritual matters. 

In this century, in which international ideologies are dominating the 

world, the only salvation for Muslims is to unite, particularly against 

the insidious Penetration of communism into the Muslim world. Against 
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this common enemy, not only Muslims but the whole liberal West should 

strive to unite the muslim world, 
45 

not like the Americans who, by 

directly supporting Israel, force some Muslim states to ask for help 

from the Communist bloc and thus become socialist. 

In fact, Muslim countries, if they unite, have the potential to 

constitute a bloc of their own and play a balancing role between the 

West and the Communist bloc. Thus, they could serve peace in the world 

by using the strengths they derive from their economies, from oil, and 

their large population, which is a source of labour and consumption. 

For this, they must first achieve unanimity of opinion among themselves 

by overcoming the most important obstacle: nationalism. 

Ustad instructed us that one of the two fundamental aims of the 

Risale-i Nur was to prepare the minds of Muslims to work for an Islamic 

union and said that the most important farz (obligatory religious duty) 

of this age for the Muslims was to establish a united Muslim world. 

As a matter of fact, the Medreset-Gz-Zehra which during his life he 

proposed to all Turkish governments to be established in Eastern Anatolia 

would work for this aim. 
46 

rpl., rn. a -r;: l T--, a 

The Arabs are the nation which introduced Islam to the world. They 

worked hard to spread Islam everywhere for centuries. But, under the 

strong influence of anti-Islamic ideologies, within as well as outside 

the Arab world, they deviated from the Islamic path after the collapse 

of the Ottoman Empire and were carried away by nationalist ideas. 

Mainly because of foreign instigations, the Arabs were divided into 

artificial small states under the pretext of obtaining their Political 

independence. As a result of this split, instead of working for Islamic 

unification and solidarity between themselves, every Arab state started 
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considering its own national interests. Eventually, Arab nationalism 

attracted their attention and each of the Arab countries strove to 

represent the Arab world individually. Of course, it is the Muslim 

world that now suffers from these false aims of the Arab states. 

The colonisation of the Arab lands by some Western countries in 

recent history caused some of the Arab states to be resentful towards 

the West and to support the Communist bloc politically. Now Russia is 

finding its way through the vacuum created by nationalism, which is 

devoid of religion, to penetrate the Middle East ideologically under 

the name of 'Islamic socialism' or 'Arabic socialism'. Unfortunately, 

by claiming to follow Islamic socialism, Arab countries, like Iraq, 

Syria and Libya, are opposing the union of Muslims as well as the free 

world. 

As peoples, but not as represented by their inconsistent and inept 

rulers, Arabs and Turks are brothers; they are the guardians of the 

castle of Islam. Arabs' nationalism has mixed with Islam as has that 

of the Turks; our real nationality is Islam. Ustad suggested that the 

Arab states must unite and declare a United Arab Republic like that of 

the Americans, and strive to unite Islam from its captivity and restore 

it to its glorious days. Arabs can achieve this aim and solve their 

problems by establishing a council among themselves. We see the Islamic 

summit conferences as the most promising start for the unification of 

the Arabs among themselves and with the rest of the Muslim countries. 
47 

The United States of America 

The USA, first of all, practises all kinds of human rights and 

particularly the freedom of religious and conscience in its own country 

and thus wishes to unite all Muslim and Christian countries which share 

the same conviction, as being liberal and democratic states, against 
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aggression of the totalitarian states, i. e. communists. Now, the USA 

is in a position to lead the free world because it is the most powerful 

country among them. It is fulfilling its function more or less perfectly 

by giving material and spiritual support to the free world and protecting 

them. Although from time to time there have been fluctuations in its 

administration, the last cabinet of the States seemed to be quite 

consistent in their belief that they are responsible for the protection 

of the strategically important regions of the free world. This also 

explains the nature of their economic and military aid. The main prin- 

ciple of the USA's foreign policy is to support the democratic ideals 

and countries. 

Because of the heavy propaganda by the Greek and Jewish members of 

Congress, the USA recently failed to adjust its foreign policy towards 

the Muslim world and continued supporting Israel and Greece. Although 

this failure adversely affected the goodwill of the Muslim world towards 

the USA, both the Christian and the Muslim world still regard the USA as 

their mainstay. There is no administrative or other form of religious 

discrimination in their internal policy, and in their foreign policy they 

treat Muslims and Christians alike. This definitely helps the Christian 

world to coalesce with the Muslim world. Now, for example, the state 

puts no obstacle in the way of an American searching for the true 

religion. Furthermore, the USA has always been on the side of the Muslim 

states against communist invasion whenever a Muslim state has sought 

its support. 

As far as Turkey is concerned, the USA had a great influence on the 

development of democracy in Turkey. When the Russians laid claim to 

Kars, President Truman took a stand on our side against Russia, announcing 

that the borders of the USA extended to Kars. Ustad, too, advised the 
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Democrats to be friends with a big state like the USA which was 

earnestly working in favour of religion. He further told them that 

this would only be possible by advocating faith and Islam in the country 

and oPposing atheism. That is how we see the United States, and we do 

not say, like other fanatic Muslims do, that America and Russia are 

the same. 
48 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

Russia has, since the time of the czars, followed an expansionist 

policy aimed at bringing all the world under its control. Now, as the 

first country where Marxism was put into practice, it is trying to 

achieve this aim by spreading revolutionary socialism everywhere in the 

world. In its internal policy the central government has absolute power 

and exercises it in an extremely authoritarian fashion. Human rights and 

freedom are not recognised and private enterprise is replaced by state 

companies. Because the internal policy of the USSR is completely 

totalitarian and closed to the outside world, at the international level 

its foreign policy attracts attention more than its internal policy. 

As the leader of the Warsaw Pact, the USSR attempts every means, 

legitimate and illegitimate alike, in order to maintain the unity of the 

Socialist bloc. Since it has officially approved an expansionist policy, 

it supports terrorism and thus creates political and social unrest in 

other countries in order to annex them. The best example of this is 

the invasion of Afghanistan through which it revealed its true face to 

the world. Afghanistan is not the final goal but just a first step on 

its way to the warm sea. Therefore, this imperialist Russia proves to 

be the most bloodthirsty state that ever existed in history. 

We cannot guess for how long this despotic and closed regime will 

continue to oppress Russians as well as eighty million Muslim Turks who 
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are groaning under the cruelty of communism. But it seems to be 

impossible for the USSR not to be affected by trends and thoughts of 

the modern world which strongly advocates freedom. We can expect the 

Soviet Union to develop into a free country soon. Ustad saLd, a nation 

could not live without religion and Soviet Russia could not remain irre- 

ligious, but as it would not be able to restore Christianity, it would 

have to make peace with Islam and announce freedom in the country. The 

signs of this are now to be seen, especially amongst the Eastern European 

countries, they are awakening and even challenging the Russians. 

Russia has always been a threat to Turkey, because it regards Turkey 

as the guardian of the Straits, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles, as 

an obstacle on the way to the warm sea. For its own benefits, the Soviet 

Union definitely desires to annex Turkey any time it can. It is almost 

certain that all of the terrorist groups in Turkey are supported and 

financed by Russia. As far as the economic relationships between the 

two countries are concerned, these are not so damaging because the most 

important thing is not to be affected by communist ideology, and public 

opinion in Turkey is quite alert and sensitive towards it. But this 

can only ensure its internal security. As to its external security, 

Turkey has to maintain its alliance with the Western world in order to 

be protected by the West. 
49,50 

China 

China is an important country not because of its system, which is 

communism, but because of its very large population. Although a third 

of the world population lives in China, it is not yet known to us what 

kind of role it will play for the future of humanity. 

Until the death of Mao, communism was in practice in this country 

much tighter and more despotic than it was in Russia. China, too, was 

closed to the outside world. Under the name of the Cultural Revolution, 
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it rejected foreign technology and industry, and relied on human labour 

only. This policy condemned its people to live a primitive life. The 

Maoist system did not recognise anything sacred; it was essentially an 

anarchist regime and ruled the country contrary to the desires of its 

people. 

By following the strict principles of the Maoist version of communism, 

China could not succeed in developing at all, and after the death of Mao, 

the new regime found it inevitable to open its gates to the West. Now, 

communism is receding and the country is making progress in technology 

and industry, and people are gaining freedom. 

It is not obvious yet whether China will constitute a political bloc 

or power by finding some allies. Until now, the observers tell us that 

it is supporting the Western world on condition that they remain as 

opponents of the Soviet Union, which has, according to China, betrayed 

communism. The West is nowc,, /tolerant of communism in China because it 

sees China as an alternative power against the Soviet Union. For us, too, 

China must be supported just because it is an enemy of our enemy, namely 

Russia, and it is not as strong as the United States of America. If 

China were strong enough to invade our country, then we would perhaps 

support Russia against China as long as they remain enemies of each 

other. 

We can see that Maoist ideology has found some supporters outside 

China. That is because China, like Russia, wanted to spread the ideology, 

which is prevalent in its own country, to other parts of the world. For 

that reason, we see China, too, to have been involved in the anarchist 

51 
movements in some Third World countries, particularly in Turkey. 

Britain, West Germany and Other Western European States 

Since the great French Revolution, almost all of the European states 

have accepted democracy and developed a common culture. Alongside this 
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European culture, they continuously improved their political and social 

relations among themselves. Until recently, they all followed colonialist 

politics though in various degrees. Each of them now has a self-sufficient 

agriculture and industry. Under present day conditions, they all felt 

obliged to organise their economies and their national defence against 

the Warsaw Pact countries. The unity amongst the European countries 

needs to be extended even to the United States of America for the benefit 

of the whole free world. 

We want to be friends and have good relations with all European 

states which are against communism and respect democracy and freedom of 

belief in their internal and foreign politics. Ustad told us that the 

Christian world would purify itself from superstitions and, by uniting 

with Islam, they together would overcome their common enemy, atheism. 

By Christian world, he meant Europe and the States, because, he said 

that there were quite a number of well-known scholars and societies in 

Sweden, Norway, Finland, England and the States searching for the true 

religion which is, of course, Islam. He also declared in as early as 

1908 that Europe was pregnant with Islam and would give birth to it, and 

the Ottoman Empire was pregnant too but with Europe and would give birth 

to it. 
52 

Now, we witness that the Ottomans gave birth to a European 

state, Turkey, and Europe is getting nearer to the Muslim world than 

ever before. Whenever a Muslim country faces a communist attack, Christian 

European countries take their places always beside the Muslim country. 

It is always advantageous for Turkey to have good relationships with 

Western Euope as long as mutual respect and interests are preserved. We 

do not have any enmity towards any of them. Even if there were some dis- 

agreements between Turkey and them, to come to an argument on the 

fundamental problems would always be possible. Greece, since she became 

an independent state, continued to be hostile towards the Turkish Republic 
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as she had been towards the Ottomans, but this caused neither Turkey 

nor Greece to break their relationship with the West. Both of them 

are members of the same Treaty Organisation (NATO). 

Britain has, for centuries, been the centre of the development and 

formation of democratic conventions within Western culture. Although 

she principally accepted liberal democracy in her administrative system, 

Britain is a traditionalist country and is devoted to her own religious 

customs. For example, Britain still remains as a colonial power in order 

to maintain the well-being of her own nation. 

Britain, together with France, followed a constant international 

policy against the Ottoman Empire since 1839 when the Tanzimat Reform 

period started in the Empire. She tried to break Islamic unity in the 

past but now the politics of the world have changed and it is even for 

her benefit to encourage the Muslim countries to unite against the common 

enemy. Britain is now, to us, a religious and liberal country and it is 

she who takes the most determined position among her allies against 

communism and Russia. In Europe, as a member of NATO, she has the 

strongest navy. 

West Germany, too, is a liberal democratic country. She is one of 

the most reliable states in Europe. Historically, the Germans started 

attracting the attentions of other nations after being united by Bismarck 

and since then have nourished a distinct national pride. By bringing the 

rival states of Europe under their control, the Germans wanted to establish 

a world empire and caused the First and Second World Wars. They were 

defeated in both of them because of their uncontrolled eagerness to 

dominate the world. But, in spite of these two defeats, they recovered 

in a remarkably short time and regained their old Position, Particularly 

in world industry. 
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In recent history, the Germans did not fight the ottomans, nor did 

they colonise any muslim country; our positive relationship is still 

continuing. At present, neither the foreign nor the internal policy 

of West Germany aims at damaging Islam, they have always been against 

the communist bloc as well. Moreover, the great number of Turkish workers 

in Germany bind the two countries organically. All these factors contri- 

bute to the close friendly relationship between Germany and Turkey. 

Ustad, too, had sympathy for the German people and, because he hoped 

that they might embrace Islam some time in the future, showed a favourable 

53 
attitude towards them by saying 'fortunate Germans'. 

Israelf Iran and Iraq 

The state of Israel is a problem in the Middle East created by the 

Jews. Although it was originally a religious matter, later on it became 

an ideology of a nationalist movement which is known as Zionism. Throughout 

history, they struggled for the establishment of an independent state for 

the Jews and Israel is the result of this struggle. Now, Israel is trying 

exceedingly hard to guarantee and perpetuate her existence in the region. 

For this purpose, she is striving to gain the support of the Jews outside 

Israel as well as building up a warrior nation inside the country. In 

spite of the continuous war in and around the: istate of Israel, she is 

making noticeable progress in her civilisation and industry. Because of 

her own unlimited expansionsist desires, Israel has been an aggressive 

state continuously threatening peace in the region since the state was 

founded. In fact, the Jews caused the sympathy other nations had for 

them to turn into antipathy by establishing Israel on a land where the 

native inhabitants were forced to leave, and by following a hostile policy 

towards neighbouring countries. 

We may approve only of Israeli foreign policy that is pro-United 

States and against the Soviet Union. But, on the other hand, this policy 
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caused most of the Arab states which are enemies of Israel to be against 

the United States and, ultimately fall in the hand of Russia which is 

more dangerous than Israel to the Middle East. Unless Israel tries to 

solve her problems with her neighbours through peaceful means as she 

did with Egypt, she will continue to be the most dangerous state in the 

world after communist Russia. 
54 

Iran has a different religious life from the rest of the Muslim 

countries. Some of the practices and understanding of Islam by the people 

of Iran who are known as Shiites are contrary to the principles of Islam. 

Because of these diversities, they always caused problems to the other 

Muslim countries. Lately, during the Shah's regime, Iran wanted to be 

dominant state in the region and b ought the most sophisticated arms with 

her revenues. The country now is face to face with the problem of main- 

taining its own independence. After the revolution her agriculture and 

industry got even worse. With the conceit of overthrowing the Shah, who 

seemed to be very powerful, unexpectedly the new regime had to grant 

freedom to all groups in Iran which had opposed the Shah and his regime. 

This policy caused great confusion in the country. Under the pretext of 

maintkining law and order, the new revolutionary government killed so 

many people that the cruelty exceeded that of the Shah's regime. The 

reason for this was that the mullahs and especially Khomeini were inexper- 

ienced in politics. Unfortunately, these incredible crimes were attributed 

to Islam and those who did not know the real face of the events misunder- 

stood Muslims and thought that they were all savages like some of the 

mullahs in Iran. 

In Iran today, nothing other than the name of the state is Islamic. 

Arbitrary and irresponsible administration now is preparing the conditions 

for communists to take over the country. Oppression, economic inequality 
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and partisanship which were the subjects of complaint during the Shah's 

regime, are now aggravated. Of course, no one can approve of what the 

Shah did in the country, he was an oppressor too, he treated communists 

and the Muslim activists alike. But, at least, he was against communism 

and the Soviet Bloc. 

We believe that service to Islam cannot be performed through 

revolution but through reformation which is summoning people one by one 

to Islam by saving them from the danger of materialism. Ustad clearly 

stated that he was against insurrection inside a country and his entire 

life proved this. Revolutions help only anarchist systems like communism. 

That is why in Iran after the Shah oppression did not end but simply 

changed hands. 

Another neighbour of Turkey is Iraq which has almost nothing apart 

from petroleum. Her population comprises a considerable number of different 

minorities. From time to time people who belong to a different mezheps 

(religious sects) clash in the country. Although the large majority of 

the population of Iraq are Muslims, the only party in power, the Baath, 

is trying to impose socialism in the country under the name of 'Islamic 

socialism'. It is a ridiculous idea to try to reconcile socialism, 

authoritarianism and absolutism with Islam. The state mechanism is based 

on the ideology of the party which is supported by only a handful of 

bureaucrats. If the Baath party grows weak, we hope that these troubles 

will come to an end. 

After his success in Iran, Khomeini wanted his supporters to take 

over the governments in other countries. Iraq, with her forty-five percent 

Shiite population, was the most appropriate to this purpose. When Khomeini's 

supporters began to stir up the Iraqi Shiites, Iraq announced the abrogation 

of the covenant she had signed with the Shah. Since the new revolutionary 
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government did not recognise the Shah and his agreements with other 

countries, Iraq annexed the area she had given to Iran during the Shah's 

reign, and thus the war broke out. 

This war does not have any serious reason behind it and is harming 

unity in the Muslim world. In fact, this war is helping only Russia 

who wanted to use Iraq as a military base to attack and weaken Iran so 

that in the end Iran will be in the position of Afghanistan before the 

invasion. We hope that Iraq and Iran will make peace with one another 

and soon establish a pact with Turkey and Pakistan as before. That 

would be the only way to protect themselves from the danger of falling 

55 
into Afghanistan's position. 

rPI-) n Vi i -r Ac 

The Kurds have been part of the same history, culture and beliefs as 

the Turks and have been living together with them like other ethnic groups 

in the area for centuries. Now, within the Turkish Republic they have, 

like any other citizens, equal rights and freedom and are not subject 

to any special restriction or deprivation. They too have the opportunity 

to get higher posts in the administration. As a matter of fact, some 

of them already are holding important positions in the government. 

Therefore, it is an ungrounded allegation to say that the Kurds are 

looked down upon or are deprived of state facilities. It is simply 

propaganda of foreign origin aimed at causing insurrection in the country; 

it is invented by the communist militants to establish an independent 

Kurdish state under their own control and to use it as a base located 

between Turkey, Iran and Iraq for the benefit of the communist bloc. 

We see very few Kurds with good intentions supporting this idea of 

an independent Kurdish state. The nationalist policy of the Turkish 

state caused other races inside the country to claim their own national 
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sovereignty. In fact, this is the primary reason for the Kurds seeking 

their own independent national state. The secondary reason is that some- 

times governments followed a neglectful attitude towards the needs of 

Eastern Anatolia where the Kurds mostly live. 

The Kurds themselves are innocent and pure Muslims and do not show 

any hostility towards the Turks. As long as they preserve their Islamic 

nationality, the communists will not be able to deceive them, and thus 

there will be no problems. In fact, it is now impossible to separate 

the Kurds from the Turks. They have no distinct characteristics as a 

nation in the area that would require the creation of their own 

administration. Moreover, they themselves have no wish for such a 

separate administration. It is communists who invented a Kurdish problem 

in order to divide the country and thus bring it under Russian domination. 
56 

Against this communist agitation in Eastern Anatolia, religious 

education must be given prime importance, because it is only religion 

that unites all of the population of our country and makes us one nation. 

At the moment the most effective power against the Kurdish problem in 

Eastern Anatolia is, as everyone knows, the religious people and especially 

the Nurcu Kurds. For example, Ustad was born and brought up in Kurdistan 

and thus he was a Kurd, but he never favoured a Kurdish state. He told 

the Kurds that they were a power for the Turks, whereas the Turks were 

the intelligence of the Kurds; they had to benefit from each other and 

live together like brot ers. 
57,58 

Armenians, other Minorities and Foreigners in Turkey 

We had been living with Armenians as friends on the same territory 

for centuries until the Ottoman Empire became weak during the First 

World War. 
59 

They had been called Millet-i Sadika (Loyal Nation) for 

their allegiance to the Empire. During the war, they were carried away 
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by Russian instigators to strike the Ottoman from behind, thus causing 

clashes between them and the Ottoman army. Consequently, the Armenians 

were defeated and scattered everywhere. They can be found now in almost 

every country in the Near East and Asia. 

At the moment there is no Armenian problem as far as Turkey is 

concerned. Those Armenians who stayed inside Turkey are happy with their 

life; they have an even higher living standard than that of the average 

Turk. All kinds of political, social and cultural rights are recognised 

equally to the Armenians and to the Turks. From time to time some 

Armenians who now live outside Turkey and are employed for the purpose 

of international communism, carry out attacks on Turkish diplomats. This 

is a minor problem for a state. 

There are other minorities in Turkey like the Jews and Greeks. They 

have never been subject to any sort of suppression by any Turkish state 

throughout history. 
60 

As a matter of fact, our religion does not allow 

us to treat non-Muslim subjects harmfully. Ustad, too, defended the free- 

dom of the minorities in the country during the constitutional period and 

said that it was necessary not to oppress them and to leave them to enjoy 

freedom in their way of life; he even gave a fetwa that they should be 

appointed as civil servants in the administration of a Muslim country. 

The minorities have always lived with us in peace and are now the 

most prosperous and happy people in Turkey enjoying their rights to 

possess property, run businesses and have their own cultural and educational 

institutions. As long as they do not do anything which may damage our 

national integrity, there is no reason why we should not live together 

in the same country. They must enjoy living with us too, since no one 

is forcing them to stay in Turkey. They inhabit the most beautiful parts 

of Turkey free from fear under the protection of the state. Somet-imes 

they have even more freedom of thought and of religion than the Turks do. 
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For example, they can perform their religious ceremonies of every sort 

and hold religious gatherings whereas Muslim citizens are subject to 

restrictions in this field. 

In this century it is impossible for any state not to have any 

relationship with other states for technological, military and touristic 

purposes. Particularly if this state has allies, then it becomes 

necessary even to have relationships which will result in cultural 

exchanges. Turkey has an open foreign policy, so the technicians, 

military advisers, cultural delegations of other countries, even the 

foreign capital or ordinary tourists will come to Turkey as our citizens 

go to other countries. We have to offer our traditional hospitality to 

those who come to visit our country for commercial or political or 

touristic purposes. 

But, these foreigners should never be allowed to engage in espionage 

against our country. For instance, the Russians went to Afghanistan as 

technicians but, in fact, they were there to invade the country 

politically. As to the tourists, we want them to come to visit our 

country provided that they should be respectful to our customs and moral 

values, and should not try to destroy them deliberately as they would not 

like us to spoil their traditions. of course, there will be a normal 

mutual cultural influence out of these visits. They will bring and 

introduce their culture to us, so too will we present our culture and 

beliefs to them. This is a very practical means for us to convey our 

belief, Islam, which is not addressed to the people in Turkey alone but 

61 
to all humanity. 

The Turkish Republic 

The Turkish Republic inherited the ruins of the Ottoman Empire. The 

territory it occupies is strategically the most important part of the 

world. In terms of structure, disposition and essential nature, the 
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Republic is Asian but has been forced to be European for sixty-odd years 

by statesmen and politicians. 

Although it was claimed that Turkey was a republican state, until 

1950 the 'republic' existed in name and form only. Far from being a 

republic, the regime was of a kind personally imposed by AtatUrk in a 

despotic fashion and was supporte donly by a certain group of people in 

Turkey. After the Independence War, all the activities of the central 

government were totalitarian and aimed at denying the very existence of 

the nation itself. The country was made subject to compulsory cultural 

change. Every action of the government was designed to destroy the old 

institutions inherited from the Ottomans. Vigorous efforts were made to 

make people forget all the social values which would unite and strengthen 

the nation. Everybody was at the mercy of intimidatory force; there was 

no opportunity to argue freely about any ideas. Moreover, scientific 

studies and social developments that the country needed were totally 

neglected. Deliberate attempts were made to sever the nation from its 

beliefs and customs. Turkish history was revised in order to distort 

the realities of the six hundred-year old Ottoman history. A new - far 

from scientific - history of Turkey was written just to praise the new 

administration. 

When the multi-party system was introduced in Turkey in 1946, the new 

regime brought a partial freedom to the country, but democracy and the 

Republic in their real meaning were implemented only after 1950. Thereupon 

the people of Anatolia were able to receive remedies for their material 

and spiritual sufferings. Unfortunately, from 1950 onwards, the multi- 

party system was hindered by some political opportunists and so the 

necessary grounds were prepared for the military interventions which had 

adverse effects, particularly on the economic development of the country. 
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In Turkey, during the republican period, secularism has always 

been wrongly implemented and religious educatioa has not been included 

in the school curriculum for a long time. Thus, the Muslim population 

were alienated from the state. The people's feelings of public involvement 

and support were discouraged. Although agricultural, industrial and 

commercial developments would have been possible, these were not achieved. 

Turkey was in a position to use the Arab world as her market, but now 

is usirTcyrkey s Europe ia its market instead. 

On the other hand, the Turkish Republic has many good characteristics: 

freedom and fundamental human rights, especially the right to possess 

property, are recognised, ninety percent of its population are Muslims, 

there are religious charitable foundations, it has the best disciplined 

army amonq the Muslim states, compared with neighbouring countries its 

economy and technology are developing more steadily, and finally, Turkey 

is the advance outpost of the free world against the expansionist Soviet 

power. 

The Turkish Republic is the continuation of the states founded by 

In 
the Turkish people who have been serving I-slam for a millentum. Whenever 

the Turks followed religion closely, they have been held in esteem by 

the other nations, but whenever they deviated from religion they fell 

from esteem. At the present time, Muslims in Turkey are more conscious 

of Islam than- are the Muslims in other countries. That is the reason 

why Turkey has not surrendered to communism in spite of internal and 

external conspiracies against the state. We hope that the Turkish 

Republic will pot only not become communist, but will, as Ostad prophesied, 

recoqn, ise the ýeriat and see it freely practised in the country, 
62 
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Turkish Armed Forces and Police 

The principal duty of the armed forces is to protect the 

fatherland against the attack of any enemy from outside. When necessary 

it is also the duty of the armed forces to suppress anarchy and 

insurrection within the country but while fulfilling the latter duty 

the army must be totally under the command of the legitimate civil 

government and beside it, not independent of it. Our main worry is 

that the Turkish armed forces will become politicised and interfere 

with politics. From 1960 onwards the Turkish army intervened three 

times in the civilian governments. Even though the army staff acted 

with good intentions, none of these interventions gave good results. 

The 12 September military intervention. was not to annul democracyin 

Turkey, rather to remove the obstacles before it. But the need for 

intervention was, in fact, the result of the army's. negative attitude 

towards the call of the civilian government to support its struggle 

against anarchy. The military staff did not support the civilian 

government just because they did not want Demirel's cabinet to be 

successful. 

The Turkish armed forces have a special role in the Turkish 

experiment in democracy. Whether the army should interfere in politics 

or not, and what its place in the political life should be have always 

been subjects of argument. In a successful democracy, it is unimaginable 

for an army to interfere in politics. It is the shortcomings of the 

Turkish experiment in democracy that invite the army into the arena of 

politics. Anyhow, the Turkish army should refrain from putting itself 

in the role of a referee in deciding the future of the Turkish political 

life. Its duties have been 4etermiijed by the constitution and it should 

stop spending its resources, which were proviaed br the nation for the 
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army to be ready to defend the country against possible internal and 

external menace, on regulating the details of social life. As our 

experience of democracy progresses, we hope that the Turkish army will 

not need to exceed the limits of its duty. 

Ostad too strongly advocated that the armed forces should never 

interfere in politics. 

Unfortunately, in the military colleges, a certain political 

conviction has always been upheld and there is no serious religious and 

moral education. Whereas an army needs moral strength most of all. When 

people do not trust the army because of the lack of morality within it, 

they withdraw their support. 

Ustad said in the Risale-i Nur that the Turkish army would render 

great services to Islam. We appreciate the sensitivity the Turkish 

army has so far showed towards communism. But, though instances of 

this are exceptional, there are some military staff who support 

communism and attack religion under the pretext of Kemalism. It is 

these officers who cause the Turkish army to fall into disfavour before 

the Turkish nation. 

The army should not deal with small events which often occur in a 

liberal country such as ours. We think it is necessary-to have a police 

organisation which will replace the armed forces in dealing with the 

police matters. While policemen are performing their duty, they should 

never forget that they are acting as officials of the state. They should, 

by no means, let their personal political or other ideas influence them 

in their duties; they should treat people with respect without deciding 

whether they are guilty or aOt, More importantly, the police should 

comply with. the ethical values of the society. 
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What we expect from the Turkish police is to be on the side of the 

state and public order, not to be partisan or show favour to any par- 

ticular group, and they should refrain from exploiting their position 

for their personal benefit. 

To Ostad, the police organisation can only be a material power to 

ensure law and order in Turkey, whereas the Students of the Light are 

the spiritual power to help the police in their duty. Whenever Ostad 

met policemen-., he treated them with kindness and told them that Nurcus 

and the policemen. ý were brothers serving the public security together. 

Thus we understand that he approved of the Turkish police. 
63 

Atatark and his Reforms 

Through his outstanding success as a commander in the Ottoman army 

in Tripoli and the Dardanelles, AtatUrk attracted the attention of 

statesmen of the time. Sultan Mehmet Vahideddin trusted him and when 

Istanbul was occupied by the foreign forces, sent him to Anatolia to 
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mobilise the people there against the foreign occupation. It was after 

his arrival in Samsun in 1919 that AtatUrk started playing an important 

role affecting the fate of the Turkish nation. AtatUrk played his part, 

next to the other commanders like Kazim Karabekir, Rauf Orbay, Fevzi qakmak 

and ismet Paý; a, in organising the people of Anatolia who were already ready 

to resist and fight the enemy. For the people it was impossible to accept 

the occupation; they were resolute in their determination to save their 

honour and religion from being humiliated by the enemies. Thus AtatUrk 

found behind him a nation full of faith and ready to die for the sake 

of God. The prime aim of the war was to save the Caliphate and the 

Sultanate by expelling the enemy from Anatolia. They drove the enemy out 

of the fatherland and won the Independence War with the help of the strong 

faith of the nation. 
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When, as a continuation of the freedom and constitution movement 

which had been started the previous century, the time came in 1923 to 

proclaim the Republic, AtatUrk did this without facing any opposition 

either from the people or from the learned men of religion in the 

National Assembly. However, AtatUrk was very careful not to upset the 

religious feelings and understandings of the Muslim population during 

the Independence War and the foundation of the Republic. He always 

secured the support of the people by being together with the learned men 

of religion and by announcing on every occasion that his aim was 

religious. 

But, later on, while giving the regime its actual shape, AtatUrk 

succeeded in appropriating to himself all the successes achieved by the 

nation and took the state under his own control. The Republican regime 

turned into a dictatorship ruled by the personal authority of AtatUrk, 

and after him, by his followers. Under the pretext of raising Turkey 

to the level of contemporary civilisation, he eliminated our historical 

Islamic culture and thus destroyed religion in the country. The result 

of this is that, although AtatUrk personally was against communism, now 

those who have communist ideals are using Atatdrk's reforms in order to 

attain their communist goals. 

At first, his efforts to serve the fatherland and Republic were 

received favourably by the nation. Eventually, however, his activities, 

especially the reforms which were imposed on people in spite of their open 

objection, caused the nation to decline both materially and spiritually. 

These reforms did not accord with the customs and religious beliefs of 

65 
the Turkish nation. At the first opportunity, in 1950, the majority 

of the people actually rejected these reforms by making a white revolu- 

tion and started practising Islam even more exuberantly as a reaction to 

the previous authoritarian regime. 
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Ostad had suggested to AtatUrk when they met in Ankara that the 

foundation stones of this great revolution, the proclamation of the 

Republic, had to be solid, the illness of this nation was weakness in 

religious matters, real progress could only be possible by reviving 

religion, reforms could be carried only by not damaging religion, other- 

wise in fifty years' time there would be a terrible decadence of morality 

in society and that would yield the fruits of anarchy. But AtatUrk never 

followed in his political life what Ostad had suggested to him. 

After the establishment of the new Turkish state, very fundamental 

reforms followed one another which were critical for social life. The 

most important of all was the acceptance of the principle of secularism. 

Rather than understanding this as a separation of state affairs from those 

of religion, it was understood as being atheism used by the state authori- 

ties to oppress religion and religious people. So much so that to perform 

one's religious duties became impossible. Under the law of 'unification 

of education', all religious education institutions were closed down. 

Until 1949, there was no such institution operating nor were students 

who wanted to study religion allowed to do so. 

The language reformS. too, were deliberately forced upon the people 

to destroy the ottoman legacy and to sever the culture of the nation 

from its Islamic past. Under the pretext of purging the Turkish language 

of foreign words, they obliterated the Arabic words which were the vessels 

of religious culture. This caused a change in; the field of thought, 

because together with the forgotten words, the culture expressed with 

these words was also forgotten. It is as the result of the language 

reform that our nation is now alienated from Islam and the Muslim world. 

There is no other state in the world that has an institution like the 

Turkish Language Society which invents meaningless words and spoils rather 

than preserves the language. 
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Another AtatUrk reform was the Turkish alphabet which had a drastic 

effect on the nation. Suddenly, the whole population became illiterate 

and we could not fill the gaps left by this reform in fifty years. By 

replacing the Ottoman alphabet with the Latin alphabet, hundreds of thou- 

sands of books were left in the libraries, no one from the new generation 

can read them now. Because of this reform, once even the printing of the 

Koran was prohibited. We can see no acceptable logic in leaving one's 

thousand-year-old culture behind and trying to accept a totally foreign 

culture instead. Although we do not approve of the reform, since it is 

possible to convey our message by the new Turkish alphabet to the Turkish 

nation, we too use it. Now it is unnecessary to struggle to turn back 

to the old alphabet. 
66 

The other reforms too were all against our civilisation and went so 

far that, for instance, some people were sentenced to death for contra- 

vening the Hat Law. None of AtatUrk's reforms was accepted by the people 

willingly, all were imposed on them by force. 
67,68 

Westernisation, Modernisation, Industrialisation 

The Turkish intelligentsia could not determine what should be 

understood by westernisation although they have been arguing about it 

since the Ottoman period. For Ustad, the West has two sides which contra- 

dict each other. The first side serves the social life of mankind by 

following the scientific and technological works, justice and veracity, 

all of which have been inspired by the true Christianity, and it produces 

useful arts. This side has brought felicity to humanity. The second 

side, which is depraved, by wrongly accepting the evil side of civilisation 

as good under the influence of the darkness of the Naturalist philosophy, 

impels mankind to lead a life of dissipation and error. Ustad rejected 

the second side of the West and hated those who have gone astray by 
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imitating the foreign devil blindly. On the other hand, he approved 

of the first side of the West and said: 'We will gladly adopt from 

foreigners the means of progress in civilisation, as in scientific and 

technological matters, . 
69 

These scientific and technological matters 

are profitable for the development of our country. Furthermore, there 

is no clash or contradiction between Islam and these matters. For us, 

science is something the Muslims have lost. They must take it wherever 

they can find it. 
70 

This is the only way to fill the technological gap 

between the West and ourselves. 

Ostad also suggested that in acquiring Western civilisation we had 

to follow the Japanese example; they have adopted only the good side of 

the Western civilisation and preserved their own national traditions. 
71 

This course is essential for every nation that wants to perpetuate its 

existence. For us, it is essential to preserve our Muslim heritage 

because the fundamentals of the ýeriat that have regulated the social 

life of Muslims for fourteen centuries formed the basis of Turkish 

culture. To beg for civilisation from Europe was an insult to Islam. 

The principles of Islamic civilisation, when practised in a society, 

yield results in the material and spiritual progress of the people and 

in their attainment of happiness both in this world and in the hereafter. 

Ostad contrasted these Islamic principles to the principles of the 

Western civilisation: power in Islam rests in justice, not in force; the 

aim of every action should be to attain God's pleasure, not to further 

self-centred interests; relationships between individuals should be 

conducted on the basis of co-operation, not of struggle; the relationship 

binding the masses together should be religious and patriotic brother- 

hood, not racial factors; lofty feelings should be encouraged and 

satisfied, and illicit desires of the soul inhibited. 
72 
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We believe that in this country the advancement of Islam depends on 

material development through industrialisation. There is no harm in 

adopting Western industry, because it is the result of developments in 

science and technology which are, in fact, the property of all mankind, 

not only of Westerners. 
73 

It is now our duty to bring industry into 

the country from every part of the world and we are happy to see that 

Turkey is becoming more industrialised every day. 
74 

ON SOCIAL MATTERS 

The Importance of Literacy and Education 

The first word of the Koran, which was sent to educate humanity, is 

"Read". To acquire knowledge is a religious obligation for every Muslim. 

Ustad said that one of the three factors which caused a nation to fall 

back was "ignorance", 
75 

and that the first attempt a nation should make, 

in order to progress, was to spread literacy in the country. Therefore, 

Islam teaches us that literacy is the first door through which an individual 

must pass to become a full human being and to live as a member of society. 

If a person is not involved in acquiring knowledge, there will be no way 

for him to develop his human potentialities. That means he will not act 

in accordance with the purpose of his creation, because everything by 

its essence and disposition requires knowledge. Man has been created to 

perfect his faculties through learning in order to be able to recognise 

76 
his Creator. 

Education must aim at satisfying the real nature and all inner sense 

of mankind. Since man is not only a material being but also has intellect, 

heart and other senses, he must be taught science and religion too to 

satisfy all his needs. Otherwise, as is the case in Turkey, teaching 

only scientific subjects at state schools and only religious ones at home 
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can result in having two opposite groups of people. Those who receive 

only religious education become fanatics and those who receive education 

only in science become irreligious. Consequently, society splits into 

two opposite groups which are impossible to reconcile. 

Ostad advocated that religious and natural sciences must be taught 

together in the medreses. 
77 

When he first came to Istanbul, he suggested 

to Sultan Abdulhamid that he had to give education institutions prime 

importance in his policy. According to Ustad, instead of establishing 

new military regiments (known as Hamidiye Alaylari), the Sultan ought to 

convert those barracks which already existed into schools, and the 

treasures of Yild1z Palace ought to be spent on education rather than 

on secret agents. 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, all the educational 

institutions which were introduced in the country have been adopted from 

the West. They have failed to educate the people our country needed. 

The education system we have in Turkey must now be totally changed and 

then adjusted to the requirements of the nature of our nation. In par- 

78 
ticular, anti-religious ideas should never be taught at school. 

Natural Sciences 

Science solves the unknown mysteries of matter and tells us what 

its real nature is. When man learns the realities of matter, he under- 

stands that he is not alone in the universe and communicates with it 

through the help of science. Science even links man to God by showing 

him the order and wisdom of God in creation. Since beings are the mani- 

festation of the Names of God, every science which studies them tells 

us about God in its own special language. 

We believe that with the advancement of sciences, humanity will 

come closer to God and that the truth of the principles of Islam will 
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become more manifest to mankind. 
79 

No conflict or adversity has been 

witnessed between science and religion throughout the history of Islam. 

In this respect, Ostad said, 'Islam is the master and guide of sciences, 

and is the leader of all true knowledge'. 
80 

The Koran, by citing the miracles of prophets, told mankind that 

the examples of these miracles will be produced in the future by means of 

technological progress, 
81 

and thus invited everybody to work for this 

progress. Whoever follows the laws of creation and works to benefit from 

them will receive success from God. 

Creation is like a book every page of which is the subject of a 

certain branch of science. The role of science is to find out the laws 

of creation written on this page and use them for two purposes. The first 

is to utilise these laws in the development of technology for the material 

betterment of humanity. The second purpose is to recognise the qualities 

of the Creator through these laws and thus attain eternal felicity by 

worshipping Him. 
82 

Religious Training in Schools and Universities - imam-Hatip Okullarl 

and Other Religious Schools 

It is an established fact that no one can be without any religion. 

Being religious should not mean just accepting a religion without having 

any knowledge of it. Religion is a science and needs to be taught like 

any other science under the supervision of a teacher. Therefore, every 

student should receive religious training in his course in order to learn 

the theories and practices of his religion, at least to meet the require- 

ments of his daily life. Religious training should not be confined to 

the professional religious schools. At every level of education, religious 

training should be included in the curriculum to teach students the 
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foundations of their religious beliefs at the level of their understanding. 

Religious training also will help students to understand the real 

meaninqs of modern sciences. When students realise the importance of 

modern sciences, they will love them and study them willingly, not only 

to pass their examinations. Hence, every student will reach an advanced 

state by completing his knowledge in both religion and modern sciences. 

This will result in buildinq a perfectly balanced and peaceful society 

whose material and spiritual needs are equally satisfied, 

Religious education in, Turkey has been deliberately neglected for 

years. To meet this essential need of the society, people themselves 

had to found religious education. institutions relying on their own 

resources. Thus, the importance of this need was proved by the wonder- 

ful effort Turkish people made during the last thirty years. In today's 

conditions in Turkey, there is no realistic alternative to state control 

and finance of religious education establishments, but when it does so 

it can also enlist further financial and moral support from the people, 

so state and people will together provide religious education. 

In this century, specialists are required in every subject, including 

religious subjects. It is necessary for religious functionaries to be 

qualified in their field. For this reason, they must start their 

specialisation in religious subjects as soon as they complete their 

primary school education. But they should also be taught modern sciences 

in order to avoid fanaticism. 

The existing religious schools, namely imam-Hatip (prayer leader and 

preacher) schools, Faculty of Divi: Rity, Higher Institute of Islam, 
83 

etc.., 

are little better than nothing. In particular, the curriculum of the 
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imam-Hatip schools is inadequate for the purpose of educating qualified 

religious functionaries. This curriculum includes only sufficient 

religious subjects for a studeat to learn his religion for himself, not 

to become a religious functionary. Indeed, that much religious training 

should be given in ordinary lyc6es. Amongst the higher religious 

institutions, the Faculty of Islamic Sciences cat Erzurum University is 

the most satisfactory of all, for it has qualified teaching staff and 

provides students with facilities to specialise in a large variety of 

subjects. 

Religious schools must aim at teaching religion to students at 

an appropriate level, teaching staff must be qualified for their profession 

and they should not bring their own political views into school. Otherwise 

these institutions will always be mere tools to be used by politicians. 

Nevertheless, Ostad regarded it as good when Imam-Hatip Schools were 

reiatroduced in Turkey in 1951 and coagratulated Menderes when he 

announced that more religious schools would, be opened. We hope that 

the quality of religious teaching in these schools will be improved and 

84 
that their numbers will increase. 

The Religious Affairs Department 

The secularist state authorities in Turkey could not dare allow the 

Religious Affairs Department to be an independent institution. This 

alone is enough evidence to prove that religion is under state control 

in Turkey. Since the beginning of the Republic, every constitution has 

carefully stated that the status of the Religious Affairs Department 

should remain as an ordinary administrative unit. Moreover, every effort 

was made to limit its power to promote religion. Thus, the Department 

has Tiever been in, A position to answer the religious needs of people. 
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It has always been content with simply administering the offices 

and the duties of the religious functionaries but never worked to 

awaken people to their religious consciousness. Whereas, an institution 

like the Religious Affairs Departmerýt, whose duty should be to direct 

the religious affairs, ought to render services to improve the religious 

and spiritual life of people. officials who are attached to this 

department have always abstained from being involved in such activities, 

Nevertheless,, they are respected and loved by ordinary religious people, 

though they are held in contempt by the semi-enlightened so-called 

intellectuals of Turkey. 

Religion is a common property of its followers and cannot be 

monopolised. In order to fulfil its function properly, the Department 

arpý must be autonomous, at least, as much as A the universities, though it 

could still be state-financed. 
85 If its personnel were elected by the 

people from amongst the learned men of religion, and they did not issue 

wrong fetwas for fear of their position or any other mundane considera- 

tion, then this Department would have been able to perform one of the 

functions of the Caliphate as the religious representative of the 

Muslim community. 

Under present conditions, the Religious Affairs Department's freedom 

from political pressure should be guaranteed by the constitution and the 

Department should be attached to the Presidency of the Republic as a 

non-political autonomous in, stitution. 

its present situation, Qe Religious Affairs Department is not 

free from the point of view of Islam and thus it canAot be accepted as 
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the office issuing fetwas in the name of Islam. Though the Department 

is employed by the state to be 4 mediator between the state and people, 

we still hope that the Department may perform some valuable services for 

Islam. For example; Ustad believed that it was a duty of the Religious 

Affairs Department to publish and distribute the Risale-i Nur in 

86 
Turkey. 

Turkish Radio and Television 

Radio and television are the most effective means of inculcating 

opinions and beliefs. In a democratic country these means should be 

employed in broadcasting programmes which are in tune with the will of 

the nation and are respectful towards the national and moral customs of 

the people. By making known to the people what is going on in the world 

and by- keeping them informed of technological and scientific developments, 

these programmes should help the country to progress materially as well 

as morally. However, in our country the programmes broadcast by the 

TRT are totally opposed to the religious and moral values of the 

nation; they aim at destroying our national customs and historical 

Islamic culture. The TRT always criticises, sometimes even insults, 

both our historical and our present day national life style, Thiýough 

the continuous brain-washing of these programmes, the TRT took part in 

making the whole population of the country mere imitators of alien 

culture. It presents completely subjective and partisan ideas as if 

they were the only truths. It is supposed to preserve its impartiality 

as a representative of the whole nation, but, in reality, it defends 

only Kemalist ideology uacompromisiRgly on every occasion, 

The, TFT has pý4ye(j, the LA: ýýgest part in, spoiliTýg the Turkish 

language. Turkish television, should not broadcast foreign programmes 
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because these portray a mentality and way Of life eRtirely different 

from ours; they do not respect our notion of the family. These programmes 

are affecting the youth adversely. But some films from Europe, such as 

the one on the life of animals, do no harm. 

only a negligible amount of programme time is devoted to religion 

and ethics on radio and television. Even in these programmes the TRT 

does not hesitate to discourage the religious and moral feelings of 

the nation. 

Ustad regarded the radio as a divine blessing and said that we 

should thank God for this so that this blessing would be even more 

beneficial. We could offer thanks to God only by allotting four programmes 

in every five to the religious, ethical and national subjects., Thus the 

duty of the TRT would be to broadcast the truths of the religion of this 

nation, ninety-nine percent of whose population are Muslims. This 

ultimately would help the nation to make progress in its material and 

spiritual life. Neverthelessf a fifth of the programmes, according to 
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Ustad, could be allotted to satisfying the people's. mundane whims. 

Turkish Justice 

The fact is that the judiciary in Turkey is used by a certain group 

of people to limit the political power of ruling parties. As some of 

the state authorities declared on several occasions, the High Courts, 

like the Constitutional Court and the Council of State, have given 

rulings which were damaging to the impartiality of Turkish justice. In 

particular, because of the ambiguity in the definition of secularism, 

the most innocent exercise of one's freedom of religion was assumed to 

be a crime. People were unjustly put behind bars for their religious 

and moral convictions. 
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The system of law courts in Turkey is used from time to time as 

an instrument to further the selfish interests of some people or the 

political partnership. The most obvious example of this is the way 

Ustad was treated. Using the books he wrote as an excuse, he was 

brought to court for trial continuously for twenty-eight years in spite 

of hundreds of acquittals. Because of the weakness of religious 

responsibility, it is not easy to bring this kind of injustice under 

control. It might be possible to prevent this happening if only the 

laws were sound or the lawyers were afraid of God's justice, but both 

are deficient in Turkey. 

We want Turkish justice to be on the side of the state and legitimate 

governments, not to interpret impartiality as neutrality in the face of 

the enemies of the fatherland. We want it to fulfil its duties without 

claiming superiority to the legislative bodies and without conflicting 

with them. In Turkey now we witness the sovereignty not of the laws 

but of ideologies, or more correctly, sovereignty of the judges and 

prosecutors because they are issuing decisions according to their own 

ideological convictions. This, of course, amounts to injustice. 
88 

The Role of Women in Turkey, Divorce, Polygamy and Birth Control 

Woman has lost her ideal position in society by blindly imitating 

Europe. Since she started dressing immodestly - which is against her 

true nature - she has caused man to be disrespectful to her. She should 

not have left her home, because this brought about nothing but immorality%. 

To leave woman to herself, to connive at whatever life she leads, to 

,, are riot w4 abandon social control over her -ys to acknowledge her rights 

and f reed. om. Qp, the contrary, such con. cluct is the big(ýest harm that 
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can be done to woman. She is held ia esteem in so far as she watches 

over herself, controls her behaviour and lives with a sense of 

responsibility. In this respect, woman has a special status in Islam., 

Now in Turkey indecency is leading woman to being misused in society. 

A certain group of people are continuously trying to draw woman into 

social life simply in order to exploit her and to satisfy the whims 

of their evil nature. Some others want woman to enter the labour market 

for economic purposes. This is not an acceptable policy, for it aims at 

exploiting woman as a source of cheap labour. We must protect woman 

from falling into this position. Though Islam d. o(ýs not prohibit women 

from working, in Turkey, where most of the men are unemployed, it would 

be better if she stayed at home and considered seriously her duty to 

her children, instead of going out to work. 

The most developed innate characteristic of woman is the loving 

tenderness necessary to bring up children. Although she is created with, 

this special abilityr Islam did not make it compulsory for woman to look 

after children. For instance, according to Islam, no one can force a 

woman to suckle her children when she does not wish to do so. Thus, to 

claim that Islam treats woman as a slave is not true; it is Islam that 

gave woman the most respected position in society. 

Divorce is canonically lawful but most undesirable. Unless it is 

absolutely necessary, one should never seek divorce, It is certainly 

not something anyone who wishes can have recourse to as the whim takes 

him. Islam has laid down that partners in marriage should be of similar 

social status, and observance of this rule shouýd obviate the need for 

divorce. As a, matter of fact, the iAcidence of (jiVorce in Muslim 

soci, eties is low, QTýýy' -afte-ýý Isl, ý-qqic ethics have bepTl cQrrupted and 

faitIl weaXepea in Kusjimcouqtries does their rate Qf divorce increase, 
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Because the sanctity which religion gives marriage was lost sight of, 

the marriage contract came to be considered by the couple as simply a 

means to satisfy their temporary desires based on personal interests. 

If any of his students asked his permission, Ostad never allowed 

them to divorce their wives on the ground that their wives were causing 

problems which damaged the hizmets. He told them that they should be 

content with their lot. It is also a fact that divorce very rarely takes 

place among our Nurcu brothers. 
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Polygamy is not encouraged or desired in Islam but it is a precaution 

taken against falling into a worse position. Under normal conditions 

monogamy is the principle. The prime purpose of marriage is to reproduce 

new generations to perpetuate mankind. Marriage is not for satisfaction 

of sexual desires. If it were for pleasure, polygamy would be necessary 

again. Moreover, Islam did not increase the number of wives one could 

marry, but reduced it from eight or nine to four. In addition, Islam 

has imposed such conditions upon a man who wants to marry more than one 

wife, that when he complies with them, polygamy does not harm anybody. 

Those who did not accept polygamy in this century had to officially 

accept the existence of many brothels. If polygamy were permitted to 

those who complied with the conditions laid down by the ýeriat, that 

would provide an outlet which suited the true nature of mankind. 

Nevertheless, in the Muslim world, polygamy is not practised wi e y. 
90 

Birth control was originally accepted in Europe where the people 

are concerned only with the material world and do not have any affection 

for children. They favour birth control under the pretext of economic 

necessity, but in fact they regard children as depriving them of their 

own comfort and ease. But everyone knows that Europeans do not have any 

problem feeding and bringing up children since they constitute the most 
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luxurious consumer society. To us they advocate birth control to halt 

our population increase only because their own population is not 

increasing. It has now become a political matter. 

However, in Islam it is accepted that a family may prefer to 

prevent conception by natural means if this will help the family to give 

their children a better education. But abortion is, of course, forbidden 

by religion unless it is crucially necessary for the health of the mother. 

If someone has an abortion after the spirit is delivered to the foetus, 
91 

then it is nothing less than a murder. 
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Theatre and Cinema 

Theatre and cinema are means of cultural communication which help 

society progress. They address the eye, ear and senses of the audience 

at the same time, and have the power either to better or to corrupt 

society. In Islam, all branches of art which yield useful fruits are 

encouraged; they can be used to educate society by performing religious, 

moral and historical subjects besides offering entertaining films and 

plays. The theatre and cinema could actually be used by religious 

93 
people to convey their ideas to the masses. 

Theatre and cinema in Turkey had an enormous effect on the nation 

in general, and on the new generation in particular, but it is hard to 

say that this effect was favourable. They have been used by traitors 

who aimed at destroying our national heritage undermining our religion. 

At present, the situation has not changed; apart from only a few films, 

all of the plays and films propagate either socialist or communist 

ideas. 

Ustad went to the theatre during his 'Old Said' period, but at 

that time theatres were used to put across a moral message. Ostad also 

mentioned in the Risale-i Nur that he used to go to the cinema to draw 
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lessons from the films shown there. By mentioning this, Ustad wanted 

94 to teach us that one may go to the cinema only for this purpose. 

Religious and Secular Music 

God has created the universe with an endless variety of beauties. 

In a human being, He has deposited inclinations towards these beauties so 

that he will be attracted by them. Some people develop their inclinations 

towards spectacular views in creation and become fond of natural scenery 

and the countryside, some may develop their inclination towards sound 

and become interested in music. For example, for Ustad, the universe is 

a divine music department. 

There are, however, two kinds of secular music. The first incites 

sensual pleasures and expresses the despair of souls separated from their* 

spiritual source and lacking all hope of ever returning to it. This kind 

of music is forbidden by religion. The other kind inspires humans with 

divine love and the awareness that their separation from their spiritual 

source is only temporary and their eternal destiny is to be reunited 

with it; in this way it promotes within them an ardent desire for paradise. 

This kind of music is canonically lawful. Music which cannot be readily 

placed in either of these two categories is considered helal or haram 

according to its effect on man's spirit and conscience, and this differs 

from person to person. 

All kinds of religious music exalt the spirit to sublimities and 

meet the human need for music. These may be hymns, religious odes and 

Mevlit (the Nativity Poem of the Prophet) or may be marches which 

express national feelings. 

One may listen to or play the traditional musical instruments, such 

as kanun (a musical instrument with 72 strings), kaval (a reed pipe), 

tambourine, ney (a reed flute played especially in Mevlevi music) and the 
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like. The great Muslim saints of old played these instruments. 

Western classical music too may be welcomed, because it does not incite 

the sensual pleasures of the evil soul. But so-called modern music, 

entertainment, used in low-class cannot be approved and it is not music 
95 

anyway. 

ON MATTERS OF BELIEF 

Prayer and Supplication 

Mankind has been created in a state of absolute impotence and 

poverty. On the other hand, his needs, desires and wishes are infinite. 

Thus a man is bound to beg and to pray to the one whose power, compassion 

and benevolence is enough to satisfy all of his needs. Moreover, it is 

necessary for this man to express his thanks by praising and offering 

supplication to God who has subjugated all creation to Him. In this 

context, in a broad sense, it will be right to say that man has been 

created for prayer. 

There are, however, four kinds of prayer, each of which represents 

a different kind of creatiort: -'l) Prayer offered through the tongue of 

natural disposition, for example, seeds and grains pray to God to grow 

into a plant with their natural disposition. 2) Prayer offered by the 

tongue of natural needs. The example of this can be seen in the mutual 

assistance between creatures. God sends water to the assistance of plants 

as an answer to their prayer through their tongue of natural needs. In 

the same way, plants are sent to the assistance of animals, and some 

animals to other animals, and so on. 3) Prayer offered through the 

tongue of exigency. This must be a sincere prayer offered in case of 

emergency. These three kinds of prayer are generally accepted by God to 

manifest His Justice in creation. By the very nature of creation, every 
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being, animate or inanimate, all plants and animals, as well as human 

beings, pray in these three ways. 4) This prayer is peculiar to human 

beings and is of two types. The first type is the prayer expressed 

through man's actions. For example, using the laws of creation to 

achieve a desired effect is this type of prayer. When a farmer tills 

land to obtain crops, his actions amount to prayer of this sort. Thus, 

all scientific discoveries are the outcome of prayer in this category. 

That is to say, it is one of the rules and practices of the divine will 

that man can make discoveries only by following the laws of creation. 

The second type is man's verbal supplication. 

A human being has to recognise his impotence and has to express this 

verbally. This will be the proclamation of his devotion to God. For 

example, after performing his prayer by action, the farmer should also 

pray to God verbally and announce that he is only a servant who cannot 

create crops to feed himself, but it is God who creates them and provides 

him with sustenance. This does not mean that every verbal prayer - 

supplication - will necessarily be accepted by God. It is the duty of 

the servants to pray to God, but God may or may not accept their prayers. 

Supplication is the spirit of worship and an indication of sincere faith 

in God, not the means of acquiring what one needs. 

One of the most sincere prayers is to ask God to forgive us for our 

transgressions. Nurcu brothers commonly pray to God to pardon not only 

their sins but also those of other Nurcu brothers, even of those brothers 

who are dead. This means that millions of people are praying to God 

for each other for forgiveness at the same time. 
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Four Pillars of Islam: Namaz, Fasting, Pilgrimage and Almsgiving 

After belief comes the most important pillar of Islam, namaz. It 

is the most esteemed worship before God. By means of namaz, the worshipper 
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expresses his thanks, appreciation and awe; it is the shortest 

communication bridge between the worshipper and the one who is worshipped. 

Namaz is the most comprehensive type of worship. Every man is himself 

God's substitute on earth and can represent all of the creatures. 

Therefore, the one who performs namaz is able to offer all creatures' 

worship to God on behalf of them. If a person claims to be a believer, 

his first religious duty is to perform namaz, though failure in doing so 

does not make him an unbeliever. 

God has created man in such a way that his innate powers, such as 

the power of appetite, compassion and intellect, are not limited. In 

order to be able to use them within the limits instructed by the ýeriat, 

and to keep them functioning in this limited moderate way, a Muslim needs 

to discipline these powers. The most effective means of discipline is 

hunger because it curbs man's unruly desires and restrains his aggressive 

powers from transgressing their religiously lawful bounds. Fasting fulfils 

this function by disciplining and purifying his unregenerate soul (nafs) 
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which desires only evil. 

Among the other --objects of fasting are to improve the health of body 

and to make-the person who fasts realise the condition of poor and needy 

people so that he will be prompted to help them. Nevertheless, these 

are examples of Divine Wisdom deposited by God in religious injunctions 

but a believer obeys the commands of God and practises them in his life 

for the sake of worship itself, not for the sake of any advantages. By 

fasting, one abandons self-assertion and self-confidence, and submits to 

God, who is the real Creator, Sustainer and Provider of the needs of men. 

Pilgrimage is like a congress held once a year. Every pilgrim is 

like a delegate representing his country and joins this gathering in the 

most sacred place where Islam first emerged. Pilgrimage provides Muslims 
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with the best opportunity to exchange their thoughts and cultures, to 

introduce their technological and scientific developments or their needs 

to one another. On the spiritual level, pilgrimage demonstrates the 

best picture of the day of the last judgement: millions or . people take 

off all marks of distinction and class and all dress in the simplest 

way in garments resembling shrouds. Everybody is alike, more educated 

ones and less educated ones, workers and bosses all in the same line, 

there is no difference between them, It reminds us that the worldly 

qualities we have here will have no value at the last judgement. 

God tests everybody in a different way. He gives some people 

wealth and asks them to give alms to the poor from this wealth. Wealth 

is a trial for them. 

Almsgiving establishes a bridge between the rich and the poor to 

balance social life. Not only property is subject to almsgiving, Muslims 

should give ialms' from the knowledge, art and abilities they have to 

the other people who need them. Because almsgiving is not reciprocated, 

it makes the one who receives it grateful and thankful to the rich. 

Thus it promotes social assistance and mutual respect between the classes 

in a society, not conflict as communists would like to see. In fact, 

the sources of social unrest in a society are the failure to practise 

almsgiving and allowing usury. 
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Sin and Sevap 

Sin is to do what God prohibited and not to do what God prescribed 

for us. The nature of sin is disobedience and rebellion of the soul and 

sentiment of a person against his reason and conscience. When a man 

commits sin, it means that he could not educate his will properly, so 

his faith is not fulfilling its function. The more the faith of a 

believer increases, the more sensitive he becomes about sinning, inasmuch 
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as he trembles with fear of God. Unless the sinner seeks God's pardon 

and ceases to sin, then that sin will extinguish the light of faith 

because within each sin there is a path leading to unbelief. 

Sevap means to do good works, pious deeds within the limits of God's 

commands. In fact, sevap is worship; indeed, if a man believes in God 

he must obey His commands. As an indication of his belief, the believer 

must express his gratitude to God for His favour and benevolence. This 

is the essence of sevap. The best way for a Muslim to make all of his 

actions sevap is to follow the Prophet's way of life. 

We, unlike the other religious groups, do not encourage our brothers 

as well as other Muslims to do sevap by pointing out their worldly or 

other worldly benefits. In doing sevap, the goal must be only to attain 

God's pleasure. Otherwise, sevap will not be worship but an action done 

for the benefit of its doer. 
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Angels, Satan and Demons 

We deduce from Lis creation that God creates nothing in vain. So 

this immense universe should be in use, it cannot be empty. Although we 

do not see them with our eyes, this universe must be full of spiritual 

beings such as angels and djinns. 

Angels are spiritual, immaterial beings; they are made of light. 

They do not have a soul but they do have consciousness. They carry out 

the commands of God, which are the manifestations of His Names, and 

represent their functioning in the Creation. Angels supervise every 

event which takes place in creation from a drop of rain to stars and 

galaxies. They are divinely appointed officials with a two-sided duty; 

whiie they are transmitting the Divine message to man through the 

manifestations of God's Names in creation, at the same time they 

consciously present the glorifications which are unconsciously made by 

all creation to God. 
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Everything in creation is good either by itself or by its result. 

This world is a world of trial; God has mixed good and evil in creation 

for this purpose. God has created hawks to attack sparrows so that 

sparrows have to develop their potentialities to protect themselves 

from the attack of hawks. So, too, was Satan created with the ability 

to seduce mankind into evil. Because of the existence of Satan, mankind 

has to develop his intellect and other abilities deposited in him by God 

in order not to be seduced by him. Therefore, to obey Satan is evil, 

but the existence of Satan is good for he causes mankind to progress. 

Demons are evil spirits different from Satan. The evil spirits are 

the spirits of non-believers that may be djinns or men. Djinns also can 

be believers or non-believers like men. Demons are created out of evil 

actions. A man who follows only Satan will produce only evil actions, 

so his spirit may be considered as an evil spirit, that is, a demon. If 

we say a non-believer djinn is an incorporeal demon, than a man who acts 

like a Satan to seduce people into evil will be a corporeal demon. 
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The Evil Eye 

We witness that when some people look at other people or animals or 

plants with envious eyes, they cause various 11nesses or discomfort. This 

is because when they look at a beautiful thing, they do not see it as 

created by God, they attribute the beauty in that thing to the thing 

itself, not tu its Creator. That is why we should not envy the beauty 

and good qualities we see in things and should say ma: ýallah, meaning that 

it is created beautifully as God willed. 

God created everything beautifully and with good qualities in order 

to be recognised as they are His works. If we envy good qualities and 

do not say ma! ýallah_, iL-- Will mean those good qualities are not met with 

an appropriate appreciation. Then, God withdraws those good qualities 
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and replaces them with bad ones. When they are replaced with bad 

qualities, the one who envied them realises that those good qualities 

were not created by the thing on which they were displayed but by God. 

Putting blue beads on children and hanging up horseshoes on the 

outside walls of houses are simply means to avert the evil eye, because 

they attract the eye first so that the person who looks at them will not 

envy the children or the house. One should not expect any help from 

these blue beads or horseshoes themselves. 

Ustad, too, said that he was afflicted wiLh the evil eye. Because 

during his life he was annoyed by some people who stared at him, he did 

not allow anybody to gaze upon him. 
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Predestination 

Predestination is the knowledge of God. That is to say, God knows 

with His all-encompassing knowledge what is going to happen before it 

happens. Because this world is a testing-place for human beings, they 

are created with free will to choose between good and evil. For human 

beings to have free will is again within the programme of predestination. 

Because God's knowledge is beyond time, He knows how a person is going 

to use his free will before he uses it, thus God preordains his destiny 

accordingly. 

God's knowledge does not make a person act according to it. We all 

know that we are free in choosing between the given alternatives. Since 

predestination is the programme of events and every event takes place 

according to this programme, God's prescience will not have any effect 

on the human free will to choose what God already knew. In fact, human 

beings do not act according to God's foreknowledge, God simply knows 

beforehand how human beings will act. For example, we can know when an 

eclipse is going to take place before it happens; of course, we cannot 
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say that it happened because we knew it would happen precisely when it 

did. 

As for the 'creation' of human actions, we do not accept what the 

Mu'tazilites said. 
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Human beings can only acquire, but God creates 

accordingly, because God's absolute Will follows the human's free will. 

This is how God wished man to be responsible for his acquisition. If 

this was not the case, then we would deny mankind his free will and, 

consequently, mankind would not be accountable for his actions, that is 

to say, God would not be just when He sends a person to hell or paradise. 

To believe in predestination is essential for a Muslim and it is 

one of the pillars of the faith. When we believe in predestination 

properly, we cannot be proud of our good deeds because we will understand 

that it is God who creates our action. But at the same time, we will 

feel responsible for our bad deeds because we required them to be 

create . 
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Saints and Visiting Tombs and Graves 

Saints are men of God. By spending all their lives within the limits 

of God's approval, they attain His commeniation. They are upright servants 

of God; they have drawn near to God by obeying His commands with absolute 

submission and trust. It is a necessary consequence of His divine mercy 

that God should have private communication with these esteemed persons 

in a manner peculiar to their capacities and should honour them with 

His bounties. Amongst these bounties are the saintly miracles worked by 

these men of God. We think highly of these miracles and we hold them in 

esteem, but miracles or intuitions attributed to saints cannot be regarded 

as a source of authoritative canonical law. 
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There are, however, three kinds of sainthood: 1) ahe highest level 

of sainthood is like that of the companions of the Prophet. This saint- 

hood is attained by having one's intellect and 'heart' functioning 
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harmoniously without following any tarikat. 2) The middle level of 

sainthood is attained by those who Join a tarikat and thus let their 

'heart' rule over their other inner faculties. 3) The lowest level 

of sainthood is the kind attained by the great scholars of the science 

of theology and by their followers. This categorisation is theoretical; 

in practice, the three grades usualiy overlap one another. 
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Since the spirit is eternal, it must be somehow connected with the 

person even after he is dead. So, it is good to visit the tombs of the 

prophets and saints or graves of our acquaintances and read some parts 

of the Koran and pray to God for their spirits for forgiveness. But 

this visit should not exceed the limits of the Islamic principles, for 

example, expecting any benefit from the dead person is religiously 

unlawful. Every person can present his want to God directly in every 

place. No one is allowed to intervene between God and His servants. 

The aim of visiting graves is only to draw lessons from them. They 

remind us that a day will come when we too will die, so it will help us 

to remember the Day of Judgement and act accordingly. '. L'hat is why in 

olden days, cemeteries were in places where everyone could see them. 

Although when he was alive, Gstad visited the tombs of Mevlana and 

Mehmed II, the Conqueror, because people in Turkey commonly misunderstand 

the true purpose of visiting graves, he willed that his grave should 

remain unknown and asked his students not to tell anybody where his 

106 
grave was. 

Paradise and Hell 

The most important duty of mankind in this world is to do sincerely 

what God prescribed for him and to refrain from doing Vhat God proscribed 

for him. Those who live in this world with perfect faith in, and obedi- 

ence to, God will be rewarded with paradise by the grace of God. 
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Paradise is the place where the Names of God are reflected in a 

much more luminous fashion than they are here. It is a place of feli- 

city where God will present His favours, which look like the ones we 

have here but infinitely better, to His servants who are deemed worthy 

by Him. Since God sent us here with soul and body and we are being 

tested spiritually and bodily in this life, the pleasure in paradise 

must be both spiritual and physical too. 

The Prophet said that we would die as we lived and we would be 

resurrected as we died. If we perform our religious duties only in 

order to attain paradise, we cannot deserve it anyway, but we must per- 

form them seeking God's grace because paradise can be attained only 

through the grace of God. Hope for paradise and fear of hell can only 

be incentives, the real reason for a believer to obey God must be to 

seek His grace. Thus we cannot rely on our worship of God nor can we 

despair of His grace, a believer should always be in a state between 

fear and hope. 

According to Ostad, this age is like an interregnum. Children of 

the followers of the monotheist religions and those who believe in one 

God will go to paradise even though they did not confirm the prophethood 

of Muhammad. 

Those who did not obey the commands of God and rebelled against 

God will go to hell to be punished with tormelfti. There will be two groups 

of people in hell. The first group are the people who believed in God 

but did not obey his commands properly. These people will get their 

deserts and then will be transferred to paradise. The second group 

are those who died as non-believers and they will remain in hell for 

ever, because they transgressed against innumerable rights of witnesses 
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in creation which Proclaim the existence of God. For those who did 
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not believe in God and believed that death is annihilation, hell is 

still a favour because to live even in hell is better than annihilation, 

just as commuting a man's capital punishment to a life sentence is a 

favour for him. This is a reward for their good deeds in the world. 

The life in paradise and hell will be eternal but those who stay in 

hell eternally will become familiar with the torment after suffering 

for their deeds. 
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The ýeriat: Should it be Enforced Today? 

God has two ýeriats. The first is the Koran which is the manifestation 

of God's attribute, 'Speech', and is sent to organise the actions and status 

of mankind who is the microcosm. The second ýeriat comprises the laws of 

creation which are the 'Will' of God manifested to govern the universe 

which is the macrocosm. 

The fundamental source of the ýeriat which concerns human actions 

is the Koran. The laws of the Koran are not restricted to a particular 

nation nor to a limited time. Their effect will prevail until the end 

of time. The fundamental principles of the Koran never change but those 

concerning secondary matters may change in the course of time without 

contradicting the fundamental principles. The learned men of religion 

can interpret the principles of the ýeriat which are concerned with the 

secondary matters by analogy and adjust them to the needs of any society 

at any time. 

Ninety-nine percent of the ýeriat is concerned with the individual: 

ethics, worship and the hereafter; only one percent is concerned with 

administration. In Turkey, today, rhe one percent of the Seriat is not 
-i. - 

in practice but whoever believes in Islam can practise in his life the 

ninety-nine percent. When sixty to seventy percent of the population 

of a country practise this ninety-nine percent in their lives, then the 
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other one percent can be enforced in that country. In fact, it is 

inevitable that this will happen by the desire of the majority of the 

nation. Otherwise, to try to enf 
rea belief and religious rules upon Of 

people who are not ready to accept and practise them in their personal 

lives is contrary to the principles of Islam. In Islam, no one is 

allowed to have recourse to oppression or despotism even if it is for 

the sake of Islam. 

Now our essential duty is to strengthen the weakened faith of the 

fellow Muslims. We, too, wish that the $eriat applied in Turkey but we 

know that it is not for us to enforce it. When society is ready to 

embrace the ýeriat, its real owner, God, will create a means to enforce 

His divine system. 
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Holy War 

There are two kinds of holy war: the great warfare and the lesser 

warfare. The great warfare is the duty of everybody to struggle against 

his unregenerate soul in his own world. This is the great warfare because 

one may or may not gain eternal life in paradise according to his success 

or failure in this warfare. 

The lesser warfare is fighting an enemy by physical means. The status 

of this kind of warfare varies according to whether the war is a civil 

war or whether it is against external enemies. When the attack comes 

from outside the country, Muslims usually confront it with their material 

power. But this confrontation must be avoided as much as possible by 

having recourse to all reconciliatory means. If peace cannot be achieved 

or maintained in this way, then the Muslims will defend their country. 

But we have to defend ourselves as effectively as Possible without attack- 

ing the enemy. The emigration of Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina 

was the best example of this sort of defence. Yet, in this century, 
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external enemies do not attack just with material weapons, but with 

moral weapons, causing spiritual destruction among Muslims. So defence 

against this moral attack must employ the same kind of weapons. To over- 

come civilised countries is only possible by showing them the truths of 

the Koran, which are our moral weapons, and by convincing them of these 

truths rather than by using material weapons against them. 

When the lesser warfare takes place inside a country, Muslims are 

prohibited from using material weapons unless they totally lose their 

freedom and sacred things, as recently happened in Afghanistan. The duty 

of a holy war inside a Muslim society is principally a moral one which 

is to be conducted by means of enlightenment and reformation. Ustad 

always mentioned the moral warfare against the moral destruction caused 

by the enemies of Islam within the country. For him, this moral warfare 

in this century is a religious duty applicable to all Muslims. 

Now, in Turkey, opposite ideologies are clashing. It is the duty 

of every individual Muslim to take part in this ideological war and 

introduce Islam in a positive way to the new generation. But, unfortu- 

nately, some of the Muslims are trying to convey their message to people 

by rivalling the political parties in power. This is, of course, wrong 

because our main duty is to convey the message by awakening and enlight- 
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ening people, not to seize the administration of the country. 

The Koran: Is It All Absolutely, Literally True? The Books other than 

the Koran to be Studied to learn the Will of God 

T'hroughout the history of mankind, God has sent books from time to 

time to guide people to the right path by laying down the principles of 

conduct at the level of. their capacity. The Koran is the last divine 

revelation to mankind in this series of books. Because the Koran is the 

last book of God, it is under God's protection; no part of the Koran has 
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been changed so far and no one will be able to change even one of its 

letters from now until Doomsday. 

'rhe Koran, in both letter and spirit, is a revelation from God; it 

is a miracle from forty different aspects in word and sense, and is the 

word of God in its entirety. Because the Koran explains everything to 

us from the very beginning of the creation of this word to the end of 

it without revealing any contradiction, it can only be the word of a 

being who knows the past, the present and the future at the same time. 

That being is God. One of the unique miralces of the Koran is that it 

has had a wonderful effect on human life since it was revealed. Another 

miracle of the Koran is its eloquence. Although it has been challenging 

all unbelievers by inviting them to produce ten verses like that of the 

Koran, the unbelievers have never been able to fight the Koran with words, 

they fought its believers with swords instead. 

The Koran is the eternal word of God which was sent to meet the need 

of mankind until the end of time. In every century the Koran answered 

the need of men through a different exegesis, each one of which expounded 

an aspect of the Koran to people who lived in its particular century. 

Dius, human beings can learn the will of God by studying the exegesis 

which explains the Koran according to the guidelines of the prophetic 

traditions. In this century, it is the Risale-i Nur that fulfils this 

duty. The Risale-i Nur was inspired by the Koran to elucidate that 

aspect of itselt which looks at the twentieth century and illuminates 

ill 
the minds of the poeple of this century. 

Islamic Theological and Legal Schools 

In Islam, ninety percent of religious injunctions are indisputable; 

they are not subject to interpretations under any circumstances. The 

other ten percent are left nonspecific so that they could be interpreted 
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in order to answer to the religious problems of secondary importance 

which may occur in the course of time. For example, while the Prophet 

was performing the religious duties, he deliberately chose different 

ways of performing those duties in order to teach us that we could per- 

form them in different ways. From the very beginning, the expounders of 

Islamic laws and theology tried to institutionlise those imprecise 

matters using different criteria. Most of them did not mean to establish 

a legal or theological school, but people who followed them eventually 

constituted different schools. 

There is a Divine Wisdom in the fact that different schools exist 

in Islam. Because people's dispositions and capacities are different, 

they cannot be treated as if they were the same, but they can be canalised 

into groups by following the middle way between them. Moreover, a truth 

can have different effects under different conditions. For example 

water; when it is very cold it becomes ice, when it is very hot, it turns 

into steam. The rules of religion have also different effects according 

to different conditions in time and space. Thusl the nature of religious 

commands may change from time to time and from country to country. It 

is the Divine Wisdom in Schools (mezheps) that makes it easy fur their 

followers to practise religious commands in their lives. 

In our century, too, people could not all reach the same level; the 

style of social life between different communities still varies substantially. 

Therefore, to try to reconcile the Islamic theological and legal schools 

in this century is against the Divine Wisdom in the existence of schools. 

When the majority of people reach the same levei in culture and live in 

the same style of social life, then these schools will be united. 

Ostad did not follow any particular theological school in the 

Risale-i Nur but we understand that he followed the Ashlari and Maturidi 
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schools in most cases. 11he legal school he followed was the Shafii 

school. However, all four of the legal schools are acceptable to us, 

these are: the Hanefl, Shafii, Maliki and Hanbali schools. In theology 

we accept the Ash'ari and Maturid! schools which are the main Sunnite 

schools; the Mu'tazila and Jabriyya are regarded as unorthodox. 
112 

Sufism and Sufi Orders in Islam 

Sufism is the way followed by those who do not have any doubt about 

matters related to the fundamentals of the faith. Through sufism, a 

person may improve his inner faculties related to his 'heart' and thus 

satisfy his spiritual senses by attaining knowledge of God. Because in 

olden times error in faith was not widespread among Muslims, people tried 

to live ! slam by following any one of the sufi orders by developing their 

'heart' rather than their 'intellect'. But in this century, error in 

faith is prevalent everywhere and is generated by science and philosophy. 

That is why Ustad regarded the structure of the sufi orders as innappro- 

priate to the needs of the present age without denouncing the ones on 

the right path, and said: "This age is not the age of tarikat (sufi orders) 

but hakikat (truth), i. e. not zikir (recitation of the attributes of God) 

but fikir (using One's intellect)'. For instance, people used to attain 

the truth in forty years by following the path of a sufi order, whereas 

now they attain it in forty days by reading and understanding the Risale-i 

Nur. it is impossible to go to paradise without belief but there are 

many who went to paradise without following any sufi order. If Sufism 

is fruit, then the truths of Islam are food. One can survive without 

fruit but not without food. 

Muhyiddin al-Arabi said that to have certainty in the knowledge of 

God's Himself was different from simply knowing of His existence. We 

understand from what Muhyiddin al-Arab! said that sufism is a way which 
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helps us to see by intuition and penetrate into the details of the true 

nature of what we already know. Thus, Ahmad Sirhindi concluded that 

the ultimate aim of all sufi orders was to improve a person's understand- 

ing of the truths of faith and to attain the level of certainty of them. 

The Ottomans, especially, gave Turkish society tranquillity, virtuous 

ideals and mutual respect by providing a widespread network of dervish 

lodges for the common people who did not have the facilities to improve 

their faith through scientific studies. Moreover, people found it easy 

to follow the sufi orders because they only needed to imitate a seyh 

and repeat what he said. 

Ostad had once joined the most important sufi orders, the Kadiriya 

and Naqshbandiya orders, but he soon realised that sufism was not suffi- 

cient to resist the attacks of erroneous ideas of this century. 
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The Wahhabis 

The Wahhabis are the Muslims who live now in Saudi Arabia. Their 

main characteristic is that they went to extremes in opposing Imam Ali 

(the fourth Caliph), so far as to deny the whole concept of sainthood 

and Islamic jurisprudence. They focused their attention on the Koran 

and hadith so much that they ignored the other two of the four fundamen- 

tals of canonical law, namely consensus of the learned (icmal) and 

analogy (kiyas). Hence, they detached themselves from the works and 

ideas of great Muslim scholars and saints who were, in fact, the fruits 

of the Koran and hadith. 

The extremists among the Wahhabis even abandoned following the 

prophetic traditions and destroyed the graves of the companions of the 

Prophet, instead of teaching people how the graves should be visited. 

Ostad criticised their extremist behaviour and said that they 

unjustly opposed Imam Ali under the pretension of supporting the Sunnites 
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and caused conflict between the Shiites and the Sunnites. He told us 

that his teacher in the truths of faith was Imam Ali and sincere Nurcus 

should never be tempted towards Wahhabism. According to Ustad, the 

Wahhabi sect emerged within the Muslim world, it has its roots in Islam 

and eventually will take the form of real Islam. Because they are in a 

minority in the Muslim world, they are bound to dissolve and mix with 

the rest of the majority of the Muslim world. So, there is no need to 

take Wahhabism very seriously. Indeed, they have now started claiming 

that they follow the Hanbali school which means they are not stubborn 

any more in rejecting icma' and kiyas. 
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The Shiites and the Alevis 

There are two kinds of Shiism. The first is political shiism which 

is formed by those who believed that Imam Ali was more worthy to be 

elected as the first caliph than the other three caliphs. Because of 

their partisan attitudes, they took sides against the first three caliphs. 

But, in fact, the real reason for this was the conquest of Iran by the 

Caliph Omar. Under the strong influence of shattered national pride 

caused by the conquest, the Iranians confused their love for Ali with 

their hatred for Omar and thought that without hating Omar, Ali could 

not be loved properly. 

f 
The second kindXShiism is religious Shiism, about which there is 

no conflict between the Shiites and Sunnites because we all hold the 

Prophet's family in esteem. Imam Ali was the Prophet's son-in-law and 

only through him did the descendants of the Prophet continue. he was 

the head of the glorious chain of sainthood in Islam. All those who 

served Islam through this chain continuously pray to God for Imam Ali 

and his descendants. 
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There is no difference between the Shiites and Alevis as far as 

their origin is concerned; they both followed Ca'fer-i Sadik (sixth of 

the twelve Imams of the Shias). We call them Alevis in Turkey, in Iran 

they are called Shiites. But Alevis in Turkey do not observe the princi- 

ples of the Ca'feri sect and do not really believe in it either. They 

do not have anything other than their very ignorant dedes who give 

nothing to them but only prevent them from learning the truths of their 

own sect. 

Ustad mentioned in his works only the points of agreement between 

the Shiites or Alevis and the Sunnites and called them not to go to 

extremes in their love for Imam Ali as Christians did for Jesus. He 

advised us that we should forget about the points of dispute, especially 

between us and the Alevis in Turkey and unite against our irreligious 

enemies. He warned the Alevis that if they continued to be enemies of 

the Sunnites in Turkey, communists would use this enmity for their own 

purpose and when they achieved their own aim, then they would fight the 

Alevis. 
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other Major Religions 

In Islam, other religions are put into two categories. The first 

category includes the religions which had their origins in divine inspira- 

tion and are considered as heavenly religions. Although the holy 

scriptures other than the Koran are now altered, we still regard the 

people who believe in one God and accept that these scriptures are God's 

revelations to their own prophets, as people of the book. Tnese are 

Muslims, Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians. All the other religions 

constitute a second category and we do not have anything to do with them. 

All the heavenly religions unite in the fundamentals of beliefs 

though their understanding of them may differ from one another. They 
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all teach their followers to believe in one God, prophets, the hereafter, 

God's revelations, etc. Among the people of the book, especially between 

Christians and Muslims, there are more points in common than points of 

dispute. In order to ally themselves against the atheistic svstem of 

the communists, Christian and Muslim scholars must organise scientific 

conferences among themselves to find out even more common points. 

The most evident difference between Christians and Muslims is that 

Christians follow the clergy and thus abandon their own intellects. 

History proved that when they stopped imitating the clergy blindly, they 

became free from fanaticism and by using their own intelligence were able 

to create the Renaissance. Islam, as the last religion of God, encourages 

its believers to use their brains. Now, we want Christians to complete 

their religion with Islam by using their intellects. What they need 

is to believe in all the prophets and the holy scriptures including 

Muhammad and the Koran as we believe ail of them. Christianity is now 

unable to satisfy its followers because it did not complete itself with 

the religion God sent to the people of this age. However, we believe 

that Christianity will be transformed into Islam by purifying itself from 

falsified ideas. This is the real meaning of theludithwhich says, 'At 

the end of time, Jesus will descend from heaven and by acting in accor- 

dance with Islamic ýeriat will be one of my dmmet (a member of the 

Muslim community)'. 
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ON NURCULUK ITSELF 

Why the Risale-i Nur is Important 

The Risale-i Nur is important because it effectively fills the moral 

vacuum of this materialist age by satisfying the spiritual need of a 

person's heart and intellect. It expounds the truths of the Koran to 
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the people of this age without taking their spirits and minds back to 

the previous centuries. it opens a window in every single being in order 

to show the existence of God through it. The Risale-i Nur gives examples 

from every part of creation at every level in accordance with the require- 

ments of the principles of science and logic and thus satisfies people 

from all walks of life and makes them embrace belief. When it explains 

a matter it follows the way in which the Koran explained it and gives 

the matter exactly as much importance as the Koran gave it. 

In olden days, faith was strong, people used to believe in whatever 

the learned men of religion told them without any proof or evidence. 

But now science and philosophy are attacking faith so the confrontation 

must be on equal terms by using scientific and philosophical methods. 

This is what the Risale-i Nur is doing; it is building up a barrier 

against the attacks of materialism. 

The most important duty of human beings is to recognise God and by 

worshipping Him to attain eternal felicity. The Risale-i Nur teaches 

everybody from every profession at every level, not only those who 

receive religious education, how to attain this eternal felicity. 

Because it benefits from both religious and modern sciences, it helps 

people to attain the truth by combining their heart with their intellect. 

Thus, it opens the way of religion to those who kept themselves away 

from religion for they were misguided by the wrong idea that religion 

and science conflict. 

Differences between the Risale-i Nur and other Islamic Books 

The Risale-i Nur differs from other Islamic books in many ways. 

We can list the main ones as follows: 

a) The Risale-i Nur is written with a knowledge bestowed by God, 

not with an acquired knowledge. 
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b) While the author was writing the Risale-i Nur, he did not have 

any book with him other than the Koran to consult. Thus its source is 

the Koran alone. 

c) The Risale-i Nur managed to expound the most subtle aspects of 

the truths of faith even to illiterate people by uncovering the realities 

of the great Names of God and of the greatest degree in manifestation of 

each Name. It, thus, was able to deal with such subjects as belief in 

Divine determination, in the hereafter, and in angels which other Muslim 

scholars found it dangerous to mention in detail to common people. 

d) The Risale-i Nur lets everybody who reads it taste the pleasure 

in truths of faith, whereas other Islamic books try to make people first 

reach the level of sainthood and then taste thaý, - pleasure. 

e) One of the main principles of the Risale-i Nur was that it was 

written to convince primarily its author and then the other readers. 

Henceforth, it is so convincing that so far its opponents could never 

criticise any of the subjects it explained and proved to be true. 

f) All branches of the faith which are mentioned in the Koran are 

studied and their truthfulness is proved in the Risale-i Nur by bringing 

evidence from creation, unlike the other Islamic books which bring evi- 

dence from the religious sources alone. 

g) It teaches the truths in parables and argues them by analogy in 

order to make them easily comprehensible. 

h) It discusses even more in detail the parts of the Koran which 

are misinterpreted and now deemed to be against the nature of civilised 

humanity. 

i) Although other Islamic books may sometimes study the same 

subjects, Ustad's style of writing and the method he uses to explain 

them are completely different. In this case too, the Risale-i Nur is 
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original and does not imitate any other work. Without narrating what 

was said on a subject by other scholars and quoting from them, it directly 

discusses the truths of religion; it does not mention even the relevant 

verses of the Koran and hadiths. Whereas, the other books cover the 

truths of the subjects they discuss with narrations and quotations. 

The Risale-i Nur is a commentary on the Koran which explains, 

elucidates and proves the truths of the Koran pertaining to belief unlike 

the other commentaries which translate the meaning of the words of the 

Koran word for word. 

k) It does not tell us how to perform our prayers in the best way 

like most of the other religious books do, but gives reasons why we 

should perform them. 

1) Without describing in detail what is false, it defends what is 

right by establishing it on the firm basis of Islamic theology and thus 

gives an Islamic answer to all false ideologies of our century. 

m) In spite of the restrictions placed by the state authorities on 

the printing of the Risale-i Nur, many thousands of copies were made by 

hand and distributed all over the country. This fact is also unique to 

the Risale-i Nur. 

n) One may read a reiigious book at the most twice or three times, 

whereas all the Students of Light read the Risale-i Nur continuously but 

none of them gets tired of it. Even Said Nurs-i himself, who wrote the 

119 
Risale-i Nur, read and reread it continuously throughout his life. 

The Wav the Risale-i Nur Followed to Reach its Ultimate Aim 

The ultimate aim of the Risale-i Nur is the same as the ultimate aim 

of the creation of mankind, that is, to recognise his Creator and act as 

a servant feeling His presence throughout his life. ! he Risale-i Nur 

works in the cause of faith; it aims at educating people who sincerely 
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want to be true servants of God. it fulfils this cause by saving people 

from being carried away in the currents of godless ideologies and by 

supplying them with the truths of the faith. Thus, it helps people to 

obtain peace of mind in this world and eterna'L felicity in the hereafter. 

The main principle of the Risale-i Nur is to improve individuals' 

faith by convincing their heart and intellect. This is the method the 

companions ot the Prophet followed: to satisfy the heart and then bring 

all the sense of a man under the leadership of intellect, unlike the 

sufi orders which satisfy only the heart. It points out to those who 

have fallen into dissipated ways the pain caused by every religiously 

unlawful action and the pleasure in performance of one's religious duties 

and thus it leads them to live an honest life. Because it follows the 

way of the Koran, it always chooses the simplest way to explain compli- 

cated subjects and thus easily convince the common people who constitute 

the majority. Through improving the individual's life, the Risale-i Nur 

aims at the improvement of social life by following an evolutionary way. 

Another principle used in the Risale-i Nur is that it lets the 

readers have an empirical knowledge in their attainment of belief in the 

unity of God by taking examples from creation as signs that point to the 

Creator. in the social subjects, it supports peace and encourages the 

readers to act positively by following the rules of 'choose always the 

lesser evil when there is no good' and 'do not cause any rebellion that 

may disturb law and order within the country'. 

The Risale-i Nur achieved its goal at social levels by building a 

barrier against moral destruction caused by irreligious propaganda and 

thus saved the country from falling into the traps of communism. 
120 
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The Most Important Sections of the Risale-i Nur 

The Risale-i Nur is like a body every limb of Vnich is the most 

important for its own function. Every treatise has its prominence in 

its subject. Because the Risale-i Nur is a commentary on the Koran, it 

studies the main topics of the Koran at length. These are the unity of 

God, prophethood, resurrection and worship. The most important of these 

is the unity of God. 

It is rather difficult to say which sections of the Risale-i Nur are 

the most important. Sometimes a section may seem to be essential for us 

to understand and we read it so much that we may learn it by heart. At 

another time, another section seems to be even more important and then 

we start memorising that section. Perhaps it changes in the course of 

time according to our psychological situaLion or to the problems we 

encounter. 

Nevertheless, we can list the most important sections of the Risale-i 

Nur as follows: 

a) The treatise on 'Nature' (the twenty-third Flash) which is a very 

logical criticism of materialism. 

b) The Thirtieth Flash which is about the greatest Names of God. 

C) The Eleventh Word which studies the relationship between the three 

truths: man, the universe and namaz, that is, the explanation of 

the mysteries of the sphere of worship (mankind - as the worshippers) 

and the sphere of Lordship (God - as the One who is worshipped). 

d) The Twenty-first Word which, by proving that the past and the future 

are non-existent, says that one should concentrate only on the moment 

one is living and fulfil one's duty of worship without thinking of 

the past and the future and seeing it as an unending duty. 

e) The treatise on Supplicatory prayer (the Third Ray). 
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f) The treatise called Meyve Risalesi (the Eleventh Ray). 

g) The subjects concerning social life which are studied in various 

parts of the Risale-i Nur, such as freedom, equality, reform and 

revolution. 
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The Most Important Elements of the Nurcu message 

The most important element of the Nurcu message is to make people 

attain the realities of the fundamentals of the faith, in particular, 

believing in the unity of God. Once a person received the Nurcu message 

properly, his faith rises to such a high level that he feels that he is 

always in the presence of God and His bounties, and thinks of them by 

going beyond the veil of familiarity. When people become Nurcus, they 

do not consider anything in their actions other than God's approval, 

because they realise that this world is ephemeral whereas the next world 

is eternal. 

Because the Nurcu message has a consistent concept of the 

inseparability of religion and science, it logically proves that every 

matter of religion is acceptable to reason by bringing evidence from 

creation. 

The Nurcu message generates peace among the religious groups by 

preventing its adherents from paying attention to the points of dispute 

and encouraging them to unite with other Muslims remembering the numerous 

points of concord among themselves. Another important element of the 

message is that it gives an impetus to all who receive it to start 

conveying it to others spontaneously. 

The Most Important Ways in Vnich Nurculuk Differs from Other Muslim Groups 

In Nurculuk, there is no ! ýeyh-mdrid (master-disciple) relationship, 

which is mostly the case in other Muslim groups, nor is there any leader. 

All Nurcus are brothers and there is no rank or grade differences between 
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Lhem. In principle, we follow the decisions taken by the consultation 

committees. This is an outlook the companions of the prophet adopted. 

Nurcus solve their problems according to the principles laid down in 

the Risale-i Nur and all of them are agreed that the Risale-i Nur is the 

main source for them. 

We believe that if a thing is not obtained totally, it should not 

be forsaken totally either. Thus, we prefer the 'lesser evil' when 

obtaining the 'absolute good' is impossible for us. Our support of the 

United States against communist Russia is based on this understanding 

which is quite unique to Nurcus in Turkey. 

Nurcus do not involve themselves in anarchy. We believe that inside 

the country we should approach people without attacking them. By estab- 

lishing a personal relationship with individuals, we simply try to point 

to the truths in the Risale-i Nur and connect them with the books and 

the ideas in them, rather than with their own personalities. We aim at 

ameliorating society through improving the individuals, unlike those 

Muslim groups who follow revolutionary methods to apply Islam in society. 

We usually convey the message to the more educated people in the 

country. We cannot base our argument on narrations and ask these educated 

people to follow us blindly. We believe that people can resist atheist 

ideologies, such as communism, only by having a faith proved within the 

rules of positive sciences. Whereas, most of the Muslim groups are now 

trying to convey Islam to the new generation by teaching them the rules 

of fiqh (Muslim canonical jurisprudence). Another of our main principles 

is that we perform our duty, which is to convey the message to others, 

and leave the result to God, while the followers of other religious groups 

aim at achieving the results, which is making people accept what they want. 

Nurculuk is distinguished among other Muslim groups as a community 

122 
which does not have any society, club or organisation operating legally. 
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The Main Rules of Nurculuk 

We may generally mention some rules in Nurculuk but these rules are 

not imposed on Nurcus. When they fail to comply with them, there is no 

question that they will be dismissed from Nurculuk or punished in one 

way or another. The rules have no effect beyond being recommendations. 

Although in every part of the Risale-i Nur one may find numerous 

principles of conduct, we can list here the most important of them for 

Nurcus to follow. 

a) The main purpose of our life must be only to obtain God's 

pleasure. In our hizmets sincerity must be observed at the 

maximum level. We have to be constant in our devotion to the 

Risale-i Nur and expect nothing of worldly or other worldly 

benefits as a result of our hizmets. 

b) We should never consider our nefs (unregenerate soul) pure. 

c) We should ignore our nefs when it seeks personal ambition and 

reward, but think of it when there is a hizmet and when we 

remember death. 

d) We should realise that real perfection is in being aware of our 

own imperfection, real power is recognising our impotence, and 

real wealth is admitting our absolute poverty before God. 

e) We should forsake egoism and understand the fact that our nefs 

is nothing but a place of manifestation of the Names of its 

Creator. 

f) lie should always seek solidarity between our brothers and should 

never criticise them in their hizmets. We should prefer our 

brothers' wishes to those of our own nefs and be proud of our 

brothers' merits. 
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g) We should act positively, that is, out of love for our own 

outlook, avoiding enmity for other people's outlooks and not 

criticising their beliefs and ideas. 

h) While we are conveying the message, we should not give anybody 

preference only because of the difference in their rank, class 

or social status. We should bear in mind that everybody can be 

convinced in one way or another. I 

i) We should not involve ourselves in politics for the sake of it, 

but we may help those politicians who support religion. 

We have to read the Risale-i Nur painstakingly and continuously 

and make a habit of attending derses especially the ones held in 

dershanes. 

k) In our social life, we should not behave as if we are independent 

and simple individuals; we have to keep in mind that we are repre- 
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senting a community whose duty is the most sacred. 

Grades in Nurculuk 

There is no 'rank' or 'grade' structure in Nurculuk. Everybody in 

the hizmet (Nurcu activity) is karde* (brother), including Ustad himself. 

The relationship between ourselves is not based on : ýeyh-mUrid (master- 

disciple) or peder-veled (father-son) relationships. Ustad said that 

everybody in our community is karde_! ý, only an astadlik (mastership) may 

enter in this circle of 'brothers'. 

Though these were not ranks, Ustad addressed people with three 

different titles according to their devotion to hizmet. He used dost 

(friend) for some and described them as those who seriously support our 

hizmet in disseminating the ideas put forward in the Risale-i Nur and try 

to learn them, on condition that they should not support heresy and error 

from the heart. He called the second group karde§ (brothers). These are 
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people who seriously work for the dissemination of the Risale-i Nur, 

perform their namaz five times a day without any failure, and do not 

commit deadly sins. The third group is talebe (Student of the Light). 

This group includes those who own the Risale-i Nur as if it is their own 

property and know that the most important duty in their lives is to 

disseminate it. 

Ustad asked us not to dismiss people for their faults and let them 

join our enemies, unless they themselves so wish. He said that we should 

not compare everybody with those who really commit their lives to hizmet, 

because there are different grades in Nurculuk like concentric circles. 

These are from the centre to the periphery: Erkan (great men), sahip 

(those who protect Nurculuk as though it is their own property), has (pure 

ones), na: ýir (those who disseminate Nurculuk). If someone does not have 

the quality of, for example, has, he may be a talebe provided he does not 

join our enemies. Even those who do religiously unlawful actions in their 

lives, as long as they do not consent to them from the heart, may remain 
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among us as dosts. 

Adjabeys 

As a brother calls his elder brother a4abey, so, too, we call our 

great brothers in Nurculuk agabeys. These persons are, in fact, Ustad's 

close students who lived with him, received special education from him and 

served him during his 'Third Said' period. Ustad named them as Erkan. 

There are some ten of them and they were not appointed successors to 

Ustad. 
125 

These agabeys are simply the people who understand Ustad's ideas 

perfectly, therefore Ustad chose them to be in charge of hizmets after his 

death and legally authorised them to publish the Risale-i Nur. 

The most distinguished qualities of these aqabeys are as follows: 

they have reached the level of certainty in their faith; they have committed 
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their entire lives to hizmets with a complete devotion; each of them has 

a distinct ability in directing an aspect of hizmet and thus all together 

they direct hizmet under any circumstances at any time; they usually teach 

us how to do hizmet through their behaviour without going beyond our 

brotherly relationships; they never command other brothers nor do they 

quarrel with them, they simply tell us whatever they want by way of exchange 

of views. However, there is no compulsory rule in Nurculuk that we should 

obey a6jabeys in all circumstances. If they said anything against the 

established principles of the Risale-i Nur, we would not accept it. As a 

matter of fact, when they start suggesting things to us which are opposed 

to the principles of the Risale-i Nur, we do not regard them as a6jabeys 

126 
any more. 

Said Nursi 

Said Nursi is the greatest learned man of religion, who has knowledge 

bestowed by God, a spiritual guid, a mactehid (expounder of Islamic laws) 

and a mUceddit (the reformer of Islam) in our century. Throughout his life 

he aimed at nothing but serving faith and the Koran. No one could make him 

give up his cause which he believed was true and which he strove for until 

his last breath. In spite of twenty-eight years imprisonment and exile, 

and all kinds of deprivations, he continued upholding his Koranic cause 

even when nobody else could do so. 

Said Nursi is the only person in this century who sacrificed all that 

he had in this world, material or spiritual, in order to lead humanity, 

in general, and Muslims, in particular, to a life of real happiness and 

prosperity. He is a philosopher, a psychologist, a pedagogue and a 

sociologist; he is a commentator on the Koran who perfectly expounded its 

philosophy to the people of the twentieth century at their level of 

comprehension. He is a man who can be understood only by reading his 
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writings. Through his presentation of Islamic philosophy following the 

most perfect principles of logic, he caused millions of people to save 

their beliefs. 

Said Nursi combined in his life piety and active service to Islam. 

That was the sacred outlook of the companions of the Prophet. Thus, he 

deserved to be called 'a Muslim of the era of the Prophet', although he 

lived in this age. 

Said Nursi cannot be described by our words. To describe him properly 

one should read the entire collection of the Risale-i Nur. 
127 



NOTES 

Most of my informants cited this understanding of freedom given by 
Said Nursi, claiming that this was the best definition of freedom 
they ever knew. This sentence was mentioned in his book Manazarat 
(Istanbul, 1977), p. 17. It is worth quoting here an example to 
underline the difference of this definition from the one offered by 
one of Said Nursi's contemporary Muslim scholars, Muhammad al-Ghazali. 
R. P. Mitchell stated in his book, The Society of the Muslim 
Brothers (London, 1969), that Muhammad al-Ghazali, one of the Rw3O-&t 
Society's (The Society of the Muslim Brothers); a--%6writers, said: 
'Islam gave the ruleýpower "to interfere" in some of the behaviour 
permitted to a Muslim by the Qur'an and Prophetic Tradition if behind 
the interference was a "sound purpose", i. e. in accordance with the 
general welfare'. Whereas, it is important to notice that Said Nursi 
never tolerated any interference in the individual's behaviour as long 
as it is permitted by the Koran and the Prophetic Tradition. otherwise 
it would be adalet-i izafi (relative justice) which, according to him, 
is zul-dm (oppression), see his MektQbat (Istanbul, 1977), p. 50. 
So, for example, Nurcus are taught to respect the property of non- 
believers, whereas some Muslim groups would feelthe "sound purpose" 
would justify them in making free with or damaging non-believers' 
possessions. 

2. Freedom and liberalism are referred to several times in the Risale-i 
Nur at various lengths. For Said Nursi's own words on these subjects 
see his following works: MUnazarat, pp. 15-23; Hutbe-i ýamiye 
(Istanbul, 1960), pp. 87-8; tki Mekteb-i Musibetin Sehadetnamesi 

Veya Divan-i Harb-i Orfi (Istanbul, 1978), pp. 60-3, hereafter cited 
as iki Mekteb... Said Nursi says his famous phrase: 'I can live 

without food but not without freedom', in his Emirda4 Lahikas! 
(Istanbul, 1959), 1, p. 18. See also Risale-i Nur KýIlliyati MUellifi 

Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Hayati, Mesleki, TercUme-i Hali (Istanbul, 

1960), pp. 62i 54-5, hereafter cited as Tarihge. For some of the 

Nurcu sources referring to freedom and liberalism, see Bediuzzaman 

Said Nursi on Contemporary Topics (California, 1980), pp. 5,22-3, 

hereafter cited as Topics. Mustafa Sungur, S6z Bediuzzaman Said 

Nursilnin! Anarýi_,, Sebep ve (; areleri, 4th ed. (Istanbul, 1978), 

p. 65, hereafter cited as S6z. Safa MUrsel, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi 

ve Devlet Felsefesi (Istanbul, 1976), pp. 334-56, hereafter cited as 
Devlet Felsefesi. ibrahim Kapaklikaya, "Islamda Fikir Agiklama 

HUrriyeti", K6pra, No. 68 (November 1982), pp. 22-6. 

3. Musavat-i mutlaka (absolute equality) was strongly rejected by Said 
Nursi and he set out his argument in his book Lem'alar (Istanbul, 
1959), p. 160, to which almost all of my informants referred in 
their answers. 

4. The subject is mentioned in some parts of the Risale-i Nur, see, for 

example, Nursi MUnazarat, p. 25; Nursi, Lem'alar, pp. 160-3; Nursi, 
Hutbe-i ýamiye, p. 89. In the Nurcu sources, Topics, pp. 24-6; 
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Mirsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 500-9; here equality is studied in 
detail in the light of the Risale-i Nur. 

5. This is particularly mentioned here to claim that the police raids 
on the dershanes or on the houses where Nurcus have their derses 
are not democratic. 

e 6. Referring to the AtatUrk ilýleri (the principles of Kemalism). 

7. Nursi, MUnazarat, p. 14. Almost all Nurcus know this phrase by 
heart. Referring to the belief in returning to the old condition 
among the Muslims, Gellner says: 'Those who advocate a return to some 
absolute status quo ante, corresponding to the pre-Modern solution, 
may well speak in good faith, but I fear they may be pursuing an 
illusory hope', see his Muslim Society (Cambridge, 1981), P. 98. 
For Namik Kemal, too, 'progress was irreversible; like the hands of 
a clock, it could not be turned back'. Serif Mardin, The Genesis 
of Young Ottoman Thought: A study in the Modernization of Turkish 
Political Ideas (Princeton, 1962), p. 320. 

8. Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, pp. 52-4; Nursi, iki Mekteb .... pp. 57-9; 
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Hayat-i igtimaiye-i Siyasiyeye Dair Bir Kisim 
Beyanat ve Tenvirler (Istanbul, 1976), p. 49, hereafter cited as 
Beyanat. In the Nurcu sources: MUrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 191, 
265-7; "Demokrasiain Neresindeyiz? ", K6prU, No. 67 (October, 1982) 
pp. 8-14; "Demokrasi: insanca Ya! ýayi*", K6prU, No. 48 (March 1981), 

pp. 6-9; Topics, p. 21; Necmeddin Sahiner, Bilinmiyen Taraflariyla 
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi (Kronolojik Hayati), 6th ed. (Istanbul, 1979), 

p. 197, hereafter cited as Bilinmiyen. 

9. This example was mentioned in Nursi, MektQbat, pp. 242-3. 

10. This phrase is the meaning of the Koranic verse, VI: 165, (each soul 
earneth only on its own account, nor doth any laden bear another's 
load ... ) which is very frequently used and is widely applied by 
Nurcus (see, for example, Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 16,39,41,53,62,75, 
79,86,97,106,107,108 and 120). Nearly every subject related to 
human rights is viewed with the principle of this verse in mind. 
For example, according to Said Nursi, if a man has a good element in 
his character, even if he is a non-believer, this good element cannot 
be criticised (Nursi, MektQbat, p. 243). Said Nursi argued that if 

an Armenian is a good watch repairer, a Muslim can have his watch 
repaired by him (Nursi, MUnazarat, pp. 16,26-7,32). Another example 
may be cited here for the wide applicability of the verse: Nurcus 

strongly opposed the Iranian revolution of 1978 and the revolutionary 
government set up afterwards, claiming that they were acting against 
the rule of this verse, see Burhan Bozgeyik, BUtUn Cepheleriyle iran 

Meselesi (Istanbul, 1981), p. 228. 

Some relevant passages of the Risale-i Nur may be found in the 
following pages: Nursi, Mektfibat, pp. 50,242-3; Nursi, Emirda4 Lahikasi, 
I, p. 38; Nursi, Manazarat, pp. 16,26-7,32. The subject is studied 
in these two Nurcu works:. Topics, pp. 24-6 and MUrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, 
pp. 128-9. 
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12. My Nurcu informants used terms like 'class' and 'profession' 
inconsistently and sometimes interchangeably. 

13. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, isarat-Ul i1caz (TUkge TercUmesi), trans. 
Abdalmecid Nursi (Istanbul, 1978), pp. 48-9; Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, 
SanQhat (Istanbul, 1977), p. 42; Nursi, Lemlalar, p. 160; Tarihge, p. 173. 
Some of the Nurcu sources where the subject was studied: Topics, pp. 12-8; 
Sungur, S6z, pp. 198-207; Cemal Kutay, Qa4imizda Bir Asr-1 Saadet Muslumani 
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi (Istanbul, 1980), pp. 354-6; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, 
pp. 196,384; Mrsel, pp. 122-6,156-65,545-8. 

14. These phrases are used by Said Nursi in various places in the Risale-i 
Nur, see, for example, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Sdzler (Istanbul, 1977), 
p. 429 and Nursi, i! ýarat-Ul i'caz, p. 48, and are well-known to all Nurcus. 

15. See, Nursi, SUnahat, p. 43; Nursi, S6zler, pp. 429,794; Nursi, tsarat-Ql 
ilcaz, pp; 48-9; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, p. 384; Topics, p. 19; Marsel, 
Devlet Felsefesi, pT). 243 , 546. 

16. This was the definition Said Nursi offered for the constitutional regime 
in one of his articles published in 1909. Later on, he republished this 
article in his book Hutbe-i ýdmiye, pp. 78-9 and replaced the word 
me! ýrutiyet (constitutional regime) with Cumhuriyet (republic) and said 
in a footnote: 'that time it was for Me. ý; rutiyet but not it is for 
Cumhuriyet ' (p. 79) . 

17. Almost all of my informants spoke in favour of a republic as an Islamically 
approved government system. Although as B. Toprak puts it in her book 
Islam and Political Development in Turkey (Leiden 1981), p. 38, 'The 
concept of a Republic based on the sovereignty of the nation is contrary 
to Islam', Nurcus, not taking notice of the secular characteristics of 
Republicanism as it is practised in Turkey now, assume that the nation 
on whose sovereignty the republic is based, is Muslim (see, Nursi, Hutbe-i 
ýamiye, p. 83). When the discussion came to its practice in Turkey, 
they all complained that those who ruled the country did so against the 
desires of the Muslim inhabitants, especially during the one-party 
period. Said Nursi himself described this practice as: 'By giving the 
name "Republic" to an absolute despotism, they are destroying the nation, 
the motherland and the sovereignty of Islam for the benefit of enemies', 
Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, ýualar (Istanbul, 1960), p. 242. It will be 
clear from these views that though Nurcus are often described as 'anti- 
republican' (see, for example, G. L. Lewis, "Islam in Politics, A Muslim 
World Symposium: Turkey", The Muslim World, LVI (October, 1966), 236), 
they actually favour republicanism as a system of government but object 
to certain aspects of the way it has been implemented in Turkey. They 
would like to see an Islamic republic. 

18. Nursi, iki Mekteb .... pp. 53,67; Nursi, ýualar, p. 304; Nursi, Hutbe-i 
Samiye, pp. 52,71,79,83,104; Nursi, Lem'alar, p. 162; Tarihge, 

p. 40; Kutay, pp. 309-12; Topics, p. 2; Mdrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 
263-7; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, p. 307; ibrahim Canan, "Hz. Peygamberin 

SUnnetinde isti. ý. arenin Safhalari", K6prfi, No. 54 (September, 1981), 

pp. 21-6; Safa Marsel, "Cumhuriyet DU! ýmanlarl", K6prU, No. 31 (October, 
1979), pp. 3-4. 

19. My informants were careful to distinguish 'administrative' (idar! ) from 
'political' (siyasi), and saw the state and the caliphate very much 
as lidarV institutions rather than Isiyasil. 
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20. Throughout his life, Said Nursi advocated the idea of representing 
the caliphate by a council rather than an individual. He explained 
his reasoning in his book, MUnazarat, which he published first in 
1911, 'Now the rule is public opinion not individuals, so (the people) 
want a spiritual personality like the public opinion itself, which 
will represent the caliphate' (p. 33). In another book, he suggested 
that the caliphate '... must be a spiritual personality which is made 
up of a sublime council of scholars' (Sanahat, p. 38). Said Nursi 
was not alone in his idea, some twentieth-century Muslim scholars 
too argued that the caliph can be elected democratically and under- 
take the Muslim community's mandate together with an also democratically 
elected assembly. This opinion was best reflected in Fazlur Rahman's 
book, Islam, where he said, 'The Caliph was nothing more than the 
chief executive officer who undertook to execute the Community's will, 
i. e. the Sharl'a ... This free Community, by its free will, also 
elects an assembly. This is also Islamically correct and democratically 
sound; there is absolutely no reason to believe otherwise' (Islam, 
2nd ed. (Chicago, 1979), p. 260). 

21. In the declaration he distributed among the first session deputies to 
the Republican parliament in 1923, Said Nursi argued that parliament 
should undertake the task of the caliphate as well, and said 'Now is 
the time of community. The spiritual personality of the community is 
firmer than that of an individual and is more capable of executing 
the statutes of the Sacred Law (the Seriat). The individual bearing 

-. Z- 

the title of Caliph may perform his duties only if he is to act for 
this spiritual personality' (Tarihge, p. 136). In fact, this opinion 
was quite prevalent when the Kemalists used it as a reason to abolish 
the caliphate to prevent possible controversy. As B. Toprak puts it: 
'Article I of the law [Law No. 431, date: 3 March 1340(1924)] which 
abolished the Caliphate stated that this institution was, in fact, 
inherent in the concept and understanding of the Republican regime 
and hence was redundant... The wording of Article I left the 
impression that the new regime was not against the Caliphate per se 
but rather incorporated its spirit with the Republican framework' 
(p. 44). 

22. Nursi, iki Mekteb..., pp. 14,67; Nursi, ýualar, p. 304; Nursi, 
SUnQhat, pp. 36-40; Nursi, MUnazarat, p. 33; Tarihge, pp. 62,136; 
ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, p. 308; MUrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 190-2, 
267-73; Kutay, p. 190. 

23. This is an interpretation of Said Nursi's letter in which he said 
'Communism may damage thirty-forty percent of people'. For the 
letter, see Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Emirda4 Lahikasi, (Istanbul, 
1959), 11, p. 177. 

24. This point, however, is not known to Nurcus. I could not see in 
Nurcu sources any written proof of this statement of Said Nursi. My 
informant in Istanbul, Mehmet, one of the Nurcu agabeys, told me that 
he had heard this statement from Said Nursi himself. None of my other 
informants had any sympathy for socialism even in its Welfare State 
form, they all used 'socialism' and 'communism' inconsistently and 
interchangeably. 
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25. This idea too belongs to Mehmet only. 

26. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Muhakemat (Istanbul, 1964), p. 38. 

27. This example was given by Said Nursi himself in his writings to 
explain how dangerous, according to him, it will be when a person 
becomes irreligious, see his Lem'alar, p. 75. 

28. My informants supported every statement along these lines by direct 
quotations from and close reference to the Risale-i Nur. 

29. Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 21,30-6; Nursi, Emirdaq Lahikasi, II, p. 177; 
Nursi, Emirdaq Lahikasi, I, p. 156; Nursi, MUnazarat, p. 22; Nursi, 
*ualar, pp. 404,419,494; Nursi, Lem'alar, p. 160; MUrsel, Devlet 
Felsefesi, pp. 246-51; Sungur, S6z, pp. 117-31; Topics, pp. 19-20; 

Noor, p. 69; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, pp. 210,387; Necmeddin ýahiner, 
Son Sahitler Bediuzzaman Said NursVyi Anlatiyor (Istanbul, 1978), 

I, p. 456, hereafter cited as ýahitler, I; Safa Mrsel, "Komanist 

Emperyalizmin Esaret Halkalari g6zUlecek", K6prU, No. 24 (March 
1979), p. 1. 

30. Hayati was alone among my informants in his conviction that those who 
join the Lions and Rotary Clubs are also fellow Muslims. He told me 
that he never witnessed any of his colleagues who were masons propagating 
irreligious ideas. 

31. For his letter sent to the DP leaders, see Nursi, Beyanat, p. 21. 

32. It must be for this reason that Nurcus did not mention freemasons 

openly in their publications. Indeed, there is almost no material in 
the Nurcu publications that studies or discusses freemasonry by name. 
When they refer to opponents of Islam in their writings, they usually 
have in mind freemasons as well as atheistic and communist groups. 

33. See, for example, Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, II, p. 177, and Nursi, 

Lem'alar, p. 79. 

34. Only Mahmut, my informant from Erzurum, did not understand the 

'committee for subversion' as freemasons. According to him, freemasons 

are those to whom Said Nursi referred as the atheist ones amongst 
the freemasons who were trying to prevent the Risale-i Nur from being 

freely distributed (as mentioned in Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi , II, P. 18). 

Mahmut claimed that Said Nursi categorised freemasons as the third 

group among the people who harmed Islam by spoiling the faith of a 
hundredth or a thousandth of the population of Turkey. (For this 

categorisation of the enemies of Islam in Turkey by Said Nursi, see 
ibid., p. 177). 

35. Ibid., pp. 18,25,177; Nursi, Lemlalar, p. 79; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 16, 
21; Tarihge, pp. 409 and 414. 

36. Nurcus regard agnosticism as tantamount to atheism. 

37. Nursi, ýualar, P. 494; Nursi, Lem'alar, p. 112; Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, 

p. 69; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 21f 30,32; Sungur, S6z, passim; "Anarý, i 
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Bitti mi? ", K6prd, No. 63 (June 1982), pp. 8-15; Safa Mfdrsel, 
"YIllarin Dili Olsa", Mprii, No. 60 (March 1982), pp. 6-8. 

38. For this understanding of racialism by Said Nursi, see his book 
S6zler, p. 570. 

39. Almost every Nurcu refers the theme of nationalism to this phrase as 
a short definition of their view on the subject. Here the phrase is 
translated as it appeared on the front cover of the book Nationalism 
in the View of Islam, trans. Talabat-an Nur (El-Cerrito, n. d. ), 
compiled by Nurcus from Said Nursils writings. 

40. B. Lewis described the same attitude as still prevalent in modern 
Turkey and said: '... despite secularism and nationalism, the older 
idea that Muslim equals Turk and non-Muslim equals non-Turk persisted 
... and the designation Turk was in common usage restricted to Muslims, 
the rest were known as Turkish citizens, but never as Turks'. See his The 
Emergence of Modern Turkey, 2nd ed. (London, 1968), pp. 356-7. 
Identifying Islam with the Turkish nation is not unique to Said Nursi 
or to Nurcus, as noted by J. M. Landau, almost all of pro-Islamic 
literature adopted this approach. He said: '... recent pro-Islamic 
literature in Turkey has identified Islam with the Turkish nation, an 
approach not merely restricted to the orthodox, but apparently quite 
prevalent among many Turks. This literature has also been prone to 
identify the non-religious, and particularly the anti-religious, with 
the communists and other groups which are vehemently opposed'. His 
Radical Politics in Modern Turkey (Leiden, 1974), p. 179. 

41. Professor Mardin stated in his book, The Genesis of Young Ottoman 
Thought, that some of the Young Ottomans, particularly Hayreddin Pasa, 
used the word 'nation' with the connotation of 'religious group, 
(p. 388). Said Nursi used the term 'nation' with exactly the same 
connotation but sometimes he stressed the religious side of it and 
used the surer term islamiyet Milliyeti (Islamic nationality) to mark 
the distinction between its traditional connotation and the modern 
meaning (see, for example, MektUbat, pp. 302 and 309). He thus 
rejected the usage of the word millet (nation) as understood by his 
contemporaries with its modern sense of nation. For example, G6kalp 
used the term iimmet to refer to the internationaltIslamic community 3 concep ion and thus was I ... opposed to the traditional of Islam that 
all Muslims form one millet', Uriel Heyd, Foundations of Turkish 
Nationalism: The Life and Teachings of Ziya G5kalp (London, 1950), 
p. 62. 

42. Namely, Celal Bayar and Adnan Menderes. This letter was written by 
Said Nursi to congratulate the government on the occasion of the 
signing of the Baghdad Pact in 1955. For the letter as published 
in the Risale-i Nur, see Nursi, Emirdaý Lahikasi, II, pp. 194-7, and 
also Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 67-73. 

43. Ibid., pp. 14,25,68,70; Nursi, Mektabat, pp. 297-303,393-6,410-11; 
Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, II, pp. 132-3,194,197; Nursi, Hutbe-i $amiye, 
pp. 19,56-60,83; Nursi, iki Mekteb... r pp. 9-10; Nursi, S6zler, 

in- - pp. 139,570; Tarihge, pp. 100-4; Ahmed Sahin, MuslQmanlmilliyetgilik 
Anlayi: ýi (Istanbul, 1978), passim; Sungur, S6z, pp. 208-29,316; 
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Mrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 284-307; Topics, pp. 21-2; Kutay, 
p. 295. For a Nurcu work on Ziya G6kalp, see A. Vehbi Vakkasoqlu, 
Tarih Aynasinda Ziya G6kalp (Istanbul, 1980). 

44. Nursi, MektQbat, p. 446; Nursi, Lem'alar, p. 141; Nursi, Emirdag 
Lahikasi, I, p. 58; Nursi, 

' 
Emirda4 Lahikasi, II, pp. 194-7; MUrsel, 

Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 416-20; Safa Mfirsel, "Yeni ýartlarda NATO 
ve Tarkiye", K6prý!, No. 47 (February 1981), pp. 4-5; Ali Toker, 
11 DUnya SulhUnUn En Bayak Askeri Teminati NATO'ya Nasil Girdik? "; 
K6pra, No. 47 (February 1981), pp. 6-9; Sahiner, Sahitler, I, 
pp. 385-6; Necmeddin ýahiner, Son ýahitler Bediuzzaman Said Nursi'yi 
Anlatiyor (Istanbul, 1981), 11, pp. 74,76-9, hereafter cited as 

ýahitler, II. ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, pp. 365,387. 

45. Said Nursi repeated his ideas in his letters to the DP government 
that the Democrats, Europe, particularly England and France, the 
United States of America and the Christian world would favour a 
united Muslim world. In olden days, such unification of the Muslim 
world was against their interests, but now communism, freemasonry 
and atheism are threatening them all. To save the Muslim world from 
being captured by the communists, they should help them united. 
(See, for example, his Beyanat, pp. 21,30. ) 

46. Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, IIr PP. 24-5,56,194; Nursi, Emirda-g 
Lahikasi, I, p. 259; Nursi, Manazarat, pp. 21,60; Nursi, Hutbe-i 
ýdmiye, pp. 80,87,88,99; Nursi, iki Mekteb.... p. 51; Nursi, 
Mektfibat, p. 440; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 21,30,49; Tarihge, p. 504; 
MQrsel, Devlbt Felsefesi, pp. 421-33. 

47. Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, pp. 39,47,49; Nursi, Beyanat, p. 68; Nursi, 
MektQbat, p. 299; Tarihge, pp. 97,504,601; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, 
p. 140. 

48. Nursi, Emirdaý Lahikasi, II, p. 178; Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, pp. 20, 
27; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 18,21,23,45,73; Mrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, 
p. 415. 

49. It is worth noticing that Nurcus never regarded the Soviet Union as 
an possible alternative ally, even on a temporary basis, whereas 
in other Muslim countries some of the religious groups that considered 
the Soviet camp to be as great a threat to Islam as was the West, 
nevertheless thought that the fear generated by the Soviet Union 
might be used to counteract the Western exploitation of the Muslim 
countries. For example, R. P. Mitchell reported Seyyid Qutb, a 
prominent writer of the Muslim Brothers, to have said: 'We are in 
temporary need of the communist power', (p. 271). 

50. Nursi, Emirda4 Lahikasl, II, p. 71; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 13,35,36; 
M-arsel, Devlet Felsefesi, p. 415; Mustafa S ungur, "Rusya- da Dinsiz 
Kalamaz Geri D6nUp Hiristiyan da Olamaz", K6pra, No. 27 (June 1979), 
pp. 8-12. 

a 

51. Cemal U: ýak, "(; in Halk Cumhuriyetinde islam", K(5pr-a, No. 67 (October 
1982), pp. 4-7. 
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52. This phrase is mentioned in various books of the Risale-i Nur. 
See, for example, Tarihge 

', 
p. 53; Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, p. 27; 

Ntrsi, Emirda4 Lahikasi, II, p. 108. 

53. Ibid., pp. 31,32,108,115-6; Tarihge, pp. 53,150,561; Nursi, 
Winazarat, pp. 26-7; Nursi, S6zler, pp. 160-1; Nursi, Mektabat, 
pp. 53-4; Nursi, Hutbe-i__ý&miye, pp. 20,26-7; Nursi, Beyanat, 
pp. 21,32,46,51; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, pp. 106,238; Marsel, 
Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 406-16. 

54. Said Nursi explained in the Risale-i Nur why the Jews were successful 
in establishing a state in Palestine though it was told in the Koran 

and humiliation and wretchedness were stamped upon them (the 
Children of Israel) ... 1 (11: 61). He said: 'Because the Jewish nation 
has been excessively greedy in worldly life, they were humiliated 
by the divine determination throughout centuries. But, this time, 
to found a state in Palestine was notfor the purpose of worldly life, 
rather with the national and religious feelings that they wanted 
to have a state in a place where the prophets of the Children of 
Israel who were the descendants of their nation, and the other 
prophets were buried. So, God is not punishing them in this case, 
otherwise such a small group of people in that large Arabian 
peninsula would not last and would soon be wretched' (see his ýualar, 
p. 427). Only Alper, my informant from Ankara, referred to this 
passage of the Risale-i Nur and added that it was understandable to 
him why God was not helping socialist Palestinian resistance powers: 
obviously they were not fighting for religious purposes. 

55. Nursi, ýualar, p. 427; Nursu, S6zler, pp. 421-2; Nursi, Beyanat, p. 67; 
Bozgeyik, Batidn Cepheleriyle fran Meselesi, pp. 3-8; see also a 
pamphlet entitled fran Olaylarinda 1pler Kimin Elinde? (Istanbul, 
1978), passim. This pamphlet is a collection of ýrtjcles written 
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56. Only Tevfik, My informant from Konya, opposed the policy of the 
Turkish government which tried to prevent Kurdish nationalism from 
growing by claiming the Turkishness of the Kurds. He said it was 
an unrealistic attempt and impossible for anybody to accept. 

57. Although some writers claimed that Said Nursi called himself Said 
Kurdi only before the foundation of the Republic and that he 

opposed Kurdish nationalism as contrary to Islamic brotherhood: he 

proclaimed that the welfare of the Kurds depended on that of the 
Turks... ' See, Hamid Algar, "Said Nursi and the Risale-i Nur: An 
Aspect of Islam in Contemporary Turkey", Islamic Perspectives: 
Studies in Honour of Sayyid Abul a'la Mawdudi, ed. Khurshid Ahmad 

and Zafar Ishaq Ansari (Leicester, 1979), p. 329. Some others 
maintained that Said Nursi continued to call himself Said Kurdi 

after the foundation of the Republic and saw him as 'the only person 
who dared to bear such a name', (see, Edward Mortimer, Faith and 
Power: the Politics of Islam (London, 1982), p. 152). 
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58. Nursi, MUnazarat, pp. 71-3; Nursi, Beyanat, p. 72;. Tarihge, pp. 137, 
215,217; Necmeddin Sahiner, Said Nursi ve Nurculuk Hakkinda Avdinlar 
Konuý, uyor, 2nd ed. (Istanbul, 1979), pp. 165-7,181; Sahiner, 
Bilinmiyen, pp. 89,215-6,253,357-8; ýahiner, ýahitler, I, pp. 220, 
306; Necmeddin ýahiner, 
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Nurs Yolu (Istanbul, 1977), p. 152; ýahiner, 

ýahitler, II, p. 179; Kutay, p. 294; Marsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 
301-3. 

59. None of my interviewees made any mention of the Armenian problem 
in the time of Abdul Hamid II. 

60. None of my interviewees mentioned the exchange of populations with 
the Greeks, or the Varlik Vergisi that was levied on minorities in 
the Second World War; they would regard the Varlik tax as an 
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61. Nursi, MUnazarat, pp. 20,25-7,29,32; Nursi, Hutbe-i ýamiye, p. 83; 
Nursi, ýualar, p. 315; Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, I, p. 276; Tarihge, 
p. 587; Marsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 506-9; Sungur, S6z, pp. 234-40. 

62. Tarihge, pp. 229 and 240. 

63. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Mesnevi-i Nuriye (TQrkge TercQmesi), trans. 
Abdulmecid Nursi (Istanbul, 1977), pp. 204-5; Nursi, 1ki Mekteb.... 
p. 24; Nursi, ýualar, p. 501; Nursi, MUnazarat, p. 30; Nursi, 
Hutbe-i ýamiye, pp. 93,96; Nursi, Lemlalar, p. 247; Nursi, Beyanat, 
p. 44; MUrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 434-42; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, 

pp. 244,387,404; ýahiner, ýahitler, I, pp. 186-7 and 435. 

64. The generally accepted view is that Mustafa Kemal was sent to 
Anatolia to supervise the disbanding of Turkish forces there. See, 
for example, Geoffrey L. Lewis, Modern Turkey (London, 1974) p. 69. 
The view expressed by the Nurcus has recently gained ground with 
religious people and is put forward by Kadir Misiro4lu in 

Osmano-ullarinin Drami (Istanbul, 1974), pp. 82-4. 9 

65. Said Nursils own attitude towards Atatark and his reforms is well 
summarised from the Risale-i Nur by Qetin Ozek in his book TUrkiyede 
Gerici Akimlar ve Nurculu4un igyýlza (Istanbul, 1964), p. 262. 

66. There are still a few Turks - their numbers are now negligible - who 

would like Turkey to revert to the use of the Ottoman script because 

they feel this is the Koranic alphabet. Among this small minority 

are a few Nurcus who still copy out the Risale-i Nur in the old 

script. They are known as 'Yaz. lci Nurcus'. 

67. Though one may see religious persons wearing hats in Turkey, Nurcus 

never wear them. It is a prevalent Nurcu belief that a 'hat' is a 
'sign of infidelity'. For reference to the works where the importance 

of the hat in Western culture as a means to disclose one's identity 
is studied, see, R. Kenneth Jones, "Paradigm Shifts and Identity 
Theory: Alternation as a form of Identity Management", Identity and 
Religion, International Cross-Cultural Approaches, ed. Hans Mol 
(London, 1978), pp. 59-60. 
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68. Tarihge, pp. 136-7,139,14 
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1,1 208,223,228,651; Nursi, ýualar, 

p. 324; Nursi, Mektfibat, pp. 406-10; Nursi, Beyanat, p. 72; Nursi, 
Emirdaq Lahikas'l, I, p. 81; Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, II, p. 32, 
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Bilinmiyen, pp. 109,323; Kutay, pp. 229-33; ýahiner, ýahitler, I, 
p. 407. 
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translated into English in Topics, p. 12 from where this translation 
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70. The hadith: I ilim mtIminin yitik malidir nerede bulursa alir' is 
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71. Among Said Nursils contemporaries, Musa Kazim too believed the way 
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the best. In his article published in 1908, he said, 'We have to 

adopt only the science (ilim) and the industry (fen) of Europe, in 
the manner of the Japanese' (Sirat-1 MQstakim, No. 7 (1908), quoted 
in Niyazi Berkes, The Development of Secularim in Turkey (Montreal, 
1964), p. 359. 

72. This comparison between Islamic and Western civilisation was made 
in various parts of the Risale-i Nur. The following places were 
cited by my informants: Nursi, S6zler, pp. 139,428-9; Nursi, 
Sanuhat, p. 44 and Tarihge, pp. 125-6. 

73. Uriel Heyd explained in his book on Ziya G6kalp that G6kalp 

categorised scientific methods, the natural sciences and technical 

processes as "civilisation" and accepted that they should be adopted 
from Europe, because these were by nature international. G6kalp 

maintained, however, that "culture" should not be borrowed from other 

nations but should be taken from Turkey's own religious and national 
heritage, see his Foundation of Turkish Nationalism, p. 80. Although 

Nurcus never favoured G6kalp, they apparently share his attitude 

towards Westernisation. 

74. Nursi, Siinfihat, pp. 44-6; Nursi, Lemlalar 
", 

pp. 106-7,111; Nursi, 

Iki Mekteb .... pp. 50,61-2; Nursi, Hutbe-i Samiye, pp. 28,29,31, 

109,134,136; Nursi, S6zler, pp. 139,428-9,759; Nursi, Beyanat, 

p. 63; Tarihge, pp. 125-7; Nursi, Muhakemat, p. 8; MUrsel, Devlet 

Felsefesi, pp. 212-7; ýahiner, 
' 
Bilinmiyen, pp. 102-3,198,383,384; 

Kutay, pp. 173,256; Topics, pp. 11-2; Sungur, S6z, pp. 42-6,59-67; 

ýahiner, ýahitler, I, p. 152. 

75. The other two are want and disunity among the nation. 'Against 

these enemies', Said Nursi proposed, 'to fight with the weapons of 
industry and unity is the duty of the Muslim community'. (See his 
iki Mekteb.... p. 14. ) 
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76. Nurcus, like some of the Musýim -; kpologists of the Tanzimat period, 
believe that '... the more education and enlightenment spread among 
the Muslims, the more their faith will become strong ... ' For a 
discussion on the ideas of such writers, see Berkes, pp. 354-5. 

77. This idea was earlier introduced in the Ottoman Empire by the 
EncUmen-i Dani. -ý (Society of the Learned) which was established in 
1851. Niyazi Berkes says '... the Encdmen decided to establish an 
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sciences, or more correctly, the traditional sciences (1ilm) and 
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during the lifetime of the Encýlmen'. (Ibid., p. 178) 

78. Nursi, iki Mekteb.... pp. 68-9; Nursi, MUnazarat, pp. 71,74-6; 
Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 69,70; Nursi, Emirda4 Lahikasi, II, p. 195; 
Mdrsel, Devlet Felsefesi, pp. 195-211,376-96; ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, 
pp. 93-4; Safa MUrsel, "E4itim: Tek Sesli Koro", K6prtl, No. 57 
(January 1982), pp. 22-4; Nedim GUrbýlz, "Eýitim: insana Yatirim". 

K6prU, No. 54 (September 1981), pp. 12-3; Mustafa Canelli, "Eqitimde 
Nereye Geldik? ", K6prU, No. 51 (June 1981), pp. 18-20; Safa Marsel 
"E4itimde Maksat ve Tercihler", Mpra, No. 55 (October 1981), pp. 5-6; 
A. Vehbi Vakkasoqlu, "EEjitimimizin (; j-kmazlari", K6pra, No. 55 
(October 1981), p. 12; "E4itim: Gidi! p Nereye? ", Mprý!, No. 55 
(October 1981), pp. 7-11. 

79. Similar ideas were prevalent among the early twentieth-century 
Muslim writers. The following quotation from an article by 
Babanzade Mustafa, published in Sebil-Ur Re*ad in 1912, well 
illustrates this belief: 'What we need is to prove by comparing 
the shining truths of our religion with the lights of science, 
that these lights were born of these truths'. As cited in Berkes, 
p. 363. 

80. The understanding of religion as being in harmony with science is 

not a new one, as J. M. Yinger states: 'The view that religion and 
science are fundamentally harmonious, that they are dual roads to 
truth, or indeed an identical road, is an ancient one. To St Thomas 
there could be no contradiction between religion and science, if men 
knew enough, because both stem from God'. See his Religion, Society 

and the Individual, 11th ed. (New York, 1957), pp. 34-5. 

81. one of the sections of the Risale-i Nur was completely devoted to 
proving this by interpreting some verses of the Koran about the 

stories of the ancient prophets, see Nursi S6zler, pp. 262-78. 
There are numerous Muslim scholars who claim that the Koran and 
technological sciences confirm each other. The latest example of 
this claim can be seen in Maurice Bucaille, The Bible, the Qurlan 

and Science, trans. Alastair D. Pannell and the author (Indianapolis, 1978). 
On the other hand, some Muslim scholars believed in the absolute 
separation of religious matters from scientific ones. The nature of 
these two approaches of the Muslim scholars towards the Koran and 
science is well summarised in Clifford Geertz-, Islam Observed: 
Religious Development in Morocco and Indonesia (Chicago, 1971), p. 105. 
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BugQne imam Hatip Okullari Meselesi (Istanbul, 1974), passim; H. A. Reed, 
"Turkey's New Imam-Hatip Schools", Welt des Islam, n. s., IV (1955) 
150-63; Landau, p. 176; Frederick W. Frey, "Turkey: Education", 
Political Modernization in Japan and Turkey, ed. Robert E. Ward and 
Dankward A. Rustow (Princeton, 1964), pp. 217-8,222-3; Ahmet N. Yucek6k, 
TUrkiye'de Orgatlenmis Dinin Sosyo-Ekonomik Tabani (1946-1968), Ankara 
Universitesi Siyasal Bilgiler Facýiltesi Yayinlari, No. 323 (Ankara, 
1971), pp. 142-7. For the Faculty of Divinity, see Howard A. Reed, 
"The Faculty of Divinity at Ankara", The Muslim World, XLVI (October 
1956), 295-312, XLVII (January 1957), 22-35; Berkes, 490-5. For 
Higher Institute of Islam, see OECD Education and Development Country 
Reports, The Mediterranean Regional Project: Turkey (Paris, 1965), 

p. 92; Toprak, p. 50. 

84. Nursi, Emirda4 Lahikasi, II, pp. 101,170-1; "Din E§itimi ihtiyacl 

Karsilamiyor", K6prd, No. 51 (June 1981), p. 19; ýahiner, Sahitler, 
I, pp. 65,312-3. 

85. Amongst all my interviewees, only Hayri, a retired official, suggested 
that the Religious Affairs Department should be combined with the 
General Directorate of the Pious Foundation in order to be financially 
independent. His reference to the autonomy of the universities applied 
to the situation before 1980. 

86. Nursi, ýualar, pp. 431-2; Nursi, Emirdaý Lahikasi, II, pp. 10-11; 

Nursi, MektQbat, p. 65. 

87. Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, Nur Aleminin Bir Anahtari (Istanbul, 1977), 

pp. 18-9; Nursi, Emirda§ Lahikasi, II, pp. 66-7; Nursi, Beyanat, pp. 
64-5; Burhan Bozgeyik, "TRT Ozerine TRT Eski Genel MUdUrfi Prof. Dr. 

ýaban Karataý; ile MUlakat", K6prfd, No. 33 (December 1979), pp. 14-6. 

88. Nursi, Hutbe-i Samiye, pp. 111 and 131. 

89. None of my interviewees touched on the right of divorce, which 

according to Islam belongs to men only. 

90. Especially among the twentieth-century Muslim scholars, the general 
trend is to see monogamy as the moral law of the Koran for long term 

achievement, whereas polygamy is permitted in Islam only as a legal 

solution of the situation. See, for example, Rahman, pp. 28-9. Even 
Said Nursi, who defended polygamy as being in accordance with nature, 
reason and wisdom, said: 'Even if polygamy is evil, in some respects 
it is a 'lesser evil'. And 'lesser evil' is relative justice', see 
his Mfin&zarat, p. 69. None of my informants mentioned this point to 

me during the interview. 
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91. For some of my interviewees, the spirit is delivered 
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to the foetus 
on the fortieth day after conception, for the others it is at the 
end of the fourth month. 

92. Nursi, Lem'alar, pp. 184-92; Nursi, S6z-ler, pp. 430,772; Nursi, 
Manazarat, pp. 68-9; Nursi, i! ýarat-al i'caz, pp. 164,167; Nursi, 
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ýahiner, Bilinmiyen, pp. 232-3. 
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-S6zler, 

p. 431. 
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96. Nursi, S6zler, pp. 330-2; Nursi, Mektubat, pp. 276-80. 
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head-strong, unregenerate soul. See J. Spencer Trimingham, The Sufi 
Orders in Islam (London, 1973), pp. 155-6. 
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Islam: A Historical Survey, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1978), pp. 79-80. 

103. Nursi, S6z. ler, pp. 488-504; Nursi, isarat-Ul i'caz, pp. 79-84; 

Mehmed Kirkinci, Kader Nedir, ), 3rd ed. (Istanbul, 1980), passim. 
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Gibb notes in his book, Modern Trends in Islam (Chicago, 1947), that 
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Mehmet Kayalar resided, regard him as an a4abey. My informants did 

not reveal to me the reason wny he was not regarded as an a4abey. ) 

As far as I could collect them in, 1981, the names of aCjabeys were as 
follows: Mustafa Sungur, Mehmet Firinci, Mehmet Birinci, Sait Ozdemir, 

Mehmet Kutlular, Bayram Yaksel, Abdullah Yegin, Hulusi Yahyagil, 

Bekir Berk and Abdulvahit Mutkan. 

126. ýahiner, ýahitler, I, pp. 408,448-9. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS 

our study of Nurculuk permits us now to reach certain conclusions 

about the movement which we shall summarise under the headings of 

general conclusions about the nature and current state of the Nurculuk 

and its members, conclusions regarding its position within Islam, conclu- 

sions about the political position of Nurculuk, especially in relation 

to Kemalism, and conclusions concerning its social function. In addition 

we shall venture some tentative conclusions concerning the approach of 

the state authorities to Nurculuk. We shall then mention the methodological 

lessons learned from the study. Finally, we shall indicate areas for 

future research and note the contribution the present study makes to 

the advancement of knowledge of this subject. 

The Nurcu Movement 

our study has shown that Nurculuk, the movement inspired by Said 

Nursi and his writings, came into being as a defensive response among 

certain groups in Turkish society who felt alienated by the secularist 

policies adopted by the government of the Republic and were therefore 

sympathetic to Said Nursils stance even though their understanding of 

his actual teachings may have been hazy. The movement was proselytized 

energetically, gaining most of its recruits from the ranks of small 

businessmen, bureaucrats and university students with a background of 

rural piety and aspirations and active determination to rise in the 

world through education and hard work. No membership figures exist 

but there are undoubtedly many thousands of followers who meet regularly 
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to study the Risale-i Nur and regard themselves as committed Nurcus. 

In addition there are hundreds of thousands of other people who may 

lack the dedication and education of the fully committed Nurcus but are 

nevertheless sympathetic to the movement and willing to support it 

within limits. 

The central Nurcu activity is the ders - group study of the Risale-i 

Nur. No women ever attend ders with men. Women in some areas reportedly 

conduct ders of their own in private houses but the part women play in 

Nurculuk is entirely subordinate and they have no means of exerting 

direct influence on Nurcu policies. 

Recruits are usually gained by means of a personal approach to 

young men followed by invitation to dershanes (most of which in the 1970s 

also became Nurcu student hostels) and attendance at ders. A prolific 

publishing programme ensures an adequate supply of Nurcu literature to 

support the recruiting effort and to give instruction in Nurcu beliefs. 

The membership is drawn from Turkish Muslims either in Turkey or 

working abroad. (In this context "Turkish Muslims" should be understood 

as also including both Kurds and Arabs who are Turkish citizens. ) 

Nurculuk has not attracted converts from outside Islam or from outside 

Turkish communities. (The chief purpose served by the translation of 

Nurcu works into other languages has been to impress Nurcus themselves 

with a sense of the movement's importance; there is no evidence that 

any foreigners have been converted thereby. ) 

Nurcus are sober, earnest individuals who conform closely to a 

pattern of thought and behaviour approved by the group. In appearance 

they are clean and tidy. Significantly, in a country where a certain 

style of beard is an acknowledged symbol Of Muslim Piety, Nurcus do not 

wear beards. This is indicative of their desire to portray themselves 
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as tolerant, go-ahead people. Similarly, they do not initially reveal 

themselves to others as Nurcus but simply as sincere Muslims. Only 

after they have gained the sympathy of the potential convert do they 

readily admit to being Nurcus. 

Since its foundation the movement has continued to grow. In the 

1970s more people were joining, more dershanes were opened and the 

number of Nurcu publications increased. 

The Nurcus' Position Within Islam 

Nurculuk exists within Islam and, in the nature of such movements, 

claims to have a unique insight which gives it the purest vision of the 

faith. Nurculuk is not a tarikat - its members regard typical tarikat 

activities as being no longer appropriate in the twentieth century. 

It is significant that no member of what might be thought of as the 

If ulema" - the learned religious leaders - gives credence to Nurcu claims 

or even regards the Risale-i Nur as worthy of serious consideration. 

Nurculuk is essentially a movement not of professionals in religion but 

of enthusiastic amateurs. It has made considerable headway with students 

of technical and scientific subjects but virtually none with theology 

students. Said Nursi's teachings would appear to lose much of their 

appeal when studied not exclusively but alongside those of other Islamic 

authorities. 

Nurculuk's unique position within Islam is due to the importance 

its members attach to the Risale-i Nur, which they hold to be an inspired 

interpretation of the Koran by the person divinely appointed for this 

task in the twentieth century. Although the books of the Risale-i Nur 

purport to interpret and explain the Koran, they are themselves so 

opaque that Nurcus spend all their time studying the Risale-i Nur 
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rather than the Koran itself. This situation has implications for 

the position of both Said Nursi and the Risale-i Nur. It is fundamental 

to orthodox Islam that Muhammad is the Seal of the Prophets and that 

the Koran is the full and final revelation of God's message. The role 

Nurcus claim for Said Nursi, that of mUceddid, is therefore suspect. 

He is not the first to have made such a claim or to argue its authority, 

but traditional support for the concept of mUceddid is negligible. Unless 

Said Nursi's claim to be the mUceddid is accepted, there are no grounds 

for conferring special status upon the Risale-i Nur. Even if his claim 

were accepted, it could still be argued that the Nurcu concentration 

upon the Risale-i Nur constitutes an unhealthy distraction from study 

of the Koran itself. 

Indeed, to a mainstream Muslim, Nurculuk has a number of objectionable 

features. In addition to virtually identifying Islam with one man, Said 

Nursi, and narrowing the understanding of the faith to what is contained 

in his writings and studying only those writings, Nurcus have established 

a distinct group activity and adopted a secretive approach inimical to 

the best interests of Islam. (This secrecy is, as mentioned on p. 25, 

deliberately fostered in accordance with Said Nursi's teachings. ) 

Furthermore, non-Nurcus are distressed by what they regard as said Nursils 

distorted interpretations to support his own claims that thirty-three 

verses of the Koran refer to the Risale-i Nur. Similarly, non-Nurcu 

Muslims regret the Nurcu refusal to admit any other interpretation as 

equal to that of the Risale-i Nur. Thus, they tend to see Nurculuk as 

a bigoted movement causing division and dissension rather than strengthen- 

ing the unity of believers. 

Nurculuk is therefore rejected by the religious establishment and 

it has had no profound influence on mainstream Islamic theology or 
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practice. Said Nursi's impact on Muslim thought has been negligible 

compared with that of, say, Muhammad Abduh, Reshid Riza or Al-Afghani. 

Although Nurcus reject Hamid Algar's claim that their movement contains 

nothing new, they cannot point to any contribution they have made to 

enrich the faith of ordinary believers. 

Nevertheless, as a religious revival movement intended to maintain 

faith in Islam in the face of the Kemalists' secularist attacks, 

Nurculuk has had a limited measure of success, though its goal of 

Islamic rule in Turkey seems as far off as ever. It has not sought to 

change the basic tenets of Islam but it has made a conscious effort to 

grapple with the problems of reconciling Islamic beliefs with scientific 

discovery. It welcomes scientific and technological advance, but it 

wants this advance to be guided by religious values. It has turned 

attention towards issues on which the religious establishment had kept 

silent. Indeed, by occupying with their publications what had been the 

vacant ground in an area of kelam (Koranic theological study) they have 

advanced more easily than would have been the case had they contested 

the much fought over territory of fikih (Islamic canonical jurisprudence). 

They have won sympathy and support in the religious community by giving 

the impression that they are devout and learned Muslims with a message 

to match the needs of the modern world. Devout they are, but their 

learning is confined to the works of their founder, and their reputation 

for intellectual superiority which they derive from this study of the 

Risale-i Nur proves on examination to lack substance, and the message - 

dependent as it is upon Said Nursils personal claims - is found to 

comprise assertions unsubstantiated by rigorous proof. 
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Political Position 

Nurculuk is a reaction to secularism, so by its very nature it 

is inevitably involved in politics. It is vehemently opposed to 

Kemalism and yearns for Islamic rule in Turkey but it rejects the idea 

of using force to transform the state and society, instead it seeks to 

achieve its aims by peaceful persuasion. In a state whose constitution 

enshrines Kemalist principles and forbids the exploitation of religion 

for political ends, the movement has to tread warily. It has not 

sought to establish a political party of its own but preferred to lend 

support to politicians it thought genuinely anti-secularist and pro- 

Islamic. In practice, this led them to favour the Democrat Party in 

the 1950s and subsequently the Justice Party, as they considered these 

likely to prove the most effective counter to the secularist Republican 

People's Party, which they detested. It also opposed the National 

Salvation Party which it regarded as insincere. Naturally, it is 

unremittingly opposed to communism. As a consequence, it welcomes 

Turkey's pro-western stance. Since for Nurcus any religion is better 

than no religion, they support alliance with Christian countries against 

the atheism of the eastern bloc. 

Nevertheless, within Turkey, Nurculuk is usually seen as a divisive 

influence, its members stubbornly refusing to rally round the banner of 

Kemalism which the country's military guardians have clutched desperately 

and held aloft in an attempt to unify the Republic that was being torn 

apart by internecine strife. 

Social Function 

Nurculuk's chief successes have been achieved with devout people who 

have some intellectual pretensions and have moved from a rural to an 

* Article 2 et al. 

** Article 24 
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urban environment. The movement has been particularly helpful to 

university students in this category. Such young men - and it is 

almost exclusively men who are directly recruited, women and children 

are usually brought into the movement by their male relatives - are 

discomfited when they come to university and find no facilities for 

religious observance in the ordinary student hostels. Distressed by 

their inability to perform namaz as they have been accustomed to do at 

home, they are overjoyed to discover that Nurcu hostels make good this 

deficiency and moreover provide a library of textbooks and a congenial 

atmosphere for their university studies. They are thus helped to settle 

successfully into university. The long-term penalty they pay is growing 

isolation from the wider Muslim community and from society at large. 

The same is most likely true of the effect of Nurcu activities among 

Turkish workers abroad: an individual may find it easier to settle and 

establish himself within a religious and friendly Nurcu environment than 

he otherwise would in a strange land where he had few acquaintances. 

But, again, Nurcu allegiance will make it more difficult for him in the 

long run to feel at home in the wider community. In essence, Nurculuk 

appeals to outsiders by welcoming them in. But though this lessens their 

individual isolation, it leaves them stuck in a group that is itself 

alienated from the wider world. Nevertheless, within the movement members 

can breathe easily, enjoy mutual support and have the satisfaction of 

knowing that their Nurcu activities will gain the respect of fellow 

members. In an environment where urbanization and industrialization 

subject the faith of believers to extraordinary strains, Nurcus offer 

understanding and social and religious support. They nurture the convert's 

religious identity and give him a sense of belonging. 
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The State's Treatment of Nurculuk 

It is a truism that state attempts to suppress religion turn 

religion into a vehicle for political opposition to the state. It was 

state action that led to the creation of Nurculuk and state over-reaction 

to what it perceived as the threat of Nurculuk that boosted the strength 

of the movement. In the circumstances of the time, with Seyh Said of 

Palu's revolution threatening the very existence of the Turkish state, 

it is understandable that the authorities should wish to remove from 

the troubled eastern regions anyone who might prove a focus for discontent. 

But by taking Said Nursi from Van they endowed him with an importance that 

he otherwise would never have been likely to achieve; he would probably 

have remained a rather eccentric nonentity remote from power and influence. 

Again, the much-publicised trials of Nurcus can be understood as vigorous 

attempts to implement the Kemalist reforms and prevent a return to 

obscurantism. But they, too, misfired. They served chiefly to give the 

impression to people who knew no better that Nurcus were valiant upholders 

of the faith against authorities that were in league with the Devil. The 

heavy-handed attempts to denigrate Nurculuk merely served to give the 

movement credibility. Indeed, Nurcus rejoiced that the trials obliged 

many lawyers and other people to study the Risale-i Nur. It is arguable 

that a more tolerant approach would have proved more effective in counter- 

acting the spread of Nurculuk. 

While the authorities may be criticised for trying too hard to 

suppress Nurculuk, they may also be accused of not trying hard enough to 

meet the needs the people felt for religion, and by this failure they 

left the vacuum that Nurculuk proceeded to fill. Without this opportunity 

Nurculuk would not have come into existence. If the Religious Affairs 

Department could provide a convincing lead to Turkish Muslims, Nurculuk 
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would lose its support. But the Department is suspect in the eyes of 

the conservative religious masses, so a climate is created in which 

aberrant movements like Nurculuk can flourish. If the Department could 

provide acceptable religious publications on the problems of belief 

that beset modern man, then the Nurcu position would be weakened because 

Nurcus would no longer have a virtual monopoly in this field. of course, 

it is easy to make these value judgements in retrospect, but at the time 

answers to the practical problems of dealing day by day with a potentially 

explosive situation are not always so obvious, especially when some people 

are looking nervously over their shoulders at neighbouring Iran. 

Nevertheless, our study has shown that Nurculuk is nothing like so 

dangerous as the authorities had imagined. It was never remotely possible 

that it could overthrow the state. It was, admittedly, resentful of 

Kemalist reforms but it has never contemplated armed revolution. Indeed, 

it never even supported politicians who had any leanings towards 

revolution. The fears expressed by some of the the Turkish left in the 

1970s that Nurcus and fascists plotted together to seize power by force 

betrayed an ignorance of the reality of Nurculuk, which actually sought 

to gain influence not by arms but by skilful persuasion. With a truer 

understanding of the movement's nature and weaknesses, the state could 

have dealt with it more appropriately. It could have found more effective 

means than legal sanctions to combat what it regarded as the undesirable 

attractions of Nurculuk. A more sensitive approach to the religious 

demands of the masses would have lessened the widespread resentments on 

which Nurculuk fed. It is arguable that a more ample provision of 

facilities for religious expression would have helped the sort of people 

who are drawn into Nurculuk to become more happily integrated into a 

modern society wider, more tolerant and progressive than Nurculuk can 
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ever be. There are gratifying signs that these lessons may have been 

learned. Recent developments with regard to religious expression in 

Turkey go some way to meet popular demand. A decline in Nurculuk can 

be anticipated as a consequence of these developments. 

Methodological Matters 

It may be useful to future researchers if we summarise here the 

points that proved to be of most importance in the present research and 

the pitfalls to avoid. 

The main conclusion in this area is perhaps the need for a flexible 

and pragmatic approach that takes full cognizance of the social, histori- 

cal and political circumstances of the phenomenon under inspection. Any 

attempt to study Nurculuk in too strict an accordance with a preconceived 

pattern for the study of religious movements in general would have 

proved abortive. The method has to be adapted to the movement. The 

researcher needs a good grounding in standard methods of relevant field- 

work, but must be prepared to tailor his approach to fit the specific 

nature of his own study. For example, as we have seen, it would be 

fruitless to attempt a large-scale survey of Nurculuk through the 

questionnaire method. Therefore, the fieldwork for the present study 

chiefly comprised in-depth interviews with selected respondents plus 

participant observation of Nurcu activities. Full details of the questions 

asked in the interviews and the information sought through Participant 

observation are given in Appendix II. 

The plans for fieldwork must therefore be prepared carefully in 

advance in the light of as much information as it is Possible to obtain 

from other sources. The researcher must be sufficiently aware of the 

group's. beliefs and practices to know how to avoid giving unwitting 
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offence and to be able to spot the significance of even apparently minor 

details that might otherwise be missed. The researcher must put out 

feelers to arrange suitable contacts in the target group. He must then 

establish his credentials with the group and attempt to win their willing 

acceptance of his plans. In order to achieve this he must be prepared 

to make certain sacrifices. For example, the group may not wish the 

researcher to use a tape recorder or camera and may not allow him as 

much freedom as he would like in the selection of his respondents. 

Disappointing and inconvenient though this may be, the group's wishes 

must be respected; without their co-operation the fieldwork would in 

any case be impossible. It is particularly important not to upset the 

group at the outset of the fieldwork. If the researcher is accommodating 

at the beginning, the group may conceivably relax some of their conditions 

for allowing his research once he has gained their confidence more fully 

as work proceeds. The nature of this type of research demands that the 

es 
researcher establis I cordial relations with his respondents, otherwise 

they will not be sufficiently forthcoming with reliable information. He 

must be sensitive to his respondents as individuals and be careful not 

to display antipathy towards the group. As long as respondents can regard 

him as a possible recruit, they are likely to help him. If he reveals 

that his mind is irrevocably closed to their blandishments, they are 

likely to lose interest and give, at best, only perfunctory support to 

his research. If, on the other hand, he goes so far as to accept or 

appear to accept membership of the group, then respondents may feel 

that the researcher would thereafter be better employed in developing 

his faith and his commitment to the movement than in continuing an 

academic study of it! The course likely to elicit maximum co-operation 

is to maintain the impression that the researcher's conversion to their 

ranks is a future possibility. 
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Whatever his actual feelings towards the movement he is investigating, 

the researcher requires sufficient empathy to discover the true feelings 

of members and what membership means to them. At the same time he must 

be able to take a detached view when he comes to record his impressions 

and make his assessments. He must therefore cast aside his own precon- 

ceptions and prejudices and also try not to be influenced by popular 

assumptions and attitudes. 

Once the researcher has begun his fieldwork, he must be quick to 

absorb the atmosphere of the group, to understand and use its special 

vocabulary, and recognise significant symbols. He must also, however 

reluctantly, accept that there may be barriers he will not be permitted 

to cross. For example, in a study of Nurculuk, no male researcher will 

be allowed access to meetings of female Nurcus, and no non-Nurcu will 

be permitted to attend or eavesdrop on the deliberations of the higher 

consultative bodies. A non-Nurcu male researcher is obliged to build 

up his information on these matters indirectly. 

Despite these unavoidable limitations, it is possible to gain an 

enormous amount of relevant information through patient and painstaking 

interviews and participant observation, and this certainly would appear 

the most promising way of pursuing a study of Nurculuk. Of course, this 

method demands of the researcher an ability to participate. He must 

therefore know how to take part in the activities of the group. To give 

but one example; when with a Nurcu group he must perform namaz with it, 

not stand aloof. otherwise he will not be accepted. With this method, 

to ensure the reliability of the records made, it is essential to write 

down every possible piece of information as soon as Possible afterwards, 

while the details are still fresh in the mind. 
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Even when it is proposed to employ other methods of fieldwork, 

participant observation would seem a sensible preliminary. By this means 

subsequent research goals and methods can be decided in the light of 

practical knowledge. In the present study, for example, the number of 

respondents was limited and their geographical distribution was not 

comprehensive but coverage was wide enough to reveal that simply adding 

to the number of respondents would not have yielded a proportionate 

increase in the amount and value of the information obtained. 

Further Research 

Though the Nurcu leadership is unlikely to allow any non-Nurcu more 

opportunities for research than they gave for the present study, there 

are still areas on which more information would be welcome. We have 

noted the paucity of knowledge about women Nurcus; this is a topic that 

only a woman could tackle. Also, if a deeper penetration of Nurcu 

organizations could be achieved, attention could usefuly be turned to 

the decision-making processes within the movement. Further research in 

other regions of Turkey, and among Kurdish and Arabic speaking communities 

in Turkey would reveal the extent of regional or ethnic variations 

within Nurculuk. 

Further light could be shed upon the movement by more detailed 

studies of its position in society and its relations with the state. 

Public attitudes towards the movement could be surveyed, and a detailed 

history of the state's response to Nurculuk could be written, paying 

particular attention to court cases. 

There is also scope for comparative studies. Viewing Nurculuk 

alongside other religious groups, both in Turkey and elsewhere, might 

yield further valuable insights in the movement, particularly with 
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regard to its beliefs and its recruitment catchement areas and 

methods. 

The Contribution of the Present Study 

This has not been a theoretical study but a detailed portrayal of 

a particular religious movement as it is now - the first such study to 

have been made of this movement. At the same time, the data yielded by 

the research should contribute significantly to the work of other 

researchers seeking factual evidence to test their hypotheses and 

theories relating to religious movements. Particular theories may be 

at the mercy of the winds of fashion, but reliable data have a permanent 

value regardless of the use to which they may be put. It is my hope 

that this thesis contains just such useful data. 

A& 



APPENDIX I 

FIELDWORK 

The study of a secretive religious movement in the conditions 

prevailing in modern Turkey is difficult. It is important therefore 

to highlight the difficulties of doing research of this kind as an 

integral part of the problem of explaining Nurculuk itself. It is not 

just a matter of selecting a method and rigigly applying it to the case 

in accordance with the normal requirements of that method, rather the 

researcher has to adjust his method to the setting in which the research 

takes place. 

The following account of the fieldwork which was carried out between 

June and November, 1981, is detailed because it is intended to help the 

reader appreciate that a completely standard method of social research 

could not be used in this work. The account of the problems faced should 

also serve to illustrate further the position and experience of Nurcus 

themselves. 

After deciding to study clandestine religious activities in Turkey, 

I tried to keep in touch with a number of people who were involved with 

these movements to a greater or lesser degree. Although it is not 

difficult to contact the members of these groups, if the enquirer does 

not appear sympathetic and likely to join them, they sever their connec- 

tions with him. 

After I began serious research into Nurculuk, I found it useful to 

continue to write to Hasan, one of the Nurcus whom I knew as long ago 

ed as 1975, and explaiý to him my intention to work on Nurculuk. Soon 

after I arrived in Istanbul to do the fieldwork on 15 June 1981, 
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surveyed my task and found that Hasan seemed the contact most likely 

to prove useful to me at the outset. On my first visit to him, I had 

a long discussion with him on what I was going to do, why I was studying 

this subject and how he could help me. He was, of course, already 

familiar with the general outline of my proposed study, since we had 

corresponded on the subject, but he did not know precisely what I wanted 

to learn during my interviews. 

In later meetings we worked through my list of questions in the 

'Personal Profile' together. I told him what it was all about and why I 

wanted to ask questions which were sometimes embarrassingly personal or 

so politically sensitive that the respondent might not have been able to 

answer frankly without laying himself open to charges of breaking the law 

on religious activity. I eventually managed to convince him that my 

research was solely for academic purposes and had no ulterior aim and 

I would not divulge the name of any informants anywhere without their 

consent. He then agreed to pass on my request to certain highly 

respected Nurcus. 

When trying to persuade Hasan to put me in touch with these people 

I took every opportunity to remind him that I was a graduate of the 

Higher Islamic Institute and that we were all Muslims. I found this to 

be a useful approach throughout the whole of my fieldwork, but of even 

more importance was the fact that I regularly performed namaz with the 

Nurcus. 

On 22 June 1981 we went to the publishing house of the newspaper 

Yeni Nesil in Ca-alo4lu, a very old district of Istanbul famous as the 9 

publishing centre of Turkey. On our way there Hasan told me he had 

mentioned me to his "brother" ihsan, who worked on the newspaper, and 

he had been delighted to learn that, like him, I was a graduate of the 

Higher Islamic Institute, and he was eager to meet me. 
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We went up to the third floor of the building and entered a room 

with "Yazi isleri" (Correspondents' Room) written on the door. In this 

large room four or five people sat around a long table in the middle. 

The papers, books, magazines and newspapers strewn over the table gave 

the place an untidy appearance. Except for Said Nursils picture stuck 

on a column between two shelves, the office was much like that of any 

other religious newspaper; there were quite a lot of religious books, 

mostly in Arabic or Turkish, on the shelves around the room. The people 

here seemed too busy to welcome us, except for one man in his thirties 

who stood up to greet us smiling behind his small table in a corner. 

Without any hesitation Hasan walked towards him and I followed, adopting 

Hasan's respectful manner towards him. "Esselamu aleykum Ihsan kardes" 

(Peace be upon you brother ihsan), Hasan greeted him. After shaking 

hands with us, ihsan bade us sit down on ordinary chairs. He started 

the conversation by asking how we were, how I found Turkey this time, 

how long I had been in England and so on. I understood from his questions 

that Hasan had told him quite a lot about me before we met. A quarter 

of an hour later we had our tea and turned to the subject in hand. 

"Brother Hasan has told me that you have been in England studying religious 

movements in Turkey. Of. course, everyone can study whatsoever he likes, 

but one thing puzzles me: why are you doing it abroad? Why not in Turkey? " 

inquired thsan. Having anticipated this question, I replied, "You are 

right. I wish I could do it in Turkey, but I have a government grant 

to study in England, so I felt it would be a good idea to study religious 

movements that were not established legally, as I would not have felt 

so free to do this in Turkey. Of course, you also appreciate that one 

should not feel under any pressure, whether direct or indirect, when 

carrying out impartial academic research. I do not feel any such 
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pressure in England, so I am based there but have now come here to 

collect my material. " 

Ihsan then asked a few more questions in a friendly way, trying 

to hide his suspicions. He wanted to know whether I had proposed my 

research topic to the university in England, or whether they had proposed 

it to me. Had I ever read the Risale-i Nur? How did I find them in 

general? And so on. In reply I made it quite clear that I had applied 

for a place in any British university to study underground religious 

movements in Turkey. Our conversation continued along these lines for 

a little over an hour. Hasan did not join in much but he supported me 

by nodding while I was speaking. ihsan wanted to close the conversation 

by thanking Hasan for introducing me to him and saying that he would try 

to make an appointment with Mehmet Kutlular, the owner of Yeni Nesil and 

some other people it would be useful for me to meet to discuss what I 

wanted to do. 

We were just about to leave the room when ihsan suggested I should 

buy some books written about Said Nursi, Nurculuk and studies related 

to Nurculuk from the bookshop in the basement of the same building. I 

did so. (On principle Nurcus do not normally give away their publications. 

This is in noticeable contrast to the practice of certain other religious 

groups. ) 

I asked Hasan if he would take me to a meeting next time if it was 

possible. He agreed straightaway and added, "Anyone can come to our 

meetings. There is no need to ask permission". But I did not know 

where or when the meeting was to be held. I resisted the temptation to 

ask how the meetings could be called open when no-one but Nurcus knew 

when or where they were held. Before we parted, we arranged where and 

when we should see each other next. 
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I considered this first meeting to have been very successful and 

encouraging. In preparation for future meetings I decided to read the 

very latest Nurcu publications I could find. 

On Saturday evening 27 June 1981 1 met Hasan in the "Koska", a 

famous tea-house in Beyazit Square, Istanbul, at 8 p. m., as agreed. 

After a quick glass of tea, I followed Hasan to the meeting place, which 

was quite close. During the meeting, when we had a break for more tea, 

several people approached us and welcomed us. At the end of the meeting 

some other people came up to make my acquaintance. It was a very congenial 

atmosphere for making friends with as many people as I wished there. The 

meeting-place, the people attending and the nature of the proceedings 

were as described in Chapter V, but at this point it should perhaps be 

noted that when people asked about my occupation, Hasan replied somewhat 

uneasily, "Karde*imiz (our brother) is studying in England". When they 

asked exactly what I was doing, my research topic and so on, he simply 

tried to silence them. I concluded that he did not want the others to 

know why I had come there, or at least not before permission from the 

aCjabeys had been given for me to carry out my work among them. The 

meeting actually ended at about half past ten, but I remained talking to 

the people around me. When Hasan suggested we should leave, some people 

had already gone. It was eleven o'clock. 

This was my first experience of an actual Nurcu gathering. I tried 

to evaluate every single thing which I noticed and to remember everything 

that was said. 

On 29 June I went to visit ihsan in the Yeni Nesil building. This 

time I was alone. In an attempt to gain more ready acceptance I did my 

best to use the words and phrases that Nurcus themselves constantly use. 

For example,. kardeý;, karde: ýimiz, aýabey, Ustad, Nur talebesi, cemaat, 
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hizmet, ders and dershane (the meaning of which are given in the 

glossary). 

I spoke briefly with ihsan, mainly about my impression of the ders 

I had attended two days before. He was clearly delighted to hear my 

appreciative remarks about this occasion. He then took me to the fifth 

floor where several people were reading books, encyclopaedias, magazines 

and newspapers, most of which were in English but a few were in French. 

"Here is our Research Centre", said thsan proudly as we entered. Again, 

this was a large room with a long table in the middle, almost the same as 

in the Correspondents' Office, untidy, scrap-paper lying around and all 

the walls lined with bookshelves. At first glance it was the books in 

English on various subjects that distinguished this room from the other 

one. A samovar, constantly boiling, reminded me that despite the foreign 

books I was still in Turkey. ihsan greeted them, "Selamun aleykum". 

Only one of them replied, "aleykum selam! Buyurun! " (Come in. ) thsan 

introduced me to him: "Ali Bey, the director of this office. " Ali Bey 

was a cheerful man, a retired army officer, and about a quarter of what 

he said was in English. ihsan gave a brief explanation of why I was 

there and then left. 

After learning one another's backgrounds, we turned to the subject 

of the position of Islam in Turkey. Ali Bey insisted on the need to 

reconcile Islam with science in order to achieve an Islamic revival in 

Turkey and in the world outside Turkey. He explained that was why they 

were working on science subjects and publishing books with this aim in 

their Research Centre. They had so far published twelve books in their 

Bilim ve Teknik serisi (Science and Technology Series). (These books 

were dealt with in detail in Chapter IV on Nurcu publications. ) 
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Ali Bey seemed to feel no misgivings about my study, indeed he even 

appeared to encourage it. "We do not have anything to hidefrom the 

Europeans, " he said, and added, "Ustad himself supported the idea of an 

alliance with the Christians against communism". It did not surprise 

me that Ali Bey adopted this attitude at first. He was a man of wide 

experience and would therefore be unlikely to reveal all his feelings 

immediately. He had been to the United States and knew that such studies 

had been done for years by westerners. However, after a while he did 

show some curiosity, though this was not as strong as I had expected. 

He asked who had sent me to England, why I had chosen this particular 

title and so on, but the questions were put in a roundabout way under 

the pretext of introducing me to one of his colleagues. 

The people working in this office all seemed very intelligent and 

were very kind and hospitable to me, offering me tea every half hour. 

Before we were summoned to noon prayers by a muezzin from inside the 

building, I found time to look through some issues of the magazine 

K6prfi, which is partly prepared in this centre. We all went out to pray 

in the mescit on the same storey. There were about forty people present. 

I learned later that most of them were staff. When I asked their per- 

mission to leave and pay for seventeen copies of K6pra that I had chosen 

they would not allow me to pay. 
* 

After these initial experiences, it became clear that I would have 

to review the list of questions that I had prepared. I found some super- 

fluous as the answers could be obtained by observation and I thought it 

advisable to remove others that might arouse the suspicions of the 

aCjabeys if they asked to see the list of questions I proposed to put to 

selected informants. 

Because of rapid inflation, the face value of these old copies had become 
negligible. I offered to pay the current value but my hosts insisted on 
giving them free. Normally, as noted earlier (p. 433) Nurcus do not give 
away their publications. 
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Five or six days after we had been to the ders, Hasan brought me 

the exciting nexs that I had been invited to an iftar party in a dershane 

in Fatih on 4 July with some Nurcus. Mehmet Kutlular and Mehmet Firinci 

would be among them. I asked Hasan to tell these two. a4abeys I would 

like to discuss my work with them. 

When I heard that they had agreed, I knew that the evening of Saturday 

4 July would be a time of great importance for me. With a list of questions 

in my brief case, I stepped into the dershane a quarter of an hour before 

the iftar was due to begin. Four people were seated in armchairs, every- 

one else was sitting on the floor in groups of two or three, chatting. 

After we had greeted everybody the only person to show any interest in 

us was a man in his fifties. He welcomed us warmly and Hasan introduced 

him to me, saying, "Firinci agabey, this is Ali bey". Thereupon Firinci 

aCjabey took me over to the armchair where Mehmet Kutlular was sitting 

and said, "Look Mehmet bey, Ali bey karde$imiz has honoured us by visiting". 

Mehmet Kutlular did not smile at all as Firinci had. Coldly he said, 

"Hoy geldiniz, Ali bey" (Welcome). Mehmet Firinci offered me his seat 

as there were no others empty, but I preferred to sit on the floor. 

It was a modest meal which almost twenty of us shared. Half of those 

present were young and looked like university students, the others were 

probably over forty-five and looked prosperous and were well dressed. We 

had our meal on the floor of this dershane with the older group. The 

young Nurcus who served us joined a corner of the circle of guests when 

the time came for us to start our iftar meal. 

Soon after the meal we performed our evening namaz together, but the 

teshibat which is said afterwards was somewhat longer than is usual in 

Turkey. We finished our prayers, but the people seemed to be waiting 

for something else to complete their accustomed routine. They were now 
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sitting in no particular or regular order around the hall. A man then 

stood up, took a book from a small shelf and offered it to another 

person who took it and, starting with besmele, began to read aloud. 

The others just listened. The book was one of Said Nursi's- 

After we had been served tea, most of the guests left us. It was 

nearly time for the teravih prayer. Some of us went out to perform our 

ablutions, then a young man started the call to prayer in the entrance 

of the flat. We finished the longest prayer, teravih, special to Ramadan, 

and again a long tesbihat. 

I then heard a voice addressing me. "What is it that you want? 

Come into this room and tell us! " These were the words of Mehmet Kutlular 

who continued, "Gentlemen, please get this room ready for us, and don't 

forget us when you are serving tea! Come on Cemal, and call Firinci 

aqabey too". We entered a small room with a divan that also served as 

a bed. Firinci and Kutlular sat on this while Cemal, Hasan and I sat on 

the carpeted floor. 

Without doubt everything I had so far said to the Nurcus was known 

to Firinci a6jabey and Kutlular agabey. I will describe both of them later, 

but at this stage I should mention that at our first meeting I did not 

find Kutlular friendly. He was a cold man who betrayed no emotion. On 

the other hand, Firincl aýabey, who had been one of Said Nursi's own 

devoted students, was very sympathetic and forthcoming. 

I told them almost everything about my study, taking Necmeddin 

ýahiner's book, Son $ahitler, as a convenient example of what I intended 

to do. I explained that I would adapt the form to suit the requirements 

of a study of Nurcus. I told them who I was, when I had first begun this 

study, why I chose this particular subject, why I had been working on it 

in England up to then and what I wanted to do in Turkey and how they 
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could help me. my most important task was to persuade them to help me. 

Although they already knew most Of MY story, I explained everything to 

them as if I was unaware of how much they knew. Kutlular listened 

impassively, but Firinci smiled encouragingly. They both appeared to 

consider my request thoughtfully. 

Kutlular asked me what sort of help I was seeking from them. To 

make a convincing case I said, "If you want me to study true Nurculuk 

I must speak to real Nurcus not to pseudo-Nurcus. I will write down 

everything they tell me. I will not make tape-recordings or get the 

interviewees to write out statements for me. I do not know the Nurcus 

in the cities I want to visit,, nor do I know how to contact them. If 

you do not give me introductions to them, I will just go and try to find 

people who claim to be Nurcus, so, in that case some strange views might 

be attributed to the Nurcus in my study". Kutlular then asked me with 

a look of self-satisfaction to show him my list of questions. Naturally 

I did not ask him how he knew I had a list but simply took it from my 

briefcase and handed it to him. As he looked through it his face was 

sometimes serious, sometimes anxious. 

"My word! I doubt if you will find anyone with time to answer so 

many questions! Any one of them could take hours to answer, " he declared 

loudly when he reached the last page of my list. Nevertheless, he indica- 

ted that he would allow me to proceed. In reply I emphasised that I was 

engaged upon a serious academic study that would take not hours but years 

to complete, and pointed out that Necmeddin ýahiner must have spent a 

very long time on his books. "I will do my best to find people who have 

time to speak to me. All I ask of you is that you should agree to this 

and give me your support, " I pleaded. 
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While Firinci looked through the list, Cemal joined in the 

conversation, asking in a friendly manner, "Kardeý, where do you want 

to do your research? " 

"Wherever I can find a Nur talebesi who will agree to speak to me. 

Ifipossible one city in each region of Turkey, " I replied. My friend 

Hasan who accompanied me said nothing during this interview. 

The questions on my list seemed to arouse no concern, but exception 

was taken to certain words used in connection with the movement, such as 

"group", "member" and "membership subscription". I was told that Nurculuk 

was not a group or a society, so there could be no membership or 

subscription. I explained that the terminology could easily be changed 

to suit the actual situation. 

I had realised from the start of our meeting that they had previously 

discussed my request and now it became clear to me that they had already 

decided to let me conduct my interviews. I put forward my request for 

the last time, saying they could help me by giving at the very least a 

dershane address in each of the cities I proposed to visit and also a 

letter of introduction to the kardes from whom I should seek help in 

finding a suitable person to interview. The request was granted by 

Kutlular. "Let us write a letter saying that this gentleman wants to 

produce a work like Necmeddin's and we should like them to help collect 

material for him. Cemal, you give one address in every city that Ali bey 

wants to visit. " 

Cemal fetched white paper which bore the following printed heading 

in Arabic: "In His Name, Be He glorified. Peace be with you and may God's 

compassion and His Blessings be upon you eternally and perpetually. " 

During my subsequent research I learned that Said Nursi himself used 

these expressions in letters to his students and I noticed some of the 
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prominent Nurcus used writing paper with the same heading which is 

similarly used on pamphlets circulated among Nurcus. 

Cemal handed it to me. Firinci politely asked me to write down 

what he said: 

"Our respected brother, 

We send thousands of regards and pray for you and request your 

prayers. 

The bearer of this letter, our brother Ali Bey, is working to produce 

a book similar to that of Necmeddin ýahiner. We request you to help him 

by answering his questions and collecting information from others when 

he comes to you. 

With thousands of regards". 

When the dictation was complete, both Mehmet Kutlular and Mehmed 

Firinci signed the letter. 

Thus I had become accepted as almost a fellow Nurcu. I thanked all 

of them for trusting me. As Kutlular was about to leave, he said, "We 

should be very pleased to hear from you what conclusions you have reached 

when you have finished your study". He and Firinci then left. 

Cemal, a pleasant fellow, the same age as myself, was a journalist 

working for the Yeni Nesil. He displayed a warm friendship and within 

half an hour he had given me one address for a city in each of the 

following provinces: Ankara, Gaziantep, Erzurum and tsparta. 

By the end of the meeting midnight had struck. As I accepted one 

more glass of tea, I felt confident and much happier. I was appreciative 

of Hasan's help in getting me into this favourable position. 

I left Istanbul the following day for my home town, Konya, on 16 

July and I started to seek interviews with Nurcus. 
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Konya's population is generally among the most pious in Turkey. 

I conducted four interviews there. The first was with a primary school 

teacher, Oursun, who had previously been an official in the Konya office 

of the Religious Affairs Department where he was known to all his 

colleagues as a Nurcu. We had known each other since I became an 

official at the headquarters of the Religious Affairs Department in 

Ankara. As I knew Dursun defended Nurculuk openly at every opportunity, 

I thought he would be an appropriate person with whom to start my inter- 

views since he would not be afraid of being questioned about Nurculuk. 

Moreover, he knew me as a previous colleague. 

I called on Dursun and chatted with him about my visit to dershanes 

and aCjabeys in Istanbul and then said I would like to interview him. He 

hesitated a little and asked me whether I had asked the aýabeys in Istanbul 

about this and what their reaction had been. When I showed him the letter 

of introduction from the agabeys he appeared to treat this as an order 

and started to show an interest in the content of the interview. I told 

him the rough outline of my proposed questions and stressed that the 

interview was not to be like an examination and that he would simply be 

asked to give, in the course of our conversation, some details about himself, 

his normal daily life, his opinions on certain subjects to do with the 

country, our religion, and so on. He seemed particularly relieved when 

I said that he would not have to answer every question if he did not want 

to do so. We agreed to meet the following day, again at his house. 

Dursun lives in a detached house on the outskirts of Konya. No more 

than three months had passed since his release from detention in the 

military barracks. In November 1980 he had been arrested on a charge of 

exploiting his official position to propagate his own religious ideas. 

He was detained for four and a half months and removed from his post 
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in the Directorate of Public Education, Konya. On this occasion, he 

explained, the charge was not Nurculuk, "Although they knew I was a 

Nurcu they could not find any evidence when they searched my house 

because I had removed all the books of Risale-i Nur. " 

In 1963, when he was teaching at a primary school, he had been 

sentenced to a year's imprisonment for making Nurcu propaganda in the 

classroom. (More detailed information about the people I interviewed 

and the cities where the interviews were conducted was given in Chapters 

VI and II respectively. ) 

The following day, as we were having a quick look at the list, 

Dursun raised his first question. "You are not going to use a tape 

recorder, are you? " Of course, I understood his fear. He told me during 

the course of the interview that some of my questions looked like the ones 

'they' had asked him when they were interrogating him. 

We started the interview that day in his home, a typical civil 

servant's house in Konya. The only rooms I entered were the one in which 

we worked together and the sitting room, which was plainly furnished with 

a divan and carpeted. The pictures hanging on the walls were landscapes 

with texts from the Risale-i Nur below or beside them. The fact that 

most of his pictures of photographs could be found in almost every dershane 

and in every Nurcu's home or shop clearly indicated that this place 

belonged to a Nurcu. (I have never seen the Nurcus display any picture 

of a living creature. Further information on their pictures was given 

in Chapter V. ) 

Because the schools were closed for the summer holidays, Dursun's 

sons were at home. They served the iftar dinner and a various other things. 

His wife never did. 
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When we were speaking about his family background, education and 

personal life, Dursun was very relaxed and just answered from memory. 

As I was writing down everything he said, Dursun was able to speak slowly 

and correctly while feeling at ease. Furthermore, having been a teacher, 

he was able to express himself clearly. 

I did not ask the questions in the same sequence as on the list but 

during the course of our conversation, I put the ones that seemed appro- 

priate at any particular moment. At first he seemed somewhat alarmed 

when the subject got round to the Nurcu movement and its membership, so 

I deferred probing into this topic until later. I think he was truthful 

and forthcoming in his answers but he possibly took particular care to 

choose his words carefully on certain sensitive subjects. Even on these 

subjects, however, his trust in me helped him to be frank. When I asked 

him his opinions he became serious and before answering he tried to 

recall what he had learned about those subjects from the Risale-i Nur. 

He did not consult the actual books at all during the interview; he just 

quoted what he had committed to memory. 

(All through my fieldwork some of my informants wanted to consult 

the Risale-i Nur and quote extracts. I let them read the relevant 

passage to me if they wanted to, but if they asked me whether they could 

get the Risale-i Nur to quote, I said I preferred to listen to their own 

words rather than readings. A few informants did not refer to Risale-i 

Nur, but they were, of course, still answering as disciples of Said Nursi. 

Their ideas were based first on the Risale-i Nur and secondly, if there 

was no explicit reference to the topic in them, they would give what they 

felt Said Nursi's Risale-i Nur implied on that matter. ) 

My first interview with Dursun took us eight consecutive days with 

an average of approximately six hours a day. On the first day, we 
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could not exceed five hours, but gradually we extended the time to seven 

hours a day. Apparently he enjoyed being asked about some serious 

problems of Turkey and not having his answers rejected. Although I was 

trying to conduct the interview in as natural a manner as possible, 

taking notes and most of the time writing down whatever he said, Dursun 

was clearly pleased to be made to feel he was an important person whose 

opinions mattered. I think that at the end of the interviews, he looked 

pleased with his statements. 

I asked Dursun to help me contact some less educated and, if there 

were any, illiterate people amongst Nurcus in Konya. I decided to choose 

less educated Nurcus from Konya to interview. My reasons for this were, 

first of all, I could approach and communicate with these sorts of people 

much more easily in my home town Konya than I could in anv other city, 

because local customs, dialects, sense of humour, etc., all have a much 

greater effect upon their behaviour than they do on educated people. 

Having come from the same city would give the opportunity to distinguish 

their own indigenous culture from the culture which had been gained by 

being Nurcu. For an interviewer, the importance of being able to use 

the same accent as an uneducated interviewee and adapt himself to his 

manner and customs is also obvious. 

Dursun suggested several people to me; none was illiterate. I chose 

only two of them. one was a craftsman, the other a tradesman engaged 

in buying and selling towels and shawls. W'e visited them in their 

places of work on the following day. Dursun told both of them about me 

and the work, especially about the approval of the a(ýabeys in Istanbul. 

Mustafa, the craftsman, said that he would be too busy with his work to 

spare time before the feast of Ramadan, but afterwards he could make 

himself available. 
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Hayati, the tradesman, works together with his brother, who is 

joint-owner of their shop. He agreed to have the interview on the second 

floor of their shop, which is used only to store the goods, just in case 

his brother might need to call for his help. We worked there four days 

before and three days after the Feast. Though he had only graduated 

from five-year primary school, he gave me quite interesting answers to 

the questions concerning political concepts as well as international 

affairs. He did not show any reserve, nor did he hesitate while he was 

talking to me. He gave me the impression that he was proud of being a 

Nurcu. He was, I suppose, aware of having a slightlv superior culture 

to that of his merchant colleagues and he though that this was because 

he read the Risale-i Nur. 

Mustafa, a very hard-working man, has his own workshop in the backyard 

of his house in a remote district of Konya and owns a number of carpet 

looms. Members of his family work at some of the looms and the others 

were to be given to other families to have hand-made carpets woven by 

paying them in return. 

On the fourth day after the feast, I telephoned Mustafa. He invited 

me to his house the next morning. He has a small self-contained flat in 

in his large house for guests. We began our interview in this flat 

while other members of the family were working either at looms or in the 

carpet cleaning workshop. When his wife knocked on the door, it was a 

sign of a ready service tray waiting behind it. He never allowed me to 

go out for lunch during the interview period of six days. 

I was astonished when he said that he had never attended any formal 

school at all. He learned the new Turkish alphabet from a village hodja 

while he was learning how to read the Koran when he was a seven year-old 

boy. Though this is not unusual in Turkey, what surprised me was that 
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there was a very large library in this flat, larger than is usual in 

Konya. The library mostly consisted of religious books. Mustafa used 

to be very fond of reading any kind of book until being introduced to 

the Nurcus, then he became interested in only the Risale-i Nur and other 

religious books. 

As soon as I completed my third interview, I went back to Ankara 

where I would meet my supervisor and make an analysis of the work done 

so far. I had two addresses to meet Nurcus in Ankara, one a dershane 

and the other was Yeni Nesil newspaper's office. They sometimes prefer 

to bring newly acquainted persons of high rank there rather than to the 

dershanes. After having a discussion about my study and work I had done 

in Konya, the director of the office asked me to come the next day. 

On the next day, I was introduced to a very well-educated retired 

civil servant, Hayri, who received me very politely. Showing great interest 

in my method of study, he encouraged me to stay in a dershane at least for 

a few days. He gladly agreed to give an interview to me at the Yeni Nesil 

office. He was working, apparently part-time, in a company as a consultant. 

Our interview, held in one of the small rooms of the office, took us 

almost ten days. Hayri showed an intellectual interest in all my questions. 

He gave his ideas freely, sometimes not sticking to the Risale-i Nur but 

neither did he give answers at variance with its teaching. He made no 

particular effort to remember exactly what Said Nursi said on the issue, 

though in Hayri's view, Said Nursi was the only marý; it of the time. 

Having been recognised as a researcher by the Nurcus in Ankara, 

requested them to inform the Nurcus in Gaziantep that I would come and 

have some interviews with them, where my next stop would be, so that I 

should not have to spend much time introducing myself and, more importantly, 

the nature of my study. My request was granted by making a telephone call, 
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so, before completing my work-plan in Ankara, I hurried to Gaziantep 

in south-eastern Turkey. Gaziantep is comparatively religious and 

traditionalist, culturally somewhat deprived, but economically reasonably 

developed particularly in comparison with its neighbouring towns. I 

obtained the opportunity to speak to Niyazi, who had been one of the 

first lyc6e students to express admiration for Said Nursi. He was 

actually the first such student to send a letter to Said Nursi declaring 

his loyalty to him, and promising complete devotion to the cause of the 

Risale-i Nur in 1960. The importance of this letter was, as Niyazi 

asserted, that it was both the first letter which Said Nursi received 

from a lyc6e student (although Said Nursi had prophesised that lyc6e 

students and graduates would constitute the bulk of his followers) and 

it was also the last letter which Said Nursi received before he died. 

He told his close students that he had accepted Niyazi as his spiritually 

adopted child. 

My interview with Niyazi, which continued continuously for seven days, 

took place in a Nurcurs shop in the town centre of Gaziantep. He hardly 

ever spoke to me without referring to the collection of the Risale-i Nur. 

He could well be called a hafiz of the Risale-i Nur, that is one who 

knows the Risale-i Nur by heart. 

on my way from Gaziantep to Erzurum, Niyazi accompanied me as far 

as Elaz1q, where we stopped a second time (the first was in Malatya, 

to visit Nurcus there). This journey was a part of his pattern of frequent 

regional tours. Nurcus of the same region visit each other at least every 

other month to discuss the hizmets and to obey what Niyazi regards as one 

of the Ostad's vital principles, 'extremely close contact between the 

Nurcu brothers'. 
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After careful consideration of what I had learned so far, I revised 

the questionnaire, changing the order of questions, omitting some that 

now seemed unnecessary because the answers were already apparent to me 

from my observations or previous interviews, and modifying some of the 

wording to use terms that would be more familiar to Nurcus and so put 

them at their ease. (The revised questionnaire may be found in Appendix 

II. ) 

Nearly three months after I had begun my work in Turkey, I was now, 

for the first time, staying as a guest doing research in a dershane in 

Erzurum. The dershane in which I spent well over two weeks had three 

floors: the ground floor contained accommodation for resident Nurcu 

students, the first floor was made into an enormously large hall to hold 

the daily meetings, as well as a few student rooms, while the second floor 

was for resident students. Because it was the university's registration 

time, candidates with Nurcu connections from all over Turkey,, particularly 

from the eastern part, were streaming into the dershane to get help from 

the Erzurum Nurcu brothers. Most of them were asking to make sure of 

accommodation in a dershane when they returned for the university opening. 

During my time in Erzurum there was a ders, meeting, every evening. The 

attendance at these varied, because registration dates differed from one 

institute or faculty to another. 

My first informant in Erzurum, Mahmud, was a lecturer in an Institute 

of Higher Islamic Education. He, himself, resides in another dershane 

in Erzurum and instructs the students there in the Risale-i Nur. Because 

of his knowledge of Arabic and his professional training, Mahmud was 

able to compare the Risale-i Nur with other religious books and he was 

extremely proud of this ability. When he arrived in my room early each 

morning, his first action was to recite one or two rhetorical sentences 
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from the Risale-i Nur by heart, and followed this recitation with a 

mumbled attempted explanation of his quotations while rocking his head 

to and fro giving the impression that he was the only one around who 

could absorb the profound meaning of Said Nursi's teachings. In fact, 

he really did nothing but quote from the Risale-i Nur, which he must 

have studied very hard. 

Nevzat, the second person who gave me an interview, is a biologist 

but he is not working on his subject any more. He is an ehl-i hizmet 

who has devoted himself to the cause of Nurculuk, busying himself with 

the organisation of the students, allocating them to an appropriate 

dershane, trying to ensure that they would get on well with the other 

students in the dershane and, more importantly, that they would grow in 

their knowledge of Nurculuk. In fact, Nevzat is one of several people 

engaged in similar duties. He is also rather more actively involved in 

local politics than the others usually are. During our interview he 

frequently had to answer the telephone and receive some of the dignitaries 

of Erzurum when theyvisited the dershane. Apart from those who live in 

Istanbul, Nevzat was the most experienced of my informants in interpre- 

ting the political views of Said Nursi. 

I left Erzurum soon after I had completed my work there. During 

my second visit to Ankara, I stayed in a dershane during the daytime as 

previously advised by Hayri. There I became acquainted with more Nurcus 

from the higher ranks of the civil service. 

This time I had an interview with a civil engineer, Alper, employed 

by the 'Ankara Cultural and Education Foundation' which is run by Nurcus. 

Alper was spending all his evenings and weekends attending derses held 

in different quarters of Ankara. We met each other every morning for 

seven days in the dershane which is very close to the district of Cebeci, 
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where the Ankara University campuses are surrounded by about ten dershanes. 

Alper, in effect, was somewhat reluctant to spend his days with me because 

he was eager to be with new students coming to the university from towns 

in the main Ankara University catchment area. He actually took quite a 

lot of time off from our interview to speak to the eighteen-twenty year- 

old new university students who had been given in their home towns the 

addresses of dershanes in Ankara. 

I left Ankara for Konya to complete my work there on my way to a 

western Anatolian city, isparta, in and around which Said Nursi had been 

ordered to reside for more than twenty years intermittently from 1926 

onwards. 

Tevfik, my last informant in Konya, is a Turkish literature teacher 

in the Girls' High School. As the feast day was coming closer, he invited 

me to his house in order to avoid spending time on anything other than 

the interview. We worked very hard for five days and finished the inter- 

view just before the Feast of Sacrifice. Nothing struck me as different 

from other Nurcu houses; the atmosphere, life style, the family 

relationship, etc. Perhaps the only exception was Tevfik's way of 

performing his prayers. Surprisingly enough, he omitted most of the 

s-dnnet parts of the namaz and the litanies which are supposed to be said 

by every Nurcu after the namazes. 

tsparta is a citY in which almost all the inhabitants have heard 

tales of the keramets (saintly miracles) of Said Nursi who was known to 

his contemporaries there as 'Hoca Efendi'. The followers of Said Nursi 

have recently bought the house where he had stayed as a tenant while he 

was in isparta and, I was told, that they were going to restore it to 

make a 'Said Nursi Museum'. The largest Nurcu investment is to be found 

here in isparta, it is a factory to produce the prefabricated house 
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construction elements. It had not as yet, though it was almost ready, 

started to manufacture but it was going to be the first in its production 

field in Turkey. I obtained an interview with Hakan, who had quite a 

distinct family background, in the office of this factory in the town 

centre. Neither he nor any members of his family had previously had 

anything to do with religion but Hakan is now a modern devoted Nurcu. 

When he joined them in 1968, the Nurcus gave, him a particularly warm 

welcome, mainly because his father was an important person. (A retired 

high-ranking army officer who had served for a while in Atatark's body- 

guard after graduating from the Military Cadet School of Istanbul. ) 

Hakan and his wife work in the same place, the isparta Academy of 

Architecture and Engineering, where the former is a lecturer and the 

latter is a medical doctor. She covered her hair with a headscarf 

arranged fashionably around her face, not in the traditional peasant 

woman's style, and joined us when Hakan and I went to the Ordu Evi 

(Officers' Mess) for lunch on weekdays during the week I spent in isparta 

interviewing Hakan. 

On 21 October I returned to Istanbul again to do the last of my 

field work in Turkey. By this time it was clear to me that all the 

important decisions of the Nurcus, whether religious, political, economic, 

or indeed on any subject, were being made in Istanbul. It was also 

apparent that these decisions were mostly taken - or largely influenced 

by - the aCjabeys living in Istanbul. In reaching their decisions they 

would take into consideration the writings of Said Nursi (the Risale-i 

Nur), the private instructions some of them had received from him or the 

actions they had seen him take. 

So, my interviews in Istanbul were of particular importance. The 

first of these, on this occasion, was with Mehmet Firinci whom I had 
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met five months before at the outset of my fieldwork and who had given 

his approval for me to do this research among the Nurcus. I conducted 

an in-depth interview with him from 22-28 October. 

Mehmet Firinci commented on the Risale-i Nur with great self-assurance 

and explained that he is particularly keen to give up-to-date explanations 

of Said Nursils political teachings as many of the words used by Said 

er Nursi in these writings no long convey the same sense that he intended. 

For example, me*rutiyet may be thought of as 'constitution' and in the 

pre-World War I period was so used, but many of the connotations of that 

term were later transferred to the word cumhuriyet (republic), so where 

appropriate Mehmet Firinci would favour a clear explanation to Nurcus 

that where Said Nursi writes in support of me*rutiyet, this should be 

understood today as a statement in support of the Republic. Mehmet 

Firincl claims that Said Nursi himself had given these same interpretations 

verbally in his presence between 1950 (when the writing of the last of 

the Risale-i Nur was completed) and 1960 (when Said Nursi died). Mehmet 

Firinci is therefore not giving his own interpretations, he is merely 

repeating what he has heard Said Nursi say, but he does so with complete 

confidence because of the long time he spent in Said Nursi's presence. 

Such interpretations by Mehmet Firinci and other aqabeys have a great 

influence on the way Nurcus and Nurcu sympathisers vote. The second 

person I interviewed in Istanbul was Metin, a lawyer and occasional 

contributor to the daily newspaper, Yeni Nesil. Every moment of the five 

days we spent together was put to good use as he is a well-educated man 

who knows the precise meanings of the words he uses (so one can be sure 

that when he mentions 'democracy' or 'liberalism', for example, he is using 

these words in the generally accepted sense), he was easy to get on with 

and he gave his opinions as a Nurcu without having to check first what 

the Risale-i Nur said in answer to every question. 
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attempted to interview the owner of the Yeni Nesil (formerly 

Yeni Asya) newspaper and chief policy-maker of Nurcus, Mehmet Kutlular. 

He agreed to do so, but in the event he was too busy to see me while I 

was in Istanbul. However, one evening, he was present with Mr Firinci 

in the dershane where Mr Firinci lives when I called to thank them for 

their help and give a brief report of the progress of my fieldwork. He 

then gave his views on the current political situation in Turkey and the 

Nurcu response to the 12 September army takeover. 

Before I left Istanbul on 9 November 1981,1 went to see Hamdi, who 

is a book designer working for the Yeni Asya Publishing House, and 

together we checked on the total number and size of printings of Nurcu 

publications including their daily newspaper, weekly and monthly periodicals 

and over 200 books on various subjects. We then went together to the 

IS6zler Yayinevi' where only Said Nursils books have been sold openly 

since 1976 and to a modern printing house owned and run by the Nurcus. 



APPENDIX II 

GROUP AND PERSONAL PROFILES 

Before I left England to conduct my fieldwork in Turkey, two long 

lists were drawn up detailing the items of information that I would seek 

to obtain in order to be able to depict a typical Nurcu individual and 

a typical Nurcu group accurately and comprehensively. These lists were 

designed as lists that might be appropriate to the study of any distinctive 

Islamic movement in Turkey; they took Turkish conditions into account 

but, since I did not at this stage have any practical experience of 

Nurculuk, it was accepted that many of the questions might in the event 

prove inappropriate to Nurculuk, and I was to make any modifications I 

felt necessary in the light of my contacts with Nurcus and experience 

in the field. 

As it may be instructive for the reader to see what modifications 

were made, the original and final forms of the first list, the Personal 

Profile form, are given below. The fact that some of the changes were 

necessary casts further light upon the nature of Nurculuk. The Group 

Profile form, also given below, was found to be suitable with scarcely 

any modification. 

The desired information was to be obtained by a mixture of direct 

and indirect questioning, observation and participation in Nurcu 

activities. The lists were not intended to be used like formal 

questionnaires with the sequence rigidly adhered to. Rather, they were 

intended to act as a "aide-memoire" to prevent significant matters from 

being overlooked during the interviews or other contacts with the 

movement. Nor were the lists to be used to define the boundaries of 
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discussion with respondents. If they volunteered additional material 

that seemed relevant, due note was to be made of it. 

This was, indeed, the way the research was conducted. During the 

in-depth interviews every effort was made to create a relaxed and 

informal atmosphere in which as much as possible of the information 

required could be gained in the course of friendly conversation, during 

which I would jot down notes. An indirect approach very often proved 

to be more productive than direct questioning. 

Nevertheless, even with this flexible approach, it was possible to 

develop a fairly standard pattern for most of the interviews. In 

outline, our discussions usually began with the interviewee's. family 

background, childhood influences, education, marriage and children 

(if applicable), religious experience, introduction to Nurculuk and 

further progress within the movement and the nature of his commitment 

to Nurculuk, the effect of his membership upon his personal relations 

with his family, community and the state, additional details of Nurculuk 

locally, then his opinions on a wide range of political, social and 

religious topics. 

The information gained is incorporated throughout the thesis, but 

particularly in Chapters II, III, V, VI and VII. 
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PERSONAL PROFILE - ORIGINAL FORM 

Particulars 

1. Name 
2. Age 
3. Place of birth 
4. Previous places of residence 
5. Have you moved from a rural to an urban area? 
6. Father's particulars 

Name 
Age 
Place of birth 
Present address 
Occupation 
Educational level 
Literary level 
Religious history: 

Record of membership of religious groups 
Record of religious observance 

7. Mother's particulars (same details as for father) 
8. Informant's marital status 
9. If married, date of present marriage and any previous ones 

10. Spouse's particulars (same as for father) 
11. Informant's educational record: 

Names of schools, colleges, universities attended 
Qualifications obtained 

12. Describe the dress of this informant 
13. Describe the appearance of this informant: 

beard, moustache, hairstyle, etc. 
14. State the forms of greeting used by this informant to other 

members of his religious group and to non-members 
15. Describe the manner of this informant: 

friendly, hostile; secretive, forthcoming; extrovert, introvert; 

optimistic, pessimistic; cheerful, gloomy; open-minded, bigoted 
16. occupational and earnings record 
17. Record of membership of religious groups 
18. Record of religious observance 
19. Present religious affiliation 
20. Position within the present religious group: 

leader or ordinary member 
21. If not an ordinary member, when was this informant 'promoted'? 

Joining the movement 

22. When did you join your present religious group? 
23. Who persuaded you to join? 
24. Why did you join? 
25. What did you have to do to join the group? 
26. Was there a formal initiation ceremony? 
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Membership 

27. Has membership given you the benefits you anticipated? 
28. What are the benefits? 

Spiritual 
Social 
Financial 
Employment - (Does the group help members to find jobs either 

where they live or when they move to another area? ) 
Other 

29. What relatives of yours belong to the same religious group as 
yourself? 

30. What has been the atttitude of your family towards your membership? 
31. How has membership of the group changed the attitudes of other 

people towards you? 
32. Has membership of the group made it easier or harder to get on 

with people who are not members? 
33. How has membership of the group changed your way of thinking? 
34. How has membership of the group changed your behaviour? 
35. Have you had to give up anything to belong to the group? If so, what? 
36. In what ways have you been helped by other members? 

Rules 

37. What are the rules of the group? 
38. Which are the most important of these rules? 
39. What rules did you have to accept on joining the group? 
40. What penalties are imposed for breaking the rules? 
41. Have you ever been punished for breaking the rules? Give details. 
42. Do yo u know of anyone who has been punished? Give details. 
43. What are the grounds for expulsion from the group? 
44. Do yo u know of anyone who has been expelled? Give details. 
45. What are the rules concerning members' behaviour towards people 

who have been expelled from the group? 
46. What are the rules concerning members who have voluntarily left 

the group? 
47. What in practice is the usual behaviour of members towards those 

who have left the group for any reason? 

Meetings 

48. What meetings do you attend? 
49. How often are these meetings held? 
50. How long do these meetings last? 
51. What do you do during these meetings? 
52. What feelings do you have during these meetings? 
53. What religious experiences have you had during these meetings? 
54. What religious experiences have you had at other times? 
55. What appeals to you most about the meetings? 
56. What aspects of these meetings do you like least? 
57. Is money collected at these meetings? 
58. Where are the meetings held? 
59. Are meetings open to the general public or only to members? 
60. Who conducts the meetings? 
61. Who else takes a leading part in the meetings? 
62. To what extent do ordinary members participate in the meetings? 
63. How are the meeting places equipped, decorated and guarded? 
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64. Is there any music, singing, reading, zikir? Describe it. 
65. Is literature distributed at the meetings, Give details. 
66. What teaching is given at meetings? 
67. What writings are used? 
68. What texts are given special emphasis? 
69. Does this emphasis change according to the situation? 
70. What has been the main theme of recent sermons and teachings? 
71. Are there any meetings you do not attend? 
72. Are any special meetings held at particular times of the year? 
73. Are any special meetings held at irregular intervals? 
74. Who owns the premises the meetings are held in? 
75. Are efforts made to make the meeting places comfortable and 

attractive? 

Finances 

76. How much money do you contribute to the group? 
77. What is this money used for? 
78. What are the sources of income of your branch of the group? 
79. Does the group as a whole have any other type of income? Give details. 
80. What is your estimate of the worth of the total assets of your branch? 
81. What is your estimate of the total assets of the group as a whole? 
82. How m uch are members expected to contribute? 
83. What are the main expenses of your branch? 
84. What are the main expenses of the group as a whole? 
85. Where does the group invest or deposit its funds? 
86. Does the group impose any restrictions on financial transactions? 

(e. g. refusing funds from certain quarters, refusing interest) 

Other details of the group 

87. Outline the history of your group 
88. What is the state of relations between your group and other groups? 

Give specific examples where possible. 
89. Does the group encounter much opposition? Give details. 
90. How is information spread throughout the group? 
91. How are orders conveyed throughout the group? 
92. Are there any distinguishing forms of dress or appearance by which 

you can recognise other members? 
93. Are there any secret signs by which you can recognise other members? 
94. Are there any ways in which members openly proclaim their allegiance 

to the group? 
95. Do you try to conceal your membership from non-members? 
96. What aspects of the group and its activities are kept secret? 
97. What is the most important element of your group's message? 
98. How is this message proclaimed? 
99. What efforts have you made to proclaim this message? 

100. What success have you had in proclaiming the message? 
101. What difficulties have you encountered in trying to spread the message? 
102. What is your reward for gaining converts? 
103. What efforts are made to encourage members to reamin in the group? 
10 4. What incentives are given to encourage members to work for the group? 
105. What grades of membership are there? 
106. How does one progress from one grade to another? 
107. Is there a separate 'rank' structure in the group, or does 

higher 'grade' also mean higher 'rank'? 
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108. How is 'promotion' obtained? 
109. In your opinion, do the best people gain promotion in the group? 
110. In your opinion, are the people in positions of responsibility 

in your group the ones who are best fitted for it? 
111. Are you ever frustrated because you are not given enough 

responsibility in the group? 
112. How widespread is your movement? 
113. Where is your movement strongest? 
114. Do you think your movement flourishes better in rural or in urban 

areas? 
115. Are there any marked class differences within your group? 
116. Are there any marked political differences within your group? 
117. Are you required or encouraged to support any particular political 

party or politicians? 
118. What is the age structure of your local membership? 
119. Do differences arise between the generations in your group? Give 

details. 
120. In what ways has the group changed since you joined? 
121. Is membership of your local branch growing? Static? Declining? 

Give reasons. 
122. Is membership of the group as a whole growing? Static? Declining? 

Give reasons. 
123. What are the rules of the group concerning the way children should 

be brought up? 
124. Are any special arrangements made to give children the teachings 

of the group? 
125. Are members' children discouraged from mixing freely with the 

children of non-members? 

Personal and group attitudes 

What is (a) your attitude 
(b) your group's attitude (if different from your own) 

towards the following: 

126. Education 
127. The importance of literacy 
128. The role of women in Turkey 
129. The role of women in the group 
130. Divorce 
131. Polygamy 
132. Birth control 
133. Namaz 
134. Prayer and supplication 
135. Alms-giving 
136. Pilgrimage 
137. Fasting 
138. Religious music 
139. Secular music 
140. Dancing 
141. Smoking 
142. Alcohol 
143. Theatre 
144. Cinema 
145. The opposite sex 
146. Mezheps 
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147. Wahhabis 
148. Islamic legal schools 
149. Tarikats 
150. Shia 
151. Other major religions 
152. Atheists 
153. Communists 
154. Freemasons 
155. Democracy 
156. Capitalism 
157. Liberalism 
158. Atatfirk 
159. The Turkish Republic 
160. The Caliphate 
161. The Religious Affairs Department 
162. Religious training in schools and universities 
163. imam Hatip Okullarl 
164. Turkish language reform 
165. Turkish alphabet reform 
166. Other AtatUrk reforms 
167. Armed Forces 
168. Police 
169. Turkish justice 
170. TRT 
171. Westernization/Modernization/Industrialization 
172. Kurds 
173. Armenians 
174. Other minorities in Turkey 
175. Foreigners 
176. NATO 
177. EEC 
178. UNO 
179. The Islamic world 
180. USSR 
181. China 
182. USA 
183. Britain 
184. Germany 
185. Other European states 
186. Arabs 
187. Israel, Iran, Iraq 
188. War 

Belief s 

State your beliefs on the following subjects: 

189. The Koran: is it all absolutely, literally true? 
190. Paradise: what is it like and who qualifies to go 

confident are you that you will go there? 
191. Hell: what is it like, who goes there and for how 
192. Angels 
193. Iblis 
194. Demons 
195. Predestination 

there and how 

long? 
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196. Saints 
197. Ziyaret 
198. Evil Eye 
199. Sin 
200. Sevap 
201. Sharia: is it the law of God? Should it be enforced today? 
202. Tasavvuf 
203. The founder of your group 
204. The leader(s) of your group 

Other particulars 

205. How much time do you devote to the group's. activities? 
206. How much time do you devote to private study and worship 

encouraged by the group? 
207. Have you been on pilgrimage to Mecca? 
208. If not, do you want to? 
209. Do you approve of pilgrimage to places other than Mecca? Give details. 
210. How often do you perform the namaz? 
211. Do you fast during Ramadan? 
212. Do you fast at other times too? 
213. Do you give alms regularly? 
214. Do you consider any books other than the Koran should be studied 

to learn the will of God? If so, which? 
215. Do you know Arabic? 
216. Can you read the Koran in the Arabic script? 
217. Have you attended a Koran course? 
218. Are there any special tasks you would like to undertake for the group? 
219. Do you wish to proceed to a higher grade or rank in the group? 
220. Have you ever travelled outside Turkey? 
221. Have you ever worked outside Turkey? 
222. Have you ever attended meetings of the group outside Turkey? 
223. Have you ever met or stayed with members of the group outside Turkey? 
224. Does your group have any special ceremonies to mark birth, marriage, 

death or other milestones in human life? Give details. 
225. What other groups do you belong to? 

Religious 
Social 
Political 
Other 

226. What newspapers do you read? 
227. What other reading do you do regularly? 
228. What radio programmes do you listen to regularly? 
229. What sort of films do you like? 
230. How often do you watch TV? 
231. What TV programmes do you watch most? 
232. How often do you go to the cinema? 
233. How often do you go to the theatre? 
234. When did you last go to the theatre? 
235. How much do you smoke? 
236. How much alcohol do you drink? Have you ever drunk alcohol? 
237. Which companions of your school days do you think have since been 

most successful? Why do you consider them to be successful? 
238. Who do you consider to be the most successful people in Turkey? Why 

do you consider them to be successful? How do you account for 
their success? 
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239. Does your group undertake any charitable works for members? 
240. Does your group undertake any charitable works for non-members? 
241. Does your group make use of charitable works as an aid to recruitment? 

Give details of the works and the success achieved. 
242. What do you consider to be the most important ways in which your 

group differs from other Muslim groups? 
243. What do you consider to be the most serious problem facing Turkey 

today? 
244. What remedy would you recommend for this problem? 
245. Is kirvelik practised in the group? 
246. Are any other forms of similar relationship recognised within the 

group. 
247. Is there any form of_mUrýpitlik within the group? Give details. 
248. Is there any rule of marriage to be arranged only from among Nurcus? 
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PERSONAL PROFILE - FINAL F-'ORM 

1. Life history (autobiography): request leisurely narrative starting 
with grandparents. 

2. Return to salient features systematically; childhood in the home, 
secondary school, high school, work history, social life, 
recreation, family life, military service. 

3. Major problems as child, how lived childhood over? 
4. Images of parents: good points and bad points, etc. 
5. Early memories of religious discussions in the home. 
6. Early religious feelings: 'good guys' and 'bad guys' in religious 

and patriotic feelings. 
7. When you were a child, did your parents have any special ideas 

about what you ought to do when you grew up? 
8. As a teenager, who were regarded as 'our kind of people', any 

tendencies towards rebellion, 'strange ideas', etc.? 
9. Age, place of birth, moved from rural to an urban area or not. 

10. What would you say the most important lessons of life have been for 
you? 

11. What was the most important event in your life? 
12. Educational records: names of schools attended, qualifications 

obtained, extracurriculum debating, special teacher, reading? 
Attended a Koran school or not? 

13. Father's particulars: age, place of birth, occupation, educational 
level, literacy level, religious history, membership of religious 
groups and observances. 

14. Mother's particulars: (same details as for father). 
15. Marital status: (if married) date of marriage and any previous ones? 

Form of marriage? 
16. Spouse's particulars: (same as for father). 
17. Does your wife follow your path? What does she believe? How do 

you feel about this? 
18. Children (if any): their ages, educational levels, do they follow 

their parents' path or not, religious attitudes. 
19. What kind of people would you like your children to be when they 

grow up? 
20. Would you like your children to be followers of the Risale-i Nur 

when they grow up? What do you think is the best way to teach a 
child how to follow your belief? 

21. Do you discourage your children from mixing freely with the children 
of non-students of the Risale-i Nur? 

22. Records of previous membership of religious groups. 
Record of previous and present religious observance and experience. 

23. What other societies do you belong to? Religious, social, political 
and others. 

24. Have you been on pilgrimage to Mecca? If not, do you want to? 
25. Do you fast at times other than Ramadan? 
26. Do you give alms regularly every year? 
27. Do you know Arabic? Other foreign languages? 
28. Can you read the Koran in. the Arabic script? 
29. Have you ever travelled outside Turkey? 
30. Have you ever worked outside Turkey? 
31. Have you ever attended meetings of the Risale-i Nur outside Turkey? 
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32. Have you ever met or stayed with students of the Risale-i Nur 
outside Turkey? 

33. What radio programmes do you listen to regularly? 
34. Do you go to the cinema? What sort of films do you like? If not, 

formerly? 
35. How often do you watch TV? What TV programmes do you watch most? 
36. Do you go to the theatre? When did you last go to the theatre? 
37. Do you smoke? If yes, how much? 
38. Have you ever drunk alcohol? 
39. When and how did you know the Risale-i Nur? When and how did your 

joining the cemaat (group) happen? 
(a) which subject aroused your interest most? 
(b) which peculiarity of the cemaat drew your attention first? 

40. Would you describe the person who caused you to know the Risale-i Nur? 
41. What were the reasons for you to join the cemaat of the Risale-i Nur? 

Which motives played the greatest roles? 
42. Has your participation in this cemaat given you the benefits you 

anticipated? a) spiritual, b) social, c) financial, d) employment, 
e) others? 

43. What has been the attitude of your family and your parents (if alive) 
towards your participation in this cemaat and reading the Risale-i 
Nur, and how do you think that they consider you. now? 

44. Are there any students of the Risale-i Nur from your relatives? 
45. Has your participation in the cemaat of the Risale-i Nur now changed 

the attitude of other people towards you? 
46. Has your becoming a student of the Risale-i Nur made it easier or 

harder to get on with other people? 
47. Do you have any friends among non-students of the Risale-i Nur as well? 

What is the proportion of them to students of the Risale-i Nur? 
48. How has your knowing the Risale-i Nur and joining the cemaat changed 

your way of thinking? 
49. Has joining the Nur cemaat affected your behaviour? In which direction? 
50. How much time do you devote to the hizmet of the Risale-i Nur? 
51. How much time do you devote to reading the Risale-i Nur and private 

worship encouraged by the cemaat? 
52. Which kind of books do you read other than the Risale-i Nur? 

What other reading do you do regularly? 
53. What newspapers do you read? 
54. What meetings do you attend? 
55. How often are these meetings held? 
56. Do the meetings cause you to make friendships; and do you meet them 

other times as well? 
57. What feelings do you have during these meetings? 
58. What religious experiences have you had during these meetings? 
59. What religious experiences have you had while you were with the 

students of the Risale-i Nur at other times? What is the source 
of your religious experiences other than the cemaat of the 

Risale-i Nur? 
60. What appeals to you most about the meetings? 
61. What aspects of these meetings do you like least? 
62. What in practice is the usual behaviour of the Students of Light 

towards those who have left the cemaat for any reason? 
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1. Outline the history of the hizmets of the Risale-i Nur in this 
city? 

2. Do differences arise between the generations in the students of 
the Risale-i Nur in. this city? Give details. 

3. In what ways has the cemaat of the Risale-i Nur changed since you 
joined?. 

4. Are the hizmets of the Risale-i Nur in your city growing? Static? 
Declining?. Give reasons. 

5. Are the hizmets of the Risale-i Nur as a whole growing? Static? 
Declining? Give reasons. 

6. Do the Students of Light undertake any charitable works, (in this 
city), and for what object? 

7. How is. the financial need of the hizmets. met? For instance, do 
you contribute any money to the hizmets? 

8. What is this money used for? 
9. What is your estimate of the worth of the total assets of this 

hizmets in this city? 
10. What is the state of relationship between the cemaat of the Risale-i 

Nur and the other religious cemaats? Give special examples of it 
where it is possible. 

11. How is this message proclaimed? 
12. What efforts have you made to proclaim this message? 
13. What success have you hadin proclaiming the message? 
14. What difficulties have you encountered in trying to spread the 

message? 
15. Does the hizmet of the Risale-i Nur encounter much opposition? 

Give details. 
16. What do you think about the reflection of the people of this city 

on the Risale-i Nur? 
17. Are there any aspects of the cemaat of the Risale-i Nur and its 

activities to be kept secret? 
18. (If there is not any) Why should it not work as a legally-formed 

association? 
19. Are there any marked political differences within the cemaat of 

the Risale-i Nur? 
20. In your opinion, what are the reasons for the cemaat of the Risale-i 

Nur in supporting a political party? What kinds of advantages 
are contemplated? 

21. Who do you consider to be the most successful people in Turkey? 
Why do you consider them to be successful? How do you account for 
their success? 
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What is (a) your attitude, (b) the cemaat's attitude (if different from 
your own) towards the following: 

1. Freedom and Liberalism. 
2. Equality; 
3. Democracy: 

a) What are the advantages of democracy compared to some other 
systems? 

b) What would happen if we lost our democracy? 
c) What kinds of things would you consider undemocratic? Why? 
d) About the hizmets in Nurculuk, are they democratically run? 

How do you mean? 
e) What do you think the future of democracy will be in Turkey? 

4. Human rights. 
5. Social class. 
6. Capitalism. 
7. Republicanism. 
8. The Caliphate. 
9. Communism and communists. 

10. Freemasons. 
11. Atheists and anarchists. 
12. Nationalism. 
13. UNO. 
14. NATO 
15. EEC. 
16. The Muslim world. 
17. The Arabs. 
18. The United States of America. 
19. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
20. China. 
21. Britain. 
22. West Germany. 
23. Other Western European states. 
24. Israel, Iran, Iraq. 
25. The Kurds. 
26. Armenians. 
27. Other minorities in Turkey. 
28. Foreigners in Turkey. 
29. The Turkish Republic. 
30. Turkish armed forces. 
31. Turkish police. 
32. Atatark. 
33. Turkish language reform. 
34. Turkish alphabet reform. 
35. Secularism and other Ataturk reforms. 
36. Westernization, modernization, industrialization. 
37. The importance of literacy. 
38. Education. 
39. Natural sciences. 
40. Religious training in schools and universities. 
41. imam Hatip Okullari and other religious schools. 
42. The Religious Aftairs Department. 
43. TRT. 
44. Turkish justice. 
45. The role of women in Turkey. 
46. Divorce. 
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47. Polygamy. 
48. Birth control. 
49. Theatre. 
50. Cinema;. 
51. Religious music. 
52. Secular music. 
53. Prayer and supplication. 
54. Namaz. 
55. Fasting. 
56. Pilgrimage. 
57.. Almsgiving. 
58. Sin 
59. Sevap. 
60. Angels. 
61. Satan. 
62. Demons. 
63. The Evil Eye. 
64. Predestination. 
65. Saints. 
66. Ziyaret (visiting tombs and graves). 
67. Paradise: what is it like and who qualifies to go there, and how 

confident are you that you will go there? 
68. Hell: what is it like, who goes there and for how long? 
69. The Seriat: should it be enforced in Turkey? 
70. Cihad (holy war). 
71. The Koran: is it absolutely, literally true? 
72. Do you consider any books other than the Koran should be studied to 

learn the will of God? If so, which? 
73. Mezheps (Islamic theological schools). 
74. Islamic legal schools. 
75. Tasavvuf (Sufism). 
76. Tarikats (Sufi orders in Islam). 
77. The Wahhabis. 
78. The Shiites and Alevis. 
79. Other major religions. 
80. In your opinion, why is the Risale-i Nur important? 
81. What kind of differences do you consider there are between the 

Risale-i Nur and other Islamic religious books? 
82. In your opinion, what is the method of the Risale-i Nur? 
83. In your opinion, what is the ultimate aim of the Risale-i Nur? 
84. The most important sections of the Risale-i Nur. 
85. What are the most important elements of the Nurcu message? 
86. The most important ways in which Nurculuk differs from other Muslim 

groups. What do you consider to be the most important among them? 
87. The main rules of Nurculuk: what do you consider to be the most 

important of them? 
88. Grades in Nurculuk. 
89. Your opinion about a4abeys (the students Said Nursi personally 

taught). 
90. Your opinion about Said Nursi. 
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Notes on the changes 

e. g. not, 'What do you think of your leaders? ', but 'What do you 

think about a4abeys? ' It was necessary to phrase the question in this 

way as Nurcus do not acknowledge that they have leaders. 

Some questions were omitted because, after an outline picture of 

Nurculuk had been built up from early contacts, the answers were obvious 

and to have asked them would have been offensive or show such complete 

ignorance of the nature'ot Nuruculuk that respondents might be antagonised. 

For example, it soon became apparent that questions on dancing fell into 

this category. 

As mentioned above, not all the information was obtained by asking 

questions. For example, when attending meetings, it was possible to 

discover by observation whether or not money was collected then, so it 

would have been superfluous to ask, 'Is money collected at the meetings? ' 
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GROUP PROFILE FORM 

Foundation 

1- When? 
2. Where? 
3. By whom? 
4. Why? 
5. How? 
6. What were its connections with Pre-existing groups? 
7. How does it differ from other Muslim groups? 

Developments 

8. What have been the main developments since foundation? 
9. When did these occur? 

10. Where did these occur? 
11. Who led these developments? 
12. How? 

Current State 

13. Total membership. 
14. Male/Female ratio. 
15. Age profile. 
16. Class profile. 
17. Occupation profile. 
18. Membership details of ........... branch. 
19. How many people work as full-time paid employees of the group? 
20. How many people work as part-time paid employees of the group? 
21. How many people work voluntarily for the group? 
22. What is the nature of the work done by the group' s employees? 
23. What is the nature of the work done by the group' s voluntary 

helpers? 
24. How many branches are there? 
25. Where is the headquarters? 
26. Where are branches located? 
27. Is membership rising, static or falling? 
28. What are the aims of the group? 

Recruitment 

29. How is the group's message spread? 
30. Who is it aimed at? 
31. Who is attracted and how? 
32. Who attracts new members? 
33. Who enrols them? 
34. Are there particular groups or individuals who would be refused 

admission? 
35. Why do people join? 
36. What proportion of new members are relatives of existing members? 
37. What is the method of induction for new members? 
38. What is the teaching regarding attitudes to ex-members? 
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Finances 

39. What are the group's total assets worth? 
40. What are .......... branch's total assets worth? 
41. What do these assets comprise? 
42. What is the source of funds? 
43. How much are members expected to contribute? 
44. Where is money invested or deposited? 
45. What are the main items of expenditure? 
46.. Does the group impose any restrictions on financial transactions, 

e. g. refusing funds from certain quarters, refusing interest? 

Property 

47. What property is owned? 
48. Where is it? 
49. What use is made of it? 
50. What property is rented? 
51. Where is it? 
52. What use is made of it? 

Meetings 

53. What regular meetings are held? 
54. What special meetings are held? 
55. Where are they held? 
56. Are meetings open only to members or to general public? 
57. Who owns the premises the meetings are held in? 
58. How are meeting places equipped, decorated and guarded? 
59. What form do meetings take? 
60. What teaching is given at meetings? 
61. What writings are used? 
62. What texts are given special emphasis? 
63. Does this emphasis change according to the situation? 
64. Who conducts the meetings? 
65. Who else takes a leading part in the meetings? 
66. To what extent do other members actively participate? 
67. Is there any music, singing, reading, zitir? Describe it. 
68. What is the main theme of recent sermons? Is this new? 
69. Is money collected at meetings? 
70. Is literature distributed at meetings? 

Rules 

71. Are there written rules for members? 
72. Are there unwritten rules for members? 
73. What obligations are imposed upon members and what prohibitions? 
74. What punishments are awarded for infringement of rules? 
75. Who awards these punishments? 
76. Who ensures punishments are carried out? 
77. What are the conditions for membership? 
78. What are the grounds for expulsion? 
79. How many people are expelled? . 
80. How often are disciplinary measures necessary? - 
81. What disagreements have arisen between members, when, why? 
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82. How are differences between members resolved? 
83. What rules are there to encourage obedience to leadership? 
84. What are the most important rules? 

Publications 

85. What publications are produced regularly? 
86. What publications have been produced up to now? 
87. Where are the publications produced? 
88. Who produces them? 
89. Who distributes them? 
90. To whom are they sold/given? 
91. What are the proceeds used for? 

Leadership 

92. Who is leader of the whole group? 
93. Who is leader of ......... group? 
94. How did (a) achieve his position? 
95. How did (b) achieve his position? 
96. When did these leaders join the group? 
97. What grades have they passed through? 
98. What authority does their position give them? 
99. What is the nature of their relationship with those under them? 

100. How old are leaders? 
101. Are there distinct differences in attitudes towards leaders 

according to the-. age of. the members concerned? 
102. What is the educational, social, cultural, political, financial 

background of the leadership? 

Mistellaneous 

103. How is the group organised? 
104. What is the rank structure? 
105. What is the group's response to social problems? 
106. What effect has rapid urbanization in Turkey had on the group? 
107. What other social changes in Turkey have had a marked impact on 

the group? 
108. Is the movement stronger in towns or in rural areas? 
109. What difficulties do members experience in society? 
110. What are the advantages of membership: social, spiritual, financial, 

occupational? 
ill. How does membership change a person: job, habits, moral attitudes, 

moral practices, relationships with other people, attitude to 
secular authority, political parties? 

112. What does the group consider the most important problems facing 
individuals in Turkey today? 

113. What does the group consider the most important problems facing 
the Turkish nation today? 

114. What is the group's attitude towards Kurds and other minorities? 
115. What are the most important ways in which the groups differ from 

other Muslims? 
116. Does the group have any distinguishing signs by which they may 

recognise one another: dress, beard, moustache, secret signs? 
117. What training is given to members' children? 
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118. Are members' children discouraged from mixing freely with 
children of non-members? 

119. Are any charitable works undertaken? If so, for whom? 
120. Is support given to any particular political party or politician? 
121. What is the communications network of the group? 
122. What special ceremonies does the group have to mark important 

stages of life? 
123. What beliefs are there concerning the founder and present leaders 

of the group? 

Note 

In practice 14. (Male/Female ratio) was impossible to establish because 
, membership' in any case is imprecise and women do not attend meetings 
with men. 

33. was irrelevant to Nurculuk as there is no formal enrolment. 



APPENDIX III 

SAID NURSI'S LIFE (1873-1960) 

No full, objective biography of Said Nursi has yet been written. 

Several attempts have been made to write the story of his life, mostly 

by admirers. His opponents have given brief accounts of his life but 

they rely chiefly on the information in books by Said Nursils followers 

and use this largely to ridicule the events there described on the 

grounds that they are naturally impossible. There is scarcely any common 

ground between the supporters and critics of Said Nursi in their treat- 

ment of his life. To his followers, Said Nursi is the mUceddid (the 

reformer of Islam) divinely appointed for the twentieth century as 

Mevlana Halid was for the nineteenth century, 
1 

and as such he is the 

inheritor of the Prophet Muhammad foretold by the prophet himself when 

he informed his umma that one mUceddid would follow him in each 

succeeding century. On the other hand, Said Nursils detractors claim 

he is a hypocrite and-liar, 
2 

has gone astray, 
3 

is 'a Kurd who served 

Communists', 
4 

'a peasant Kurd shaikh', 
5 

and his works are 'full of 

nonsense and irreligious words' 
6 

and 'lead Epeoplel to anarchy'. 
7 

Between these two extremes stands the social scientist. The distinguished 

Turkish sociologist, Professor ýerif Mardin, acknowledges 

Said Nursi's importance, saying he was 'one of the most persistent bogeys 

8 
of the Turkish Republic'. 

Since this thesis is concerned with the contemporary state of the 

Nurcu movement itself, rather than an objective study of Said Nursils 

life, the account given here will be drawn mainly from accounts of his 

life currently given by Nurcus themselves, since these are what help to 

mould the minds of adherents. 
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The earliest source for the life story of Said Nursi was an eight 

page pamphlet 
9 

written by one of his own students called Hamza in 1918. 

It is entitled as Bediuzzaman'in Tarihqe-i Havatindan Bir Hillasadir. 
10 

A year after this, his nephew, Abdurrahman Nursi (1903-1918) 11 
wrote 

his uncle Is life story entitled Bediuzzaman I in Tarihge-i Hayati. 
12 

This 

book has fifty-five pages and was printed in Necm-i fstikbal Mathaasi, 

Istanbul in 1919. The first book written about Said Nursils life in 

Modern Turkish script was by E4ref Ed ip Fergan. It is called Risale-i 

Nur Wiellift Said Nur and was printed by qelik Cilt Mathaasi, Istanbul, 

in 1952.13 

In 1958 a group of Nurcus who called themselves 'servants and 

students of Said Nursil, later regarded by Nurcus as A§abeys after the 

death of Said Nursi, wrote Said Nursils life story mostly based on the 

letters written by Said Nursi himself, defence speeches in courts given 

again by Said Nursi or his students, and letters, eulogies and poems 

written by his admirers. 
14 

Said Nursi himself authorised these students 

to publish the book 
15 

which was intended to be the main source of reference 

for his future biographers. 
16 

The full title of the book is Risale-i Nur 

Kalliyati Maellifi Bediuzzaman Said Nurst: Hayati, Mesleki, Terciime-i 

Hali (The Author of the Risale-i Nur Collections Bediuzzaman Said Nursi: 

His Life, Outlook and Biography). It was first printed by Do§us Ltd. 

ýirketi Mathaasi, Ankara, in 1958. Its 1960 reprint has 722 pages. It 

bears no author's name, and instead of a name at the end of the intro- 

duction the one word hazirlayanlar (compilers) is given. 
17 

In this 

introduction the aim of this book is explained as: 

Bu Tarihge-i Hayat okuyucularin nazarini - bu zamanda - Kurlanlin 

hikmet nurlari- olan Risäle-i Nur la (ýevirip, ofidan istifadeyi 

gbsterecektir. 
18 
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This biography will draw the attention of its readers to the 

Risale-i Nur which comprises rays of light of wisdom of the 

Koran - in this age - and will show them how to benefit from it. 

On another occasion the students and servants of Said Nursi explain why 

they mentioned in this book the extraordinary events that happened to 

Said Nursi: 

Risale-i Nurun ... hizmetini belirtmek igin Kurlan'in bir 

: ýakirdi ve Hazreti Peygamberin bir ummeti ve Allahlin bir abdi 

olarak nail oldu§u ikramlari zikrediyoruz. Din dUsmanlarinin 

bahanelerle taarruzunu ve insafsiz hdcumlarini red ve bir masumun 

iaasumiyetini beyan ediyoruz. 
19 

We state, in order to make clear the service of Risale-i Nur, 

the blessings he [Said Nursi] received as a pupil of the Koran, 

ananmet of the Prophet and a servant of God. We repudiate the 

hostility of enemies of religion under various pretexts and 

their outrageous attacks and declare the innocence of an 

innocent. 

Said Nursi sent a message to those who were writing his biography when 

he heard that this book was being prepared by them, saying 'Tafsilata 

20 lüzum yok. Yalniz Risale-i Nur Hizmetine dair bahisler yazilsin'. 

(There is no need to give any detailed explanation. Let only the subjects 

concerning the service of the Risale-i Nur be mentioned. ) Nevertheless, 

the book does include a great deal of information about Said Nursi's own 

personality. Professor Mardin comments that: 

The picture of Said Nursi one gets from this book is that of a 

person embattled from the earliest days of his life ... A closer 

reading of the same source, however, reveals how motivations are 

incorporated into the impinging institutional framework. A third 
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reading enables us to place the formation of Said's vocation 

within an even wider circle which one might name the '"World 

System" of his time ... 
21 

Following this authorised biography of Said Nursi, an English 

pamphlet was published about Said Nursils life in 1963,22 and then in 

1974 Nurcus in the United States published a book 
23 

which summarises the 

authorised biography. 

The first comparatively serious attempt at a chronological biography 

of Said Nursi was made by a young Nurcu Turkologist, 
24 

Necmeddin ýahiner, 

who said in one of his books about Nurculuk that he was working on the 

subject 'as a son of the Republict. 
25 

His book is called Bilinmeyen 

Taraflariyle Bediuzzaman Said Nursi - Kronolojik Hayati (Bediuzzaman Said 

Nursi - the chronology of his life and unknown facts about him). It was 

first published by Yeni Asya YayineViin 1974. In this thesis the 

chronology of Said Nursils life will be taken chiefly from the sixth 

edition of this work. 

In 1976, Maryam Jameelah wrote a sixteen-page book in English 

entitled A Great Islamic Movement in Turkey: Badee-u-Zaman Said Nursi. 

It was printed in Lahore and gives a very brief account of Said Nursils 

life. 

In 1977 Necmeddin ýahiner published more details of Said Nursils 

life after visiting all the places in Turkey where Said Nursi had lived 

and interviewing numerous people who had seen Said Nursi, visited him or 

lived with him. The first fruit of these travels was a book Published in 

February 1977 called Nurs Yolu (The Road to Nurs)(Yeni Asya Publications). 
26 

In the following year he published a more substantial work entitled 

Son ýahitler Bediuzzaman Said Nursilyi Anlatlyor (The Last Witnesses' 

Account of Bediuzzaman Said Nursi) which includes author's 
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interviews with the people. The second volume of the book came out 

in 1981.27 

An Italian biography of Said Nursi, entitled Badi' az-Zaman 

Salid-i Niarsi, 
28 

by Anna Masala, was published in Rome in 1978. It was 

based mainly on Nurcu publications in Turkish. There is also an Arabic 

book published by the Nurcus about Said Nursils life which is based 

entirely on Nurcu sources. 
29 

30 
The last of the books about Said Nursils life is by Cemal Kutay. 

This was published in 1980 as a Yeni Asya publication and was entitled 

qaýimizda Bir Asr -1 Saadet MaslQmani: Bediuzzaman Said Nursi (A Muslim 

of the Era of the Prophet in Our Time: Bediuzzaman Said Nursi). 

Necmeddin ýahiner wrote a foreword for the book, and he and Cemal U! ýak 

- both of whom work for the Yeni Asya Yayinevi and have published 

several books through this publishing house - provided some of its 

and 31 
explanations k footnotes, did the proof-readings and modernised the 

language. 
32 

All of these books, apart from the first two which were written 

during Said Nursils very early life in 1918 and 1919, divide his life 

into three periods. Said Nursi himself named these periods: Eski Said 

(Old Said), Yeni Said (New Said) and Ugfincu Said (Third Said). 
33 

In 

this thesis, this division will be followed with a small difference 

which simply subdivides the 'Old Said' period into two. Thus, from his 

birth until 1926 when he started writing the Risale-i Nur - he was then 

53 years' old - is the 'Old Said' period. In this period Said Nursi was 

very much involved in social life and believed that service to religion 

can be done only through Politics. The last eight years of this period, 

that is from 25 June 1918 when he returned to Istanbul from his 

captivity in Russia until February 1926 when he was sent to internal 
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exile to Barla, is the 'Transition Period from the "Old Said" to 

the "New Said '. 
34 

From 1926 to the end of 1949 is the 'New Said' period. During 

these 23 years, Said Nursi wrote the Risale-i Nur Collections 
35 

which 

are regarded by his followers as inspired works, and educated his 

'Students of Light' who are, as Said Nursi called them, the Nesl-i Cedid 

(the New Generation). 
36 

Throughout this period, Turkey underwent a 

profound change. In the eyes of Nurcus the Republic attacked the 

fundamentals of Islam 'under the domination of an atheistic philosophy, 

faithlessness and corruption', 
37 

and 'The medreses were closed [3 March 

19241, the call to prayer was banned', 
38 

in fact it was not banned but 

had to be made in Turkish, not Arabic (18 July 1932). 
39 

Moreover, 'the 

religious needs of the society were totally neglected, leaving this field 

completely emptyl. 
40 

As a result 'whatever exists in the name of 

religion, ' says ýahiner, 'was banned, and politics became the handmaiden 

of atheism'. 
41 

When the 'Third Said' period started in late 1949, Said Nursi was 

76 years old. It continued until his death on 23 March 1960.42 In this 

period 'Said Nursi combined the "Old" and "New" Saids, synthesising the 

two into the form of a mar! ýidl(guide) 
43 

in which capacityhe promulgated 

and expounded his message' (i. e. the messag(ý! he had previously proclaim- 

ed in the Risale-i Nur), 
44 

and 'by guiding the politicians and showing 

them the right path, he strove to make them serve religion., 
45 

One of 

the students closes to Said Nursi, Bayram Y-Gksel, says 'In 1953, when 

. Our Ustad was entering into a new he became his full-time devotee 

period and changing his customs, such as letting his students stay in 

the same house with him, performing sunset namaz together with his 

students in his house, conducting "morning derses" with his students 

soon after morning namaz and explaining the Risale-i Nur to them, 
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encourgaging his students to write and distribute the Risale-i Nur in 

Modern Turkish and reading the religious right-wing magazines ... none 

of which he did during his "New Said" period. 1 
46 

Throughout his 'New Said' period, Said Nursi used to stay alone in 

his house from before sunset until nine o'clock in the morning and 

47 
never used to accept anybody in his house during this time of the day, 

and also it was with the starting of this period that he stopped smoking 

cigarettes, reading newspapers and listening to the radio. 
48 

Only after 

1955 he began again to read all newspapers, regardless of their political 

stand and also asked his students to do so. 
49 

Said Nursi used, as the conditions of time and place required, 

various names and signatures in different phases of his eighty-seven 

year life. Each of these titles represents separate stages in his life. 

Sahiner lists these titles as follows: Said, ibn-i Mirza (Son of Mirza), 

M0114 
Me. ýhurkSaid (famous Molla Said), Said- ul-Meýhur (famous Said), Ehull- 

acaib (Brother of Wonders), ibnd ammill-garaib (Cousin of Curiosities), 

Ebla La-! ýey (Father of Nothing), Ceride-i seyyare (Itinerant Newspaper), 

Bediuzzaman-I Kardi (Kurd Bediuzzaman - 'Bediuzzaman' is translated by 

Nurcus as 'Wonder of the Age', Professor Mardin translated it as 

'Nonpareil of the Times'), Mirzazade Bediuzzaman Said Nursi (Son of 

Mirza Bediuzzaman Said Nursi, - Said Nursi started using 'Nursil as 

his surname relating to his birth-place, Nurs, after the Surnames Law 

was introduced in Turkey in 1934), Said Okur (only used in the proceed- 

ings of Afyon Court when Said Nursi went on trial in 1948 
50 

), and 

. 
51 

Bediuzzaman Said Nursi. 

Before starting studying the chronology of his life, one aspect of 

Said Nursi, his being mUceddid (reformer of Islam), as claimed by his 

followers, should be mentioned in order to give a brief picture of the 
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historical background to this claim. One of the books on Said Nursi's 

life introduces Said Nursi to readers in its first paragraph as follows: 

I assuredly Badee-uz-Zaman Said Noorsi was presented by Allah to the 

Muslims during the reign of evil of the past fifty years. ' 
52 

The 

evidence which led Nurcus to believe that Said Nursi was the mUceddid is 

this: 'Said Nursils predecessor, ýeyh Halid, the man who had brought 

a new Naksibendi doctrine to Kurdistan and whose lieutenants (Halifa) 

had riddled the sub-province of Hizan with their school ... ' 
53 

had left 

his gown to Said Nursi as his successor for the twentieth century. Said 

Nursi himself mentions this gown in one of his books and says: 'I am 

satisfied with some signs that Mevlana Halid who lived a hundred years 

ago sent me his own gown, in a special way, to wear. I wear this blessed 

hundred-year-old gown and thank God Almighty. ' 
54 

In fact, according to 

Said Nursi himself, when he was fourteen years old, he deserved to be 

vested by the Master with the gown which would have been the symbol of 

his diploma but, owing to his youth, he thought that it would not be 

fitting for him to wear a gown which the great doctor was wearing. 
55 

'In 

1940 (or 1939) Said Nursi as the imam (mUceddid) ofthe century 
56 

received 

the gown of the nineteenth-century mUceddid Mevlana Halid' 
57 

through one 

of the Mevlana Halid 's Turkish Mirid (disciples) 
, KUqt)k A., ýik. Thus 

Said Nursi received the gown of which he was previously deprived. The 

story about Said Nursi's receiving this gown can be summarised as follows: 

the grandson of KUq6k A*ik, Bahaddin Efendi, kept this gown with special care 

to be given to 'its true owner'. Bahaddin Efendi's daughter, Asiye 

MQlazi-mo4lu, came to Kastamonu with her husband, Tahir Bey, and they both 

found Said Nursi to be the one who was described by her great grandfather 

as the 'true owner of the gown' and gave it to Said Nursi when he was in 

Kastamonu. 
58 

For Nurcus this was the reason why Said Nursi had not been 
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vested with the gown when he deserved it fifty-three years before. 

'The acceptance of thb gown by Ustad now is a sign that vazife-i 

teceddad-a din (the task of reforming the religion) is transferred to 

Said Nursi himself ... And this right must be his too. ' 
59 

Mevlana 

Halid was born in 1776, Ostad was born in 1876. Thus, one of the 

60 
conditions mentioned in the relevant hadith was obviously met. ýeyh 

Halid's full name was Abull-Baha ohia al-Din Khalid al-Shahrizuri. He 

was known to his followers as Mevlana Halid. He was born at Qaradagh 

in the district of Shahrizur in Kurdistan at some time between 1776-7 

and 1780,61 his death occurred around 1827,62 so mevlana Halid died 54 

years before Said Nursi was born. Mevl&na Halid is therefore the fore- 

runner of the religious revitalisation movements in Kurdistan, Turkey, 

the 63 
Sulaimaniya, Damascus, India and Baghdad by spreadingk Naqshbandi order. 

In fact Said Nursi 'never submitted formally to the guidance of any 

: ýeyh, and regarded the structure and concern of the tarikat as 

inappropriate to the circumstances of the age ... 164 Although Hamid 

Algar maintained in his article that 'the influence of Sufism upon him 

(said Nursil was profound and can be seen to have permeated the entirety 

of his writings t65 neither Nurcus nor Said Nursi himself ever accepted 

that Said Nursi actually followed any -., eyh or order. They only claimed 

that 'what Mevlana Halid did in his time is the same as what the 

Risale-i Nur is doing in this century as far as the nature of their 

service and the reformation and reinforcement of religion is concerned. 
66 

1. THE "OLD SAID" 

1873 - Childhood 

Said Nursi was born in 1873 in Nurs, which is a small village of 

fsparit, in the administrative subdivision of Hizan. 
67 

Hizan is a 
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subprovince of Bitlis, 'in an area of Turkey then described in ottoman 

atlases as Kurdistan. He ESaid Nursi] was a native Kurdish speaker. ' 
68,69 

His father, Mirza, was a village molla with a smallholding of land and 

seven children. His mother's name was Nuriye. 
70 

When Said Nursi was a child, theological subjects were the most 

popular topic for discussion among Muslim learned men, and even in his 

home village Said listened to such discussions during the long winter 

evenings. 
71 

In 1882, when he was nine years old, Said went to another 

nearby village, Ta4, to attend Molla Mehmed Emin Efendi's medrese, but 

soon afterwards he had to leave the school because he had a quarrel with 

one of his fellow students. 
72 

He returned to his own village. Because 

Nurs was a very small village and it had no medrese, Said had to be 

content with the personal instruction of his elder brother, Molla Abdullah, 

who was studying elsewhere and used to come to the village once a week. 

A year later, having been dissatisfied with his education which was only 

one day a week, Said, in order to receive full-time education, left home 

again for another nearby village, Pirmis, and then went to the highland 

property belonging to the ýeyh of Hizan, Seyyid Nur Mehmet Efendi. 
73 

Said stayed there until he quarrelled with his brother Molla Abdullah 

and left the same night for the village of Nursin and then to his own 

village Nurs. 
74 

He spent the winter in his parents' house. As a result 

of a dream, he again felt the urge to study and went to Arvas and then 

to Bitlis in 1888 when he was fifteen years old to study in ýeyh Emin 

Efendi's medrese. One of the Seyh's students was teaching Said, but 

he wanted to received instruction directly from the Seyh When the 

ýeyh refused to accept Said as one of his own students, Said left 

the medrese and went to Bayezit, a small town in Erzurum province where 

he received a three-month full-time course from ýeyh Mehmet Celali 
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himself. During this three-month period, Said studied all the books 

taught in the medrese, but only in general, not in detail. When his 

master Mehmet Celali Efendi asked him why he was doing so, he replied: 

'First I want to know what subjects these books mention and then I will 

study only those which match my character. ' According to ýahiner, 

Said's purpose was to emphasise the idea of reform - which was part of 

his natural disposition - and to apply it to the classical methods used 

in the medreses. 
75 

At the end of this three-month period, Said acquired his icazet 

(diploma) from the Bayezit Medrese's maderris (professor) ýeyh Mehmet 

Celal Efendi in 1888 and became 'Molla Said'. 
76 

Molla Said then 

wanted to go to Baghdad to see the great learned 

men of Islam there. On his way to Baghdad he stopped at Bitlis and then 

at Sirvan to see his elder brother Molla Abdullah. After he had proved 

his authority in religious sciences before Molla Abdullah, he went to 

Siirt where he was examined by the famous molla of the district, Molla 

Fethullah. Molla Fethullah was astonished to see such a high level of 

intelligence and memory combined in one person. Said then became well 

77 
known as 'Said-i Meshur'. Molla Said did not continue his journey to 

6 

Baghdad but carried on travelling from place to place. From Siirt he 

came back to Bitlis and then went to Tillo where he confined himself in 

a tomb and memorised the 'Kamus-u Okyanus, up to the section 'Sin' 

(fourteenth letter of the Arabic alphabet). From Tillo he went to Cizre 

(a small town in Mardin province) where he silenced by argument all the 

learned men of the area, then he went on to Mardin itself. 78 

1892: Molla Said in Mardin - aged 19 

'According to a statement in his authorised biography, Mardin 

was the place where he started on his "first Political life". The 
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expression is possibly related to a widening of his intellectual 

horizons which resulted from meeting two students of theology who were 

passing through Mardin. One of these students was a follower of 

Cemaleddin (Djemaleddin) al Afgani (1839-97)... The second traveller 

from whichSaid received information about the world of Islam outside 

the Ottoman Empire was a member of the Sanusi order. ' 
79 

Here in Mardin, Molla Said carried on inviting the learned men of 

the city to public debate. At the end of each of these he was always 

triumphant. He thus proved his superiority in theological sciences 

over the other learned men, and to mark his distinction, Haseyin qelebi 

Pasa offered him a lot of presents but he did not accept any of them 

apart from a rifle. 
80 

Molla Said's activities in Mardin did not please the Governor of 

the city, Nadir Bey, and he was sent into exile to Bitlis under armed 

guard. On the way Molla Said asked the guards to take his handcuffs 

off in order to let him perform his namaz but the guards did not permit 

this. Thereupon Molla Said got out of his handcuffs as easily as if 

they had been a handkerchief and performed his namaz. The story quickly 

spread among the people of Mardin. Later on, when Said Nursi was asked 

how he could manage to undo the handcuffs, he said: 'it can only be the 

miracle of namaz. '81 

The Governor of Bitlis, Omer Pa! ýa, assigned a room in his house for 

knowledge 
Molla Said. 'Here he extended his /. by reading a whole series of 

Islamic classics. He also took up the study of the secular sciences of 

geography, chemistry and mathematics, the newly prestigious subjects 

about which the graduates of secular schools boasted. Newspapers and 

books published in Istanbul which were received by the governor were 

another source of new ideas and information. ' 
82 

During two years in 

Bitlis, Molla Said is said to have memorised eighty books about Islamic 
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classics and modern secular sciences. 
83 

it appears that he began to 

sense the growing need for a fresh exposition and defence of the Qurlanic 

message in the face of modern materialism'. 
84 

He received his last 

education in Islamic classics from 

the same time a Naqshbandi ýeyh 

ýeyh, Muhammed KUfrevi who was at 

85 
and that was in Bitlis too. 

The Governor of Van, Hasan Paýa, invited him to Van in 1894 where he 

lived fifteen years with frequent intervals. Here Molla Said stayed 

first under the auspices of Hasan Pasa and then of Tahir Paýa. When 

Tahir Pasa was appointed governor to the city, Molla Said stayed in 

Tahir Pasa's official residence. In Van he concentrated his studies 
9 

even more on secular sciences. 
86 

He told one of his most devoted 

students, Mustafa Sungur, about these studies and the conclusion he 

reached: 'I used to repeat eighty-ninety books which I had memorised. 

They then became steps for me to climb up to the truths of the Koran; 

at the end I reached these truths and then realised that every verse 

of the Koran encompasses the whole universe. I was no longer in need 

of any other thing Ebook]. The Koran alone was sufficient for me., 
87 

It was during these years that Said-i Meshur was given another 

title, 'Bediuzzaman' (Wonder of the Age), by the learned men who were 

astounded by the sharpness of Molla Said's intelligence and capacity in 

spite of his youth. Molla Said thereafter started using this title as 

his signature. Questionned why he used this title since it implied 

self-praise, he published an article in the Volkan on 15 April 1909 

saying: 'It is not for self-praise. By using this title I display 

proof that I apologise for my faults, because 'Bedil means strange. It 

is strange, it is contradictory just as are my character and features, 

my style of writing and dress. In using this title I am asking my 

readers not to apply to my style and reasoning the same criteria by 

which such subjects are currently judged., 
88 
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Bediuzzaman mentions in Mektubat, one of the main books of the 

Risale-i Nur, a vivid dream he had had long before the First World War - 

when he was in Van. The dream and its interpretation by Bediuzzaman 

are an important guide to the understanding of his subsequent life. 

I was on the foot of Agri Mountain which is called Mount 

Ararat. Suddenly, a terrifying explosion blew this mountain 

apart. It scattered huge pieces all over the world. In a state 

of terror I looked and found that my late mother was beside me. 

said to her "Mother, do not be afraid! It is the will of 

Almighty God. He is Compassionate and All Wise. " While still 

aw4re in the same state, I becamekof an important person addressing me 

in a commanding tone: "Explain the miraculousness of the Koran! " 

I woke up and I understood that there would be a big 

explosion, and after this explosion and revolution the walls 

protecting the Koran would be destroyed, and then the Koran alone 

would directly defend itself. And the Koran would be attacked 

but its miraculousness would be its impregnable armour. A man 

like me - although it would be beyond my normal ability - would 

be designated to explain an aspect of this miraculousness in this 

age and 1 understood that I was so designated. 
89 

1896: Bediuzzaman on his way to Istanbul - aged 23 

To his dying day, Said Nursi always firmly believed that a 

university should be opened in Eastern Anatolia. That was the project 

that he called the Medreset-az Zehra which was to be patterned after 

Al-Azhar University in Cairo. 
90 

The centre of this university would be 

either in Van or in Diyarbakir. The neighbouring cities also would 

have faculties. 
91 

In this projected Medreset-az Zehra, the languages 

of instruction were to be 'lisan-i Arab! vacib, Kurdl caiz, Turki 
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lazim ... 
ý2 

( ... Arabic language as 'necessary', Kurdish 'permitted' 

and Turkish 'requisite' ... ). (He himself wrote and spoke all three 

of these languages. ) 

Through this project, Said Nursi hoped to implement his ideas on 

reforming the medrese system by synthesising 'the old and new learning, 

a wish that had inspired also his attempts at formulating a new kalam'. 
93 

This was stated by Said Nursi as: 'Funun-u cedideyi, ulam-u medaris ile 

mezc ... 19ýCombining the modern sciences and the theological sciences). 

(The ulfmn-u-medaris were so called because the medreses taught nothing 

but the theological sciences) He said that the curriculum of the 

secular schools should include theological sciences. By this means 

'students of secular schools would be saved from becoming atheists and 

students of medreses from becoming fanatics. 
95 

The consequence of this, 

as hoped by Bediuzzaman, 'was to aid in the reconciliation and fusion of 

three antagonistic groups: the adherents of modern learning (ehl-i mektep), 

the students of the traditional sciences (ehl-i medrese) and the followers 

96 
of the Sufi tarikats (ehl-i tekke .1 

Having strongly believed the necessity of the establishment of the 

medreset-Qz-Zehra Bediuzzaman journeyed to the capital city of the Empire, 

Istanbul, in 1896 in the hope that the Sultan would give help for this 

project. on his way, Bediuzzaman met Yahya Nuzhet Pasha(one of Sultan 

Abdulhamid's advisers 
97 ) in Erzincan. Yahya Nuzhet Pashagave him a letter 

addressed to the Imperial bird-keeper, Mustafa B, ey, giving information 

about Bediuzzaman. 
98 

'The Sultan had been gathering a number of leaders 

of religious orders from all parts of the Islamic world in an attempt to 

use Islam as a political formula to instil a feeling of collective 

identity among his Muslim subjects. Said joined these Islamic experts 

in residence in Istanbul and was placed with the Imperial bird-keeper, 
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Mustafa bey in a house inside Yildiz Palace. ' 
99 

Bediuzzaman stayed 

here a year and a half and made the acquaintance of the various 

religious and political leaders of the Muslim right 
100 

among whom 

Esref Bey 
101 

was the most important as far as Said Nursils collaboration 

Se ret 102 
with thelOrganisation in his later life is concerned. 

Apparently, Bediuzzaman could not approach the Sultan and eventually 

had to go back to Van empty-handed. Here in Van he continued his private 

teaching in his small medrese known as Horhor medresesi which was named 

after a spring in the ancient castle of Van. 
103 

In November 1907, Bediuzzaman came for the second time to Istanbul 

where the political life was then very active, just before the Young 

Turk Revolution. Bediuzzaman especially attracted the attention of the 

religious and political leaders because of his public debates with 

learned men in Istanbul. These debates were so challenging that even 

on the door of his room in ýekerci Hani, Bediuzzaman hung a plate on 

which the following sentence was written, 'Here every question is 

answered, every problem is solved, but no question is asked. ' 
104 

Hasan 

Fehmi Basa4lu, at present a member of the Consultation Council of the 

Religious Affairs Department, said that he had been surprised when he 

had heard about this plate and as a distinguished medrese student he 

had prepared several puzzling questions to ask Bediuzzaman in his room. 

He was astonished with the answers Bediuzzaman gave. After the questions 

were answered, Bediuzzaman told him that he had come to Istanbul to 

explain to the authorities the inadequacy of governing Eastern Anatolia 

with the Hamidiye regiments (military units set up by Sultan Abdulhamid 

to be used in the administration of the remote lands of the Empire) and 

the necessity of developing Eastern Anatolia in education, art and 

science. 
105 
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Said Nursi himself explained later on why he preferred the public 

debate method: 

The reason for this is that I came to Istanbul and saw that 

medreses had not made as much progress as other departments 

had. The cause of this was that developing students' skills 

in solving problems by referring to books had replaced their 

capacity to learn by reasoning, and also the lack of debate 

among students and lack of learning by reasoning created states 

such as dullness, incapacity and idleness among them. 
106 

Bediuzzaman was attracting attention through his mode of dress, 

too, which was the Eastern Anatolian costume and was not the dress 

learned religious men then wore. A. B. G61pinarli described 

Bediuzzaman's appearance in Istanbul as: 

This person [Said Nursi] with a thin curling moustache was 

wearing a tall fez, on and around which were wound light silk 

turbans whose fringes hung down, and a waistcoat embroidered 

silver 
with gilt thread, and a pair of baggy trousers, while 

round his waist a dagger and a pistol were suspended from a 

cummerbund with hanging fringes. This was the first time 

107 
Istanbul had seen a learned man of religion thus attired. 

Said Nursi again explained the reason for his peculiar dress: 

This protest dress is to announce my lack of interest in wordly 

ambitions, to showing opposition to the customs of the country, 

and to those of the general public by the naturalness of my own 

humanity both inwardly and outwardly, and also to display my 

love for my homedistrict ... And also by this action Ewith 

this dress] to encourage the local industries through personal 
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example. Furthermore, I thus indicate this is a time of 

renewal and I show the tendency to reform is a part of my 

natural disposition. 
108 

While in Istanbul in 1907, Bediuzzaman was to present the Sultan 

with a reform project. 
109 

The newspaper report of this said that 

Bediuzzaman started his petition, which was signed Molla Said-i Meshur, 

as follows: 'Although the condition of the Easterners who are an 

important element in the Ottoman nation is known to the state, I ask 

permission to present some wishes and requests relating to service to 

scholarship that is sacred', and then summarised the rest of the 

petition: 

Some schools have been set up in Eastern Anatolia, but only 

those who know Turkish are benefiting from the subjects which 

are taught there. On the other hand, those who do not know 

Turkish are content with the subjects taught in medreses for 

progress and improvement. The children of this region are 

deprived of instruction and education because the teachers in 

these schools do not know the local language. The situation 

gives rise to great confusion and backwardness. ' 

As a solution, Bediuzzaman suggested the Sultan should set up 'a 

university on the shores of Lake Van where the local Kurdish-speaking 

population would be given the means to become assimilated into Ottoman 

culture and where the religious learning of the resident sages of the 

region would be elevated by training in the positive sciences. ' 
110 

on receiving this petition, the Sultan summoned Bediuzzaman who 

then told Sultan Abdulhamid personally: 

The post of Caliphate is not confined solely to the sublime 

ceremony on the occasion of Friday namaz. The Caliph should 
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have material power as well as moral, so that it will be the 

surety and guarantor of all the affairs of the Umma of Muhammad 

from all over the world. 

He is also reported to have said to the Sultan: 

There is no despotism in Islam. To give a ruling on a person is 

a right which can only be enjoyed by canonical courts whose 

proceedings are open to the public. These rulings cannot be given 

in camera and cannot be based on secret reports that conceal the 

intrigues of people whose true character is unknown ... 
112 

ýeyhulislam Cemaleddin Efendi who was present in the meeting told 

his son Muhtar Bey that he had never seen anybody who presented his 

opinions so bravely before the Sultan. 
113 

After this meeting, because 

of this bold criticism of institutions Sultan Abdulhamid had set up to 

gather information through secret agents, Bediuzzaman was sent for trial 

by military court. 

In the Yild1z military court, Bediuzzaman's reply to the question 

'To which Kurdish tribe do you belong? ' was 'I am an Ottoman. My 

Kurdishness arises from the name given to the people of the region where 

was born and brought up. ' Bediuzzaman repeated in the court all that 

he had said to the Sultan. The public prosecutor, SUrQri Efendi, asked 

him how he could use insulting words about His Imperial Majesty the 

Sultan. Bediuzzaman replied that he had used these to the Caliph himself, 

and if the prosecutor did not believe him he should ask the C&Iiph 

himself. On receiving this answer, the court wanted to get rid of 

Bediuzzaman, and did so by obtaining a report from a health committee 

stating that he was mad and so they sent him to the Topkapi lunatic 

asylum. 
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In the following year, 1908, Bediuzzaman published a book called 

Divan-i Harb-i Orfi (Military Court) and explained there that the 

real reason he was sent to the lunatic asylum was, apart from his 

strange dress and method of argument, his ideas about the unification 

of education which was held in medrese (religious school), mektep 

(secular school) and tekke (dervish lodge), and his ideas about the 

position of the preachers. Bediuzzaman had said to the Sultan that 

preachers spoke to the people as if they were taking them back to the 

remoteness of olden times. Their sermons were so full of exaggerations 

that none could believe them except those who submitted themselves to 

religion and who were ready to follow the religious leaders blindly. In 

an age when everybody looked for proof and wanted to be convinced with 

evidence, it was not enough to ornament bold claims with bright words. 

He added that the preachers had to verify what they said and be accurate 

114 
so that the balance of religion would not be destroyed. 

The Nurcu viuw is that Said Nursi was put away by the Court because 

'the despotic pasha who regarded people as slaves could not find any way 

for their own rest and comfort other than sending him ESaid Nursi] to 

the lunatic asylum, thinking that to behave with that degree of courage 

could not be the action of an intelligent person. 
115 

When doctors failed to find any grounds to certify him insane, 

Bediuzzaman was released from the lunatic asylum, but was kept for a 

while under gendarmerie surveillance. During this time he was offered 

some money as a gift from the Sultan and a salary of thirty liras a month 

on condition that he would go back to his own home district in Eastern 

Anatolia. Bediuzzaman rejected this offer, saying: 'I am not a beggar 

asking for a salary ... I have not come here for myself but for my country. 

This bribe you have offered me is hush-money ... 1116 
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At the first opportunity Bediuzzaman went to Salonika to get 

acquainted with the ruling members of the Committee of Union and Progress. 

Eýref Sencer Kuýqubaý!, the President of the Secret Organisation, is 

reported to have said that Bediuzzaman drew attention to himself in a 

short time in Salonika because of his dress and open support for the 

Committee. 
117 

1908: Bediuzzaman and the Committee of Union and Progress - aged 35 

On 25 July 1908, the third day of the Second Constitutional period, 

Bediuzzaman in his capacity as a learned man of religion, delivered the 

first speech in HZrriyet Meydani (Freedom Square) in Salonika in a 

public demonstration organised by the Committee of Union and Progress. 
118 

In his long speech, Bediuzzaman suggested five principles for the 

new regime: 1) unity of hearts; 2) love of compatriots for one another; 

3) education; 4) respect for labour; 5) an end to unwise expenditure, and said 

Through despotism and ignorance we were rotting in the grave. 

Now, through the Constitution which we gained by unifying the hearts 

of the nation we are being reborn and will grow strong. Inspired 

by the miracles of the Prophet, in pursuit of his aim which is the 

source of strength of our faith, we shall travel with the speed of 

a train along the way from the sort of civilisation in which we 

were stuck for centuries towards democracy - which is the proper 

means of consultation. Thus we will go together with the civilised 

119 
nations shoulder to shoulder. 

He also warned the audience, saying: 

compatriots! Do not take freedom in the wrong sense allowing it 

to run away from us or strangle us by taking the form of the rotten 

and putrified old despotism. Freedom can be made real and flourish 

only by its own rules, by the principles o 
Phe ýeriat (the laws of 
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Islam) and by good moral qualities ... Otherwise, to use 

freedom to do whatever the baser instincts desire and thus 

accept transgressions and extravagance will under the pretext 

of salvation from a Sultan's despotism lead us into all sorts 

of slavery and degradation unworthy of freedom. 
120 

Bediuzzaman's relationship with the committee passed through three 

phases: 

a) from 1908 to 1912, Bediuzzaman supported the Committee, working 

with the Islamist group in it. 
121 

When years later, in 1936, Said 

Nursi was discussing this time with his followers, he said he had had 

little choice but to support the Committee for those four years, although 

it was contrary to his temperament. 

b) from 1912 to 1922, Bediuzzaman was in opposition to the Committee 

as the Islamists lost their power on it. 

C) From 1922 onwards, Bediuzzaman had his own way and was, as he puts 

it, 'in silence' as far as his attitude towards the Committee is 

concerned. 

During the first years of his support, Bediuzzaman publicly 

criticised the non-Islamist members of the Committee and approved the 

Constitution in the form of Meýrntiyeti-i Meýrala (Constitution in 

accordance with the Laws of Islam) as accepted by the Islamist wing of 

the Committee. 
122 

Bediuzzaman explained his disagreement with the non- 

Islamists in the Committee in an article written in answer to a question 

asked by the public why he had left the Committee though he had 

previously been allied with it. He said: 

I did not leave the Committee. Some of them left it. I am 

anA 
still in alliance with people like Niyazi Bey-,, Ktnver Bey. But 

some left us, turned aside and became bogged down, though I 
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have no doubt about their ardour ... 

I am always with religious and public-spirited people 

I am still following the way that I had announced in the speech 

delivered in Freedom Square in Salonika. I am trying to 

perpetuate within the limitation of the 
ýeriat the me: ýr-atiyet-i 

meý; rtila (Constitution of the Islamic laws) which is the means 

123 
of upholding God's word and the grandeur of Islam. 

As for his being silent about the Committee after 1922, Said Nursi 

explained in his book SUnuhat, which was first published in 1922, that 

he did not attack the Committee then because their enemies were 

attacking them severely, to destroy their firm resolution and constancy, 

which were in fact virtues. He remained silent to avoid aiding these 

enemies. He felt-, for example, that if he attacked the Committee he 

would thereby be attacking Enver Pasha who was under attack from the 

Armenians whom Said Nursi certainly did not wish to assist, and if he 

attacked Said Halim 
124 

he would find himself in alliance with Venizelos 

(the Prime Minister of Greece of the time . 
125 

During the first years of the Constitutional period, Bediuzzaman 

took part in different political and intellectual activities as a strong 

advocate of the Islamist group. In the following paragraphs, some of 

these will be mentioned, primarily because they are well-known to and 

much talked about by the Nurcus. 

When HUseyin Cahit Yalgin, the editor-in-chief of Tanin newspaper 

and an ardent supporter of the Committee, started a campaign in 1908 to 

reform the medreses under the influence of secularism, Bediuzzaman 

informed him in public letters of the danger of introducing secularism 

into muslim countries. 
126 
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The owner and editor-in-chief of the newspaper Mizan, Murat Bey, 

took part in a conference in the then famous 'Ferah Tiyatrosu!. The 

comparison he drew between the Roman Empire and the administration of 

the Committee of Union and Progress while in power so displeased the 

supporters of the Committee present, that they forced him to stop his 

speech and thus caused disorder in the hall. Bediuzzaman, in a fine 

strong voice, shouted to the audience, 'for a nation that has recently 

proclaimed freedom and a constitution, it is shameful to interrupt a 

speaker. The religion of Islam too decrees that we should respect the 

opinions of others. ' He also recited some relevant verses from the 

Koran. At this the people calmed down and then Murat Bey was able to 

continue his contribution to the conference. 
127 

on 10 October 1908, the people of Istanbul put a boycott on the 

shops which were selling goods from Austria and the porters, joining 

with the people, refused to handle these goods. Bediuzzaman saw this 

as a threat to public order and went to the A! 5iret Hc-Pi where the 

boycotting porters, who were mostly Kurds from Eastern Anatolia, had 

assembled, and spoke to them with the result that the boycott soon 

ended. 
128 

The nephew of Sultan Abdulhamid, Prince Sabahaddin, an intellectual 

who achieved a reputation as a sociologist, tried to introduce his 

'decentralisation and personal initiative' ideas to the Ottoman 

intelligentsia. This caused uproar amongst them and consequently he 

was sentenced to death but managed to flee the country. While in 

Europe, he continued his campaign by means of publications. Bediuzzaman 

published a long open letter headed Prens Sabahaddin Beylin GUzel fikrine 

Cevab (An answer to the Fine Idbaof Prince Sabahaddin Bey) expounding 

his opinions on the subject. In conclusion Bediuzzaman said: 1this is 

in fact, a very fine idea and is approved by reason but unfortunately we 

129 
cannot implement it with our present capacity of intellect and thinking'. 
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On 5 April 1909, Silheyl Pasha, Mehmet Sadik, Ferik Riza Pasha, 

Dervi&; Vahdet and his friends set up a society called tttihad-i 

Muhammadi Cemiyeti (The Society for the Unity of Mu-nammadans) in 

Istanbul. The Society first started its activities in the office of 

the then famous newspaper with a religious tone, called Volkan. 
130 

Bediuzzaman, too, was present at the inauguration ceremony of the 

131 . 132 
Society and delivered a speech in support of the Society. But 

Bediuzzaman wrote a postscript at the end of his article Lemean-i 

Hakikat ve fzale-i ýabehat (Removing Doubts under the Lights of Truths) 

which was published in Volkan on 12 April 1909. This addressed Derviý 

Vahdeti himself because of his extremely prowcative writings in his 

newspaper Volkan. In the course of it Bediuzzaman said, 'Writers must 

be well-mannered ... And also it has become clear that tttihad-i 

Muhammad-t (the Society for the Unity of Muhammadans) embraced all 

soldiers and all Muslims. No-one was excluded., 
133 

Bediuzzaman 

described Derviý Vahdeti as 'sensitive in religion, imperfect in 

rational reasoningi. 
134 

Bediuzzaman himself explained his views on 'the Society for the 

Unity of Muhammadans' in his book which was published in 1909: 

This name belongs to the whole nation. It does not accept 

any limitation and impropriation. Just as I belong to seven societies 

because I saw that their aim was the same, likewise, I joined the 

one with that blessed name too [ittihad-i Muhammedil ... Those 

who belong to this 'unity' ... are the enfe Muslim community 

Their club and councils are the mosques, other places of worship, 

religious schools and dervish lodges. Its centre is the sacred 

cities EMecca and Medinal, ... its president is the Glory of the 

World [the Prophet] ... Its code of laws is the orders and 
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prohibitions of the Seriat. And its swords are decisive and 

logical proofs; it is possible to overcome those who are 

civilised only by convincing them, not by using force on them ... 

Ninety-nine percent of the ýeriat is concerned with morals, 

worship, the hereafter and virtue, only one percent with politics. 

Let our rulers think about that one percent 

Now, I am one of the membeirsof this 'Unity'. And I am one 

of those who attempted to form this 'Unity'. I am not a member 

of any party or group that promotes disunity 

outwardly attempted this for two important purposes: The 

first: to save that name [fttihad-i Muhammed! ] from limitations 

and impropriation and to announce that it comprises all Muslims 

so that there would not be any disunity nor would there be any 

room for suspicion. 

The second: to make unity a barrier against the disunity of 

the groups which caused that last great calamity. 
135 

Ahmed Bedevi Kuran claimed that Bediuzzaman was even openly 

criticising the rebellious officers risen from the ranks [Alaylil 

during the revolt and reported that Bediuzzaman had said, '0 Muslim 

soldiers! I am telling you in the name of the ýer the material 

power of Islam is the army. The spirit and ideal of the army are the 

officers graduated from military schools Emekteplil. To object to them 

is a crime committed against the life of the nation ... In this age 

inborn bravery is not enough. Because foreigners overcome us with the 

art of war'. 
136 

During the '31 March Revolt', Bediuzzaman also published articles 

in Volkan and called upon the rebellious officers to obey. For example, 

in his article Asakire Hitab! (Address to the Soldiers! ), published in 
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Volkan on the sixth day of the rebellion, Bediuzzaman said: '... Your 

officers may wrong themselves with a sin but you, with this 

disobedience, are wronging the three hundred million Muslims, because 

with this disobedience you jeopardise the Islamic brotherhood ... 1 
137 

Two days later, while the rebellion was continuing, Bediuzzaman 

published another article, Kahraman Askerlerimize (To Our Brave 

Soldiers), in Volkan and said: '... It is established with the §eriat 

and with the Koran and hadith, with wisdom and experience that to obey 

sound, religious and just rulers is a religious duty. Your officers 

are your rulers, your masters. ' 
138 

At the end of the '31 March Revolt', 
139 

which took place six days 

after the official announcement of the formation of the Party of 

ittihad-i Muhammedt by Dervis Vahdeti on 8 April 1909,140 Bediuzzaman 

too was detained and tried by the military court which was set up soon 

after the Hareket Ordusu (Action Army) from Salonika arrived in Istanbul 

on 24 April 1909 and sentenced most of the leading members of the Party 

of ittihad-i Muhammedi to death and immediately after executed them. 

Bediuzzaman at the end of his trial was acquitted and released from 

detention. 
141 

In the Military Court, the Chief Judge Hur: ýid Pasha asked Bediuzzaman 

'Did you also want the ýeriat Eto be implemented]? Look, those who 

wanted the ýeriat are hanged like this. ' Bediuzzaman replied: 'If I 

were endowed with a thousand lives, I would be ready to sacrifice them 

all to one truth of the ýeriat, for the §eriat is a source of happiness, 

pure justice and virtue. I want this too, but not in the same way that 

the revolutionaries want it 

Hurý; id Pasha asked Bediuzzaman another question: 'Are you a member 

of the ittihad-i Muhammedt? l Bediuzzaman replied: 'With pride! I am 
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one of the humblest of them. But I belong to the Unity in the way I 

defined it, and who, apart from heathens is not a member of that Unity? 

Show me! ' 
142 

Then Bediuzzaman started his long defence speech. 

In his defence speech 
143 

in the Court, Bediuzzaman said: 

I am prepared for the hereafter, indeed I yearn for it. I am 

ready to go there together with these executed people ... 
144 

This mischievous government in the time of despotism used to 

be hostile to intellect. Now, however, it is hostile to life. If 

the government is like this, long live madness! Long live death! 

Long live Hell for the tyrants! I, in fact, wanted to have an 

opportunity like this so I would explain my ideas. Here, this 

Military Court has presented a very good opportunity to me. 
145 

If the Constitutional regime consists of the despotism of 

one party and intends to act against the ýeriat, let the whole 

world, djinn and men be witness that I am a reactionary ... 1146 

1910: Bediuzzaman back in Eastern Anatolia - aged 37 

After his acquittal, Bediuzzaman left Istanbul for Van. In and 

around Van, he visited tribes and explained to them that the freedom 

movement was not contrary to Islam and that all kinds of despotism were 

rejected by the ýeriat. Later he collected these speeches into a book 

entitled Munazarat (Debates) and in 1913 published it in Ottoman 

Turkish in Istanbul. 
147 

During these visits, Bediuzzaman went to 

Diyarbakir, Urfa and then, in the winter of 1911, to Damascus, where he 

gave a sermon at the Umayyad Mosque. This sermon was published twice 

in that same year in Arabic with the title of Huthe-i ýamiye and then 

in 1922 in Istanbul by the Evkaf-i islamiye printing house. 
148 

In his sermon Bediuzzaman diagnosed the six illnesses that hindered 

the Muslim world in its material development and caused it to remain in 
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the Middle Ages in contrast to the rapid advancement of Europeans: 

1) the prevalence of despair; 

2) the lack of honesty in social and political matters; 

3) love of enmity; 

4) disunity among the Muslims; 

5) the growth of totalitarian tyranny; and 

6) egotism. 
149 

He prescribed six requirements taken from the Koran as the medicine 

for these illnesses and explained them at length: 

1) hopefulness; 

2) abandonment of despair; 

3) honesty; 

4) love of love; 

5) freedom as described in the Seriat; and 

6) consultation as described in the ýeriat 
150 

Bediuzzaman also expounded his ideas on 'how the Muslim world could 

progress in civilisation' and he said, 

In this age to uphold God's word is dependent on material development 

to uphold God's word is possible only by entering the true 

civilisation 

In the olden days the development of Islam, to break the 

fanaticism and obstinacy of the enemy and to repulse their attacks 

were possible with the power of gun and sword. In the future, 

instead of guns and swords, the spiritual power of the true 

civilisation, material development, truth and veracity will 

151 
defeat the enemies. 

As every winter is followed by a spring, every night by a 

morning, God willing, there will be a spring, a morning for 
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mankind too. You can expect from God's mercy, with the lights 

of the truths of Islam, to see true civilisation in the context 

of general peace. 
152 

Bediuzzaman continued on his journey from Damascus to Istanbul via 

Beirut and fzmir. When Sultan Reshad made an official three-week visit 

to Rumelia, Bediuzzaman too accompanied him as the representative of 

the Eastern province of the Empire. The convoy arrived in Skopje, the 

capital city of Kosova province, on 11 June 1911. It was during this 

visit that the Sultan attempted to lay the foundation of a big university 

in Kosova. Bediuzzaman proposed to both the Sultan and the high ranking 

Unionist government officials in the convoy that such a university was 

even more urgently needed in the Eastern provinces, which were, 

153 
according to Bediuzzaman, the centre of the Muslim world. 

Soon after, this visit ended in Istanbul on 26 June 1911, the Balkan 

War broke out and the Kosova university project together with the 

nineteen thousand golden liras which had been assigned to it were 

transferred to an East Anatolian university project. 
154 

Bediuzzaman 

then went to Van and laid the foundation of the university in Artemit 

(Edremit) on the shore of Lake Van. 
155 

1912: Bediuzzaman and the 'Secret Organisation' - aged 39 
As we have 

seen, when Bediuzzaman first came to Istanbul in 1896, he stayed with 

Mustafa Bey, the Imperial Birdkeeper, whose son E: ýref Bey (Eýref Sencer 

Kusquba: ýi) was to become head of the 'Secret Organisation' (Teýkilat-i 

Mahsusa). This organisation was founded in Mecca in 1897 to work for 

Islamic unity and support pan-Islamic policy by acting as a secret 

intelligence agency. It was originally secret because its members 

wanted to restore the 1876 Constitution and they condemned Sultan 

Abdulhamid's despotism as being non-Islamic, though they approved of 
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his pan-Islamic goal. This organisation worked with the Islamist group 

in the Committee of Union and Progress. After the dethronement of 

Abdulhamid in 1909, Sultan Reshad made this an official, though 

independent, organisation under the wing of the Minister of War, Enver 

156 the 
Pasha. Bediuzzaman's links with Islamist group enabled him to work 

with this secret organisation to further his religious purposes and 

enhance his own influence and prestige. The rulers welcomed Bediuzzaman's 

support as through him they sought to gain wide support in Eastern 

Anatolia. 
157 

Bediuzzaman was a very active member of the Secret Organisation 

and worked for it until 1922 when he left Istanbul for Ankara. He made 

numerous important contributions to the activities of the Organisation. 

On the eve of the Balkan War in 1912, for example, Bediuzzaman was 

appointed commander of the militia forces brought from Eastern Anatolia and 

took part in the front-line fighting. 
158 

In the days that preceded the First World War, those in the Secret 

Organisation who believed in the power of the Caliphate and wanted to 

mobilise the Muslim world around the Caliphate prepared a fetwa (a 

decision given by the ýeyhulislam) which was then known as Cihad 

fetvasi calling all the Muslim population of the world to join the war 

in support of the Caliph, the Ottoman Sultan, against Russia, England, 

France and their allies. 
159 

The fetwa was signed by 1) ýeyhulislam 

Hayri Efendi; 2) ýeyh Sanasi; 3) Mahmud Esad Efendi; 4) Hamdi Yazir; 

and 5) Bediuzzaman Said Nursi. The Secret Organisation undertook the 

task of distributing this amongst the Muslim countries occupied by 

foreign forces. Bediuzzaman accompanied the group of twenty members 

including Esref Sencer Kusqubaýi, the head of the Organisation, to 

distribute the fetwa in Tripoli (Libya) and other North African Muslim 

countries. The group went to Tripoli from Antalya, on the south coast 
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of Anatolia, in a German submarine in April 1915 and met ýeyh Salih 

ýerif Tunus! and Seyh Sanast, and then visited the Tijant and Sunust 

dervish lodges in the area. There they tried to mobilise the resistance 

under the command of the grandson of Sultan Murad, Prince Osman Fuad. 
160 

When the news arrived in Tripoli that the Russian troops were 

advancing even further into Eastern Anatolia, Bediuzzaman returned to 

Istanbul and met Enver Pasha 
161 

who is claimed to have kissed his hands 

as a sign of his gratitude. 
162 

Immediately after his meeting with 

Enver Pasha, Bediuzzaman left for Van to mobilise a volunteer regiment 

on the Caucasian front. At first Bediuzzaman started training his 

students in Van, using his medrese which was known as Horhor medresesi 
163 

like a military barracks and also informed them of the approaching 

calamity, the Russian attack upon Eastern Anatolia. 
164 

Having been disappointed with the unlawful actions of some generals, 

ýeyh Selim decided to revolt in Bitlis against the constitutional regime 

and also asked Bediuzzaman to join the revolt in Van. Bediuzzaman 

rejected the proposal and told him: 'their evil actions and lack of 

faith concern them only. We cannot lay the blame on the whole army. 

In this Ottoman army there are perhaps one hundred thousand saints. 

do not draw the sword against this army and I do not join you. ' 

Bediuzzaman himself later on narrated the event in one of his books 

and told his followers about his reply and its importance. 165 

In World War I, Bediuzzaman served as the commander of a volunteer 

166 
regiment on the Caucasian front and in Eastern Anatolia. Sinan Omur, 

the owner of the newspaper HUr Adam told ýahiner that he first saw 

Bediuzzaman in August 1915 on the mountain Subhan, commanding the 

militia forces that Enver Pasha had asked Bediuzzaman to mobilise. The 

effective strength of the regiment was four to five thousand men. 
167 
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The Russian troops defeated the Ottoman army on the Caucasian 

front and entered Erzurum on 16 February 1916.168 Bediuzzaman and 

his volunteers participated in the Ottoman fight against Russia 
169 

and during this period he was reported to have dictated his incomplete 

Arabic commentary on the Koran, i*arat'ul-i'cAz (The Miraculous Signs 

Eof the Koran]) to his students on the front line. 
170 

Then, when the 

Russians advanced further south and captured the city of Van, Bediuzzaman 

and his regiment withdrew with the ottoman forces to defend G eva! ý 

171 
against the Russian and Armenian attacks. 

From Gevaý, Bediuzzaman went with his regiment to Bitlis and started 

making speeches to raise peeple's spirits and organise guerrilla warfare 

against the invading Russian troops in the town. In one of these battles, 

on 19 February 1916, Bediuzzaman was wounded and captured by the Russian 

forces and eventually sent to a prisoner-of-war camp in Kostroma, 

Northwestern Russia. 
172 

Taking advantage of the disorder caused by the communist revolution 

in Russia, Bediuzzaman managed to escape from the camp in Kostroma and 

came to Petersburg (Leningrad). About this city Said Nursi said in one 

of his books: 'When I was in captivity in Russia there was a place 

where the sun did not set for a week during the summer and people used 

to come to watch the "white nights"'. 
173 

1. 
From Petersburg he came to Berlin and stayed there in the Adlon 

came 
hotel for two months, and thenkvia Warsaw, Vienna and Sof ia, where he 

was given his Vatana Avdet (Returning to Homeland) certificate, to 

174 
Istanbul on 25 June 1918. The newspaper Tanin of the same day 

announced his arrival in Istanbul: 

Arrival. 

Bediuzzaman Said Kurdi Efendi, one of the ulema of Kurdistan, 

who had taken part in the war on the Caucasian front with his 
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students and been captured by the Russians, finally arrived 

in our city [Istanbul]. 175 

Bediuzzaman's captivity had lasted altogether two years, four 

months and four days, starting from Bitlis and ending up in Istanbul. 
176 

Soon after his arrival in Istanbul, Enver Pasha invited Bediuzzaman 

to his Ministry of War and introduced him to the staff officers there 

saying: 'Do you see this hodja? It was this hodja who resisted the 

Russian forces during the war in Eastern Anatolia'. 
177 

Bediuzzaman was 

rewarded by the Ministry of War with a campaign medal and a gratuity of 

fifty liras per month for three months. 
178 

Transition Period from the 'Old Said' to the 'New Said' 

The years 1918 to 1926 were a period of profound change and turmoil 

for the Turkish people and also for Bediuzzaman himself. The Ottoman 

Empire could not survive the defeat of World War One, but the Turkish 

victors in the War of Independence succeeded in founding the Turkish 

Republic which then turned its back upon Turkey's Islamic past and forced 

through many anti-religious measures. These changes affected 

Bediuzzaman's position, activities and attitudes. External factors 

obliged him to adapt to the changed circumstances. He recognised the 

importance of this period as one that transformed him from the 'Old Said' 

to the 'New Said'. 

1918: Bediuzzaman returns to Istanbul 

Enver Pasha, as the Minister of War and the Deputy Commander-tin- 

Chief of the ottoman Army, offered Bediuzzaman several jobs but he 

refused them all. However, at the instigation of the Army, he was 

179 
appointed to the Dar ul-Hikmet al-Islamiye on 13 August 1918. 

The harsh treatment in the prisoner-of-war camp in Kostroma had 

left Bediuzzaman weary in mind and body and, for this reason, on 19 April 
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1919 he obtained six months leave from his office. 
180 

Bediuzzaman 

retained his post as counsellor in the Dar ul-Hikmet al-islamiye until 

it was closed in 1922. 

In 1920, on the recommendation of the ýeyhulislam, Musa Kazim 

Efendi, Bediuzzaman was given an honorary title of Mahreq 
181 

by Sultan 

Vahdeddin. 
182 

While still in the Dar ul-Hikmet al-islamiye, Bediuzzamanj as one 

of the founder members participated in establishing the Ye! ýilay (Green 

Crescent - Turkish Temperance Society) in 1920 together with the 

ýeyhulislam of the time, Haydarizade fbrahim Efendi, who was then 

elected as honorary chairman of the society. 
183 

After British troops invaded Istanbul on 16 March 1920, some of 

Bediuzzaman's fellow-countrymen, seeking to benefit from his personal 

influence on the Kurdish population of Eastern Anatolia, proposed to 

him that they should set up an independent Kurdish state. They 

thought that since the Empire had dissolved and an Armenian state was 

about to be formed, the Kurds should also set up their own state. 

Bediuzzaman reportedly replied: 'Rather than setting up a Kurdish 

state, let us revive the Ottoman Empire. If you agree with this, 

am ready to sacrifice my life for the cause'. 
184 

About the same time, 

Bediuzzaman also rejected Abdulkadir's idea of setting up a Kurdish 

state (Abdulkadir was the President of the KQrt Teali Cemiyeti (The 

Society for the Advancement of the Kurd 
185 

). Bediuzzaman's response 

to this proposal was : 

Almighty God said in the Koran: "I will send a nation that loves 

God and whom God loves. " I pondered in the light of this 

divine revelation and Qame to realise that this nation is the 

Turkish nation which has been the vanguard of the Muslim 
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world for a thousand years. I will not cease to serve this 

brave nation to follow a few foolish chauvinsts at the 

expense of four hundred and fifty million true Muslim 

brothers. 186 

In January 1921, some of the distinguished university professors 

established a society called MdderrisGn Cemiyeti (University 

Professors' Association). Its stated aims were: 'To satisfy the souls 

of Muslims with the sublimity of Islamic education in a systematic 

fashion, and to work tenaciously and constantly to maintain Islamic 

customs and sacred observances. 1187 Bediuzzaman, too, joined the 

Association and was elected to the executive committee. 
188 

ýeyhulislam Durrizade Abdullah Efendi issued on 11 April 1920 

five fetwas against the Kuva-yi Milliye (the National Independence 

Army) and the War of Independence. 
189 

On 5 May, the Mufti of Ankara 

issued a counter-fetwa to make the former ineffective, endorsed by 

seventy-six muftis, thirty-six learned men of religion and eleven 

members of parliament declaring that a fetwa issued under foreign 

duress was invalid and called on the Muslims to liberate their Caliph 

190 too 191 
from captivity. Bediuzzaman(opposed the ýeyhulislamls fetwa: 

fetwa issued in an occupied country by a government office or by 

the office of the ýeyhulislam which is under the pressure and rule 

of British troops, is invalid and cannot be valid. Those who resist 

the invasion of the enemy are not rebels, the fetwa must be withdrawn. ' 
192 

Bediuzzaman wrote in his book, TulQat that when he had been asked 

what he thought about the fetwa- issued by the ýeyhulislam against the 

National Independence Army in Anatolia, he had answered: 

a fetwa cannot be binding; it is only a proclamation 

and a statement of a canonical decree. That is to say, if 
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the person about whom a fetwa was issued does not act 

according to the requirements of this fetwa he will by no 

means be forced to do so. On the other hand, if it was not 

a fetwa but a judicial decision, it would then be binding 

Since this fetwa contains a judicial decision, then before 

it was issued both parties should have been heard. The voice 

and 
of Anatol a the National Independence Army should have 

been heard, and only then could a valid judicial decision 

have been issued. 
193 

1922: Bediuzzaman invited to Ankara - aged 49 

The leader of the Ankara government, Mustafa Kemal Pasha (Atatiirk) 

invited Bediuzzaman to Ankara. At first he replied: 'I want to fight 

in the dangerous part of the battle-field. I do not want to serve 

behind the front. To me, this place EIstanbul] is in greater danger 

than Anatolia. ' Later on, Fevzi Pasha (qakmak), as the chairman of 

the Grand National Assembly, and the former governor of Van, deputy 

Tahsin Bey, repeated this invitation. 
194 

At last, Bediuzzaman went to 

Ankara by train on 3 July 1922 and was received by people and some 

deputies gathered at the station. 
195 

On 9 November 1922 a motion proposed by seven deputies (three of 

them for Bitlis, two for Muý, one for Siirt and one for Ergani) 

welcomed Bediuzzaman to the Assembly. Bediuzzaman was presented to the 

Assembly as 'One of the famous learned men of religion of the Eastern 

provinces ... Bediuzzaman Molla Said Efendi Hazretleri ... I At the 

request of Rasih Efendi (deputy for Antalya) Bediuzzaman delivered an 

196 
address to the Assembly and prayed for the victory of the Turkish army . 

In spite of this warm welcome, Bediuzzaman was disappointed with 

Ankara because he found most of the deputies were not performing their 

197 
nama z. 
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This disappointment led Bediuzzaman to issue a declaration on 

19 January 1923 to the deputies, as an outcome of which, Nurcus claim, 

fifty to sixty more of the deputies began to pray regularly. 
198 

In 

his statement, Bediuzzaman said: 

God's favour bestowed upon you with this victory Ein the 

War of Independence] requires thankfulness so that it may continue 

and increase, because divine favours cease if they are not 

received with gratitude. Since you have, by God's grace rescued 

the Koran from the onslaught of the enemy, you must also adhere 

to the most explicit and definite orders of the Koran, such as 

those concerning the five daily prayers 

Ewith this victory] you have delighted the Muslim world 

and won its love and goodwill. But the permanence of this love 

and goodwill depends on your adherence to the tenets of Islam, 

for Muslims love you because of Islam. 

The Muslim communities desire their leaders to be pious, 

even when they themselves neglect prayers, or disregard 

religious rules. 

Once there was an uproar amid the tribes of Beytassebab. 

I went there to inquire about its cause. They said, 'Our 

governor ignores his prayers. How could we be expected to 

obey such infidels? ' However, those who were saying this were 

themselves neglectful of their prayers - and they were bandits! 

an indication of the Pre-eternal Design is that what 

is 
will arouse the Eastireligion and emotion, rather than reason 

and philosophy. Now that you have awakened the East, so inspire 

it, too, with a movement that is compatible with its nature. 

Although the world of unbelief has been attacking the Muslim 

world with every means at its disposal and with all the power of 
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its civilisation, its science and philosophy, and its 

missionaries, which have given it physical superiority for 

a long time, it has not been able to defeat the Muslim world 

in matters of religion ... Indeed, any substantial attempt at 

reform in the Muslim world can succeed only through adherence 

to the principles of Islam. Otherwise it will fail 

Thosewho love you and appreciate your service and victory 

are the masses of believers, especially the ordinary people who 

are devout Muslims ... It is of necessity for the good of 

Islam that you too should join with them by following the command 

of the Koran and you should draw your strength from them. If 

instead, you take a stand contrary to the interests of Islam by 

preferring to the ordinary Muslim people those unfortunate 

imitators of Europe who are separated from Islam, unattached to 

the nation, and enraptured by Europe, the Muslim world will turn 

its attention elsewhere to ask for assistance. 

The moral authority of this Assembly, by virtue of the power 

it possesses, embraces the function of the Sultanate. If the 

Assembly fails to represent also the true meaning of Caliphate 

by setting an example in observing Islamic tenets, and if it does 

not satisfy the religious needs of this nation, whose nature has 

not been spoiled, whose spiritual demands have not been repressed 

by the distractions of modern life ... then, the force of the 

nation's feelings, if not shared by parliament and not exercised 

through the authority of parliament, will result in discord. 

You know that your eternal enemies, your opponents and 

adversaries have been attempting to destroy the tenets of Islam, 

which makes it your inescapable duty to reassert and protect 
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these tenets. Otherwise, you will be unconsciously aiding the 

conscious enemy. Neglect of religious tenets is an indication 

of national weakness. And weakness never captures the enemy, 

but encourages him. 
199 

After Bediuzzaman had distributed this declaration, Mustafa Kemal 

was displeased with Bediuzzaman's activites in Ankara, 
200 

but nevertheless 

he offered Bediuzzaman the opportunity to be either a representative 

for the Mus constituency or an area preacher in the Eastern province. 

Bediuzzaman, however, did not accept either of these Offers. 
201 

Bediuzzaman himself mentioned his life in Ankara and his 

disappointment with the new regime in his book Lemalar which was written 

during the years between 1926 and 1934. 

When I went to Ankara in 1922,1 observed that awesome atheism 

spreading surreptitiously, penetrating, spoiling and poisoning 

the healthy minds of the believers who were then experiencing the 

joys of the recent victory of the Muslim army over the Greeks. 

'0 God', I said, 'this monster is going to harm the fundamentals 

of faith'... I wrote down in an Arabic treatise (Zeyl-iiz-Zeyl) 

evidence from the wise Koran so indisputable that it had the 

strength to break the heads of the unbelievers to pieces, and I 

had this printed ... However, because those who knew the Arabic 

language were few and those who paid attention to the matter were 

rare, that sound and succinct evidence had little effect. Sadly, 

atheism became widespread and gained strength (P- 167). 

Mostly because of his disillusionment with politics and politicians, 

Bediuzzaman decided to remain, in his own words, 'face to face with 

the Koran', 
202 

and thus work for the revitalisation of Islam by 
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rekindling faith in the hearts of average Muslims. 
203 

After spending 

eight months in Ankara, Bediuzzaman left on 3 May 1923 for Van where 

204 
he stayed for two years away from all political concern. The train ticket 

with which Said Nursi travel le F'Wnkara to Van became afterwards 

famous among the Nurcus as 'the ticket of the train which carried the 

'Old Said' to the 'New Said'. 
205 

1923: Bediuzzaman retiring into seclusion in Eastern Anatolia - aged 50 

The 'Old Said' retreating from the area of disputation and 

disengagirg himself from political activity, settled in a dilapidated 

O. f 206 
monastery on Erek mountain, out of sight of the citytVan. During 

the cold winter he stayed in Van, either in Nur: ýin mosque or in his 

brother Abdulmecid. 
' % 

ouse. 
207 

According to the account given by Molla Hamid and Ali qavuý (Aras), 

both of whom were his students in the monastery, one day Kor Huseyin 

Pasha, one of the Hamidiye Pashas and the chieftain of a Kurdish tribe, 

came to Erek mountain, and took out a purse full of gold and offered 

it to Bediuzzaman, saying that it was the zQkat (alms) of his property 

- so he should accept it without any obligation to spend for his 

students and guests. Then he added: 'My soldiers, horses, weapons and 

ammunition all are ready waiting for your order'. Bediuzzaman asked 

him whom he was going to fight. 'Mustafa Kemal', said K6r Haseyin 

Pasha. Bediuzzaman asked again: 'Who are Mustafa Kemal's soldiers? ' 

And added: 'The soldiers are the children of this country, your and 

my relatives. Think, whom are you going to kill? ' Thus he rejected 

the offer of zekat and asked Kdr HZseyin Pasha to go back to his 

tribe. 
208 

ýeyh Said of Palu, before starting off his revolt, 
209 

wrote to 

Bediuzzaman asking for help as he had strong influence over people in 
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the eastern provinces. Bediuzzaman refused this request and even 

attempted to dissuade the rebels from shedding the blood of the soldiers 

who were, after all, fellow Muslims. 
210 

He was also reported to have 

written a letter to Seyh Said saying: 'The sword is to be used against 

an external foe; it is not to be used against enemies within ... Give 

up your attempt for it is doomed to failure and may result in the 

annihilation of thousands of innocent men and women because of a few 

criminals. 1211 

Another example of Bediuzzaman's attitude towards the Kurdish revolt 

was reported by his student Ali qavuý (Aras). In the beginning of 1925 

Bediuzzaman. camEýdown as usual from the monastery to the Nurýin mosque in 

the city on a Friday to preach. Some of the chieftains of tkibes around 

Van gathered there that Friday and, after namaz- had been performed, 

invited Bediuzzaman to a house next to the mosque. When they made clear 

their intention to revolt, Bediuzzaman angrily asked: 'I ask you, is it 

the ýeriat that you want? To act in this way is, in fact, against the 

ýeriat. Such action can only serve to provoke foreign intervention. 

The rules of the Qeriat should not be broken by using it on the pretext 

of wanting the ýeriat. 
212 

Kinyas Kartal, sometime speaker of the 

National Assembly, claimed it was Bediuzzaman's warnings that deterred 

Van from joining the Kurdish Revolt. 
213 

Soon after the Kurdish revolt broke out, the influential ýeyhs and 

chieftains of Van, like those of other provinces of Eastern Anatolia, 

were exiled in a number of groups to different townsof Western Anatolia 

on suspicion of fomenting the revolt. On 25 February 1925, Bediuzzaman, 

too, was exiled from Van to Burdur. Together with the others in his 

group, he was brought to Erzurum by horse-drawn sledges and then taken 

on to Trabzon, from where they travelled by sea, guarded by gendarmes. to 
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Istanbul. Bediuzzaman remained in Istanbul for twenty days and then 

was taken to Burdur via tzmir and Antalya again by boat. 
214 

He spent seven months in Burdur staying in a small mosque, and 

during this time wrote a book called [Nur'un ilk Kapisi (The First Gate 

of Light) which was copied by hand and distributed from person to 

person. He offered the book to readers as 'lessons to the "New Said" 

taken directly from the verses of the Koran at the level of 'vision 

of certainty'. 
215 

Bediuzzaman. himself briefly mentioned his life in Burdur and 

Isparta in his book, Lemlalar: 'I had retired into seclusion in a cave- 

like place on Erek mountain but without any reason they exiled me to 

Burdur during the ýeyh Said incident [the Kurdish revolt] ... At that 

time the exiled people were carefully watched and were obliged to 

appear in person before the local authority every evening. I and my 

sincere students remained exempted from this obligation. I never went 

to appear in person before the authority. I did not recognise the 

government. The local governor Eof Burdur] complained about me to 

Fevzi Pasha (ýakmak) when he came there but Fevzi Pasha said to him: 

'Do not interfere with him. Rather, you should respect him I 

Then I was sent to isparta. Here again I carried on my service to 

religion in the leading position. But twenty days later some cowardly 

people told me that the authorities would not like this and I should 

consider carefully how to proceed. So I started considering my own 

comfort and said people should not come to visit me. EAs a punishment 

from God because of my self-concern] T was sent into a third exile in 

Barla Ewhich was a much more deprived area]. ' 
216 

In February 1926, Bediuzzaman was sent to E§ridir Ulge -a 

subtown of isparta), then to Barla (nahiye -a subtown of Eridir). 9 
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ýevket Demiray, who as a gendarme took Bediuzzaman to Barla, told 

N. Sahiner about the journey: 
6 

One day I was summoned to the town hall where the governor Eof 

E§ridirl, the commander of the gendarmerie, some members of the 

local council and a man who was in his forties with an awe- 

inspiring look, wearing a turban and robe, were present. The 

commander told me that I would take that hodja efendi to Barla. 

on the way I said to the hodia: "My hodja! You are my father, 

forgive me but what I have to do is my duty. " When we came to 

the quaY Eon the coast of E§ridir Lake] we hired a rowing boat. 

Bediuzzaman paid for it. Then he gave me ten piasters and asked 

me to buy some raisins with it. As his personal effects he had 

in one hand, a basket containing a prayer rug, a tea-pot, and 

several tea cups; in the other hand the Koran ... His clothes 

were made of a very costly material, he also had a silver ring 

with a precious stone. When it was time for afternoon namaz, he 

asked us to turn the boat towards kible [mecca] and performed his 

namaz on board His behaviour did not seem like that of any 

other hodja ... He was a very elegant gentleman. ' 
217 

THE "NEW SAID" 

1926: Bediuzzaman writinq the Risale-i Nur in exile in a hamlet of 

Western Anatolia - aged 53 

Bediuzzaman was given a two-roomed house in Barla where he stayed 

eight and a half years. He named this house as his first medrese-i 

Nuriye (Medrese of the Light). 
218 

A Plane-tree stood in front of this 

house, and Bediuzzaman had a small shed built in the middle of its 

branches where he used to go and meditate upon creation and recite his 
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supplicatory prayers. Throughout his life in Barla, he pursued with 

uninterrupted dedication the writing of the Risale-i Nur. He wrote 

three quarters of the whole collection, which altogether exceeds five 

thousand pages, either by hand or by dictating to scribes among whom 

Haf iz Halid, Muallim Galip Bey and ýanilkl Haf iz Tevf ik 
219 

were well-known 

to the Nurcus. First his called his writings S6zler (Words), then he 

changed their name to the Risale-i Nur (Treatise of Light) 
220 

, explaining 

'I named these treatises as a whole Risale-i Nur. Indeed, the name 

arose from my own conscience because these writings are dependent upon 

the light of the Koran. I am absolutely convinced that this is a 

divine inspiration. 1221 

During his stay in Barla, Bediuzzaman obtained through his writings 

a widespread following which he had never enjoyed in the days of his 

222 
polemical and political activities. Until 1944 in Barla and almost 

all of its neighbouring villages, most importantly in BedTe, ilema, 

Kul&5nU, islamk6y, Sav and Atabey, the people who knew how to write 

were copying the Risale-i Nur section by section as Said Nursi wrote, 

so much so that approximately six hundred thousand copies of the 

collection were produced by hand. The distribution of these manuscripts 

was organised privately by the villagers. Those in charge were called 

Nur Postacilarl (Postmen of the Light). 
223 

Nurcus continued copying 

the Risale-i Nur by hand for eighteen years and, then at last in 1944 

they could start using mimeographs in Inebolu. 
224 

An example narrated by N. ýahiner explains well how the relationship 

between Bediuzzaman and the villagers was established throughout his life 

in exile. One day Bediuzzaman left the village to go up the mountain as 

usual. It rained a lot and, not being able to find a shelter, he got 

really wet. On his way back home along the muddy roads of Barla, he was 
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carrying his galoshes, which were ripped and useless, and walking in 

the mud in his stockinged feet. A man called Saleyman saw the 

destitute, desolate and heart-rending situation of Hodja Efendi and 

started following him. When Bediuzzaman noticed, he stopped and called, 

'come my brother! ' SUleyman ran towards him, took the galoshes from his 

hands and washed them in a public fountain nearby. Both of them walked 

together to Bediuzzaman's house and starting from that day this S51eyman 

served him uninterruptedly and most devotedly for eight years. 
225 

During the first four years of his life in Barla, Bediuzzaman was 

looked after by Muhacir Hafiz Ahmet and his family. 
226 

Every day his 

young daughters, who were also hAfiz (one who knows the whole Koran by 

heart), used to bring food to Bediuzzaman and he used to pay for it 

half 
daily. During the last four and aý years Abdullah gavus took over this 

service to Bediuzzaman. 
227 

At nights when he was in Barla, it is narrated that Bediuzzaman used 

to read the Jaushan al-kabir (a supplicatory prayer book) and the prayer 

books of some saints such as Abdulkadir Gilani, Naqshbandi and the like. 

As soon as he completed his nightly invocations he used to busy himself 
#I 

with the Risale-i Nur, usually with proof-reading it. During the day too, 

he used to spend his time mostly on studying and again proof-reading. 

Bediuzzaman used to go to (; amdagi (the Pine Mountain) and stay 

there on his own for days during the summer. 
228 

He likedBaria, its 

countryside and the Pine Mountain so much that he said, 'I would not 

exchange these places for the Yildiz Palace! ' 
229 

Bediuzzaman had a small house repaired to be used as a small mosque 

where he was the imam for a few villagers who came to perform their 

namaz. One day after, 18 July 1932, when the use of Arabic for the ezan 

was banned, the mosque was raided by the local authorities and ýemli 
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Gane! ý 
230 

the mUezzin who had given the call to prayer in Arabic was 

taken into custody in E4ridir. During his interrogation by the 

prosecutor he was asked whether Bediuzzaman had any arms, ammunition 

or other military supplies. 
231 

In Barla, Bediuzzaman, in addition to the Risale-i Nur books, also 

wrote letters, called Lahika Mektuplarl (Supplementary Letters), to his 

students and friends. 
232 

Those that he wrote when he was in Barla were 

published later under the title of Barla Lahikasi. These letters were 

to establish the plan and the programme for Bediuzzaman's service to 

faith and the Koran. One of the main characteristics of these letters 

was that they all started with Bismihi Subhandi, Ve in min : ýeylin i113. 

yusebbihu bihamdihi (In His name, be He glorified; There is not a thing 

but glorifies Him with praise) in Arabic script. 
233 

In the summer of 1934, Bediuzzaman was taken from Barla to Isparta 

in a horse-drawn vehicle. By then the writings of some of the main books 

of the Risale-i Nur - S6zler and Mektubat - had been completed, bringing 

the total number of the Risale-i Nur collection at that time to 119. 

While he was in isparta Bediuzzaman finished writing his third longest 

book, Lem'alar. 
234 

1935: Period of imprisonment starts - aged 62 

The first court action taken against Bediuzzaman and his followers235 

was on 25 April 1935. One hundred and twenty Students of Light were 

arrested in different places and two days later this was followed by 

Bediuzzaman's arrest. The charges were: founding a secret society, 

plotting against the regime, and trying to destroy the fundamental 

principles of the state. Thereupon the Minister of Internal Affairs, 

ýukril Kaya 
236 

and the commander-in-chief of the gendarmerie came to 

fsparta with a special detachment and put road blocks around the city. 
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Under military custody, Bediuzzaman and one hundred and twenty Students 

of Light were handcuffed and sent to Eskisehir in lorries. They were 

put on trial at Eskiýehir Criminal Court and kept under custody in 

Eskisehir prison for eleven months. During this time Bediuzzaman wrote 

five treatises on different subjects. The court sentenced Bediuzzaman 

to eleven months and fifteen of the Students of Light to six months' 

imprisonment, the rest were acquitted. Bediuzzaman protested against 

the decree saying that this sentence can only be given to a thief or to 

an abductor. Thus he said he ought to be either sentenced to death or 

acquitted. 
237 

It is narrated in his authorised biography that during his 

imprisonment in Eski: ýehir, one day the public prosecutor of Eski: ýehir 

saw Bediuzzaman in the market and, in a flurry of alarm, found the prison 

governor and rebuked him for being negligent, saying, 'Why have you 

allowed Bediuzzaman to go out of the prison, I have just seen him in 

the market? ' The governor replied: 'No sir, he is in the prison, even in 

in an isolation cell. If you do not believe me, go and check. ' When 

they checked they were surprised to find him in his isolation cell! 
238 

During the hearings Bediuzzaman made long defence speeches which 

were later on published in his authorised biography. 
239 

Bediuzzaman was released in the spring of 1936 but this time, again 

escorted by gendarmerie, was sent into exile in another city, Kastarnonu. 

There he spent the first three months at a police station, then was 

transferred to a house just opposite the police station. The ground 

floor of the house was being used by the policemen in the station as a 

woodshed. He was staying on the first floor which had two rooms. 
240 

Bediuzzaman stayed inthis house for seven years (1936-43) and his 

address was 'c/o The Market Place Police Station, Kastamonul. 
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The letters Bediuzzaman sent to the Students of Light in and 

around isparta while he was in Kastamonu, were published under the 

title of Kastamonu Lahikasi. In Kastamonu he wrote his famous treatise 

Ayet al-KOcra (The Supreme Sign) which was printed on a machine in 

Istanbul in 1942. immediately after it was written. 
241 

He also wrote 

there three other treatises which were published as sections in his 

book ýualar. 
242 

Here in Kastamonu, too, he used to go out frequently for a walk in 

the countryside and climb up the mountains (Karadaý and Hacitbrahim 

Mountains) around Kastamonu, as well as up to Kastamonu castle. 

Abdullah Yeýin, who became one of Bediuzzaman's devoted students 

and a Nurcu aqabey, related in his memoirs that when he was a student in 

Kastamonu. lycde he saw Bediuzzaman from the school playground in a 

phaeton. A gendarme sergeant and several policemen were with him. The 

phaeton stopped and they all got out. People had gathered to watch 

Bediuzzaman. They were taking him to another place. Bediuzzaman was 

carrying a basket, a ewer and a tea-pot, and wearing tall, black conical 

headgear and a long black robe. In those days to walk around dressed 

like that, especially in front of the police, was, according to Abdullah 

Y6ýin, impossible. 
243 

On 31 August 1943, police and some gendarmes raided Bediuzzaman's 

house, but after searching everywhere they could find only a few books of 

the Risale-i Nur. The raid was repeated on 18 September 1943. This time, 

in addition to the Risale-i Nur, some letters which Bediuzzaman had 

received from Students of Light in other parts of the country were found. 

Two days later Bediuzzaman was detained and sent to Ankara via ýankiri 

in police custodY. 
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In Ankara Bediuzzaman was summoned to the office of the governor, 

Nevzat Tando-an, who insisted that he should wear a hat. Bediuzzaman 9 

strongly objected and said, 'I represent your ancestors. I am living 

in seclusion. The Dress Law cannot be applied to recluses. 
244 

1 do not 

245 
go out. You made me go out by force. ' 

Ziibeyr Gandiizalp reported in his personal records that 

Bediuzzaman, pointing to his own head, had said to the governor, Nevzat 

1 1246 Tandogan, 'This turban can be taken off only with this head. 

Bediuzzaman was taken directly from the office of the governor to 

the railway station to get on the train to Isparta and then to Denizli 

to be put in prison there. Some Students of Light, also, were arrested 

in isparta, Kastamonu and other places and in all 126 persons were 

collected together in Denizli prison to be tried in the Denizli Criminal 

Court. When the court appointed a committee of experts from among the 

local officials to examine the books of the Risale-i Nur and the letters 

seized by the police, Bediuzzaman objected, saying to the court: 'These 

ignorant "experts" cannot examine the Risale-i Nur. A high committee 

of well-educated experts should be constituted in Ankara, philosophers 

from Europe should be brought [to participate in the committee] and then 

if they find an offence against the law Ein the Risale-i Nur] I will not 

object to the heaviest penalty. 
247 

Upon this request the Court had the Risale-i Nur_collection and 

the letters examined by a committee of experts in Ankara. The experts 

were Professor Yusuf Ziya Y(5rUkhan, a member of the Advisory Board for 

the President of Religious Affairs; Necati Lagal, the director of the 

Middle East Institute for the Faculty of Language, History and Geography; 

and Yusuf Aykut, a member of the council for collecting Islamic books 

in the Turkish Historical Society. At the end of the examination the 
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experts stated that they could find nothing in the writings of Said 

Nursi which would seem to violate any law and these writings were 

248 
of a purely religious nature and furnished no basis for prosecution. 

In prison Bediuzzaman wrote Meyve Risalesi (an English version of 

this treatise is calle 'Fruits from the Tree of Light') which was first 

circulated among the Nurcu. prisoners secretly, sometimes in matchboxes. 
249 

Later the administrators of the prison allowed them to copy and distribute 

it among the prisoners. This the Nurcu prisoners did, but then the 

deputy prosecutor telegraphed the Minister of Justice: 'Bediuzzaman and 

his students have turned the prison into a school'. 
250 

Bediuzzaman and the Students of Light were detained for nine months 

251 
during which time two of the Students of Light died in prison. The 

trial finally ended on 15 July 1944 with acquittal which was unanimously 

given and also unanimously approved by the Supreme Court on 30 December 

1 44.252 

After his release, Bediuzzaman stayed in the ýahin Hotel in Denizli 

for two months until an order came from Ankara in August 1944 asking the 

tý) 
local authorities to send him k Emirda§ (a subtown of Afyon), and this 

they did. 
253 

Dr Tahir Barqin 
254 

received Bediuzzaman, and as the head of the 

Housing Department and doctor in charge of the local Health Department, 

25 
registered him in the registry office as an inhabitant of Emirda§. ý-' 

Throughout BediuZzaman's stay in Emirdag-, the authorities kept a watchman 

posted in front of his house all the time. When Bediuzzaman, as was his 

custom, went out for a walk on his own in the countryside during the 

spring and summer a watchman used constantly to follow him. 

It is claimed that Bediuzzaman was poisoned before and after his 

imprisonment in Denizli, but after the painful days of sufferings with 
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the grace of God he recovered. 
256 

Bediuzzaman himself mentioned it in 

one of his letters to the Students of Light; 'The doctor confirmed that 

on the day before Ramadan, because of the poison which was given me - 

most likely by my secret heretic enemies - my temperature reached forty 

degrees I. 257 

on 23 January 1948 Bediuzzaman and fifteen Students of Light were 

taken from their houses or workshops by the police in Afyon. These 

students, together with some other Students of Light from isparta, Denizli, 

Aydin, Kastamonu and inebolu were interrogated by the public prosecutor 

and fifty-four of them were then detained and sent to Afyon prison. 
258 

The charges were again almost identical: founding a secret poltical 

society, diffusing ideas against the regime and pursuing a political 

259 
purpose. 

N. ýahiner reported that during this twenty-month imprisonment, 

'Bediuzzaman was subjected to unlawful treatments. Despite the severity 

of winter he was isolated in a very large wretched ward without any heat. 

As if it were not enough to leave him to die alone, he was poisoned as 

well. When he was suffering from the effect of the poison, some of his 

students who dared approach him were bastinadoed and were beaten until 

1260 the soles of their feet burst open . In this perilous position 

Bediuzzaman told one of his young students in prison, Mustafa Sungur, 

who was then a teacher, 'Perhaps I will not be able to survive. Let my 

whole being be sacrificed to the fatherland, nation, youth and the Muslim 

world and also for the sake of eternal well-being and the felicity of 

mankind. If I die, let my friends not seek any vengeance for me. 1261 

Despite these grave conditions Bediuzzaman was still writing his 

treatises. For example, though there was no proper paper available, he 

wrote El-HUccet-uz-Zehra in prison on paper bags and on small pieces of 

262 
used paper. 
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on 6 December 1948, the Afyon Criminal Court, however, sentenced 

Bediuzzaman to twenty months' imprisonment, one of his students to 

eighteen months and twenty of them to six months. The rest were 

released. The offence attributed by the court to these twenty students 

of Light was aiding the secret society set up by Bediuzzaman. 
263 

The 

sentence given by the court was annulled by the Supreme Court on the 

grounds that Bediuzzaman had been acquitted by Denizli Crirhinal Court 

on the same charges. The Afyon Criminal Court started the hearings 

again, however, and took its time in deciding whether to withdraw the 

sentence or not, and, after Bediuzzaman and his students had spent in 

prison the terms specified in the annulled convictions, the court 

finally decided that they should be released from prison, but did not 

acquit them of the charges. 
264 

on 20 September 1949, contrary to 

normal practice, Bediuzzaman and his students were set free from prison 

at dawn in order not to let people gather in front of the prison for 

265 
any demonstration. Bediuzzaman stayed in a house in Afyon for two 

months with two policemen waiting in front of the door, and then on 

20 November 1949 he was sent again to Emirdag-- 
266 

From this period onwards, Bediuzzaman's keen supporters numbered 

not only simple villagers who copied the Risale-i Nur by hand and 

regarded him as a saintly ! peyh, the mimeographed copies of the Risale-i 

Nur circulated on a much larger scale and introduced Bediuzzaman to many 

students and civil servants who took up his ideas and accepted him as 

their Ostad leader in their religious as well as political and social 

life. 
267 
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THE "THIRD SAID" 

1950: Ustad and the Democrat Party - aged 77 

On 14 May 1950 the Democrat Party won the elections and thus a 

real multi-party democratic system started in the Turkish Republic for 

the first time since its establishment. Soon after Celal Bayar was 

elected as the President of the Republic, Ustad sent him a congratulatory 

telegram which read: 

Celal Bayar - President of the Republic 

We congratulate your Excellency. May Almighty God give you 

success in your service to Islam, the fatherland and nation. 

One of the Students of Light and on behalf of them, Said 

Nursi. 
268 

Ostad asked his student Zdbeyr GUndazalp, whom he had sent to the 

post office to send the telegram, 'Why did k send this telegram? ' 

G-and-azalp remained silent. Ustad explained to him: 

Now the Populists Esupporters of the Republican People's Party] 

deceive the Democrats by saying "Said is neither one of you, nor is 

he one of us. He has his own aim and purpose. He is after a 

completely different goal", and they get the power of the state 

misused against the religious people and the Students of Light. 

The Democrats who received this telegram will say to them, "Said 

is our friend", and will not misuse state power against the 

religious people. 
269 

Later on Celal Bayar returned Ustad's telegram: 

Bediuzzaman Said Nursi - Emirda§, 

I am deeply moved by your sincere telegram. Thank you very much. 

270 
Celal Bayar. 
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Ostad did not support the Democrat Party in words alone, he also 

urged the Nurcus to act in support of the Democrat Party policies, 

especially when these clashed with those of the Republican People's 

Party. An example of this, narrated by his most devoted students 

was that in September 1950, when the Menderes cabinet, despite the 

Republican People's Party's Opposition, decided to take part in the war 

in Korea in support of the United Nations forces against the Russians. 

Bayram Yaksel, one of his closest students, had received his call-up 

papers from the army ordering him to do his military service in Korea 

with the UN Forces. When he told Ustad the news, Ustad said, 'Good, my 

brother, as a matter of fact I myself wanted to send a Student of Light 

to Korea ... It is necessary to go against atheism. When you get into 

trouble there remember me. Carry the Jaushan al-kabir with you always 

will give you a set of the Risale-i Nur collections, take them to the 

commander-in-chief of the Japanese Army and give my regards to him. ' 

With the blessing of his Ustad, Bayram Yaksel went to Korea in 

September 1950 and took part in the war. At the end of the war he was 

sent to Tokyo. Of course, Bayram took with him the set of books he had 

faithfully carried throughout the war, but the commander-in-chief was 

away so Bayram presented the books to the Tokyo National Library. 
271 

Ostad tried other means too to disseminate the Risale-i Nur abroad 

after 1950. Salahaddin Qelebi, who was in prison with Ustad in Denizli 

and Afyon, and his father had mimeographed a thousand copies from each 

of the treatises of the Risale-i Nur. Nurcus sent some of these 

mimeographed copies to different centres in the world, amongst which was 

the office of the Pope in the Vatican in 1951. The Vatican sent back 

a letter of thanks stating that the Pope expressed his gratitude. 
272 

In September 1951 Ustad left Emirda4, where he had been sent into 

internal exile two years before, for Eski! ýehir and stayed there in the 
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Ylldiz Hotel for a month and a half. During this period groups of 

ordinary people, students and particularly non-commissioned officers 

from the Air Force units stationed there visited Ustad. He was 

continually advising them to read the Risale-i Nur and instructing them 

in theological subjects. 
273 

Then Ostad went to isparta. While in 

isparta a Nurcu, Muhsin Alev, who was a student in Istanbul University 
274 

had published one of the treatises of Said Nursi called Genqlik Rehberi 

(Guide for Youth) in the modern Turkish script in Istanbul and the 

public prosecutor brought a suit against Ustad again in Istanbul because 

the book allegedly infringed Article 163 of the Penal Code. Ustad was 

summoned to Istanbul for the hearing but this time he was not arrested 

or placed under police custody. 
275 

Ustad came to Istanbul in January 

1952 and stayed in an hotel (the Ak*ehir Palace Hotel in Sirkeci). That 

was the first time in twenty-seven years that Ustad had been to Istanbul. 

Every day hundreds of people visited Ostad there in that hotel and 

subsequently in the Re, -? adiye Hotel in Fatih to which he moved after 

a few weeks. 
276 

The first hearing was on 22 January 1952. From the early morning 

people started gathering in front of the court to be able to see Ostad. 

Ostad, who was then seventy-nine years old, as usual wearing his black 

robe and his turban, arrived at the court supported on each arm by 

young university Nurcu students. 
277 

In his defence speech Ostad 

asserted that he had not been interested in politics, nor had he had 

anything to do with worldly and antagonistic movements, that the only 

thing he had engaged in was the truths of faith and service-to the 

Koran and that he had spent all of his energy on the cause of saving 

belief. In support of this claim he cited the way he had spent the last 

thirty-five years. He also mentioned acquittals and the return of the 

books of the Risale-i Nur to their owners previously decided by the courts. 
2' 
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In the second hearing which took place on 19 February 1952 
279 

the court room was so crowded that the court could not continue the 

hearing. The chief judge, Nef"i Deinirlio4lu, addressing the crowd 

said 'If you love Hod-ja Efendi, give the court the opportunity to 

continue'. Then the crowd left the court-room. 
280 

While the hearing 

was in progress, the time of the afternoon prayer (ikindi namazi) was 

becoming overdue. Ustad asked the court to give him permission to 

perform his afternoon namaz. The chief judge accepted the request 

and the hearing thus was adjourned for a decision. 
281 

At the end of 

the final hearing on 5)Marchthe court unanimously decided to acquit 

Ostad of the charge. 
282 

Soon after the acquittal, Ustad went back to Emirdaý. Once, when 

he had gone out as usual for a walk on his own in the countryside 

around Emirda§, a sergeant-major with three gendarmes came to him and 

reminded him that he should wear a hat. He refused, of course, and 

they summoned him to the police station. Consequently, Ustad penned 

n 
petition and sent it to the Ministries of Justice and Inteirl Affairs, 

with a copy to the Nurcus in Ankara asking them to inform the authorities 

of the event. The Nurcus in Ankara sent a copy of the letter to the 

newspaper Baydk Cihad published in Samsun, and the newspaper published 

the letter under the heading of'En Bayak isbat' (The Greatest Proof). 

The court in Samsun brought a suit against Ustad, and issued a summons. 

Ostad was too old and ill to make the journey from Emirda§ to Samsun 

and obtained a doctor's report stating that he could not travel that 

long distance, but the court insisted that-he had to be present for 

the hearing. Ustad gave in to the court's insistence and travelled as 

far as Istanbul, where he obtained a report from a committee of doctors 

that his illness was aggravated and sent it to the Samsun Court. The 
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court accepted the report and decided to receive his statement in one 

of the Istanbul courts by proxy. At the end on 24 June 1953 the 

court found nothing against the law in the article and decided to 

283 
acquit Ustad. 

When Ustad arrived in Istanbul he first stayed in the Marmara 

Palace Hotel in Bayezit and on the following six days in the houses 

of two different friends, for three days in each, and then in Firinci 

Mehmet G(ileq's house for three months. 
284 

The celebrations for the 

five hundredth anniversary of the conquest of Istanbul were being 

held in the city and Ustad attended these. 
285 

He left Istanbul in late 1953 and came to Isparta, for which he 

had a great affection. He wanted to spend the remaining years of his 

life away from the big cities and in his will said he wished to be 

buried in either Barla or in Sav (a village of Barla-isparta). After 

staying for a week in a hotel owned by a Nurcu, he rented a house and 

stayed there with his most devoted students, Tahiri Mutlu, Zdbeyir 

Giin-dzalp, Bayram Ydksel, Mustafa Sungur and Ceylan Cali, ýkan, whose 

names are often mentioned in the Risale-i Nur. 
286 

When the Baghdad Pact, the forerunner of the Central Treaty 

Organisation (CENTO) was signed between Turkey and Iraq on 24 February 

1955 in Baghdad, Ustad wrote a letter addressing Celal Bayar, the 

President of the Republic, and Adnan Menderes, the Prime Minister. In 

this letter he stressed the importance of being allied with the Muslim 

world against communism. He also said that as a result of this alliance, 

Christian and followers of other religions who also earnestly desired 

peace and tranquillity would be pleased and would maintain their friend- 

ship with the people of Turkey. 
287 

While in isparta in 1956, Ustad received the decision of the Afyon 

Criminal Court stating that there was nothing in the Risale-i Nur against 
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the law, so they could be published freely. 
288 

Following this court 

decision the first publication offer came from Dr Tahsin Tola, a DP 

deputy for the fsparta constituency. He wished to print the Risale-i 

Nur in fixed type on proper printing presses in modern Turkish. After 

obtaining Ustad's consent, Tahsin Tola and two of his colleagues had 

a meeting with Adnan Menderes and asked him to allow the Risale-i Nur 

to be published by the state. Adnan Menderes gave them some hope but 

this was never realised. The only help they actually received from 

the Prime Minister was in obtaining paper. 
289 

Almost all of the 

Risale-i Nur collections were printed in modern Turkish in large numbers 

by Tahsin Tola and some other Nurcus in Ankara, Istanbul and later in 

Samsun and Antalya. 
290 

To demonstrate his popularity in isparta, Nurcus often mention 

that on 12 April 1957, at the invitation of officers of the 3rd Training 

Brigade, Ustad took part in the ceremony of laying a foundation for 

the Brigade's mosque in isparta; he laid the first foundation stone and 

recited prayers. 
291 

Ostad made his political stance clear on 27 October 1957 when 

together with ZabeyfGUndUzalp, he went to the Bey Mosque, where the 

polling-booth was, and openly cast his vote for the Democrat Party in 

the 1957 General Elections. 
292 

1959: Ostad in the last four months of his life - 14,000 kilometre 

tour of Turkey - aged 86 

Just four months before his death, Ustad began to make a sensational 

tour of Turkey despite the fact that he was in 'technical' exile in 

isparta. 293 
The first of these trips was his one-day visit to Ankara 

on 2 December 1959. Ustad spent a night in the Beyrut Palace Hotel 

- 294 
there and on the following morning left for Emirdag. 
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His second trip was to Konya on 18 December to visit the tomb 

of Mevlana. During this visit,, thousands of people were reported to 

have gathered alongside the main road to the tomb as well as around 

it to see Ustad. He was surrounded by the police and by his own 

devoted students. As he arrived at the front court-yard, he took his 

shoes off in respect to Mevlana and visited his tomb in bare feet. 

on the same day he went to Ankara and stayed in the Beyrut Palace 

Hotel again. 
295 

on the following day, before dawn, he came back to 

Konya and visited his brother, Abdalmecid (UnlUkul) and left again 

early the same morning. 
296 

At the invitation of three Democrat Party members of Parliament, 

10stad went to Ankara on 30 December and did not permit anybody other 

than members of Parliament 
297 

and devoted Nurcus to visit him. Ostad 

told a journalist that he had come to Ankara to remove the suspicion 

and groundless fear of the administrative authorities caused by the 

calumnies of anti-religious people against the Risale-i Nur which had 

been cleared by different courts. 
298 

On 1 January 1960 Ustad left Ankara for his final visit to Istanbul, 

where he stayed in the Piyer Loti Hotel for two days. 
299 

Ustad came 

back to Ankara at midnight of 3 January and stayed as usual in the 

300 
Beyrut Palace Hotel. While he was in Ankara it was reported that the 

Ankara correpondent for Time had a long interview with Ustad on 5 January- 
301 

On 6 January 1960, Ustad left for Konya where he visited his brother 

again in his house and on the same day, in a private car that had by 

302 
then become famous, departed towards Isparta. His journeys started 

attracting attention of the political opposition who protested against 

his trips. In particular, fsmet fn6nU, the head of the RPP, hinted 

that the whole activity of Said Nursi had Democrat Party backing. Two 
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days later, on 9 January, 'Menderes hurried forth to answer tn6nd's 

charges, denying any support for Said Nursi, and proclaiming his 

party's loyalty to secularism and the principles of the Atatark 

Revolution. 1303 

While Ustad was in Týmirdag, a Nurcu group from Ankara came to 

invite him to visit the capital, and he set off the same day with them 

in a convoy. Before they reached Ankara, the state radio announced 

that the Menderes cabinet 'advised' Ustad to 'rest' in Emirda§ because 

his journeys were causing difficulties. Accordingly, the police 

stopped the convoy at (; iftlik, on the outskirts of Ankara, and Ustad, 

together with the Nurcus in his car, returned to Emirda'. Three other 9 

Nurcus from the convoy were arrested. 
304 

From Emirda4, Ustad sent an 

open letter to the press explaining that his journeys did not have any 

political purpose but that he bore no resentment for being advised by 

w 305 the government to stay in Emirdag. 

Ostad stayed in Emirdaý without going anywhere else until 20 January 

1960 when he went to isparta and settled in a house he had rented. He 

stayed there for some time and went to Afyo. n where he spent only a night 

and then returned to Emirda§ again. 

While staying in Emirda§ on 18 March 1960, Ustad fell ill with 

pneumonia. They gave him serum and injections, then he fell asleep. 

After a while he woke up with a smiling face and told Zabeyir GUnddzalp, 

Hamza Emek and Doctor Tah, ýr Bargin who were waiting in attendance: 'My 

brothers! The Risale-i Nur is prevailing in this country, and Freemasons 

and communists are crippled by it. You will suffer a little bit of 

annoyance, but at the end everything will be perfect, ' and then went to 

sleep again. In the morning he woke up as if he did not have any illness, 

performed his naMaz and called other Nurcus around him, embraced each 
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of them, and said, 'Allahaismarlad! lkl (Good-bye). Together with three 

of his students, Hdsna Bayram (the driver), ZUbeyir GUndazalp and 

Bayram Y-aksel, Ustad left tsparta on 20 March 1960, via Konya 
306 

and 

arrived in Urfa on 21 March. 
307 

The Nurcus in Urfa received Ustad and took him to the ipek Palace 

Hotel. Soon afterwards, the local security authorities came and told 

the Nurcus waiting in attendance upon Ustad in front of his door in 

the hotel that Ustad had to leave Urfa that very moment because this 

was an order from the Minister himself (the Minister of Internal Affairs). 

The people who heard that the authorities wanted to send Ustad away from 

Urfa gathered in the street outside the hotel and some of them queued in 

front of Ustad's room to visit him and to kiss his hands. His students 

were surprised to see that Ustad was receiving everybody who wanted to 

visit him, as this was completely contrary to his normal custom. 

In spite of all pressures from Ankara, the local authorities could 

not send Ustad and his students out of Urfa. On his third day in Urfa 

on the early morning of 23 March 1960 at 03.00, Ustad died in the Ipek 

Palace Hotel at the age of 87.308 

The Probate officials recorded Ustad's personal effects: a pocket 

watch, a robe, a turban and twenty Turkish liras, and decided to give 

them to his brother. Ustad had never been married, so his brother was 

his only heir. 
309 

Thousands of Nurcus from all over Turkey assembled in Urfa for his 

funeral on 24 March 1960 and buried him after performing the cenaze namazi 

(the funeral namaz) in a nearby tomb called Dergah. 
310 

On the burial 

day, gendarme forces blockaded the main roads to Urfa with tanks, 
311 

and 

within the city police took intensified security measures. 
312 

After the 27 May 1960 coup dIdtat, on 11 July 1960, General Kemal 

Tural and Ostad's brother, Abdalmecid Unlfjkul, came to Urfa in a military 
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aircraft and on the night of 12 July 1960 the body of Ustad was 

exhumed - 112 days after his death. 
313 

The corpse was put in a coffin, 

and, together with Abd-almecid UnItIkul, taken in another military 

aircraft to Afyon military airport, 
314 

then by military vehicle to Dinar, 

Baladiz and then to somewhere in isparta province. The coffin was buried 

in an unknown-lblace there. 
315 

Again, the same night, Abdalme(ýJid Cnldkul, 

this time at his own request, was taken to Konya, where he lived. 
316 

According to a rumour still circulating among Nurcus, some of the 

aqabeys know where Ostad was finally buried. 
317 

The reason for Nurcus 

keeping it secret is found in the will Ustad dictated to certain aýabeys. 

Ostad also mentioned in one of his letters to Nurcus that he did not 

want his grave to be publicly known; only a very few of his students 

should know of it. 
318 

Bayram Ydksel, who wrote the will together with 

CeylanCali. ýkan as Ustad dictated it to them, stated that after the 

dictation Ustad carried on explaining: 'As Imam Ali's grave remained 

unknown, my grave too must be in a place no-one knows. This is an order 

for you. This is my last will,. 
319 

It is also claimed by Nurcu sources that Ostad foretold his date 

of death and that his grave would be destroyed in his treatise, Lemaat, 

first published in 1923, thirty-seven years before his own death. It is 

a couplet of the Lemaat which reads: 

Yj-kilmiý bir mezarim ki, yi#lmiýtir iqinde, 

Said'den yetmiý dokuz emvat 
(2) 

ba-asam alama. 

grave of mine which has been destroyed, has piled up in it 

Seventy-nine deaths of Said 
(2) 

with his sins and suffering. ) 

In his footnote (2), written when he was seventy-nine years old (i. e. in 

1952), Said Nursi appeared to explain that his reference in this verse 

to seventy-nine did not refer to his age but to the date. The AH year 

of his death was 1379, so Nurcus claim his prophecy was fulfilled. 
320 
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318. ýahiner, *ahitler, I, pp. 371-2,421. The will is published in 
Nursi, Emirdaý Lahikasi, II, p. 173 and the reason why he did not 
want his grave known is also explained in the will. 

319. Narrated in Sahiner, Biliruniyen, p. 439. 

320. AH 1379 is AD1960. The couplet is published in Nursi, S6zler, 

p. 737 and reprinted in Sahiner, Bilinmiyen, p. 440. 
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